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Preface

International Conference on Signal, Networks, Computing, and Systems (ICSNCS
2016), organized by School of Computer and Systems Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, India, during February 25–27, 2016, certainly marks a success toward
bringing researchers, academicians, and practitioners in the same platform. It is
indeed a pleasure to receive overwhelming response from researchers of premier
institutes of the country and abroad for participating in ICSNCS 2016, which makes
our endeavor successful. Being the first conference of its series, it was challenging
for us to broadcast the conference among researchers and scientists and to receive
their valuable works for review. A very systematic workflow by the committee has
made it possible. We have received 296 articles and have selected 73 articles of the
highest quality among them for presentation and publication through peer review
done by at least two experts for each article. We are unable to accommodate many
promising works as we restricted our selection to limited articles which can be
elaborately presented in a three-day conference. We are thankful to have the advice
of dedicated academicians and experts from industry to organize the conference.
We thank all researchers participating and submitting their valued works in our
conference. The articles presented in the proceedings discuss the cutting-edge
technologies and recent advances in the domain of the conference. We conclude
with our heartiest thanks to everyone associated with the conference and seek their
support to organize the next editions of the conference in subsequent years.

New Delhi, India Daya K. Lobiyal
Rourkela, India Durga Prasad Mohapatra
Liverpool, UK Atulya Nagar
Rourkela, India Manmath N. Sahoo
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DFT-DCT Combination Based Novel Feature
Extraction Method for Enhanced Iris
Recognition

Anunita Raghu, Meghana Gundlapalli and K. Manikantan

Abstract Iris Recognition (IR) using conventional methods is a challenging domain,

and incorporating a combination of two transforms along with proposed novel

extraction technique possesses the efficacy to address the problem at hand. This

paper throws light upon the proposed unique Combined DFT-DCT feature extrac-

tion along with the inclusion of a disc shaped morphological structuring element
in the preprocessing stage. Two novel methods, namely astroid and astroid ring
shaped extraction techniques are proposed, and Binary Particle Swarm Optimization

(BPSO) based algorithm for feature selection has been employed to procure the opti-

mal subset of features from the feature space. Experimental results that have been

obtained by implementing the proposed technique on two standard iris databases,

IITD and MMU, lucidly outline the promising performance of the astroid shaped

feature extraction resulting in a significant increase in rate of recognition accompa-

nied by considerably lower number of features for iris recognition.

Keywords Iris recognition ⋅ Discrete cosine transform ⋅ Discrete fourier trans-

form ⋅ Binary particle swarm optimization ⋅ Feature selection ⋅ Feature extraction

1 Introduction

Biometric Systems involve recognition of human physiological features namely face,

retina, palm print, voice, fingerprint and iris, which are unique to an individual. Apart

from its inherent accuracy, an added advantage of biometric systems is that existing
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technology, such as hand-held devices and electronic gadgets, can incorporate it with

ease (Ref. [1]).

Iris Recognition has gained immense importance in recent times due to its age

invariant features (unlike fingerprints which are eventually smoothed) and fast recog-

nition. References [2, 3] proposes circular sector and triangular feature extraction

using DCT while Ref. [4] introduces the concept of Binary Particle Swarm Opti-

mization (BPSO) applied for Face Recognition. Reference [5] presents the role of

the Golden Ratio in BPSO, assigning values to the cognitive and social factors. Ref-

erence [6] is a path-breaking work regarding the introduction of iris recognition in

the field of biometrics and Ref. [7] proposes an algorithm to identify the iris using

circular detection operator method. References [8, 9] are recent surveys carried out

in the field of biometrics.

2 Problem Definition and Contributions

Reference [2] proposes a DCT based circular sector and triangular feature extraction.

However, with the usage of DCT alone, recognition rate cannot be increased and the

maximum number of features extracted for both the shapes is high, which in turn

results in increased processing time.

To combat these limitations, our proposal consists of a Combination of DFT and
DCT embodied feature extraction which results in a significantly higher recogni-

tion rate. Two novel approaches to considerably reduce the computation time are

the astroid and astroid ring shaped feature extraction. The introduction of a mor-
phological structuring element in the preprocessing stage enhances the features of

the iris, ameliorating the recognition rate. The preprocessing stage also consists of

Gaussian Blurring, Gamma Intensity Correction (GIC) along with Histogram Equal-

ization (HE). Applying Binary Particle SwarmOptimization (BPSO)with Euclidean
Classifier results in further diminution of the number of features extracted.

The subsequent portion of the paper is structured in the following manner: Sect. 3

addresses image preprocessing based on illumination and Sect. 4 introduces the pro-

posed DFT-DCT Combination. Section 5 throws light upon the proposed shape of

feature extraction while Sect. 6 deals with BPSO based feature selection. The pro-

posed IR system with its experimental outcomes are illustrated in Sects. 7, and 8

summarizes the results obtained.

3 Image Preprocessing

Preprocessing an image is a fundamental step used to reduce information loss in the

image in order to improve its suitability for subsequent procedures. The grayscale

Iris image is not well suited for feature extraction due to non-uniform illumination,

improper focus or insufficient lighting. Figure 1 represents the block diagram of our
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of the proposed IR system

suggested preprocessing system while Fig. 2 depicts the block diagram of the pro-

posed IR system.

Gaussian Filtering: Gaussian blurring is used to obtain smooth edges using a filter

of optimum dimensions 4 × 4 along with a standard deviation value of σ = 1.2.

Gamma Intensity Correction (GIC): According to the Power Law, the relation

between the original image and gamma intensity corrected image is given by Eq. 1.

I(x, y) = I(x, y)1∕ γ
(1)

where the exponent is gamma (γ), which determines the degree of brightness of the

corrected image (Ref. [10]). Applying GIC with an optimum value of γ = 0.78 aided

the enhancement of the iris’ features.

Histogram Equalization (HE): HE is a graphical representation of the normalized

number of pixels versus various values of intensity. It is a non-linear transformation

that balances brightness of the image, giving a high contrast image which is visually

distinguishable from the original image by the human eye.

3.1 Proposed Morphological Structuring Element

Constructed by employing a family of techniques referred to as structuring element

decomposition, structuring elements are those wherein morphological operations by

sizable structuring elements can be computed rapidly with a smaller sequence of

structuring elements. The shape of the structuring element can be well defined, such

as a polygon, or arbitrary. It contributes to obtaining sequiturs on how this shape

misses or fits the shapes in the image. Since the iris profile is circular, the proposed

concept involves the utilization of a flat, disk-shaped structuring element of radius

R = 23. It is to be noted that the disk and ball shaped structuring elements are

obtained by approximations, while the other structuring elements are exact.
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4 Proposed Combination of DFT-DCT for Feature
Extraction

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is obtained by decomposing a sequence of values

into components of various frequencies. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), as the name

suggests, is a fast and more efficient algorithm to compute the DFT of an image.

DFT is mathematically represented as shown in Eq. 2 where WN = e
−j2π∕N

.

X(k, l) =
M−1∑

m=0

N−1∑

n=0
x(m, n)Wmk

N Wnl
N , 0 ≤ k, l ≤ N − 1 (2)

On applying DFT, the low frequency components, constituting majority of the distin-

guishable features in the image, get amassed at the four corners of the DFT spectrum.

Since DCT coefficients are real, we consider the absolute value of the DFT terms.

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) enunciates a finite sequence of multiple points

of data in terms of a sum of cosine functions that oscillate at diversified frequencies.

DCT is mathematically expressed as Eq. 3. The application of DCT to the absolute

value of the DFT coefficients obtained previously results in the accumulation of the
low frequency components at the top left corner of the DCT spectrum. The high

frequency components that correspond to the minutiae are inconsequential in recog-

nition and hence, are discarded.

F(u, v) = α(u)α(v)
M−1∑

x=0

N−1∑

y=0
f (x, y) cos

[
π(2x + 1)

2M

]

cos
[
π(2y + 1)

2N

]

(3)

where

α(u) =
⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

1
√
M
, u = 0

√
2
M
, u = 1, 2,… ,M − 1

, α(v) =
⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

1
√
N
, v = 0

√
2
N
, v = 1, 2,… ,N − 1

5 Proposed Shape of Feature Extraction

Any geometrical shape can be used to extract the top left corner features of the DCT

spectrum. Conventionally, square extraction yields N2
features where N is the num-

ber of pixels on each side of the square measured from the origin of the DCT spec-

trum. However, this has a relatively low recognition rate and extremely large num-

ber of features which leads to substantial computation time. As stated in Sect. 2,

an alternative method involves the usage of circular sector and triangular shaped

extraction, which consider πN2∕4 and N2∕2 features respectively. While recogni-

tion rate increases when compared to square extraction, it is found that the same can
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be significantly increased along with abatement in the number of features extracted

by applying the proposed extraction techniques. This paper presents two novel tech-

niques for the shape of the region of extraction, namely the astroid and astroid ring.

The equation of the astroid is given by Eq. 4.

x
2
3 + y

2
3 = a

2
3 (4)

where ‘a’ is a constant.

5.1 Astroid Feature Extraction

An astroid is a hypocycloid with 4 cusps. We propose to extract the top left corner

features of the DCT spectrum using one quadrant of the astroid. If N is the number

of pixels measured from the origin and is equal to the constant ‘a’, then the number

of features extracted, A, is given by Eq. 5.

A = 3
32

πa2 = 3
32

πN2 ≈ 0.29452N2
(5)

5.2 Astroid Ring Feature Extraction

Astroid ring feature extraction involves extracting the pixels enclosed in the non-

overlapping regions between two concurrent astroids of different constants, say ‘a’

and ‘b’. If N1 and N2 are the number of pixels measured from the origin for each

astroid and are equal to the constants ‘a’ and ‘b’ respectively such that b > a, then

the number of features extracted, A, is given by Eq. 6.

A = 3
32

π
(
b2 − a2

)
= 3

32
π
(
N2

2 − N1
2) ≈ 0.29452

(
N2

2 − N1
2)

(6)

Table 1 presents a theoretical comparison between the maximum number of fea-

tures extracted for different shapes, where N is the number of pixels measured from

Table 1 Comparison between different shapes for feature extraction

Shape of

extraction

Square Circular sector Triangular Astroid Ring of

astroid

Max. No. of

features

N2 0.79N2 0.5N2 0.29N2 0.29(N2
2 − N2

1)
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3 DCT-DFT spectrum and surface plot of a Proposed astroid b Proposed astroid ring

the origin. From Fig. 3, it is observed that the proposed shapes of extraction provide

the least number of features, providing satisfactory reduction in computation time.

6 Feature Selection Using Binary Particle Swarm
Optimization

Introduced by Eberhart and Kennedy in the year 1995, Particle Swarm Optimization

(PSO) is based on the behavioral pattern of birds, bees and fishes flocking to search

for food. Velocity (represented as vt i) and position (represented as xt i) of the particles

are the two variables under consideration and these are regularly updated until opti-

mum convergence is achieved. Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO) maps

the continuously varying position into binary bits. This process of mapping uses the

binary sigmoidal function given by Eq. 7. With a swarm size of 35, inertial damping

factor ω = 0.9 is set. c1 is the cognitive factor and c2 is the social factor. From Ref.

[5], c1 is assigned the value of the golden ratio 1.618 and c2 is assigned the inverse

golden ratio 0.618. Velocity is updated as shown in Eq. 8.

f (x) = 1
1 + e−vit+1

, xid =
{

1 if rand3 < f (x)
0 otherwise (7)

vt + 1
i = ω × vti + c1 × rand1 ×

(
pibest − xti

)
+ c2 × rand2 ×

(
gbest − xti

)
(8)

The Fitness Function characterizes the rate of misclassified patterns. Let rand1,

rand2, rand3, and vti lie in the range (0,1). pibest and gbest indicate the previous best

position visited and global best position visited by any particle, respectively. They
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are assigned on the basis of the highest value of the Fitness Function, represented

by Eq. 9 where W
j

and N
i

symbolize the number of subjects, and the number of

image samples for each subject. M
i

and M
0

correspond to the means of the respec-

tive subjects and overall mean in the feature space. In Eq. 9, E denotes the Euclidean

Classifier which calculates the N-dimensional distance vector, where N is the num-

ber of features extracted, q
i
is the test image feature vector and p

i
is the feature vector

under consideration.

F =

√
√
√
√

L∑

i=1

(
Mi −Mo

)t (Mi −Mo
)

, E =

√
√
√
√

N∑

i=1

(
pi − qi

)2
(9)

where,

Mi =
1
Ni

L∑

j=1
W (i)

j , M0 =
1
N

L∑

i=1
NiMi

7 Discussion of Proposed IR System and Experimental
Results

The experiments have been performed on 2 standard iris databases, Multi Media Uni-

versity (MMU) and Indian Institute of Technology—Delhi (IITD). Tabulated results

for various values of N for both the proposed shapes of extraction are as indicated by

Tables 2 and 3 for astroid and astroid ring respectively using (Ref. [11]). Any system

having the ratio of training to testing images less than 1, is said to be intelligent and

is more preferable. It was found that results with preprocessing were much better

than those without. Both databases are in the Bitmap (BMP) format.

The MMU database (Ref. [12]) consists of 45 subjects with 5 images each and

the images contain the iris as well as the eyelashes. The image size is 240 × 320.

Table 2 Recognition rate (RR) and number of features extracted for different values of constant

‘a’ of proposed astroid IR system

Constant a No. of features MMU RR (%) IITD RR (%)

9 33 51.41 77.26

19 106 66.15 87.10

44 429 75.93 91.27

59 804 80.15 93.25

74 1130 82.00 93.55

99 2020 84.67 93.73

119 2961 85.19 93.88

139 3716 84.37 94.75
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Table 3 Rate of recognition (RR) and number of features extracted for distinct values of constants

‘a’ and ‘b’ of proposed astroid ring IR system

Constant a Constant b No. of features MMU RR (%) IITD RR (%)

9 44 424 79.11 92.28

9 59 790 81.70 93.75

14 74 1107 81.93 92.98

14 84 1527 84.07 93.08

19 99 1974 82.22 93.31

19 119 2906 81.70 93.16

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Samples images of a MMU database b IITD database

Specimen images are as shown in Fig. 4a and Tables 2, 3 indicate the results for

various value of constants for training to testing ratio of 2:3.

The IITD database (Ref. [13]) contains 224 subjects with 10 images each. The

images contain the iris and the eyelashes. The image size is 240 × 320. Specimen

images are as shown in Fig. 4b and Tables 2, 3 include the results obtained for training

to testing ratio of 4:6.

As observed from Table 2, the number of features extracted increases along with

increase in constant ‘a’. Best results were obtained for ‘a’ = 119 for MMU database

and ‘a’ = 139 for IITD database.

Considering Table 3, the values of ‘a’ and ‘b’ must be chosen with utmost care

to obtain good recognition rate. Best results were obtained for ‘a’ = 14, ‘b’ = 84 for

MMU database and ‘a’ = 9, ‘b’ = 59 for IITD database.

With increase in the value of the constant(s), the performance of the system

improves and eventually saturates for high values. However, near saturation, simply

increasing the value of the constant(s) results in higher computation time and more

number of features extracted with a negligibly marginal increase in recognition rate.

Thus, it is a trade-off between computation time (number of features extracted) and

rate of recognition.

Figure 5a compares the rate of recognition and number of features extracted for

distinct shapes. The proposed IR System is found to produce optimum results in

terms of both, the rate of recognition and the number of features extracted when

compared to Ref. [2] and conventional shape of feature extraction. Figure 5b, c indi-

cate the results for dissimilar training to testing ratios for MMU and IITD databases

respectively. In both cases, the recognition rate saturates beyond a certain training to

testing ratio and increase in recognition rate is minimal. It can also be observed that

increasing the number of images used for training leads to increase in recognition

rate.
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8 Conclusions

A novel Iris Recognition System which incorporates a unique Combination of DFT-

DCT, along with the application of a disc shaped morphological structuring ele-

ment in the preprocessing stage, in addition to astroid and astroid ring shaped feature

extraction has been proposed.

The application of this system in conjugation with Binary Particle Swarm Opti-

mization (BPSO) based feature selection and the Euclidean Classifier was found to

significantly decrease the number of features selected from the optimum feature sub-

set along with a noteworthy increase in the recognition rate. The experimental results

were found to be in accordance with the expected outcomes for two prominent iris

databases, namely the MMU and IITD databases.

Integrating classifiers, such as the Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random

Forest, is expected to improve the existing results. This work is currently in progress

and seems promising for creating improved IR systems in the future.
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Novel Digital Image Watermarking
in SWT+SVD Domain

Nikhil Purohit, M. Chennakrishna and K. Manikantan

Abstract In this paper, Digital Watermarking is carried out in the frequency domain

and the technique proposed uses single level Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT)

along with Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). SWT is used over other trans-

formations because of its non-decimation and shift invariance property. The singu-

lar values of SWT transformed watermark image is embedded into the singularly

decomposed HH sub-band (sub-image) of R, G or B channel of a Host color image.

The experimental results of watermarked images shows increase in Peak Signal to

Noise Ratio (PSNR) and the extracted watermark image is highly correlated with the

original watermark for various types attacks.

Keywords Digital watermarking ⋅ Stationary wavelet transform ⋅ Singular value

decomposition ⋅ Peak signal to noise ratio

1 Introduction

Digital watermarking is used extensively in this digital era wherein the sensitive

information is merged with a carrier which acts like a camouflage and only the proper

decoding algorithm is able to extract the information which is hidden inside the car-

rier. It is also used for various applications like authentication, copyright protec-

tion [1], information hiding [2], broadcast monitoring, content identification [3] and

filtering i.e. for instance if a person is watching a movie scene, pop ups like pro-

motions and advertisements are triggered by identifying the content being watched.
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Similarly, it is also used for content blocking by recognising a specific part of the

content. Hence watermarking is widely used for security purposes. The information

can be in the form an image, video or audio and corresponding to it the carrier is

chosen [4–6]. The multimedia industry are still facing a lot of challenges and trying

find algorithms that are more robust and the watermarks which cannot be removed or

altered, thereby eliminating piracy. Watermark can be visible or invisible [7] depend-

ing on the application.

2 Problem Definition and Contribution

Watermarking in the frequency domain [8, 9] is preferred since it alters the coeffi-

cients obtained after using different transformations rather than pixels which is done

in spatial domain [10]. Many techniques and combinations have been implemented

using DWT, DFT and SVD based [11–14]. But the PSNR values obtained are very

low even though the correlation between the original and the extracted watermark is

better. To improve the PSNR values this paper proposes.

SWT+SVD domain watermarking using HH sub-band:

Combination of SWT and SVD technique is used to embed the information into the

host image and the use of HH sub-band instead of LL, HL, LH sub-bands provides

better PSNR values for R, G and B channels.

3 Fundamental Concepts

This section provides the basic ideas about the mathematical functions used in the

proposed algorithm, they are described as follows

3.1 Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT)

The single level two dimensional SWT [15] disintegrates the image into four sub-

bands (sub-images) each having size same as that of the original image as shown in

Fig. 1, i.e. LL, LH, HL, HH. It is also known as undecimated transform since there

is no downsampling of the images. LL is the approximate image of input image it

is low frequency sub-band. LH sub-band, HL sub-band and HH sub-band gives the

horizontal, vertical and diagonal features of original image respectively. These sub-

bands are used for integrating the watermark.
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Fig. 1 Decomposition of

the image into four

components (LH, HL and

HH sub-images are in

negative form for better

clarity) when SWT is applied

Original Image

LL

HL LH

HH

3.2 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

Singular value decomposition (SVD) [16] uses a rectangular matrix of an image

(m × n) where m is the number rows and n is the number of columns of the image.

The mathematical equation for SVD is given below

A = Un×n × Sm×n × VT
m×m (1)

where U is the left singular vector, V is the right singular vector and S is diagonal

matrix and it is singular. The U and V matrix are orthogonal to each other. The

mathematical equation is given below

U × UT = In×n (2)

V × VT = Im×m (3)

The S matrix is in descending order and it is always real. If A matrix is real, then

U and V are also real. SVD can be calculated by finding eigenvector and eigenvalue

of ATA and AAT
. The eigenvector ATA is given by columns of U and eigenvalue is

given by columns of V .

4 Proposed SWT+SVD Domain Watermarking Using HH
Sub-band

The combination of SWT+SVD along with their properties serve as a good alterna-

tive over other transforms. The host is separated into R, G and B channels and to one

of the channels 2D-SWT (single level) is applied. The HH sub-band is chosen since it
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gives better results compared to other sub-bands. Then it is decomposed using SVD.

Similarly the HH sub-band of the watermark is also obtained by applying SWT and

then the singular matrix is obtained by applying SVD. The singular values of the

host images and the watermark images are combined and then inserted back into the

selected host channel using ISWT and all the separated channels are combined to

obtain the final watermarked image.

4.1 Watermark Embedding

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the embedding process. The steps involved are

as follows

1. The color host image is split into the individual channels (Red, Green and Blue).

2. To any one of the channels the 2D-SWT (single level) of SYM4 wavelet family

is applied.

3. Among the different sub-bands obtained from SWT, the HH sub-band is selected.

4. SVD is applied to the HH sub-image to decompose it into U, S and V matrices

A = U × S × VT
(4)

where A is the HH sub-image.

5. Similarly 2D-SWT (single level) of SYM4 wavelet family is applied to grey scale

watermark image and SVD is applied to the HH sub-image to decompose it into

U1, S1 and V1 matrices

B = U1 × S1 × VT
1 (5)

6. Insert the S1 matrix into the S matrix using a scalar quantity 𝛼 i.e. indirectly the

insertion of the watermark is done.

S2 = S + 𝛼S1 (6)

2D
SWT

R,G or B channelOriginal image

Watermark image

SVD

SVD

HH

HH

∑

S

S1*α

C=U*S2*V’

2D
SWT

Watermarked image

2D
ISWT

1

256

256

256

1 256

Fig. 2 Block diagram for the embedding process
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where 𝛼 is scaling factor which determines the strength of the watermark over

the host image.

7. Combine the newly obtained S2 with U and V matrices obtained from Eq. 4 as

shown in Eq. 7

C = U × S2 × V (7)

8. The transformed HH sub-image C is combined with unaltered sub-images (LL,

LH and HL) of the host image by applying ISWT to obtain the complete image

of the selected channel.

9. The resultant channel obtained is concatenated with the other two channels and

the resulting image obtained is the required watermarked image.

4.2 Watermark Extraction

Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the extraction process. The steps involved are

as follows

1. The watermarked image is split into R, G or B channel.

2. Level one 2D-SWT (SYM4) is applied to the channel into which the watermark

was embedded.

3. SVD is applied to the HH sub-band since the watermark is present in this sub-

band and corresponding U, S and V matrices are obtained.

A∗ = U∗ × S∗ × V∗T
(8)

where A∗
is the HH sub-image.

4. The difference of the singular matrix S∗ of the watermarked image and the sin-

gular matrix S of original RGB image will fetch back the singular matrix of the

2D
SWT

2D
ISWT

Watermarked image R,G or B Channel

S2

÷ α(S2-S)
S

Extracted watermark

S1*

SVDHH

Fig. 3 Block diagram for the extraction process
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watermark i.e. the separation of the watermark is done from the watermarked

image. It is given by Eq. 9

S∗1 =
(S∗ − S)

𝛼

(9)

5. The new sub-image B∗
is formed by multiplying S1 with the U1 and V1 matrices

obtained from Eq. 5

B∗ = U1 × S∗1 × VT
1 (10)

where B∗
is the HH sub-image of the extracted watermark.

6. This sub-image is combined with the unaltered LL, LH and HL sub-images of

the watermark image to obtain the complete image by applying ISWT.

7. The obtained image almost matches the watermark image which was embedded

during the embedding process. Correlation between the two images can be found

to determine their resemblance.

5 Experimental Results and Analysis

The evaluation of the proposed algorithm is done by calculating the PSNR and also

by finding correlation between watermark image before embedding and the water-

mark image obtained after the extraction. The MATLAB tool [17] is used for the

evaluation of the algorithm. Table 1 shows the PSNR values for different combina-

tions of host and the watermark images each of size 256 × 256 pixels. The PSNR is

calculated using Eq. 11.

Table 1 PSNR values obtained for the watermarked image, after embedding the watermark image

into R, G and B channels in dB

Host Watermark PSNR_R PSNR_G PSNR_B

Lena Cameraman 97.52 95.96 96.80

Pepper Airplane 99.75 97.58 99.45

Airplane Boat 97.96 95.95 99.56

Baboon Hunter 90.79 88.51 88.57

Tulips House 103.34 99.14 101.98

Barbara Livingroom 91.27 92.01 92.13

Plane Barbara 96.27 96.17 96.31

Map Butterfly 90.67 90.87 90.26

Lena Mysail 97.58 96.03 96.87
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4 a PSNR values for all three channels b Correlation coefficients for different types of attacks

PSNR = 20log10
( 255
RMSE

)
(11)

where RMSE is the root mean square error, I(i, j) is the original image and the ̄I(i, j)
is the watermarked image.

RMSE =

√
√
√
√ 1

MN

( M∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

(
I(i, j) − ̄I(i, j)

)2
)

(12)

The correlation of the original watermark with the extracted watermark gives the

information of how much the extracted watermark resembles the original watermark

before embedding. Figure 4 shows the plot of PSNR values for different host images

and correlation values obtained for different attacks. The correlation is calculated

using Eq. 13.

corr(X,Y) =

M∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

(
Xij − X

)(
Yij − Y

)

√
√
√
√

( M∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

(
Xij − X

)2 M∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

(
Yij − Y

)2
) (13)

To test whether the watermarking technique is reliable, various processing meth-

ods such as Cropping (Crop), Rotation (Rot), Gaussian Filter (Gauss), Histogram

Equalization (Hist), Sharpening (Sharp), Average filter (Avg), Motion Blur (M Blur),

Gamma Intensity Correction (GIC) have been applied. Tables 2, 3, 4 show the corre-

lation values obtained for different channels after applying various attacks and Fig. 5

shows the corresponding watermarked images.
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Table 2 Correlation coefficients obtained for watermark extracted from red channel after the appli-

cation of various kinds of attacks

Host Watermark Rotate Histeq M blur Gauss Avg Crop Sharp GIC

Lena Cameraman 0.9993 0.9989 0.9982 0.9981 0.9981 0.9981 0.9990 0.9984

Pepper Airplane 0.9998 0.9995 0.9990 0.9999 0.9989 0.9989 0.9995 0.9991

Airplane Boat 0.9998 0.9999 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9996 0.9991

Baboon Hunter 0.9989 0.9992 0.9974 0.9973 0.9973 0.9973 0.9995 0.9981

Tulips House 1.0000 0.9998 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9998 0.9997

Barbara Livingroom 0.9991 0.9992 0.9977 0.9977 0.9976 0.9976 0.9994 0.9984

Plane Barbara 0.9982 0.9993 0.9969 0.9969 0.9968 0.9969 0.9984 0.9976

Map Butterfly 0.9989 0.9989 0.9968 0.9967 0.9966 0.9967 0.9984 0.9972

Lena Mysail 0.9999 0.9998 0.9991 0.9990 0.9989 0.9990 0.9999 0.9993

Table 3 Correlation coefficients obtained for watermark extracted from blue channel after the

application of various kinds of attacks

Host Watermark Rotate Histeq M blur Gauss Avg Crop Sharp GIC

Lena Cameraman 0.9989 0.9988 0.9980 0.9980 0.9979 0.9979 0.9989 0.9985

Pepper Airplane 0.9997 0.9994 0.9988 0.9988 0.9987 0.9987 0.9994 0.9994

Airplane Boat 0.9998 0.9999 0.9988 0.9987 0.9987 0.9987 0.9995 0.9991

Baboon Hunter 0.9985 0.9991 0.9967 0.9966 0.9965 0.9965 0.9991 0.9977

Tulips House 0.9999 0.9998 0.9995 0.9995 0.9994 0.9994 0.9998 0.9997

Barbara Livingroom 0.9991 0.9993 0.9979 0.9979 0.9978 0.9978 0.9993 0.9985

Plane Barbara 0.9985 0.9993 0.9969 0.9969 0.9968 0.9969 0.9982 0.9975

Map Butterfly 0.9988 0.9994 0.9968 0.9968 0.9967 0.9967 0.9983 0.9973

Lena Mysail 0.9998 0.9998 0.9989 0.9988 0.9987 0.9987 0.9998 0.9995

Table 4 Correlation coefficients obtained for watermark extracted from blue channel after the

application of various kinds of attacks

Host Watermark Rotate Histeq M blur Gauss Avg Crop Sharp GIC

Lena Cameraman 0.9988 0.9992 0.9981 0.9981 0.9980 0.9980 0.9980 0.9980

Pepper Airplane 0.9997 0.9996 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989

Airplane Boat 0.9999 0.9999 0.9990 0.9990 0.9990 0.9990 0.9991 0.9990

Baboon Hunter 0.9985 0.9973 0.9968 0.9967 0.9966 0.9966 0.9993 0.9978

Tulips House 0.9998 1.0000 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9996 0.9998 0.9999

Barbara Livingroom 0.9991 0.9991 0.9979 0.9979 0.9978 0.9977 0.9978 0.9978

Plane Barbara 0.9988 0.9994 0.9969 0.9969 0.9969 0.9969 0.9984 0.9975

Map Butterfly 0.9987 0.9998 0.9967 0.9966 0.9965 0.9966 0.9984 0.9973

Lena Mysail 0.9998 1.0000 0.9990 0.9989 0.9988 0.9989 0.9999 0.9993
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Original watermarked image

(b)(a) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)(c)

Extracted watermark

Fig. 5 aRotated, bHistogram Equalised, cMotion Blurred, dGuassian filtered, eAverage filtered,

f Cropped, g Sharpened and h Gamma Intensity Corrected watermarked images

Table 5 Comparison of PSNR and correlation coefficients by proposed method with the DWT-

DFT-SVD method by [14] for Airplane (Host) and Boat (watermark) image

Method Channel PSNR (dB) Correlation coefficients

Rot Hist Sharp

As in [14] Red 36.21 0.9905 0.9963 0.9889

Green 33.06 0.9887 0.9970 0.9901

Blue 37.33 0.9916 0.9924 0.9884

Proposed Red 97.96 0.9998 0.9999 0.9996

Green 95.95 0.9998 0.9999 0.9995

Blue 99.56 0.9999 0.9999 0.9991

The PSNR and the correlation values obtained by proposed method is compared

with DWT-DFT-SVD for watermarking in three different channels. Table 5 shows

the comparison of PSNR and the correlation values with the method implemented

by Ref. [14] and with the proposed method. The values obtained are better since the

singular values of HH sub-band obtained from SWT is used instead of using singular

values of HL sub-band obtained from DWT-DFT.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, the digital watermarking technique proposed uses combination of

SWT+SVD which has been applied for nine different combinations of host and

watermark images. The proposed technique was compared to the technique used
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in Ref. [14] and the PSNR values obtained are superior. The main advantage of the

SWT is that no downsampling is done after filtration which is not in case of DWT

and the lack of shift invariance due to DWT is overcome by using SWT. Therefore

increased PSNR values provide visually better quality watermarked images. Also

in comparison with Ref. [14], the correlation coefficients obtained after applying

for various kinds of attacks like rotate, crop, sharp etc are better. Therefore it is

more robust and has more capability to withstand attacks that can cause information

loss which is hidden inside the carrier and hence providing better security. Further

this technique can be implemented for video watermarking and for embedding color

watermark images.
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An Improved Histogram Bin Shifting Based
Reversible Data Hiding of Color Images

Smita Agrawal and Manoj Kumar

Abstract Reversible data hiding technique recovers the original image bit by bit

after extracting the watermark bits from the watermarked image. In this paper, a

novel reversible data hiding technique is proposed for color images. The proposed

technique is based on histogram bin shifting technique, which is an efficient and

widely used method for embedding the watermark in gray scale images in reversible

manner. The proposed scheme extends the concept of histogram modification on

RGB color images. However, as compared to basic histogram modification technique

(used for reversible data hiding) which utilizes zero point and peak point, proposed

scheme utilizes first peak point and second peak point so that the distortion generated

due to the pixels shifting can be minimized. The successful application of proposed

scheme on several standard color test images and experimental results in terms of

higher PSNR values demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.

Keywords Reversible data hiding ⋅Color image ⋅Histogram bin shifting ⋅ PSNR ⋅
First peak point ⋅ Second peak point

1 Introduction

In today’s scenario of growing technologies, there is always a risk of copying, tam-

pering, illegal access and modification of multimedia data such as images, video and

audio. Digital Watermarking provides a very effective way to deal with these type

of risks. Digital watermarking is a way of hiding some secret information i.e. water-

mark in multimedia data in such a way that distortion in watermarked media after

embedding of watermark is perceptually negligible. In simple watermarking, some
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information is always lost as distortion is caused after embedding of secret infor-

mation. However, there are some fields, that are sensitive to information loss such

as defence, artwork etc., where even a single bit information loss is not acceptable.

Reversible data hiding is a special subset of fragile watermarking which not only

extracts the embedded data from the watermarked content but also recovers the orig-

inal cover media bit by bit. In reversible data hiding, there is no loss of information

therefore, it is also called “lossless data hiding”. It is a subset of fragile watermark-

ing where even a slightest modification or alteration in watermarked media alters

or destroys the watermark and hence, the original media and watermark bits cannot

be extracted. Hence, reversible watermarking is generally used in the applications

where data authentication is important. Reversible watermarking techniques cannot

be tested against various signal processing attacks [1].

During last few years, reversible data hiding has emerged as an interesting research

area among researchers. Various researchers have proposed several techniques [1–

12] for reversible data hiding after Barton [2] introduced the concept in 1997.

In reversible watermarking algorithms, the main emphasis is on improving the

embedding capacity. In the process of doing so, it is also important to maintain or

improve the visual quality of the watermarked content. Existing reversible data hid-

ing schemes can be classified generally into three group [13]: techniques based on

histogram shifting [4], difference expansion [5, 8] and compression [7]. Amid all the

schemes proposed so far, schemes using histogram modification belongs to a easy

but efficient group of techniques. The principal concept in using the histogram modi-

fication based scheme is the shifting of pixels between peak point (highest occurring

grayscale pixel value) and zero point (no pixel value corresponds to this value) so

that the space can be created for embedding the data just adjacent to the peak point.

Techniques using histogram modification are enormously effective and compu-

tationally simple in comparison of other reversible watermarking schemes proposed

for grayscale images and therefore, it is easily extendible for RGB images. RGB

color image consists of three color components Red, Green and Blue and separately,

these color components can be considered as grayscale images. Instead of applying it

directly on color (RGB) images, proposed scheme has utilized first and second peak

point in comparison of zero point and peak point used in previous existing versions

[14]. Second peak point is used to minimize distortion created by pixels shifting

between zero point and peak point, as there are invariably less pixels between first

and second peak point in comparison to peak point and zero point [14]. Therefore,

less distortion is caused in the watermarked content due to watermark embedding

and the visual quality of watermarked content is improved.

In this paper, proposed modified variant of basic histogram modification scheme

is applied on all three color portions i.e. R, G and B of color image separately, as an

individual grayscale image and finally all watermarked color parts (R, G and B) are

used for generating color watermarked image. Through this, watermarked image’s

quality is improved in the terms of perceptibility at the same hiding capacity.

The organization of the paper is as follows: A brief idea of basic histogram mod-

ification scheme for gray scale images is given in Sect. 2 using algorithm given by
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Ni et al. [4]. Section 3 explains the proposed scheme in detail. Experimental results

are discussed on various test images in Sect. 4 and finally, conclusions are drawn in

Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

In the last decade, various reversible watermarking algorithms are proposed for

grayscale images. Some reversible data hiding techniques have been proposed for

color images also. For example, Alattar [11] proposed a reversible data hiding tech-

nique for color images using expansion of color triplets. Another scheme is proposed

in [12], in which reversible data hiding for color image is done by expanding pixel

arrays which are adjacent.

First, Ni et al. [4] proposed the reversible data hiding technique utilizing the

histogram of grayscale cover image for embedding the secret information. In this

section, we describe basic histogram bin shifting technique for gray scale images

given by Ni et al. [4].

This technique considers the histogram and utilizes the peak point and zero point

for making the space so that the watermark can be embedded in the vacated space.

The space for embedding the watermark is created by shifting all the pixel values

between peak and zero point by 1. First, the original cover image is used to gener-

ate the histogram and then the zero and peak point of the histogram are calculated.

Assuming that the zero point is always greater than the peak point, original image is

scanned in a certain predefined order and the space is vacated adjacent to the peak

point by incrementing the values of all pixels between peak and zero point by 1.

Original image is scanned once again. If peak point is equal to the scanned value

and if the watermark bit that has to be embedded is found to be 1, “1” is added to

the scanned pixel otherwise the value of scanned pixel is left without any change.

Resultant image is the final watermarked image.

In Fig. 1a–c, the steps of basic histogram modification technique [4] are shown

for the embedding procedure. Histogram of original Lena image is shown in Fig. 1a.

In Fig. 1b, histogram of Lena after shifting is shown. The space adjacent to the peak
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Fig. 1 Histogram modification scheme given by Ni et al. [4]. a Original Lena image histogram. b
Shifted histogram of Lena image. c Lena image histogram after embedding of watermark
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point is clearly visible in Fig. 1b. Space created by shifting the histogram (Fig. 1b)

is used to embed the watermark and histogram of Lena after watermarking is shown

in Fig. 1c.

Watermarked image is scanned in the similar sequence as above to extract the

watermark and recover the original image. If scanned value is 1 greater than the

value of peak point, extract “1” as embedded data otherwise if scanned value is

found to be equal to the value of peak point, extract “0” as embedded data. Using

this procedure, all watermark bits are extracted. Once again, image is scanned and

1 is subtracted from all scanned values z, where z ∈ (peak point, zero point]. At the

end, recovered image is the original one.

3 Proposed Scheme

Proposed reversible watermarking technique for color images is explained in this

section, which uses the modified and improved version of basic histogram bin shift-

ing technique [4] for grayscale images.

3.1 Embedding Procedure

First, given RGB color image is divided into three color component R, G and B.

Histogram of all these components are generated and first and second peak points

(value just less than peak point) of all three histograms are recorded. The main aim

behind using the peak point is to find the space to embed as much data as possible.

Second peak point is used here so that the distortion caused due to the pixels shifting

can be minimized to make space for embedding the watermark. Here, total capacity

is equivalent to the total pixels that correspond to the highest pixel values in all

three color components. Following embedding procedure is applied to all three color

components separately:

The original image is scanned in a specific order. If the second peak point

value is greater than the value of first peak point, all pixel values z, such that

z ∈ (first peak point, second peak point), are incremented by “1” otherwise decre-

mented by “1”, vacating the space just adjacent to the peak point. Again, the whole

image is scanned and if scanned value is found equal to “first peak point”, check the

watermark bit which has to be embedded. If watermark bit is equal to “1”, corre-

sponding pixel value is incremented (if second peak point is greater than first peak

point) or decremented (if first peak point is greater than second peak point) by “1”,

otherwise there is no change in pixel value. Embedding is finished in this manner

and generated image is called the watermarked image. This procedure is applied to

all three individual grayscale images generated by dividing the RGB color image

into three color components. Finally, all three watermarked color components are

combined to obtain final color watermarked image.
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3.2 Extraction Procedure

Extraction procedure is just the reversal of the embedding procedure. First, color

watermarked image is divided into three color components R, G and B and then

extraction procedure is applied to all three individual grayscale watermarked images

obtained after dividing the color image into three components. Watermarked image

is scanned in the similar order as done at the time of embedding. If the value of first

peak point is less than the value of second peak point and scanned pixel is found hav-

ing grayscale value “first peak point + 1”, “1” is extracted as embedded data other-

wise if it is equal to the “first peak point”, “0” is extracted as embedded data. Image

is scanned once again and if pixel value z ∈ (first peak point, second peak point),
z is decremented by 1.

If the value of first peak point is greater than second peak point and scanned

value is found to be “first peak point − 1”, “1” is extracted as embedded data oth-

erwise if it is equal to the “first peak point”, “0” is extracted as embedded data.

Whole image is scanned once again and pixel value z is incremented by 1 if z ∈
(first peak point, second peak point). Embedded bits are extracted in this manner

and original image is also recovered. Finally all three recovered color components

are concatenated to obtain the original color image.

4 Experimental Results

The proposed scheme is implemented on several color test images displayed in

Fig. 2a–f. Proposed scheme has also been compared with an existing technique [4]

(when applied to color images). Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR) is generally

used as a metric for calculating distortion generated in watermarked content due

to watermark embedding. High values of PSNR indicate better quality in terms of

perceptibility. PSNR can be calculated by using the following formula:

PSNR = 10 ∗ log10
(255 × 255

MSE
)

where, Mean Square Error (MSE) is defined as-

MSE = 1
MN

M−1∑

i=0

N−1∑

j=0
[I′(i, j) − I′′(i, j)]2.

where, I′ is the original cover image of size M × N and I′′ is the image obtained

after watermark embedding.

Table 1 shows the PSNR values of various standard color test images (Fig. 2a–f)

for proposed scheme and the existing scheme. Proposed scheme provides higher

PSNR values as compared to the existing scheme [4] and thus indicates that the
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(a) (b) ( c ) 

(d) (e) ( f ) 

Fig. 2 Test images. a Lena. b Mandrill. c Barbara. d Peppers. e Airplane. f Girl

Table 1 PSNR values for several standard color test images (Fig. 2a–f) using proposed and existing

technique

S.no. Images Capacity (no. of

bits)

PSNR (Proposed

scheme) (db)

PSNR (Existing

scheme [4]) (db)

1. Lena 9890 54.87 53.05

2. Mandrill 6570 55.12 52.36

3. Barbara 8353 57.21 50.43

4. Peppers 33707 50.01 48.15

5. Airplane 26217 60.79 59.28

6. Girl 22501 56.23 54.10

proposed scheme can achieve better quality in terms of perceptibility. This demon-

strates the strength of the proposed scheme. Higher PSNR values are achieved for

images where less shifting is required between first and second peak point. Therefore

distortion caused is perceptually negligible in the images after watermark embedding

and the quality of the watermarked content is better at the same hiding capacity.

5 Conclusions

Histogram shifting is a widely exploited technique for grayscale images to embed the

watermark in reversible way. An improved variant of existing histogram modification

based reversible data hiding technique is proposed in this paper for color images.

In the proposed scheme, first and second peak point are employed instead of zero

and peak point. All the three color parts of the color images are used to embed the

watermark separately. Rather than using zero point, the proposed scheme uses second
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peak point, which helps in minimizing distortion as generally there are less pixel

values between first and second peak point as compared to the pixels shifted between

zero and peak point. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed scheme

achieves better visual quality as PSNR values for proposed scheme are higher in

comparison to the basic histogram modification technique (when applied to RGB

color images).
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Face Recognition Using Background
Removal Based on Eccentricity and Area
Using YCbCr and HSV Color Models

Amith Lawrence, N.V. Manoj Ashwin and K. Manikantan

Abstract The process of Face Recognition is complicated due to the background,

pose variations in the images. Using the Pre-processing techniques proposed in this

paper the essential invariant features in an image have been made available for extrac-

tion. Background Removal based on Eccentricity is implemented by incorporating

both YCbCr and HSV color models to eliminate unnecessary features in the back-

ground. Multi-scaled fusion is included for nullifying the variation in pose. Next, the

images are subjected to feature extraction using two-dimensional Discrete Wavelet

Transform (DWT) and feature selection algorithm. Experimental results show the

effectiveness of the above mentioned techniques for face recognition on two bench-

mark face databases, namely, CMU-PIE and Caltech.

Keywords Face recognition ⋅ Image pre-processing ⋅ Feature extraction ⋅ Feature

selection

1 Introduction

The concept of Face Recognition has been at the centre of Image Processing more

specifically in the field of biometrics for many years. The applications span over

a variety of different fields i.e. Surveillance and Tracking, Criminal Identifica-

tion, Authentication of Identity. It involves identifying the distinguishing features

of a face and classifying them accordingly [1]. The success of this FR system is

affected by various factors such as Background, Pose and Illumination which can be
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effectively nullified by Pre-processing techniques. The abilities of the human brain

have been recreated using these techniques [2]. Images with a plain predefined sta-

tic background removing the background will always give you the face boundaries.

For color images, the image is subjected to skin segmentation [3] and contour of

the face is obtained. The following sections deal with the techniques already avail-

able for executing the FR system, proposed pre-processing technique to improve our

recognition rates, Experimentation results for Datasets (CMU-PIE and Caltech) and

lastly conclusion and future work.

2 Problem Definition and Contribution

The images used for testing the proposed techniques may include unco-operative

subjects with varying background. The background tends to affect the efficiency of

the system. The background features need to be removed from the images in order

to relieve the system of any unnecessary computation.

The face recognition process is optimized isolating only the face to be recognized

while removing the background which is non-essential. This Background removal is

a combination of skin segmentation, morphological operations, eccentricity—range

based region selection. This method can be enhanced by introducing another color

model namely HSV [4] during the skin segmentation stage, for extracting the face

region.

In addition to the background issue there is the matter of pose variance which can

also adversely affect the recognition ability of the system. The differences in pose

can be neutralised by fusing the left and right poses of the face into a single image.

3 Prior Art

This paper has improved the performance of the FR system by incorporating the

techniques mentioned below∶

3.1 Multi-scaled Image Fusion to Combat Varying Pose

In this step the face is normalised in terms of pose by combining it with its mirrored

image and compressing it as shown in Fig. 1. Thereby establishing symmetry along

the vertical axis. Lengthwise compression and fusion of images with different ratios

reduces the redundancy in images (due to vertical symmetry) [5]. This technique

reduces the effect of pose variance in images and improves the correlation between

images of the same subject in different profiles.
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Fig. 1 Multi-scaled fusion process flow

3.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform for Feature Extraction

The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [6] is used in feature extraction because it

can produce both frequency and spatial representations of a signal simultaneously.

Here 2D DWT for feature extraction. Thus, the image is sampled into subbands

approximation (cA), horizontal (cH), vertical (cV) and diagonal (cD). The infor-

mation in low spatial frequency bands play a dominant role in face recognition [7].

The cA sub-bands facial features are least sensitive to external parameter variations.

3.3 Binary Particle Swarm Optimization for Feature
Selection

This is a simple end efficient population-based optimization method proposed by

Kennedy and Eberhart. Particle Swarm Optimization is inspired by the social forag-

ing behavior of some animals such as flocking behavior of birds and the schooling

behavior of fish, all examples of swarming [8]. In PSO, potential solutions are called

particles. In PSO, the global best particle found among the swarm is the only infor-

mation shared among particles. It is a one-way information sharing mechanism.

Xt
i = [xi1, xi2, xi3,… , xiD] (1)

V(t+1)
i = w.Vt

i+C1.rand1.(Pbesti−Xt
i) + C2.rand2.(Gbesti−Xt

i) (2)

Where i = (1, 2, . . .N) and N is the size of the swarm; Pi_best is the particle best

reached solution and Gbest is the global best solution in the swarm. C1 and C2 are

cognitive and social parameters that are bounded between 0 and 2. rand1 and rand2
are two random numbers, with uniform distribution U(0,1). (Vmax is the maximum

velocity).
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The Binary Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO) [8], is an evolutionary opti-

mizer which maximizes the class separation by maximizing the fitness function and

in turn selecting the most distinctive features. A bit value of 1 indicates selection and

a value of 0 indicates rejection of the feature. The particle position is updated using

If rand3 < 1∕(1 + exp(−vt+1i )),Xt+1
i = 1 elseXt+1

i = 0 (3)

4 Proposed Methodology

The FR system is based on the system being divided into 2 stages i.e., training and

testing stages, as shown in Fig. 2. The training stage deals with training the FR system

using a certain amount of images from the database. Time taken to train and select the

features (Training time) signifies the complexity and speed of the algorithm. After

training, the system is tested using the remainder of the images from the database.

The training and testing stages each consists of four general component blocks, as

shown in Fig. 2.

4.1 Eccentricity and Area-Range Based Varying Background
Removal for Facial Region Extraction

The images are subjected to skin segmentation in the YCbCr and HSV color space

and are subjected to thresholding such that only skin colored regions are included.

The HSV color model is more akin to human color perception [9]. The H and S

channel provide information about skin color. Channel S is used to identify Asian

and Caucasian ethnics [10]. The obtained binary image is subjected to morphological

Training
Image

Testing
Image Eucledian

Classifier

Binary
PSO algorithm

Binary
PSO algorithm

Feature selection

2- Dimensional
DWT

2- Dimensional
DWT

Pre-processing steps Feature extraction

Face
Feature
Gallery

gbest

1-D
vector

1-D vector

Recognised Image

cA cV

cH cD

1-D
vector

Fig. 2 Block diagram of face recognition system
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Fig. 3 Background removal process flow

operations such as opening by using a structuring element in order to remove the

noise spots, which is followed by dilation and erosion. This binary image includes

facial regions and other skin colored regions. Eccentricity is a scalar property which

specifies the ratio of the distance between the foci of the ellipse and its major axis

length [11]. The value is between 0 and 1. Considering that a general human face is

ovoid in shape and that the face is in the foreground, the facial regions are extracted

based on the eccentricity and the area occupied by that region as shown in Fig. 3.

These are the steps involved:

(1) The color images of the subject in RGB color space is converted to YCbCr and

HSV color space as it is relatively easier to threshold skin color regions using

this. The YCbCr color space is relatively immune to illumination changes and

thus provides better separation between illumination component Y and the color

components Cb and Cr. The skin in channel H (Hue) is characterized by values

between 0.01 and 0.25, in the channel S(Saturation) from 0.9 to 0.103. The skin

pixels are assigned a 1 and non-skin pixels are assigned a 0 using (5). Thus the

image is converted to a binary image with white portions being the skin colored

regions within the threshold value.

77 <= Cb <= 123
133 <= Cr <= 173
0.01 <= H <= 0.25
0.9 < S < 0.103

(4)

(2) The skin color segmentation is succeeded by a series of area opening operations,

erosion and dilation to remove the unwanted sputtering and to round the edges

of the segmented regions [12].
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(3) Regions having higher values of eccentricities are removed from the image. The

regions with higher values of eccentricities usually correspond to rectangular

long areas. The facial areas correspond to areas with low values of eccentricities

(usually between 0.4 and 0.6). In the event that multiple regions are identified

then they are selected based on their area.

5 Feature Extraction Stage

The extraction stage deals with reducing the dimensions of the target thereby reduc-

ing and eliminating the unimportant aspects of the image. In this paper, we have

used one dimensional DWT to achieve this. For which the cA component is used for

further extraction as shown in Fig. 2. 2D DWT is applied to this and the cA sub-band

is extracted. This is done up to 2 levels using the sym4 wavelet. DWT filters out the

number of features required to effectively represent an image and thus used as an

extractor in this system.

6 Feature Selection Stage

The BPSO algorithm is used for feature selection. This optimises the set of features

by acting as funnel to reduce the quantity of features [13], such that the class sep-

aration is maximized. This minimizes the number of redundant features to give a

compact representation of the image.

7 Euclidean Distance Classifier

The Euclidean classifier is used to ascertain the similarities between the testing

image and training images and thus, in the process recognize the subject in the test-

ing image [13]. The Euclidean distance termed as the straight line distance between

two images is a measure of this similarity. If A and B are feature vectors correspond-

ing to a training image and a testing image respectively, and L is the length of the

feature vector, then the Euclidean distance is calculated.

8 Experimental Results and Discussions

The background removal technique proposed in the paper, is applied to a CMU-PIE

database, the results for a particular subject are as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4 13 images of a subject in CMU-PIE database (left) and the corresponding images after

background removal (right)

8.1 Database Details

In order to verify the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed technique, the

following experiments were conducted using standard face databases, namely, CMU-

PIE and Caltech.

8.1.1 CMU-PIE Database

The CMU Pose, Illumination and Expression (PIE) database [14] contains more than

40,000 images of 68 subjects taken between October 2000 and December 2000. It

contains images with highly complex backgrounds and non-uniform lighting condi-

tions these images adopt different poses as well. For the experiments related to CMU-

PIE, a database which contains images of 30 subjects with pose variations captured

before complex backgrounds has been utilised. In order to simulate the pose variance

factor, a total of 13 images from each subject with a size of 640 × 486 (RGB) have

been considered. The images differ from one another in pose and background.

8.1.2 Caltech Database

The Caltech Frontal face dataset [15] contains a total 450 face images of 27 unique

subjects each of size 896 × 592, in JPEG format. It consists of images with different

lighting conditions and non-uniform backgrounds. All the images are frontal with a

constant pose in all the images. This database has been customised by considering

a total of 16 subjects having 15 images each with varying expressions. The back-

grounds for each of these images is complex and the background removal process

has been adjusted accordingly. This database has been created for experimental pur-

poses from the initial set of images. The creation of this database takes a total time

of 62s.
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Table 1 Comparison of recognition rate for different Tr:Te ratio for the proposed datasets

Dataset Tr:te RR (%) Avg. No.

of features

Training time (s) Testing time (ms)

CMU-PIE 5 : 8 32.04 395 75.36 118.34

7 : 6 34.97 393 64.56 121.45

3 : 10 26.23 387 70.37 103.23

1 : 12 21.65 402 76.97 100.64

Caltech faces 1999 5 : 10 50.20 386 46.62 32.45

6 : 9 54.16 391 55.36 35.62

7 : 8 58.73 345 64.79 36.80

8 : 7 58.63 358 74.37 38.67

8.2 Experimentation

8.2.1 Experiment 1

In real world applications, the training to testing ratio varies depending on the sit-

uation, we try to simulate this scenario by varying the training to testing ratio. The

experiment is carried out for different ratios as shown in Table 1. For a given ratio,

the RR varies slightly with different iterations as the training and testing images are

chosen in a pseudo-random nature [16]. Thus, the results for each of the databases

mentioned in this paper, are computed by averaging over 10 iterations. In this exper-

iment, as the ratio of training to testing images increases, the RR and the average

training time increases. In addition, testing time also increases because the image

has to be compared with more number of training images.

In the Caltech database, it can be observed that the RR seems to vary from 58

to 50 %. In this case, the best and worst subjects. The results associated with the

CMU-PIE dataset is similar. The system performs well under most constraints and

the average RR varies between 34 to 28 %. The CMU-PIE dataset consists of images

that are not at face level also and therefore getting high RR is a challenge.

8.2.2 Experiment 2

In this experiment as in Table 2, the results by implementing the proposed back-

ground removal method using both color models in conjunction (1B & 2B) against

background removal in YCbCr (1A & 2A). The method to cancel pose variation is

also applied to the system in each of these scenarios and the results are tabulated

in Table 3. In the CMU-PIE database the RR is 32.04 which is 4 % greater than the

RR when the dataset is subjected to background removal in YCbCr in combination

with multi-scaled fusion technique. Whereas the Caltech database, the RR improves

nearly 8 % when the background is removed using both color models against only
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Table 2 IDs for each scenario

Database ID Pre-processing technique

CMU-PIE 1A Background removal in YCbCr with scaled-fusion technique

1B Backgroung removal in YCbCr and HSV with scaled-fusion technique

1C Only background removal in YCbCr and HSV

Caltech 2A Background removal in YCbCr with scaled-fusion technique

2B Backgroung removal in YCbCr and HSV with scaled-fusion technique

2C Only background removal in YCbCr and HSV

Table 3 Comparison of recognition rate for different scenarios

ID RR (%) Avg. no.of

features

Training time (s) Testing time (ms)

1A 28.29 349 73.02 112.66

1B 32.04 395 75.36 118.34

1C 25.09 381 63.25 102.58

2A 42.36 342 45.58 31.56

2B 50.20 386 46.42 32.45

2C 47.52 344 38.29 27.31

YCbCr method. The images are pose invariant and therefore multi-scaled fusion

technique does not effect the RR significantly. Thus the proposed method enhances

the recognition efficiency by implementing the proposed pre-processing technique.

9 Conclusions

The proposed pre-processing method utilises two color models in order to zero in on

the face, and reduce the image to obtain the features which improves the chances of

recognition. The processed images are in coupled with DWT based feature extrac-

tion, BPSO based feature selection and Euclidean Classifier, using MATLAB, to

achieve improved face recognition. The accuracy of this system is realised by the

results obtained by applying the proposed FR system on two different databases,

which have variations in pose (CMU-PIE) and background (Caltech) as shown in

Fig. 5. The results for CMU-PIE database indicate that the improved background

removal along with the pose remedial method has given a recognition rate of 32.04%
with training-to-testing ratio of 5∶ 8. Considering that the Caltech database has vary-

ing background but no pose variation, the results are mainly influenced by back-

ground removal method with a recognition rate of 50.2% with training-to-testing

ratio of 5∶ 10. Therefore the improved background removal technique has effectively

increased the recognition efficiency.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Graphical plots describing Experiment 1(a) and Experiment 2(b). a Comparison of recog-

nition rate for different Tr:Te ratio for the proposed datasets. b Comparison of recognition rates for

different methods
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An Efficient Multi-focus Image Fusion
Approach Based on DWT

Sonam and Manoj Kumar

Abstract In this paper, a Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) based approach for

multi-focus image fusion using a novel coefficients selection scheme is proposed.

The proposed method enables the decomposition of source images into low and high

frequency sub-bands. To combine the low and high frequency sub-band coefficients

of the transformed images, pixel averaging method and gradient based fusion rule

are applied to the various frequency sub-bands. Finally, we applied inverse DWT

and obtained an enhanced fused image. The performance of the proposed scheme is

evaluated on various multi-focus images and experimental results are also compared

with existing methods. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed scheme

is better and effective in terms of Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR).

Keywords Multi-focus image fusion ⋅ Image sharpness ⋅ DWT ⋅ PSNR

1 Introduction

In current scenario, image fusion has become a vital and useful technique for image

analysis and computer vision [1]. The purpose of image fusion is to integrate the

information of two or more images of same view or scene into a single composite

image and to obtain more informative fused image. There are various application

of image fusion in the field of medical imaging, security, remote sensing, military,

robotics, etc. Generally, single image of a complex scene does not contain enough

information to observe, means if one image is focused in object and another one

is in out-of-focus. This problem can be solved with multi-focus image fusion. In

which, the relevant information from multiple source images of same scene with
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different focuses are combined into a single focusing sharp output image. This output

image contain more information and having better visual appearance in comparison

to any of the source image. The resultant fused image is also useful for the perception

of human/machine. Fusion techniques can be performed into spatial and transform

domain [2]. In spatial domain techniques, fusion process is performed on all source

images pixel by pixel and a single fused image is produced. Some spatial domain

techniques of fusion are maximum method, minimum method, average method, Prin-

cipal Component Analysis (PCA) method [3, 4], Intensity-Hue-Saturation (IHS)

method, Brovey Transform and High Pass Filter (HPF) [5, 6]. Generally, the spa-

tial domain methods produce distorted fused images. To overcome this problem a

transform domain approach is introduced. Transform domain approaches include

discrete wavelet transform [7–9], Lifting Stationary Wavelet Transform (LSWT)

[10], Contourlet Transform [11] and Nonsubsampled Contourlet Transform (NSCT)

[12], etc. The image fusion process can be broadly categorized into pixel level, deci-

sion level and feature level. Among these, the pixel level fusion method is easy to

implement and time efficient. The maximum method [13] is widely used technique

for fusion. This method is sensitive in terms of noise and artifacts. The simplest

fusion method is average method, in which pixel by pixel average values are cal-

culated. But this method, reduce the contrast [14]. For the problem of contrast, a

new fusion method had been introduced based on directive contrast [15]. The high

frequency sub-bands had been fused by directive contrast, while low frequency sub-

bands are fused using median method. The multiresolution fusion techniques based

on wavelet transform, provides a better spatial and spectral localization informa-

tion of image than other multiresolution techniques [16, 17]. A new fusion method

based on DWT [18] has been introduced for multi-focus images. The low frequency

sub-bands are fused using a maximum sharpness focus measure method, while high

frequency sub-bands are combined by a maximum neighboring energy method. The

sharp details of images are represented in high frequency coefficients. Here, we pro-

pose a fusion method in which sharp details are obtained from the high frequency

coefficients with the aim to increase the sharpness of image. This paper is based on

pixel level image fusion. In which, the blurring is evaluated by selecting the impor-

tant information from the sharp details. The objective of this paper is to improve the

quality and visual appearance of image by combining all important details of indi-

vidual source images. In the proposed work, DWT based image fusion method is

applied using a novel selection rule for wavelet coefficients. After performing DWT,

low and high frequency coefficients are obtained and combined using different fusion

methods, separately. Over the obtained new fused wavelet coefficients Inverse Dis-

crete Wavelet Transform (IDWT) is performed to reconstruct the image. The perfor-

mance of the proposed scheme is evaluated and compared with few existing fusion

methods.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Proposed scheme is explained

in Sect. 2. Experimental results are discussed in Sect. 3. The quality of fused image

evaluated in Sect. 4. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Sect. 5.
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2 Proposed Scheme

To improve the quality of multi-focus images a scheme is proposed where images

are of same view but with different focuses. In our proposed scheme, two multi-

focus images are taken. Over the each source image DWT is performed, by which

images are decomposed into low-pass (L) and high-pass (H) frequency sub-bands.

The main idea of our proposed scheme is to improve the sharpness of image and

reconstruct the enhanced image, by selecting the sharp details from high frequency

sub-bands. For that, high frequency coefficients of both image are fused using gra-

dient based method. The gradient coefficients of both of the transformed images

are calculated using high frequency sub-bands and compared, respectively. If gradi-

ent coefficients of one image is greater than other image then pixel wise averaging

method is performed otherwise maximum method is opted. Similarly, on low fre-

quency sub-bands, simple pixel averaging method is performed. Finally, the resul-

tant fused image is reconstructed by performing IDWT on new fused wavelet coef-

ficients. The block diagram of proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The sharpness

focus measure is defined as [18].

∇G(p) = [∇Gx(p)2 + ∇Gy(p)2]1∕2 (1)

where ∇Gx(p),∇Gy(p) can be defined as:

∇Gx(p) =
{

−D(s − 1, t − 1, u, v) − 2D(s − 1, t, u, v) − D(s − 1, t + 1, u, v)

+D(s + 1, t − 1, u, v) + 2D(s + 1, t, u, v) + D(s + 1, t + 1, u, v)
}

DWT

Image A DWT

Image B

Approximation
part

Detail part

Approximation
part

Detail part

Averaging based
fusion

Gradient based
fusion

IDWT

IDWT

Fused
Image

Fig. 1 Block diagram of proposed scheme
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∇Gy(p) =
{

D(s − 1, t − 1, u, v) + 2D(s, t − 1, u, v) + D(s + 1, t − 1, u, v)

−D(s − 1, t + 1, u, v) − 2D(s, t + 1, u, v) − D(s + 1, t + 1, u, v)
}

In this method, let p = (s, t, u, v) be represent the index of a particular multiscale

decomposition coefficient, where s and t represent spatial position, u and v denote

decomposition level and frequency band of multi-scale decomposition representa-

tion. The proposed method can be summarized using following steps:

1. Take two multi-focus source images A and B.

2. Perform DWT to decompose the source images into low and high frequency sub-

bands.

3. Apply pixel averaging fusion method on low frequency coefficients of both trans-

formed images in approximation part.

4. Apply gradient based fusion rule on high frequency coefficients of both trans-

formed images in detail parts.

5. Perform an inverse DWT on fused wavelet coefficients to achieve the final fused

image (If ).

3 Experimental Results and Discussion

The proposed scheme is tested on some standard images such as mandrill, lena and

barbara, each of size 512 × 512. These image are considered as the ideal reference

image (Ir) shown in Figs. 2a, 3a and 4a. In the proposed work, DWT based method

with Haar as the wavelet basis is used upto 2-level decomposition. But before apply-

ing DWT, reference images are blurred with Gaussian filter of 13 × 13 window and

with standard deviation (𝜎) = 5. Figures 2b, 3b and 4b are upper side blurred images,

while other Figs. 2c, 3c and 4c are lower side blurred images. The results obtained

by some existing method such as minimum method [13], maximum method [19]

and directive contrast method [15] are shown in Figs. 2d–f, 3d–f and 4d–f, respec-

tively. The results obtained by our proposed method are shown in Figs. 2g, 3g and

4g. For the efficiency of our proposed work, we also compared the results of our

method by above existing methods. The obtained results from these methods and

proposed method are shown in Table. 1. From the experimental results, it can be

easily observed that the proposed scheme is better than others.
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(a) (b) (c)

(e) (f) (g)

(d)

Fig. 2 Fusion results for mandrill image. a Reference image; b upper side blurred image; c lower
side blurred image; d fused image by maximum method; e fused image by minimum method; f
fused image by directive contrast method; g fused image by proposed method

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Fig. 3 Fusion results for lena image. a Reference image; b upper side blurred image; c lower side
blurred image; d fused image by maximum method; e fused image by minimum method; f fused

image by directive contrast method; g fused image by proposed method
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) 

Fig. 4 Fusion results for barbara image. a Reference image; b upper side blurred image; c lower
side blurred image; d fused image by maximum method; e fused image by minimum method;

f fused image by directive contrast method; g fused image by proposed method

Table 1 PSNR of fused images

Input images Fusion rules PSNR w.r.t reference image

Mandrill Minimum method 28.3171

Maximum method 29.3383

Directive contrast 28.6002

Proposed method 29.8569

Lena Minimum method 32.1539

Maximum method 34.09539

Directive contrast 34.2217

Proposed method 35.7386

Barbara Minimum method 29.9535

Maximum method 31.3625

Directive contrast 31.9447

Proposed method 33.1251

4 Evaluation Factor of Fused Image

It is difficult, to discriminate the proposed scheme with others by visual inspection.

Therefore, PSNR metric is used to evaluate the performance of the methods. PSNR

indicates the visual quality of the fused image, while Mean Square Error (MSE)

indicates how much error conveys by the fused image. The lower value of MSE and

higher value of PSNR indicate better fused result.
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4.1 Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)

PSNR = 10 log10
(
2552
MSE

)

(2)

where MSE is given as

MSE = 1
mn

m−1∑

i=0

n−1∑

j=0
[Ir(i, j) − If (i, j)]2

where Ir and If represent the reference and fused image.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a simple and effective DWT based fusion scheme, for constructing

a single image with enhanced quality using multi-focus image fusion is proposed.

These multi-focus images are of same scene but with different focusing. The main

contribution of this work is to introduce a novel fusion scheme for selecting the

coefficients in DWT domain to increase the sharpness. In this method, fusion of low

frequency coefficients is performed using pixel averaging method, while a gradient

based fusion method is opted for high frequency coefficients. The proposed method

is also compared with few existing fusion methods. To evaluate the performance of

our approach, PSNR values are compared with other methods. We can observed that

the quality of the result from our proposed scheme is good in comparison of other

fusion techniques.
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A Novel Fuzzy Filter for Mixed Impulse
Gaussian Noise from Color Images

M. Jayasree and N.K. Narayanan

Abstract Removal of Mixed noise from digital color images is a challenging task
because it requires processing of different types of noise. Also, noise need to be
distinguished from the original image structures such as edges and details. Fuzzy
theory is an effective solution to this problem. In this paper, a new fuzzy method is
proposed to reduce impulse and Gaussian noise from color images. A weighted
averaging filtering operation is used for this purpose. The weights in the averaging
process are assigned using a fuzzy rule system based on a new certainty function, so
as to reduce both noise types and to preserve image structures. Experimental results
show that the method outperforms the state-of-the-art filters.

Keywords Mixed noise ⋅ Fuzzy theory ⋅ Gaussian noise ⋅ Certainty function

1 Introduction

Mixed noises degrade digital image quality to a large extend. Gaussian noise can
corrupt digital color images at the image acquisition phase that may be further
ruined by impulse noise due to transmission errors or storage faults. Noise can be
reduced separately using various existing techniques [1–3], but only very few
methods have been published to process mixed noise, and most of them have been
developed for gray level processing. Consecutively applying specific filtering
methods, one for each type of noise would reduce mixed noise in a simple way.
But, this process could decrease the computational efficiency which implies that this
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solution is not practical for real applications. Therefore, we need to devise a specific
filter for mixed noise.

Some of the methods in the literature survey have addressed this problem efficiently.
A Peer group averaging (PGA) technique detailed in [4–7] was extended to the fuzzy
method in [8] which combines a statistical method with an averaging operation to
smoothen Gaussian noise. Studies in [4, 5, 7] make use of Fisher linear discriminant.
Region analysis method [6], and fuzzy method [8] has been studied. The trilateral filter
(TF) [4] which is based on the popular bilateral filter [5, 6] is used to remove Gaussian
noise. The study in [7] discusses an impulse noise removal technique which uses a
switching mechanism in the bilateral filter. A weighted averaging technique is used in
the adaptive nearest neighbor filter (ANNF) [8, 9] which reduces impulses that receive
lower weights. The partition based filters [10, 11] classify each intended pixel to be
processed into various signal activity groups. A hybrid approach of Bayesian classi-
fication with kernel regression is used in [12].

Joan-Gerard Camarena et al. proposed a simple fuzzy method called Simple
Fuzzy Rule Filter (SFRF) to remove mixed Gaussian-impluse noise from color
images [13]. A simple weighted average operation was carried out over the pixels in
a filtering window, which filters each image pixel only once. A fuzzy rule-based
system is used to compute the weights adaptively. Even though the method showed
good results, the filtering performance and noise suppression capability can be
further enhanced by introducing an improved certainty degree. This paper presents
an enhanced model for color image filtering using a novel empirical formula for
calculating fuzzy certainty degree.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Sect. 2 details the simple fuzzy rule
filtering (SFRF) method [13]. Section 2.3 discusses the modified certainty degree
for the medium similarity index. Experimental results are provided in Sect. 3, and
finally conclusions are drawn in Sect. 4.

2 Simple Fuzzy Rule Filtering (SFRF) Method

Let a color image to be processed be represented as F, and let W be a sliding
filtering window, of size n × n (n equal to an odd number starting from 3), which
is centered at the pixel F0. The vectors in F denoted as Fi = ðFRi , FGi , FBi Þ, are used in
the RGB color space. The simple fuzzy rule filter [13], replaces a pixel Fi by a pixel
Fî which is a weighted average on certain selected pixels in W, denoted by
F0,F1, . . .Fm and is given by

F ̂i = ∑m
i=0 wiFi� �

̸ ∑m
i=0 wi

� � ð1Þ

The weight wi lies between 0 and 1, and are calculated through a defuzzification
method using fuzzy logic inference.

The process of obtaining the weights for each filtering window is explained in
the following sections.
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2.1 Noisiness of Pixels

Initially, evaluate how much noisy each image pixel is. So, assign a certainty degree
δ(Fi) to each Fi as follows. Order the pixels Fj in the window W centered at Fi

which is of size n × n in the way F(0), F(1), …, F(n2 − 1) in the order of a
distance measure ρ so that ρ(Fi,F(0)) ≤ ρ(Fi,F(1)) ≤ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≤ ρ(Fi,F(n

2 − 1)),
where F(0) = Fi. As the distance measure ρ, we use the metric L∞ [14] given by

L∞ Fi,Fj
� �

=max FR
i −FR

j

���
���, FG

i −FG
j

���
���, FB

i −FB
j

���
���

n o
ð2Þ

for the impulse noise detection. Consider the first s + 1 pixels F(0), F(1), … F(s).
Calculate the RODs statistic for Fi, [4]

RODsðFiÞ= ∑
s

j = 0
L∞ðFi,FjÞ ð3Þ

As Fi = F(0), L∞(Fi,F(0)) = 0, RODs takes integer values in the interval [0, 255].
A small range of RODs (Fi) indicates that the s + 1 pixels inW lie close to Fi which
means that Fi is probably noise free.

If x = RODs (Fi), the certainty degree δ (Fi) is defined by

δðFiÞ= f ðxÞ=
0, x≤ k1
x−k1

k2 −k1
, k1 < x< k2

1, k2 ≤ x

8<
: ð4Þ

where the parameters k1 and k2 will be detailed in Sect. 3.

2.2 Similarities Between the Processed Pixel
and the Remaining Pixels in the Window

To measure the similarity between the two pixels, the metric L1 is used.

L1 Fi,Fjð Þ= FR
i −FR

j

���
���+ FG

i −FG
j

���
���+ FB

i −FB
j

���
��� ð5Þ

For assigning the certainty degrees to the three vague propositions above, the
following step is performed. Let x = L1 (F0,Fi), and define μH (F0,Fi) = gH (x) by

ghðxÞ=
1, x≤ a
− x

ð3aÞ +
4
3 , a< x<4a

0 4a≤ x

8<
: ð6Þ
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2.3 Certainty Degree for the Fuzzy Filter

gMðxÞ=
x− að Þ
a , a< x<2a

1, 2a≤ x≤ 3a
ð4a− xÞ

a 3a< x<4a
0, elsewhere

8>><
>>:

ð7Þ

For improving the result of filtering, the certainty degree corresponding to medium
similarity given in (7) has been modified by studying the effect of various empirical
formulas. The empirical formula which showed best noise removal capability is
introduced as (8) given below.

Applying fuzzy negation, assign μL (F0,Fi) = 1 − μH (F0,Fi). The certainty for
μM (F0,Fi) = gM (x) is

gMðxÞ=
2x− að Þ
a , a< x<2a

1, 2a≤ x≤ 3a
4a− 2x

a 3a< x<4a
0, elsewhere

8>><
>>:

ð8Þ

2.4 Fuzzy System for Computation of Weights

The fuzzy system rules can be summarized in two main ideas: (1) Noisy pixels should
be assigned a small weight; and (2) Noise free pixels can be associated with a larger
weight if either they are similar to the central pixel or if the central pixel is noisy.

Before performing the fuzzy inference process, we need to define the fuzzy sets
corresponding to the consequents of the fuzzy rules. A certainty degree is associated
with each weight wi ∈ [0, 1] in the vague statements “wi is a large weight,” “wi is a
medium weight,” and “wi is a small weight,” which are denoted by νL (wi), νM (wi),
and νS (wi), respectively. The fuzzy sets νL, νM, and νS are represented by a
triangular-shape fuzzy membership functions for simplicity of the defuzzification
process, as follows:

vM ωið Þ=
ð2ωi − 1Þ
2b− 1 + 1, 1− b<ωi ≤ 0.5

ð1− 2ωiÞ
2b− 1 + 1 0.5<ωi < b
0, elsewhere

8<
: ð9Þ

νL wið Þ= wi − 1ð Þ ð̸1− bÞ+1, if b<wi ≤ 1 and 0 elsewhere ð10Þ

νS wið Þ=wi ̸ b− 1ð Þ+1, if 0≤wi ≤ 1− b and 0 elsewhere ð11Þ
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The certainties corresponding to the antecedents are assigned to their conse-
quents, and finally, by defuzzification, weight wi of the pixel Fi is obtained. The
center of gravity (COG) technique is used, which is one of the popular defuzzifi-
cation method [15, 16] and is given below.

3 Experimental Results

Numeous images from Berkeley Segmentation Dataset [17] and Kodak Dataset [18]
have been considered for evaluating the performance of the proposed filter. Table 1
shows the average PSNR for the parrot image that is added with various densities of
the two types of mixed noise. Experimentally m has been set to 7. From Table 1, it
is clear that the proposed fuzzy filter outperforms mean and Simple Fuzzy Rule
Filter (SFRF).

Figure 1 shows graphically the PSNR values of the proposed fuzzy method in
comparison with mean and Simple Fuzzy Rule Filter (SFRF). Figure 2a shows the
original images from the standard data sets, Fig. 2b shows images contaminated by
mixed Gaussian and impulse noise and Fig. 2c–e shows the restored image after
applying mean filter, Simple Fuzzy Rule Filter and the proposed filter.

Table 1 Performance in terms of average PSNR value when filtering the parrot image
contaminated with different densities of the two types of mixed noise

Noise PSNR
Gaussian noise
variance (σ)

Impulse noise
density (p)

Proposed fuzzy
filter

Mean
filter

SFRF

0.01 0.1 51.6954 46.0689 48.9632
0.0075 0.075 54.7845 49.1278 52.9658
0.005 0.05 58.0215 52.6389 54.9601
0.0025 0.025 66.4206 57.2541 60.0047

Fig. 1 PSNR value
comparison for the proposed
method, mean and SFRF filter
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4 Conclusion

A simple and effective fuzzy method is implemented to reduce Gaussian and
impulse noise from color images. Only a single filtering operation is used, which is
a weighted averaging operation, in which a set of weights are computed by a fuzzy
rule system. Experimental results prove that the method reduces noise and also
preserve image details, providing competitive results.

Acknowledgment The authors are thankful to the graduate student Ms. Razana K M for her help
in the simulation experiment.
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Face Recognition Using Snakes Algorithm
and Skin Detection Based Face Localization

Rakshit Ramesh, Anoop C. Kulkarni, N.R. Prasad and K. Manikantan

Abstract Skin detection is an important part of face localization since the most

exposed part of human skin is the face. This paper proposes a novel algorithm for face

localization via skin detection. The algorithm utilizes a kernel iterative procedure to

check for the region of interest in an image where it is likely that the face exists. The

algorithm utilizes a swarm of particles in a kernel that randomly check the fitness of

the corresponding pixel BGR value which is determined from a skin BGR dataset.

Consequently, the kernel which has the best fitness value is chosen as the region of

the image where it is likely that the face exists. Following this, we employ an active

contour model called Snakes algorithm which further converges on our region of

interest and finally a contour of the face region is extracted from the original image.

Keywords Face localization ⋅ Swarm intelligence ⋅ Face recognition ⋅ Binary

particle swarm optimization ⋅ Snakes algorithm

1 Introduction

Face Recognition (FR) is a topic of major research in recent years as it has proved

to be quite successful as a biometric. Advancement in image analysis has improved

the performance of FR systems however varying backgrounds, pose and illumina-

tion still are a major challenge. A comprehensive survey of the techniques can be
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Fig. 1 Proposed face recognition system

found in [1]. In this paper, we describe a simple technique to eliminate the issue of

varying background. The proposed algorithm is capable of face localization in order

to obtain the exact region of interest on which further face recognition algorithms

may be applied. It is found that without a face localization algorithm, face recogni-

tion becomes erroneous since the background becomes a part of the features to be

recognized. A localization algorithm such as ours thus becomes necessary in resolv-

ing the issue. It is also found that due to such a process, recognition rate increases

and false positive detection is averted as is explained in the course of this paper.

The proposed system is used as a pre-processing step in the overall face recogni-

tion system as shown in Fig. 1.

2 Problem Statement and Contributions

As experimentally proved in [2] if the training face image contains significant back-

ground, hair and shoulders, it will mislead the recognition process, therefore it is

necessary to use the ‘correct’ face-only database and remove the irrelevant portions.

In order to overcome this problem, we have proposed a simple technique wherein

face region of interest can easily be localized thereby improving the recognition rate

and removing false positive detection. The contributions made in this paper are:

i Implemented Skin Detection algorithm as a means to detect face. The algorithm

has proven to be very reliable under all circumstances and provides no false pos-

itive cases under uniform illumination. Proposed skin detection algorithm uses

a novel new method for determining the fitness of a region and its likelihood of

being skin, called Particle Swarm Search.

ii Used an Active Contour model called Gradient Vector Flow Snake to further

obtain face boundary region of interest. The algorithm proves to reliably con-

verge on to face like contour and therefore provide us the best possible regions of

interest.
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3 Proposed Preprocessing Methodology

We propose a combination of two techniques to achieve exact facial region of interest

from an image.

i A novel Skin Detection Algorithm which localizes the image to an area with a

high probability of containing the face.

ii Snakes algorithm to further converge on to the face from the localized area of

interest.

3.1 Proposed Skin Detection Algorithm for Face Localization

The proposed algorithm is a very simple approach towards face localization by skin

detection, detecting that part of an image which has the best fitness value obtained by

an ellipsoidal fitness function enclosing the points defined by a dataset containing

randomly sampled skin pixel’s BGR values [3]. The ellipsoidal function and the

dataset from which it’s obtained is as shown in Fig. 2.

The ellipsoidal function is obtained by fitting an ellipsoid to the BGR dataset by

the LMS Curve fitting method in 3 dimensions. The equation of the ellipsoid for the

dataset is obtained as in equation Eq. 1.

(B − 166)2

1662
+ (G − 100)2

372
+ (R − 71)2

1822
− 1 = 0 (1)

We define a kernel (region of interest(ROI)) of fixed size and iterate it throughout

the image as shown in Fig. 3, this kernel is the input to our face detection function. A

swarm of randomly positioned particles test randomly sampled pixels for their BGR

values. Our fitness function then defines the fitness for these individual particles by

testing whether the particles pixel coordinates lie inside the fitness ellipsoid or not.

A positive fitness value is obtained if the said particles BGR value lies inside the

ellipsoid and negative fitness value if it lies outside.

Fig. 2 Ellipsoidal fitness function fit on a skin dataset
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Fig. 3 Graphical representation of algorithm

The above process is repeated for each ROI kernel which is iterated pixel wise or

block wise (using an arithmetic progression). A fitness value for each of these ROI

kernels is also defined as the variance of the fitness value of each of the particles

comprised within the ROI kernel. The ROI kernel with the least variance and most

positive mean is chosen as the region of the image with a high probability of being

the face.

Algorithm 1 Face Region of Interest Selection Algorithm

1: procedure FACEDETECT

2: for Each kernel i ∈ N do
3: Initialize k particles with random position

p(k) = rand(xk, yk)

4: Obtain fitness value of each particle with pixel value (Blue, Green and Red)

v(k) = (B − 166)2

1662
+ (G − 100)2

372
+ (R − 71)2

1822
− 1

5: Obtain the fitness value of the kernel

V(i) = variance(v(k))

6: end for
7: Choose best kernel K as face

K = min (V)index
8: end procedure

3.2 Snake Algorithm for Head Boundary Extraction

Snakes [4, 5], or active contours are parametric curves guided by internal and exter-

nal forces to converge onto an object boundary. Forces are defined in a such a way

that the contour corresponding to the object boundary Eq. 2 has the minimum energy

Eq. 3.
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Original Ext. Energy Ext. Force ROI

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4 Snake convergence on region of interest

Esnake = E
internal + Eexternal + Econstraint

(2)

Eimage = wlineEline + wedgeEedge + wtermEterm (3)

Esnake = ∫
s

1
2
(𝛼(s)|vs|2 + 𝛽(s)|vss|2) + Eimage(v(s))ds (4)

where 𝛼 is the elastic parameter 𝛽 is the bending parameter. Hence in order to find

the contour the above energy functional in Eq. 4 is to minimized.

Gradient Vector Flow [6] was proposed as a external force to overcome short-

comings of traditional snake such as convergence in boundary concavities and large

capture range [7].

V(x, y) = (u(x, y), v(x, y)) (5)

E =
∮

𝜇(u2x + u2y + v2x + v2y) + |∇f |2|V − ∇f |2dxdy (6)

V(x, y) in Eq. 5 is defined such that it minimizes the above energy functional in

Eq. 6, where f (x, y) is the edge map of the image. An algorithm [8] for GVF snake

using the above, is able to settle on the required region of interest, the face in our

case as shown in Fig. 4.

4 Feature Extraction Using DWT

A family of wavelets called symlets which increased symmetry in comparison to

Haar, hence respond well to facial features are applied as a Discrete Wavelet Trans-

form on the testing and training image. Therefore DWT acts as a feature extractor by

retaining only the useful components [9].
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5 Binary Particle Swarm Optimization Based Feature
Selection

We use the Binary Particle Swarm Optimization [10–13] technique for optimized

feature selection. The BPSO then selects N distinct elements of this feature vector as

a binary chromosome which is defines the features of that image. Since the algorithm

is binary, the chromosome either contains 1 for selected feature or 0 for non-selected

feature. A swarm of particles test each of the elements to produce the Binary feature

chromosome according to the equations Eqs. 7 and 8.

Vi
t+1 = 𝛽 × Vi

t + c1 × rand1 × (pbesti − Xi
t) + c2 × rand2 × (gbest − Xi

t) (7)

Xi
t+1 =

{
1, rand3 <

1
1+e−vi t+1

0, otherwise

}

(8)

6 Euclidean Classifier

An Euclidean distance classifier is then used to find out the difference in Euclidean

distance between the training feature vector and the testing feature vector chromo-

some, which is a measure of disparity between the training and testing images, to

recognize the subject.

7 Experimental Results and Discussion

We use Recognition Rate (RR) as a metric for face localization. A localized face

image provides higher recognition rate. Localized faces also provide the ideal train-

ing image feature vectors hence false positive detection is averted.

The proposed techniques are implemented in MATLAB ® [14] and various exper-

iments are conducted on standard face databases to verify the performance. Experi-

ment 1 evaluates the performance on databases with significant head pose variation

whereas Experiment 2 evaluates on databases with significant background variation.

Experiment 3 is done using Viola-Jones algorithm as the face extractor for compar-

ison with the proposed technique.

Table 1 describes the details of the 4 databases used, and Table 2 is results of the

experiments.
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Table 1 Database information

Parameter Color FERET LFW FEI Caltech

Total images 11388 13233 2800 450

Total subjects 856 5,749 10 27

Selected subjects 10 5 10 10

Images/subject 20 20 30 21

Type PPM JPG JPG JPG

Size (pixels) 384 × 256 250 × 250 288 × 384 896 × 592

Variation P, E, S P, E, S, B P E, B, I

P = Pose, E = Expression, S = Scale, I = Illumination, B = Background

Table 2 Experimental results

Database Proposed

algorithm

Viola Jones Tr:Te Kernel Snake

iteration

RR (%)

Caltech × × 4:8 – – 30.75

✓ × 4:8 350 × 350 50 73.25

✓ × 4:8 350 × 350 300 58.13

× ✓ 4:8 – – 63.75

LFW × × – – – 22.53

✓ × 4:8 150 × 150 200 36.13

✓ × 4:8 150 × 150 600 42.25

✓ × 4:8 200 × 200 300 44.50

✓ × 4:8 200 × 200 600 43.25

× ✓ 4:8 – – 30.25

FERET × × – – – 39.33

✓ × 8:12 300 × 300 300 34.91

✓ × 8:12 300 × 300 600 64.64

× ✓ 8:12 – – 55.13

FEI × × 4:8 – – 59.25

✓ × 4:8 350 × 350 600 77.59

× ✓ 4:8 – – 57.56

VJ = Viola Jones Face Extractor, Tr:Te = Training testing ratio

7.1 Experiment 1 : Color FERET and FEI

The original Color FERET [15] database has a total of 11338 images, with varying

poses and facial expressions. A subset of this database, using 10 subjects, with 20

images per subject has been used for the experiments.

FEI [16] database has a total of 2800 images of 200 subjects.

Pose variant algorithms pose a slight issue to the feature selector and feature clas-

sifier part of the face recognition system. Hence, despite background being removed,
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Fig. 5 Backgrounds being removed using proposed methodology

we don’t obtain higher percentages of recognition rate. Despite this, recognition rates

when proposed algorithm is used is higher in comparison to that when it is not used.

7.2 Experiment 2 : LFW and Caltech 1999

The LFW database [17] consist of 13,233 images faces of 5749 different persons,

obtained from news images by means of a face detector. These images have a very

large degree of variability in the face expression, age, race, background and illumi-

nation conditions. Images are taken in very noisy background such as public places.

From the results, we can conclude that for images with neutral pose and varying

backgrounds, proposed algorithm is capable of exact localization as shown in Fig. 5,

therefore we can observe high percentage of recognition rate. In the case of LFW,

we obtain 44.5 % with our algorithm as compared to 22.5 % without our algorithm.

This clearly indicates that background removal has positively affected recognition

rate and therefore validates the requirement of our algorithm.

Caltech 1999 [18] is a frontal pose database with 450 face images, 27 unique peo-

ple under with different lighting, expressions and backgrounds. The images are taken

in noisy non-uniform environments such as classrooms, libraries, etc. We obtain

73.3 % recognition rate with our algorithm whereas without our algorithm, we obtain

30.8 %. This again validates the use of our algorithm as noted in Table 2.

7.3 Experiment 3 : Using Viola-Jones Face Extraction

The standard alternative to our algorithm has been the Viola-Jones Face Extractor

[19] which uses the Haar Wavelets and a Cascade object classifier to classify region

of image as face. However, it both yields lesser recognition rate and plenty of false

positives as shown in Fig. 6. The results are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6 Successful detection by the proposed algorithm versus failed detection by Viola-Jones

method

PP - PROPOSED ALGORITHM
VJ - VIOLA JONES METHOD
FE - DWT FEATURE EXTRACTION
FS - BPSO FEATURE SELECTION

Fig. 7 Plot of experimental results
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8 Conclusions and Future Work

Two novel algorithms were proposed which address the issue of varying background

and distracting elements in the face image. The extensive experimentation with the

proposed techniques on FERET, FEI, Caltech and LFW have shown significant

improvement in recognition rates. The face only region extracted by the proposed

algorithm successfully mask the background and hence eliminate the possibility of

FR system incorrectly learning elements like hair, shoulder and background.

Therefore the significant improvement in FR rate without any additional pre-

processing can be attributed to the FR algorithm correctly learning the face features

only. Some algorithms artificially boost RR by exploiting image characteristics such

as correlation between faces and backgrounds. We can confidently claim the RR

obtained correlates the pure face only region only.

Scale invariant face detection and multiple face localization can be evaluated as a

future extension to the Particle Swarm Search algorithm. Snakes algorithm conver-

gence is limited to spatial gray scale domain, further convergence in other domains

such as wavelet domain or contourlet domain in a HSV color representation can be

pursued.

A face validation [20] technique needs to be implemented to ensure that detected

face is actually face. Faster algorithms for testing and hence real time algorithms can

be developed in the future.
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Quantifiable Image Nearness Approach
Using Descriptive Neighbourhood

M. Sajwan and K.S. Patnaik

Abstract Similarity metrics plays an important role in Content-Based Image
Retrieval (CBIR). This article introduces a new technique called Descriptive
Proximal Coverage (DPC) to measure the quantifiable similarity index between
images. This work is based on Near Neighbourhood approach in which perceptually
relevant information is extracted from group of objects based on their description.
Two images are considered as sets of perceptual objects and affinities between
objects is defined by a tolerance relation. Two visual objects are similar if the
difference between their descriptions is smaller than a tolerable level of error.
Existing Notion of nearness stems from the observation that in nature it is rare to
find exact objects but similar objects are often seen. It is imperative to provide a
numeric value which will quantify similarity and nearness between images.

Keywords Tolerance relation ⋅ Hausdorff distance ⋅ Perceptual objects ⋅
Granularity ⋅ Near sets

1 Introduction

Quantifying the visual similarity between pairs of digital images is of prime
importance in CBIR [1–3]. This is achieved by extracting some visual descriptions
(i.e. features) from images and then finding the distance between feature vector
values in order to determine how much they resemble each other. A common
methodology to compare features is to calculate some form of distance like
Hausdorff [4, 5], Minkowski distance [2, 6, 7] or to use Histogram Intersection and
Lp Norm distance between histograms [8, 9]. There are various other distance
metrics which can be found in [4, 5, 10–13].
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The above metrics come under the family of geometric approaches to image
similarity. In 2007, James F. Peters introduced Near Set theory [14, 15] in image
processing and opened a new dimension for research. The following section
describes the concept of near set theory and tolerance relation, which are foundation
stones of DPC.

1.1 Near Set Theory

Disjoint sets containing objects with similar descriptions are near sets [16–18].
Objects that have some commonality in their features are called perceptually near
objects. Features of objects are given by Probe functions [15] represented as ψ.
Probe functions take perceptual object as input and returns its characteristic prop-
erty as output [19]. A set of describable/perceptual object in conjunction with a set
of probe functions forms the perceptual system ⟨PO, PF⟩ where PO denotes a set
made up of describable objects and PF represents set constituting real-valued
functions ψ ∈ PF [3, 18].

Let α be a perceptual or describable object and ψ(α) = (ψ1(α ), ψ2(α), ψ3(α ),
ψ4(α),…, ψk(α),…, ψ(α)) where ψ(α) is a feature vector and ψi(α) is a probe
function value of the kth probe function ψk and for example, ψred(imagex) repre-
sents the red color pixel value of a particular image X.

Tolerance space has been widely referred in [16, 20–22]. Let PO be a collection
of perceivable objects, and let ¥ be a tolerance relation (i.e. a binary relation) on I
(¥ ⊂ I × I) be reflexive (∀ i ∈ I, i¥i) and symmetric (∀ i1, i2 ∈ I, if i1¥i2, then
i2¥i1) but is not necessarily transitive [21].

Now, a tolerance space can be described as ⟨I, ¥⟩ and tolerance relation ≅p,t is
defined by: ≅p,t = {(o1, o2) ∈ PO × PO: ||ψ(o1) − ψ(o2)||2 ≤ t}, where ||.||2 is L

2

Norm, pre-determined threshold t ∈ R0
+ and probe function p: p ⊆ PF.

2 Perceptual Objects (Visual Element) in an Image

A perceptual object (x ∈ O) is something that can be presented to the senses and
recognized by the human mind [18, 23]. For example, a group of pixels in an image
can be described as a perceptual object that can be seen and perceived. Image is
made up of indivisible units called as pixels. In our case a Perceptual object can be a
single pixel or a group of neighboring pixels. Any pixel (or a cluster of neighboring
pixels) at any position can be designated as visual element. Generally a patch of
image (pixel with its adjacent pixels) is selected as perceptual object. From
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computation point of view, program will run faster and less information will be
needed to represent a sub image rather than just a pixel. This can be explained by an
example, for a granule size of 1 pixel; and image size of 512 × 512, where each
pixel has 10 features, requires a matrix of 512 × 512 × 10 (for a single image) to
compute the results. But if we choose a granule size of 32 × 32 pixel then it would
lead to only 256 blocks requiring a 256 × 10 matrix size for computation. Hence,
the storage space can be reduced by 1024 times. As the human eye does not
perceive images in pixel based resolution (i.e. human eyes are not sensitive enough
to observe pixel level details), choosing coarse grain of pixels is a justifiable
explanation. Hence for simplicity, and above mentioned arguments, we consider
each describable object to be a small square consisting of ‘n’ pixels. The value of
‘n’ is optional and it must be carefully chosen, ensuring it neither very small (n = 2
or 4) nor very high (n = 512).

3 Perceptual Object Granularity

To preserve the descriptive and spatial relationship among visual objects of an
image, recursive decomposition of an image into ‘m’ equal size blocks (or quad-
rants) is adopted. This process can be stopped at any iteration depending upon the
granularity level i.e. from coarse to fine grain. Hence it stops earlier for coarse
matching, where an entire image can be considered as a grain as compared to fine
matching where each single pixel is considered as a grain. Thus, this process can be
described as an m-ary tree formation of divide and conquer approach.

In Fig. 1 the initial undivided image is shown as numeric 1. Then after first
recursive decomposition formation of four sub-blocks is represented as numeric 2, 3,
4 and 5. Then each sub-block is further divided into four subsections. For simplicity,
division of only block 5 is shown and the finest grains are 6, 7, 8 and 9. Same process
is applied for another image and corresponding blocks of corresponding images are
mapped for similarity check. This can be depicted in form of 4-ary tree as

In Fig. 2, L1 represents initial undivided image. Iteratively, L2 represents 4
sub-blocks or quadrants and L3 represents 16 sub blocks of the image. From moving
top to bottom in the complete 4-ary tree, coarse size decreases. The finest level will
be a single pixel. In this examplem = 4, indicates at each iteration each block will be
divided into 4 sub-blocks recursively. This m is called as division factor.

Quantifiable Image Nearness Approach … 75
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It must be noted that m = 2i, {i ∈ ℤ : i > 1} for sub-block division. Value of
i = 0, indicates no recursive decomposition will occur and entire image would be
considered as perceptual object and value of i = 1 indicates that, on each iteration
image will be divided into two equal sized strips and the finest granularity that can
be achieved is either a single row or column (of pixels and not a single pixel). If
division factor is an even number then at each iteration equal sized blocks will be
generated and if division factor is in odd number equal sized strips will be generated
at each iteration.

Fig. 2 Decomposition tree

Fig. 1 Image decomposition
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4 Descriptive Proximal Coverage (DPC) Algorithm

Quantifiable Image Nearness Approach … 77
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4.1 Percentage Coverage

DPC algorithm is based on intersection algorithm given by Henry [23]. In DPC, the
descriptive intersection is calculated on corresponding sub-images of A and B (of
size η x η) by comparing feature vector Ƒη(IA) to Ƒη(IC) (which is a copy of feature
vector Ƒη(IB)). During the execution of DPC algorithm, perceptual object charac-
teristic ψ(ia)∈Ƒη(IA) is compared to each perceptual object characteristic ψ(ib)∈
Ƒη(IB). If a match is found, then characteristic from Ƒη(IC) is removed, i.e.
Ƒη(IC) ← Ƒη(IC)-ψ(ib), leaving the original feature/characteristic set Ƒη(IB)
unchanged. After this step, ψ(ia) is compared with remaining perceptual object
characteristics in Ƒη(IC), beginning from b position. If further match occurs, it is
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also deleted from Ƒη(IC). This process is repeated by comparing elements in Ƒη(IA)
with Ƒη(IB), and converges to the set Ƒη(IC) by reducing the number of comparisons.

In next section of the algorithm percentage similarity is calculated as follows.
Vector IAIB contains the intersected pixels. Frequency of each pixel in both the
images is computed (i.e. how many times each intersected pixel is occurring in both
the images). The minimum of two values gives the descriptive proximal coverage.
Since in this approach we are dividing the images into blocks/perceptual objects,
objecti of first image will be mapped to objecti of second image. If image is divided
into N equal blocks, N results will be obtained, and average of them will give the
DPC value for the test images.

The term descriptive has its own significance. If user decides to consider an
entire image as a descriptive object (or a single grain), then spatial relationship
between pixels wanes because pixel at (1, 1) location in first image can be com-
pared with pixel at (255, 255) location in second image as entire image is a block
itself. This dilutes the spatial proximity because the top left region of first image is
mapped to the right end, which is not allowed under spatial proximity constraints. If
finer grains are chosen then the image is further divided into equal sized strips or
blocks (or quadrants) depending on the division factor. Since we divided the image
into sub-blocks, corresponding blocks of corresponding images are mapped to each
other and descriptive similarity is computed. In this context not only descriptive
properties but to an extent spatial proximity also materializes.

5 Results

Table 1 represents percentage similarity between different images of buses. DPC
algorithm was implemented with Bus dataset as input, and results are tabulated in
matrix form. Since each matrix corresponds to images of similar objects, their
percentage similarity must also be high. Values in the matrix support this argument.
Bus matrix consist of images of similar buses.

In this article, the proposed algorithm (DPC) is compared with the Hausdorff
Metric [4, 5] only, because the Hausdorff metric allows a portion of one image to be
compared with another, since it is a point (pixel) to set distance or set to set distance
while other distances are point(pixel) to point(pixel) distance, which are sensitive to
small perturbations. DPC also resembles Hausdorff, since it is also a set to set
comparison.

For further discussions, it must be noted that the test image is the first image of
dataset. This is applicable for all cases. In Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, graphs depict the
similarity comparison of test image with rest of the images in the same dataset.

Figures 3 and 4 represent the comparative analysis of DPC and Hausdorff dis-
tance for an image set consisting of images of same person (his face) with different
moods and different face orientations. In both cases, it can be visualized that test
image has high similarity quotient with the given image set (it is obvious, as images
are of same person). From Fig. 3 it can be claimed that DPC values (in percentage
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Table 1 Bus matrix

Fig. 3 Similarity comparison
on dataset1

Fig. 4 Similarity comparison
on dataset2
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similarity) is approximately following the same trend whereas Hausdorff trend is
uneven (Refer Dataset 1 and 2).

Figures 5 and 6 are again showing similarity pattern between images of similar
object (in this case same female face, different orientation and moods). DPC is in
accordance with Hausdorff (Refer Dataset 3 and 4).

Continuing the same pattern similarity index was calculated for Elephants and
buses and is represented graphically in Figs. 7 and 8 It can be observed that DPC

Fig. 5 Similarity comparison
on dataset3

Fig. 6 Similarity comparison
on dataset4

Fig. 7 Similarity comparison
on dataset5
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provide more visual information than Hausdorff, according to DPC, image 0
(Dataset5) is 75 % similar to image 4 (Dataset5), and according to Hausdorff metric,
distance between the two is nearly 15. It is evident that former result provide better
insight to image similarity than latter one (Refer Dataset 5 and Dataset 6).

In all scenarios, performance of DPC is at par with the well-established Haus-
dorff Distance (HD) as it gives the precise percentage similarity between the two
images, whereas all other distance metric just conveys the relative nearness or
farness among different images. For example, for cases considered, the HD between
images A and B is 140 and the corresponding DPC value is 90, whereas HD
between A and C is 40 while the DPC value is 25. HD signifies that image A is
more similar to image B than C and DPC value signifies that A and B are 90 %
similar to each other, whereas images A and C are 25 % similar. Thus, DPC is a
sound approach, because if we say two images are 80 % similar, for any two images
if it holds, it will conclude the same semantic meaning.

6 Conclusion

The DPC algorithm, for the study of resemblance between perceptual objects is
introduced in this article. Particularly, perceptual object resemblance is quantified
by measuring percentage similarity between descriptions of sets of objects.
Adopting DPC as image similarity approach, we can provide explicit control to
user, to decide the granularity of image mapping. Also this approach is more
semantically justified, as it gives better insight to the user by providing degree of
similarity in terms of percentage. Experimental results with the DPC also suggest
that it is a better approach than the existing well established Hausdorff metric.

Fig. 8 Similarity comparison
on dataset6
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Dataset [24, 25]

Dataset2. 

Dataset1. 

Dataset3

Dataset4

Dataset5.

Dataset6.
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Robust Speaker Verification Using
GFCC Based i-Vectors

Medikonda Jeevan, Atul Dhingra, M. Hanmandlu and B.K. Panigrahi

Abstract This paper presents to ameliorate the performance of text-independent
speaker recognition system in a noisy environment and cross-channel recordings of
the utterances. In this paper presents the combination of Gammatone Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (GFCC) to handle noisy environment with i-vectors to handle
the session variability. Experiments are evaluated on NIST-2003 database.

Keywords Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) ⋅ Gammatone frequency
cepstral coefficient (GFCC) ⋅ i-vector

1 Introduction

Human are able to recognize a speaker and differentiate it from other individuals
independent of the text spoken. With the rise of Artificial Intelligence applications,
we have tried to emulate these innate human abilities to our advantage. Intuition
behind speaker recognition is to characterize the unique signature of the vocal tract.
The major factors that inhibit accurate recognition in a non-ideal environment are
Noise and Cross-Channel utterances. Over the last few years a lot of research has
ensued in this area, of which three important methods have emerged.

Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) features have been long used as
standard in speaker recognition. In this method, a short segment of time-windowed
speech segment is used to extract spectral information [1–3]. These features are
efficient in speaker recognition system in clean speech environment and are sen-
sitive in noisy environment.

To more accurately emulate a human auditory system, and in depth psy-
chophysical observation of the auditory periphery was carried out, resulting in a
standard model of cochlear filtering [4], known as Gammatone Filters. This filter
bank models the basilar membrane as a set of band-pass filters. Gammatone Fre-
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quency Cepstral Coefficients (GFCC) is used to alleviate the poor performance of
MFCC in noisy or mismatched conditions.

Apart from noisy conditions, cross-channel recording or session variability of
speaker utterances also a challenging research in robust speaker recognition sys-
tems. Session variability was handled efficiently by i-vector is being a
state-of-the-art method was initially developed by Dehak et al. [5], and a lot of
improvements have been made since. i-vector calculates a total variability statistics
of an utterance, taking into account both user dependent and user independent
characteristics. In this research we have studied and compared MFCC, GFCC and i-
vector methods and their fusion. Most of the experiments in the literature [5] have
used MFCC features while calculating i-vector. We have therefore extrapolated it to
GFCC features while calculating i-vector because robustness of GFCC as compared
to MFCC in noisy environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2, describes the method-
ology. Section 3 will provide experimental results. Section 4 presents conclusions.

2 Methodology

The basic frame work of the methodology is as shown in Fig. 1.

2.1 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients

For analyzing and processing a speech waveform, it needs to be converted into
parametric representation. Basic pre-processing methods such as Voice Activity
Detection (VAD) [6] are generally used before delving into feature extraction. It is

Fig. 1 Detailed frame work of the methodology
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used to eliminate the unvoiced segments in speech signal. For our research we have
used a simple energy based VAD.

A speech waveform has fairly stationary characteristics when examined over a
sufficiently short period of time. MFCC is one of the most widely used methods for
parametric representation of these characteristics. Cepstrum is the inverse Fourier
transform of the logarithm of magnitude spectrum. Using cepstrum enables us to
compute the similarity between two cepstral feature vectors to be computed by a
simple distance metric such as Euclidean distance. MFCC are based on variation of
human ear’s critical bandwidth with linearly spaced frequency filters at low fre-
quencies and logarithmically at high frequencies. This has been used to capture
phonetically important characteristics of speech. The following MFCC processor is
used for feature extraction.

A short 20 ms blocks of frames with 10 ms overlapping are obtained from entire
speech signal and coefficients are calculated using feature extraction. To minimize
the signal discontinuities and spectral distortion, hamming window w(n) operation
is used. Consequently Fast Fourier transforms (FFT) is applied to obtain the
spectrum. The spectrum is wrapped in Mel-Frequency filter bank to obtain the
mel-spectrum. Mel Filter banks are triangular filter banks whose center frequencies
are logarithmically spaced given by

Melðf Þ=2595* log10 1 + f ̸700ð Þ ð1Þ

Logarithm of the spectrum is calculated, followed by DCT operation, which
results in cepstrum. The 0th coefficient of DCT is ignored as it contains no relevant
information. Finally, cepstral liftering is used to perform low-pass filtering opera-
tion in cepstrum domain. This enables us to extract the vocal tract information, and
at the same time suppressing the excitation information of the speaker utterance.

2.2 Gammatone Frequency Cepstral Coefficients

After the wide use of Mel Frequency Filters due to its similarity to ear model, a
more comprehensive model was developed to mimic the characteristics of the ear
based on psychophysical observations of auditory periphery [4]. Gammatone Fre-
quency Cepstral Coefficient (GFCC) was developed by Patterson and Smith [7].
The Gammatone filter bank models the human auditory systems as a series of
overlapping band-pass filters. The impulse response of each filter is given by the
following equation,

gðtÞ= atn− 1e− 2πbt cosð2πfct+ϕÞ ð2Þ

where, a is a constant (usually equal to 1), n is the order of the filter, Φ is the phase
shift, fc is the central frequency and b is the bandwidth. The central frequency and
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bandwidth can be derived from filter’s Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB),
given by Eqs. 3 and 4.

ERBðfcÞ=24.7 4.37
fc

1000
+ 1

� �
ð3Þ

b=1.019ERB=1.019 ERBðfcÞ=24.7 4.37
fc

1000
+ 1

� �� �
ð4Þ

For a GFCC feature extraction process, speech signal is multiplied to the Gam-
matone filter bank in the frequency domain. Consequently this signal is again
reverted back to the time-domain using Inverse Fourier transform. The signal is then
decimated to 100 Hz to reduce the effects of noise. Absolute value of the signal is
taken and rectified using a non-linear process. In GFCC we use cubic root operation
instead of logarithmic operation as in the case of MFCC. Finally, DCT is applied to
obtain GFCC features. Please note that, we cannot ignore the 0th term of DCT in this
case, as we have used cubic root rectification which cannot split multiplicative terms
into addition as in the case of a logarithmic operation (Figs. 2 and 3).

Fig. 2 Block diagram of
MFCC feature extraction

Fig. 3 Block diagram of
GFCC feature extraction
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2.3 i-Vector

i-vector approach makes use of a set of low-dimensional total variability factors
(w) to represent each conversation side. To model the total variability statistics,
each factor controls an Eigen-dimension of total variability matrix (T). For calcu-
lating universal Background Model (UBM) [8], first-order Baum-Welch statistics
are used. Figure 4 gives a high level description of i-vector feature extraction.

M =m+ Tw+ ∈ ð5Þ

where m, is event-independent GMM, w is the low dimensional i-vector, and ∈ is
the residual not represented by the earlier two terms. The model and test segments
are represented as i-vectors for classification. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is
used for dimensionality reduction of i-vectors, so as to annihilate the non-speaker
related subspace, and thus increasing the discrimination between speaker subspaces.
Before modeling the dimensionality reduced i-vectors, they are mean and length
normalized via a generative factor analysis approach called the probabilistic LDA
(PLDA). In our work we have leveraged on the fact that GFCC is a better feature
model as compared to MFCC. We therefore combined it with i-vectors to achieve a
better verification rate with GFCC features.

3 Experiment and Results

We have evaluated the performance of the proposed models on the fixed set of 100
speakers randomly chosen from the total 356 speakers of NIST-2003 [9] database
involving different mismatch conditions. Zhao et al. [10] have categorically com-
pared the performance of GFCC over MFCC in identification. In our research we
extrapolated the same effects of GFCC over MFCC, in attempts to prove that GFCC
features out performs MFCC features in speaker verification as well using i-vectors.

Table 1 shows the Equal Error Rate (EER) for MFCC based i-vectors (i-mfcc)
and GFCC based i-vectors (i-gfcc) under different noise environments with SNRs
from −10 db to 20 db. At low SNR, i-gfcc performs comparable with i-mfcc which

Fig. 4 Block diagram of I-vector extraction
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Table 1 k-fold average EER (%)

Noise SNR(db) EER (%)
i-mfcc i-gfcc

White −10 45.25 46.88
−5 40.17 38.50
0 35.17 28.64
5 26.31 17.26
10 22.13 9.99
15 17.52 8.06
20 17.48 7.12

Factory −10 47.65 47.14
−5 44.53 42.68
0 36.92 32.53
5 31.08 18.84
10 26.33 10.02
15 21.18 8.94
20 19.90 6.71

Fig. 5 EER graph for −5 db
white noise

Fig. 6 EER graph for 5 db
white noise
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can be observed from Fig. 5. As the SNR is increased it is observed that i-gfcc out
performs i-mfcc, as evident in Figs. 5 and 6.

4 Conclusions

As GFCC is a far better approximation of the human auditory systems as compared
to MFCC, it is evident in literature that GFCC out performs MFCC in speaker
identification. This paper shows that GFCC features using state-of-the-art i-vectors
produces better speaker verification results as compared to the i-vector based on
MFCC features.
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Enhanced Automatic Speech Recognition
with Non-acoustic Parameters

N.S. Sreekanth and N.K. Narayanan

Abstract A novel method for improving the accuracy of automatic speech
recognition system by adding non-acoustic parameters are discussed in this paper.
The gestural features which are commonly co-expressive with speech is considered
for improving the accuracy of ASR system in noisy environment. Both dynamic
and static gestures are integrated with speech recognition system and tested in
various environmental conditions, i.e., noise levels. The accuracy of continuous
speech recognition system and isolated word recognition system are tested with and
without gestures under various noise conditions. The addition of visual features
provides stable recognition accuracy under different environmental noise conditions
for acoustic signals.

Keywords Audio-visual speech recognition ⋅ Non-acoustic features for speech
recognition

1 Introduction

Studies on automatic recognition of speech by machine is a topic of interest for
researchers for many decades. During the initial period, the speech recognition was
considered as a mere signal processing problem where the acoustic features are
analyzed to recognize the speech. Latter stages rather than considering the speech as
mere acoustic signals, researchers started investigating the correlation of speech
signals with underlying language. This results, the building automatic speech
recognition systems by combining both acoustic and language features. Stochastic
based N-gram models are built to compute the next probable word which user
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might have spoken. The feature vector comparison will be done against the most
probable words, and if it matches system return the result. If the variance is not
within the acceptable limit, system will go for next higher one. Automatic speech
recognition system build by combining acoustic and language models work well in
the lab-conditions or indoor environment, i.e. either noise free or less noisy envi-
ronment. The performance of these systems are not acceptable in the noisy envi-
ronment (noisy for acoustic signals) so deploying the practical solutions at public
places may not be really reliable. The efforts for improving the speech recognition
accuracy by machine have mainly two different directions. The first one is imple-
ment anti-noise cancellation techniques, as part of signal acquisition and feature
extraction module i.e., FrontEnd module of the ASR systems [1–3]. The second
method is to extract acoustic independent features, but depends on speech; model
such parameters as part of feature vector. When we communicate each other we use
gestures, co-expressed with. This motivates the researchers to investigate the use of
acoustic independent parameters to improve the accuracy of speech recognition
system. Context dependent visual parameters are extracted from the source and
model it suitably for recognition application. Understanding and modeling the lips
shapes and its movement corresponding to speech sound has been widely inves-
tigated by researches and fair results are reported for recognizing the speech in
noisy environment and also recognizing the distorted speech. Lips modeling is
being a popular acoustic independent parameter used for speech recognition and
even for speaker recognition [4]. The approach for integrating the visual features for
improving the accuracy of speech recognition system is depends on the type of
application or task that user would like to perform. The recognized gestures are
generally substitute or interpolate a missing word or it can be a redundant infor-
mation in the communicated speech. Some time it can even be a anaphora equiv-
alent in the recognized speech. For example if we says “Please take that”, where the
instruction will be complete only if the user point to the object to be taken. So here
the pointing gesture is expected to replace the word “that” in the speech based
communication. The approaches for integration of visual features with ASR system
for isolated word recognition differ from the continuous speech recognition system.
In both the context the gestures are equivalent to a word or a phrase in speech. In
word recognition system it can have a bijective relationship between speech and
gestures, it means we expect one-to-one correspondence for each word in speech
and gestures. Digit recognition systems, system used for controlling devices,
robotic control environment are the best example for this. Whereas for the con-
tinuous speech recognition system a bijective relationship between the individual
words in the communicated speech with gesture is not guaranteed always. In
continuous speech recognition system we use gestures for certain word or phrase in
continuous speech. For example when we call someone we says “could you please
come here” and shows the gesture to call him with hand. In this gesture is
equivalent to the phrase “come here”. The acoustic features extracted from the
speech will be used for recognizing the word or phones as a primary step and this
will be validated with the gestural features if present and confirms the recognized
string in case of isolated word recognition system. For continuous speech
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recognition system, the primary recognition of acoustic signals will be done using
the acoustic feathers combined with language models. The resulted word will be
validated with the string i.e., word returned by the gesture recognition system. In
this study we have implemented the speech recognition system with conventional
MFCC based parameter along with the time domain based phase space point dis-
tribution features [5]. The details of gesture recognition are discussed in the latter
part of this paper. In this paper we discuss about the performance improvement of
automatic speech recognition system by adding visual features, i.e., hand gestures
which are co-expressed with speech. The gestures are used as an augmenting or
supporting modality for recognizing speech. Hand based gestures are recognized
and fused with speech recognition system for improving the accuracy. Both static
and dynamic gestures are experimented separately. This paper is organized as
follows. Review of previous work is discussed in section two. Section three discuss
about the visual features used for improving the speech recognition accuracy.
Algorithm for isolated word recognition and continuous speech recognition with
visual features are discussed in section four and five respectively. The experimental
settings and results are discussed in section six.

2 Review of Previous Work

Adding acoustic independent features for improving the speech recognition accu-
racy is introduced three decades ago. The work done by [6, 7] introduced visual
information by the use of lip information as an important aid for speech recognition
[6, 7]. Kittler et al. [8] presented a study using geometric features of the lip shapes
from model based lip boundary tracking confirming the importance of lip infor-
mation in identity recognition [8]. Yamamoto et al. [9] proposed visual information
semi automatically mapped to lip movements through the aid of sensors put around
the mouth to highlight the lips. The experimental results showed that significant
performance could be achieved even by only using visual information [9]. Another
interesting study done by Heracleous P. et al, developed HMM based model for
cued speech recognition. Lip and mouth movement based geometrical feature
extracted through image processing techniques provided and effective method for
recognizing speech in noisy environment. The extracted visual information will act
as a augmenting feature for recognizing speech. If we look at human-human way of
communication, we use gestures or other forms of visual artifacts along with speech
as an augmented or support system. Especially in noisy environment e.g. inside
factory we, extensively use the gestures in addition to speech for communicating
with others. In such context it is found that gestures play a very important role for
interpolating the missing part of speech. Providing gestures via hand, head, eyes or
with other external object is very popular in human-human interaction. The visual
parameters form these gestures can be extracted through computer vision (image
processing) techniques or sensor based techniques become popular among the
researchers in human-computer interaction for building interface technologies.
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Considering these gestures i.e. visual input as complement to missing or a noisy
speech signals to recognize by machine is also an interesting topic to research for
improving the accuracy of speech recognition system. Work done by Neti C et al. at
IBM labs reports with a effective audio visual fusion techniques for building large
vocabulary continuous speech recognition system. Audio-only recognizer, intro-
ducing the visual modality reduced ASR word error rate by 7 % relative in
clean speech, and by 27 % relative at an 8.5 dB SNR audio condition [10]. The
extraction of vocal tract construction gestures fused with acoustic parameters
experimented and reliable results were reported [11]. Hand gesture and speech
based interaction techniques are experimented in the field of control system and
robotic environment for controlling machines [12]. Along with gestures,
online-handwriting based techniques are also experimented and hopeful results are
reported across literatures [13]. The visual patterns also used for repairing the
speech signal, form video information [14]. The increased performances of
recognition accuracy of above systems are at the cost of increase in computational
complexity. In this paper we report a computationally simple architecture for fusion
of visual features for improving the accuracy of speech recognition for isolated and
continuous speech recognition system.

3 Visual Features Used for Speech Recognition

As discussed earlier, the gestures are co-expressive with speech when human com-
municate each other. We have used the hand gestures as part of this experiment. The
gestures produced by hand during the communicationmay be either static or dynamic.
Static gestures are the gestureswhere themovement of body part does not involve. For
example when we say “three” and also show three fingers while speaking is treated as
static gesture. For dynamic gestures, the body part also moves and the orientation and
direction of movement of the object take part in the gesture production determine the
gesture produced. User says “go to next page” and shows gesture of moving the hand
from left to right is a good example for dynamic gesture. Similarly user can say a
number or a letter and canwrite in the air withfinger. Themovement offinger in the air
can be tracked and feature vector can be generated. This types of gestures also con-
sidered as dynamic gesture. Static gestures are recognized using the orientation and
geometrical properties of hand and fingers. Skin colour based segmentation is used to
segment the hand form the complex image [15]. The convex hull algorithm returns the
enclosed polygon of the hand and along with the fingers orientation. Various geo-
metrical features like area, perimeter, centroid, solidity along with histogram distri-
bution is used for recognizing the static gestures [16]. For recognizing dynamic hand
gestureswe have used the skin color based segmentation algorithm for segmenting the
hand form the complex image frames. The finger tips will be identified form the
segmented frames using the convex hull algorithm. The movement of finger will be
tracked and the feature vector will be generated using Freeman’s eight directional
codes (popular algorithm used for online handwriting recognition) [17]. A dynamic
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time wrapping based Leventian Minimum Edit distance algorithm is used for clas-
sification of incoming gestural features.

4 Isolated Word Recognition System Using Visual
Features

We have enhanced the conventional speech recognition system by incorporating the
visual features for improving the accuracy. The input signal from the microphone
will be given to the speech recognition module. The acoustic feature vector i.e., 12
MFCC coefficients with one energy parameter and whose first and second
derivatives are extracted along with 20 sized phase space point distribution
parameter from the speech frames. If user shows gestures corresponding to spoken
word with hand, that will also be captured and relevant features will be extracted.
Both the speech and gesture recognition systems are independently recognized the
word corresponds to speech and gesture respectively. The conclusion of results will
be done by the system as follows. Let us assume that user spoke a word S which is a
part of the vocabulary W where S∈ W and corresponding gesture also shown. The
feature vector corresponds to the input speech signal will be extracted and the
distortion vector with all word in the vocabulary with respect to the incoming signal
will be calculated. Similarly the distortion vector for gesture also will calculated.
The distortion vector return by both speech and gesture are normalizing to a scale of
0 to 1. Let ds1, ds2, ds3 …. dsn are the respective distortion vectors for W1, W2,…
Wn. Against the input speech signal. So the list of words which will be returned by
speech recognition module will be ⟨w1, ds1⟩, ⟨w2, ds2⟩, … ⟨wn, dsn⟩, Similarly the
gesture also will return the distortion vector corresponding to the elements in the
data base if user issues corresponding gestures. ⟨W1, dg1⟩ ⟨W2, dg2⟩ . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ⟨Wn, dgn⟩

The result return by speech recognition engine Wi

Wi =∀i return(i) with min⟨Wi, dsi⟩f gf g

The result return by gesture recognition engine is Wk

Wk =∀k return(k) with min⟨Wk, dgk⟩
� �� �

If i = k i.e. both the recognizer unit return the same word that result will be more
authenticated. If i ≠ k i.e., system returns two different word index then the
decision will be taken by finding the difference between the speech distortion vector
and gesture distortion vector so that the difference is more than predefined threshold
value T then select the minimum form resultant vector as follows

S= ∀i Min ⟨Wi, dsi⟩− ⟨Wk, dgk⟩
� �� �

if dsi − dgk
�� ��>T, else suggest both words as

probable words.
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System diagram for audio visual based isolated word recognition is shown in
Fig. 1.

5 Continuous Speech Recognition System Using Visual
Features

The method for recognizing speech by adding additional features is more or less
same for isolated word recognition and continuous speech recognition system. The
major difference is the probability choosing a word corresponding to input sequence
form microphone (for speech) or form camera or sensor (for gestures), have a strong
correlation with language models in case of continuous speech recognition system.
whereas the probability of occurrence of any word in the given vocabulary are
equally likely for an isolated word recognition. In continuous speech recognition
system stochastic based N-gram models are used for predicting the next probable
word given that certain words are already recognized. N-gram models are popular
language modals widely used for continuous speech recognition system [18]. So
here for recognizing the gestures corresponding to a word can also be correlated to
the language model build as part of the system.

Fig. 1 Isolated word recognition system with visual features
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Let Os be the acoustic observation sequence generated by FrontEnd module for
speech based input and Og be the visual observation sequence generated by the
FrontEnd module corresponds to gesture based system, For a given context the
probability of recognizing a given observation as wj by speech recognizer, wk by
gesture based module is calculated as follows, assume that input via both methods
are present [18].

P wj
��Os

� �
=

argmax
wj ∈L

� �
P Osjwj
� �

PðwjÞ
PðOsÞ

Similarly for gesture based interaction

P wkjOg
� �

=
argmax
wk ∈L

� �
P Ogjwk
� �

PðwkÞ
PðOgÞ

The word return by language model can be calculated as, the probability of
choosing a word Wi given that Wi-1 Wi-2 …. Wi-N+1 is already occurred where N is
number of words looking backward to predict the next word Wi based on N-gram
calculated from the training corpus. SoWiwill be the word return by language model.

So The resulted word WR can be decided from the individual results returned by
different recognizers and language models. WR ∈ Wi,Wj,Wk

� �
The choosing of the resulted word as Wi or Wj or Wk depends on the probability

value returned by individual recognizer units and language model. If i = j = k, the
system returns one of the index as word are same. If i ≠ j ≠ k an additional rule
can be imposed so that the probability value for every word index returned by
recognizers are less than a predefined threshold τ, can be avoided and system will
return the null string. An algorithm for continuous speech recognition system with
visual features is shown in Fig. 2.

6 Experimental Setting and Results

The evaluation of isolated word recognition system and continuous speech recog-
nition system are carried out separately. The performance of the system is evaluated
with and without gestural features under different environmental conditions. The
equal number of both dynamic and static gestures are tested for digits and isolated
word. For continuous speech recognition system, the static and dynamic gestures
are used alternatively with equal numbers. For the isolated word recognition system
the overall recognition accuracy of the system under different environmental con-
ditions with gestures and without gestures are tabulated. The standard evaluation
metric for a continuous speech recognition system is the word error rate. The word
error rate (WER) for a continuous speech recognition system is generally calculated
using the minimum edit distance between the hypothesis word and correct string.
The word error rate with and without gestural features are tested separately under
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different noise conditions. The environmental noise is measured using the standard
software called sound meter. The training data base is created with speech and
gesture data accrued form 20 different people (12 male and 8 female) within the age
group of 30–40 with 100 samples per each word for isolated word recognition
system and 50 sentences for continuous speech reorganization system. A total of 30
isolated words are the vocabulary size for isolated word recognition system which
includes the ten digits and 20 operational keywords. Both static and dynamic
gestures are integrated separately with speech recognition system and results are
evaluated. The accuracy of isolated word recognition system is tested under various
noise level, sound proof rooms (20–30 dB), Lab and Quiet rooms without fan
30–40 dB, 40–50 dB at Office, 50–60 dB at open park, 60–70 dB street and out-
side Office surroundings during day time, 70–80 dB on Busy traffic 80 dB and
above factory environment are tested for measuring the performance. The recog-
nition accuracy for isolated word recognition system is tabulated in Table 1.

Fig. 2 Continuous speech recognition system with visual features
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For continuous speech recognition system N-gram language models are created
for the sentences. The vocabulary is restricted to the command related to basic
computer operations. Some example sentences are “Open this file”, “Close this
picture”, “copy this file to that folder”, “paste this”, “move this file from this
folder to my document” etc. The training set is also created for static and dynamic
gestures corresponding to various operational keyword/commands. The perfor-
mance of continuous speech recognition system is tested with gestures and without
gestures under various noise conditions same as that discussed for isolated word
recognition. The word error rate under different conditions for 40 random sentences
selected from the data base with gesture and without gestural features are tabulated
in Table 2.

From the above results it is found that addition of visual features provides a more
or less stable recognition accuracy under different environmental noise conditions
for acoustic signals. For continuous speech recognition system, the visual feature
may help to recognize the prominent word under high noise conditions, and less
relevant part of the communication can be neglected. For example user says “can
you please delete this file” and user shows the gesture corresponding to delete and
the file icon to be deleted, the system can still recognize the command issued under
noisy conditions. The words like “can you please” are not prominent at that context.

7 Conclusions

Enhanced versions of conventional speech recognition system by fusing the
non-acoustic feature vectors are discussed in this paper. The hand gesture features
are extracted which is co-expressive with speech are used for improving the
accuracy of the speech recognition. The approach and method used in this paper for
improving the recognition accuracy is to be seen objectively, i.e., no matter the
communicated message is recognized form speech recognizer or gesture recognizer
but the purpose of communication need to be met. Hence the proposed method
provides a natural and effective interaction mechanism for interacting with
machines.
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Dynamic Gesture Recognition—A
Machine Vision Based Approach

N.S. Sreekanth and N.K. Narayanan

Abstract Computationally simple method for dynamic hand gesture recognition is
presented in this paper. The segmentation of hand which take parts in gesture
production is being addressed tow different ways using color band based seg-
mentation algorithms. The first one uses the special color stickers as part of finger
and the second one does segmentation based on normal skin color. The movement
of hand is tracked and Freeman’s eight directional code is generated corresponds to
each gestures. A dynamic time wrapping based Levenshtein minimum edit distance
algorithm is used for classification. The results of dynamic hand gestures with
special color approach and without special color are discussed separately. The
accuracy of the system is found to be more for special colour based segmentation
than skin colour based segmentation techniques.

Keywords Gestures recognition ⋅ Dynamic gestures

1 Introduction

Gestures are considered as natural and intuitive method for communication which
generally co-exist with speech. The gestures can also have independently express
especially when a person is unable to talk because of disability or situational
impairments, for example in noisy environment people depend on gesture for
communication rather than speech. For past few decades, gestures are evolved as an
alternative input mode to the keyboard and mouse interactions for most of the
application domains. Gesture are defined as nonverbal mode of communication and
it’s symbol set are quiet large compared to symbol set of formal language like
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English, Hindi, Malayalam, etc. When human communicate each other we use
various gestures which are produced with hand or head (face, eyes, lips, or head
itself) and will have specific meaning during the context. Automatic gesture
recognition addressed in various way starting from hardware based solution to
machine vision based soft solution. If we look at the evolution of gesture based
interaction, initially there were glove based devices, but they lacked the naturalness
factor as they had introduced an additional hardware constraints on the user [1–3].
The main advantage of these approach are high accuracy and fast reaction speed but
this approach can be quite expensive. The modern techniques employed for gesture
processing are either 3D models or image based processing. The former lacks the
computational efficiency and the simplicity compared to other. In the image based
processing method there are several techniques based on color, contour and cor-
relation for identifying gestures [1]. In this paper we have used the image based
processing and follows the algorithms and procedures of Machine vision a.k.a
computer vision.

There are various ways to classify the gestures. One of the important aspects of
classifications of gestures is based on the movement of the object take part in
gesture production. In that basis there are two types of gestures, static gestures and
dynamic gestures. Static gestures communicated via some symbols or fixed ori-
entation of human body/body parts (hand, head) in particular manner. Generally
sign languages like ASL (American Sign Language) are the subset of the static
gestures [4]. The dynamic gestures as its name implies it involves a moving body
parts, i.e., hand, head, leg etc. Example To call someone we may use the
hand/fingers will keep in horizontal position and wave it in the air. In this paper we
manly focuses on dynamic hand gesture recognition. The recognition or segmen-
tation of hand from a complex background and track the movement of hand and
generate the appropriate feature vector are two complex task as far as computer
vision based gesture recognition is concerned. The color band based segmentation
algorithms are used for segmenting the hand from the complex background image.
Two different approaches are studied and simulated. The first method uses special
color stickers which are affixed on fingers. The assumption is the special color
stickers will not be a part of background. BLOB coloring algorithm is used for
segmenting the finger i.e., special color. The movements of fingers are tracked and
corresponding feature vector will be generated. In another method which does not
uses any special color but that also uses the color band technique to segment the
hand from the complex background. The segmentation will be performed using the
BLOB coloring method using RGB equivalent of skin color band. Once the hand is
segmented the movement of hand will be tracked and feature vector will be gen-
erated. The Freemans chain code features are extracted which is one of the popular
method used for online handwriting recognition techniques. The classification of
gestures is done using the Levenshtein Minimum edit distance algorithms. This
paper is organized as follows. Section two discuss the review of previous work in
the area of dynamic gesture recognition. The overall architecture of dynamic ges-
ture recognition system and the details about dynamic gestures are discussed in
section three and four. The hand segmentation and Feature vector extraction are
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discussed in section five and six respectively. Section seven describes the gesture
analysis and recognition with classification algorithm. Section eight discuss the
experimental details and results.

2 Review of Work

Hand gestures are most power full gestures for human-human interaction. Com-
puter vision based hand tracking and gesture recognition is extremely challenging
problem due to the complexity of hand gestures [5]. Various studies are reported
across literature for recognizing the dynamic gestures extracted from human
communications. The recognition of dynamic gestures by machine generally fall
into two categories, they are hardware/sensor based gesture recognition and soft
computing based techniques, it is also known as machine vision based method. In
this paper we are more focused on the machine vision based techniques for
extracting the gestures. Quite a few studies and results reported in this area really
motivate researchers to integrate the gesture based applications as part of human
computer interaction. The studies carried out by Hairong Jiang et al., reports the
experimental experience of using a robot to perform the chemistry laboratory
experiments which is controlled through gesture based interactions. For gesture
encoding, dynamic motion models were created employing the dynamic time
warping method [6]. Support vector machine and HMM models are also used for
dynamic hand gesture recognition and reliable results are reported [6]. Highly
reliable practical systems are developed through color band models were the
standard colors are used on the finger tips or hands to make the object detection
easy from the complex scene for gesture recognition. The main disadvantage of this
method is the designated color used for recognition should not be present as a
background or as part of the scene [7]. The use of bare hand or finger is preferred
over color band based recognition techniques so as to ensure a generic method for
recognizing the gestures and interaction. Skin color based segmentation algorithms
are popular among the researches who work in the area of machine vision based
static gesture recognition technique [8, 9].

The extraction of appropriate features vector with suitable classification algo-
rithm also plays major role in dynamic hand gesture recognition. Mixtures of
spatio-temporal features are highly recommended by the literature. The work done
by Nishikawa et al. reports a technique that uses optical flow from monocular
motion image for recognition of human gestures based on rate of change of gesture
motion and direction [10]. Another interesting work reported by Feng-Sheng Chen
et al., where they use the motion analysis to characterize the temporal features and
spatial features are modeled using Fourier descriptor (FD) [11]. In this method the
frame differences are calculated and moving region is segmented form the con-
secutive video frames. This method is computationally intensive as it needs to
process every incoming frame to capture the movements of hand at every context.
In this paper we have used a computationally simple technique which is widely
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applied in online handwriting techniques. Freemans Eight Directional Chain code
algorithm is used for generating the feature vector. The movement of hand will be
converted to directional vector based on the direction of movement form the current
point [12].

Once the feature are extracted it is found that researchers uses different classi-
fication algorithms for recognizing the gestures, they are mainly Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs), Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), Neural Networks (NNs),
data-driven template matching and statistical feature-based classifiers [13]. DTW
based methods are quiet effective for dynamic gesture recognition [14]. We have
used the computationally simple DTW based Leventian Minimum Edit distance
algorithm for classifying the gestures.

3 Dynamic Gesture Recognition System

A typical block diagram of a dynamic hand gesture recognition system is shown in
Fig. 1. The hand gestures captured via web cam will be processed. From the
processed image the position orientation and movement pattern of hand will be
extracted, which is called feature vector. The extracted parameters will be used for
gesture recognition. As discussed in the introduction section the dynamic gestures
are produced by the movement of hand/finger in a peculiar manner. The orientation
and direction of movements of hands are to be tracked.

The video frames captured via camera will be processed for segmenting the
desired object. Special colour method, the segmentation of object of interest will be
relatively easy. All other color can be eliminated from the frames other than a
special color. (In this experiment Blue colour). The presence of special colours in
the background can be eliminated by removing the non moving pixels i.e. part of
back ground.

Similarly in the other method the skin color segmentation algorithms are used to
segment the skin colors (hand regions) which takes part in the gesture production.
The other skin region (face) can be eliminated by removing the non-moving or less

Fig. 1 Block diagram of
hand gesture recognition
system
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moving pixels same as that of used in the special colour based segmentation. In the
both the cases the object of interest will be identified and whose movement and
orientation in the consecutive frames have to be recorded. From the recorded locus
of points of the object of interest in 2D image plane, the motion vector (directional
vectors) can be generated for further analysis. This feature vector will be used for
gestures recognition.

4 Dynamic Gestures

A dynamic hand gesture comprises a sequence of hand shapes with associated
movements in the space. For recognizing dynamic hand gestures both orientation
and instantaneous hand position need to be captured. The movement of hand or the
object of interest will be tracked and it will be modeled as feature vector for
recognizing the dynamic gestures. For example the gesture corresponding to a
command rotate right or we expect user to move their hand from left to right as
shown in Fig. 2. In above Fig. 2a represent the instantaneous hand positions when
hand moves from left to right. The trajectory of the hand is represented as shown in
Fig. 2b. Such trajectories are mathematically modeled and converted as feature
vector for recognition of gestures.

5 Segmentation

The gesture recognition process using a colour band method is discussed here. One
of the method uses designated special colors or stickers in the finger or hand to
recognize the object of interest (finger) among the complex background. The other
method uses the skin color based segmentation algorithms. During the segmenta-
tion process anything other than the designated color will be removed, and the
object with a pre-defined colour will be segmented and tracked. The following
section discusses the segmentation of object of interest who takes parts in gesture
production.

Fig. 2 The dynamic gesture
equivalent to rotate right
a Instantaneous hand position
b trajectory of hand
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5.1 Segmentation—Hand with Colour Stickers in Fingers

In this method we have used the blue color as designated colour for discriminating
the object of interest from the complex scene. The process of segmentation is
nothing but isolating the object of interest form the background in each image
frame. In this case the occurrence of blue colour has to be identified and isolated.
The movement and orientation has to be recorded for gesture recognition. To
identify the region of pixels (blue colour region), BLOB coloring algorithm is used
[15]. Let m be the current pixel and z the one of the neighbor pixel under con-
sideration the Euclidean distance between z and m is calculated as

D(z,m) = z−mj jj j
= z−mð ÞT z−mð Þ
h i1 2̸

= zR −mRð Þ2 + zG −mGð Þ2 + zB −mBð Þ2
h i1 2̸

ð1Þ

where || . || represent the norms of the argument and subscripts R, G, B denotes
the RGB components of vectors m and z. The locus of points such that
D (z, m) < Threshold, it can be counted as a part of the pixel [16]. In this method it
is assumed that the special colour attached with the object of interest will be absent
in the background. The presence of special colors in the background can be
eliminated by removing the non moving pixels i.e., part of back ground. However if
the chosen colors are part of moving object then elimination will become difficult.
This is one of the major drawbacks of this method.

5.2 Segmentation of Hand Using Skin Color

Hand segmentation from the complex image is done using the skin colour based
segmentation. Skin colors are modeled in RGB space with decision rule given
below.

(R, G, B) is classified as skin if:

R> 95 and G>40 and B> 20 and

max R, G, Bf g−min R, G, Bf g>15

R−Gj j>15 and R>G and R> B.

The BLOB coloring algorithm discussed above will be used to segment the
object of interest, i.e., hand. The pixels fall in the region as mentioned in the above
decision rules will be segmented [17]. Once the object of interest is segmented
whose movements can be tracked and feature vector will be generated. The fol-
lowing section discusses how feature vector is generated.
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6 Feature Extraction—Freeman’s Chain Code

After the object of interest is isolated, whose movements are to be tracked for
feature extraction. The locus of points of object of interest, moving in the plane can
be extracted from the consecutive video frames. The feature vector will be gener-
ated based on the movement with respect to current position. We have used
Freemans Chain Code which is widely used for online handwriting recognition
[18]. Freemans Chain code is a trajectory representation technique of movement of
an object in a plane with respect to the current position in Cartesian plane. There are
two directions of chain code, namely 4-directional and 8-directional as shown in
Fig. 3. In 4-directional code only 4 directions are possible whereas for 8 directional
codes there are 8 possible directions from the current position. For the recognition
purpose 8 Directional code are more accurate than 4-Directional code.

Let us discuss how directional codes are generated. The segmented object can
make move from the current location to any of 8 directions as shown in Fig. 3.
Depending on the direction of movement from the current position corresponding
number will be generated. This sequence of number will generate an unique pattern
(string) which can be used for recognition purpose. Group of 10 × 10 pixels are
grouped together and considered as single unit. The directional codes are generated
based on the movement of this grouped pixel form one position to other position
based on the directional code mentioned in Fig. 3. The directional vector code
generated will have lots of noise values. For example dynamic gesture
corresponding to a digit “1” or Move down should ideally be
S = “777777777777777777777..” but the actual feature vector generated at a given
context might be S1 = “77768777777157777…”. From S1 we can derive S
because the noise values like 68 and 1,5 can be deleted from S1 as it is not repeating
for sufficient amount of time, So this values can be glitch in the actual signal and
this will be removed at the generation stage itself. The feature vector generated for
few dynamic gestures gesture corresponding to certain command are listed below
with ideal expected string is shown in Table 1.

In addition to the gestures for system command the gesture based digit recog-
nition also experimented as part of this study. Here user have to move his finger in
air as if he write the digit from 1 to 9 as shown in Fig. 4. The directional codes
corresponds to the digit will be generated, and this will be used for classifying the
gestures.

Fig. 3 Chain codes
a 4-Directional and b 8
directional
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7 Gesture Analysis and Recognition

Various calcification algorithms are used to classify an incoming gesture. A dy-
namic programming based Levenshtein Minimum edit distance [19] algorithm is
used for the directional code string comparison. The method is similar to the
Dynamic time wrapping algorithm which measures the similarity between two time
series data. Levenshtein distance (LD) is a measure of the similarity between two
strings. The distance is calculated as the number of insertions, deletions, or sub-
stitutions required for converting the source string to target string. The best match
string the in presorted template will have minimum edit distance. If two strings are
same, the minimum edit distance between them will be zero. If minimum edit
distance values for two strings found to be equal, the probability of occurrence of
the string on that particular context will be analyzed. For example the probability of
issuing a page up or page down command will be high if user opened a word
processor.

8 Experimental Details

The efficiency of dynamic gesture recognition algorithm is tested in two different
case implementations. The first one is with special colour band sticker as part of
fingers and this will be used as prominent information for segmentation. The other
method does not use any special colour, where the segmentation will be done using
the natural human skin colour identification method. Ten commands, ten digits are
the vocabulary size for this experiment. One hundred samples per gesture are given
to system for training. Gaussian models are build corresponding to each feature
vector, i.e. corresponds to each gesture. The incoming feature vector will be tested
against the Gaussian model generated values for a given gesture and its similarity
can be measured using the Levenshtein distance algorithm. The system is tested

Table 1 Gesture and its
freeman’s directional codes

Gesture Ideal string Generated string

Move right 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1, 1,1,2,1,1,2,8,1,1,1
Move up 3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3 3,3,4,3,3,3,2,3,3,4,3
Move left 5,5,5,5,5,5,5 5,5,3,7,5,5,5,4,5,5,6
Move down 7,7,7,7,7,7,7,7, 7,7,7,1,5,7,7,7,7,6,5,7

Fig. 4 Dynamic gesture
corresponds to digit 2
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with five different users. The average recognition accuracy of the dynamic gesture
recognition system for special color based method and skin color based method are
listed in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. It is found recognition accuracy of special
color method is more over the skin color based segmentation techniques.

Table 2 The dynamic gesture recognition results with special color based segmentation and with
skin color based segmentation techniques for operational keyword

Recognition accuracy in percentage (%)
Operational
command

Corresponding
gesture

Segmentation with special
color

Segmentation with skin
color

Volume up 81 77

Volume down 79 72

Move down ↓ 95 93
Move up ↑ 93 90
Move back ← 93 89
Move next → 90 89
Rotate right 94 90

Rotate-left 91 87

Close 93 94

Select 86 82

Table 3 The dynamic gesture recognition results with special color based segmentation and with
skin color based segmentation techniques for digits

Recognition accuracy in percentage (%)
Gesture Corresponding

gesture
Segmentation with special
color

Segmentation with skin
color

One 1 98 97

Two 2 89 85
Three 3 90 83
Four 4 88 82
Five 5 92 91
Six 6 90 87
Seven 7 96 95
Eight 8 86 83
Nine 9 93 91
Zero 0 92 90
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9 Conclusion

A study on dynamic gesture recognition using computationally simple, Freeman
chain code based feature vector with simulation results are discussed. Hand based
dynamic gestures are experimented in this paper. Ten digits and ten operational
commands used for interacting with computers are simulated as part of this
experiment. The segmentation of hand form the background is being addresses
using special color band and skin color segmentation methods. The accuracy of the
system is found to be more with special colour based segmentation than skin colour
based segmentation techniques. This system can be extended with more number of
operational gestures so that it can be used as primary mode of interaction for
interacting with computer systems. The dynamic gesture recognition system can
also jointly work with speech recognition system, so that it can improve the
accuracy of the speech recognition system especially in noisy environment.
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Medical Image Security with Cheater
Identification Using Secret Sharing Scheme

Arun Krishnan and Manik Lal Das

Abstract Security of medical images and relevant patient information is a matter

of important concern while using public networks for transfer of medical images

between patients and clinicians. Clinicians require to confirm the legitimacy of

patient medical images for applications such as telediagnosis and teleconsultation.

Furthermore, medical image should not be perceivable to unauthorized parties with

malicious intentions on the patient’s health. As a result, medical images must be pro-

tected with suitable primitives while transferring them over public channel. In this

paper, we present a scheme for protecting medical images using a threshold secret

sharing scheme. The proposed scheme protects images from unauthorized access

and intermediate tampering, thus, ensuring confidentiality and integrity of the shared

images and associated patient records. The scheme takes into consideration the pos-

sibility of malevolence from any of the participating clinicians and detects and iden-

tifies cheating among the clinicians, if any. The proposed scheme is analyzed and

simulated with electronic patient records and the experimental results satisfy all the

properties of the scheme.

Keywords Medical image ⋅ Cheater identification ⋅ Secret sharing

1 Introduction

With rapid advancement of Information and Communication technology in health-

care applications security and privacy of medical data has become a crucial fac-

tor in protecting patients records as well as clinicians information. A simple data

infringement by an (un)intentional attempt can pose serious problems in the diagno-

sis process, even can lead to loss of patients lives. For example, consider the case of
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teleconsultation, wherein a clinician at one hospital may call a senior colleague of

him located at another hospital to get his opinion regarding a complicated diagnosis

case. The former may have to sent some medical images and patient records to the lat-

ter to make some opinion regarding the case. Now, if the data are transmitted in open

networks without any form of security, an adversary (could be a professional rival)

may tamper the data and thus, prevent the senior clinician in getting a correct opinion

from his colleague. Therefore, protecting medical images through public networks is

of extreme significance, as a corrupted image can tend to a wrong diagnosis and may

cost a patient’s life. The main challenges faced while transferring a medical image

are whether the medical image received is same as that sent and whether the image is

discernible to malicious parties. In this paper, we discuss the security aspects of elec-

tronic patient records (EPR) with respect to different primitives used in protecting

the EPR, and then present a scheme that addresses both confidentiality and integrity

of EPR while transmitting them in public channel. The proposed scheme uses a (k, n)
threshold secret sharing scheme [1] for transferring medical image, where the image

and patient records are broken into n share images such that at least k of them must

share their individual images to reconstruct the original medical image and associ-

ated patient records. The proposed scheme offers mechanism to detect the presence

of cheating by any internal or external participant in the image construction phase.

The features of the proposed scheme are summarized as follows:

∙ Shared medical images are hidden in natural cover images to thwart the attention

of malevolent attackers.

∙ Sharing image among a team of clinicians reduces the risk of loss of secret image

or unprecedented modifications.

∙ Integrity of the shared images is ensured which helps the receivers to detect if any

tampering done on the images.

∙ Clinicians providing a wrong share image to force a wrong diagnosis can be iden-

tified uniquely.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the

various techniques used for image security. Section 3 presents an improved scheme.

Section 4 analyses the security of the scheme and gives the experimental results. We

conclude the work with Sect. 5.

2 Background and Motivation

Secret sharing scheme. Secret sharing scheme introduced by Shamir [1] is an inter-

esting primitive used for sharing a secret among a number of participants n such that

at least k of them must collect their individual shares to recover the secret. Typi-

cally, the secret sharing method uses a (k − 1) degree polynomial to break the secret

down into shares such that each participant gets a share of the secret. The secret to

be shared will be the constant value of the polynomial and the polynomial is eval-

uated for unique x values (known only to the secret dealer and the corresponding
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participant) so that each participant gets a unique share. To reconstruct the secret, k
(< n) of the participants can come together and provide their shares and respective x
values, and then using the Lagrange’s interpolation they can obtain the actual secret.

Cheating Detection and Identification. Shamir’s secret sharing scheme can work

efficiently and reconstruct the secret accurately only when the involved participants

provide correct shares. Cheating detection, that is detecting a false share, and more

importantly cheater identification [2, 3], identifying the participant providing the

false share, is essential for the scenarios of medical applications. Wu and Wu [4]

proposed a scheme to share a secret among a set of participants using Shamir’s (k, n)
threshold sharing scheme with the objective that any false share during image recon-

struction can be detected and the respective participant can be uniquely identified.

Sudoku-based secret image sharing scheme with reversibility. Chang et al. [5]

proposed a secure image sharing scheme which uses the concept of Sudoku number

grid. The scheme generates share images from the secret image using Shamir’s secret

sharing scheme and uses a 16 × 16 Sudoku grid to hide the share images within nat-

ural looking cover images to avoid unnecessary attention to the shares. The scheme

ensures the confidentiality of transmitted image through generation of random look-

ing share images, where the pixels of the share images are considered as Sudoku

digits and their location is encoded as the pixels of the cover image. At the receiver

side using the same Sudoku grid used in the sender side the share images are retrieved

from the cover images and then, Lagrange’s interpolation is carried out to reconstruct

the secret image.

(k, n) secret sharing scheme from Quadratic Residues for grayscale images.
Abdelsatir et al. [6] proposed a (k, n) image sharing scheme which uses a QR

(Quadratic Residues) approach for the image security. In their scheme the pixels of

the secret image are first permuted using a secret key and then are encrypted using

quadratic residues. The encrypted image is then input to Shamir’s (k, n) threshold

scheme which produces n share images. At the receiver side at least k of the n share

images and respective keys are required to retrieve the encrypted image. Once the

encrypted image is decrypted using the QR technique and depermuted using the

secret key, the secret image is reconstructed correctly.

Medical image security and EPR hiding. Ulutas et al. [7] proposed a scheme for

the secure transfer of medical images over a public network to a set of participants.

They use Shamir’s secret sharing scheme to generate n share images from the original

medical image and EPR (Electronic Patient Record) characters using a set of unique

x values known to the respective participants. In their scheme the secret sharing

acts as an encryption step, as the share images look like noise, thus ensuring the

confidentiality of transmitted shares to other participants of the system. Furthermore,

to thwart attackers’s attention Steganography technique is used to hide the noisy

looking share images into natural looking cover images. The scheme uses certificates

for each share image for achieving the integrity of received share images. At the

receiver side k out of the n participants can come together to reconstruct the original

medical image and associated EPR using Lagrange’s interpolation technique. We
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observe some limitation of [7] and propose an improved scheme with additional

features in next section. We refer to [7] for details of the scheme. The limitations of

the scheme [7] are as follows.

∙ Secure exchange of x value suffers from man-in-the-middle attack between dealer

and the participants, through which the attacker, posing as a participant, can estab-

lish an x value with the dealer and it can, posing as the dealer, establish a different

x value with the participant. Therefore, any communication from the dealer to the

participant can be compromised by the attacker and modified without knowledge

of either the dealer or the participant.

∙ Once the Verification phase is completed successfully, that is, at least k stego

images have been verified to be authentic and untampered, then the reconstruc-

tion phase begins where the medical image and EPR is reconstructed. However,

there is no mechanism to check the authenticity of the share images used for recon-

struction, that is, there is no way to ensure that the share images retrieved from

untampered stego image by respective clinicians are same as the share images pro-

vided for reconstruction. Any of the participants can modify the received share

image or provide a different share image altogether, thus causing a entirely dif-

ferent image to be reconstructed. The scheme does have any mechanism to detect

any such malevolence or to identify the respective malevolent participants.

∙ The Initialization phase is prone to man-in-the-middle(MITM) attack. An attacker

posing as a participant can mislead the dealer to sharing all the x values with

him, thus enabling him to reconstruct the medical image himself by collecting

all the share images and executing the procedure discussed above. Furthermore,

the attacker can then pose as the Dealer and perform the entire secret sharing

scheme and can share the medical image among the actual participants. Neither the

dealer nor the participants will be aware of the attacker’s presence in this scenario.

This will affect the confidentiality of the transmitted medical image and associated

patient records. It also can affect the integrity of the scheme as the attacker, who

has all the x values, can generate valid certificates for any image, therefore, causing

any participant to accept any image sent by the attacker as a valid share image from

the dealer.

3 An Improved Scheme

The proposed scheme is based on the scheme [7], but aims to address the limita-

tions, as observed in the previous section, of the scheme [7]. In addition, the pro-

posed scheme provides one important feature, that is, the cheating detection and

cheater identification. The proposed scheme includes an additional entity called TTP

(Trusted Third Party) who performs the reconstruction of the medical image from

the shares. The Fig. 1 depicts the architecture of the improved scheme. The improved

scheme has the same two procedures as in the scheme [7]—Partitioning and Retriev-

ing procedures. In order to resist the MITM attacks in the Initialization phase, the

modified Initialization phase works as follows.
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Fig. 1 Architecture of the improved scheme

Initially a secret session key is established between the Dealer and the TTP using

the password authenticated key exchange protocol [8]. This key exchange protocol

in [8] establishes a secure session key between the TTP and the Dealer with mutual

authentication of the two parties. Once the session key, K, is established between

the Dealer and the TTP, the TTP sends the secret key K to the authorized participant

clinicians through a secure channel. Now, while establishing unique x values using

the steps followed in the Initialization phase, the public parameters Ri and R0 are

being encrypted using the key K before their transfer through the network. Since

the values Ri and R0 are now encrypted using K which is only know to th Dealer,

TTP and authorized participants, adversary will not be able to generate false public

values and mount an MITM attacks. Once each participant has unique xi values, share

images are generated using the Sharing phase. The Sharing phase, however, includes

some additional computations which will be used later for Cheating detection and

identification. A value T is calculated by the Dealer which is used in the cheater

detection phase. The value T is calculated as follows:

T =
n∑

i=1
h(STi‖xi) ∗ p2(i−1) +

n−1∑

i=1
c ∗ p2i−1

where h(STi‖xi) is the authentication code of the share image for the ith participant

STi. The Sharing phase is followed by the Embedding phase as in [7] which performs

Steganography of the share images and a Protection phase generating Certificates for

each image.

The Verification phase of the Retrieving procedure will follow the same steps as

in [7]. The Reconstruction phase is performed by TTP, to whom the share images

and corresponding x values are sent by at least k participants. The TTP, on reception

of the shares, carries out a Cheating detection phase to check for any false shares.

Let G be the group of k participants who provide their shares and their x values for

reconstruction of the original medical image and patient records. TTP performs the

following computations:
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1. All the k participants provide their share images STi and xi values. TTP calculates

a value ̃T as ̃T =
∑

j∈G h(STj‖xj) ∗ p2(j−1), where j is the index of each participant.

2. For each participant check whether ⌊ T− ̃T
p2(j−1)

⌋ (mod p) = 0.

If the equation holds, the jth participant is an honest participant; else, he is a cheater.

Therefore, TTP can detect and identify cheating by any of the participants. Also,

since integrity of the received stego images are tested using Certificates, no partici-

pant will be falsely accused of tampering caused by adverse parties in transit. If all

the participants have provided honest shares then the TTP can reconstruct the origi-

nal image and EPR from the share images and the respective x values. If not, then the

TTP can detect it and will blacklist the participant, who provided false shares, and

restart the Reconstruction phase using the share images of other honest participants

involved.

4 Analysis of the Improved Scheme

Security Analysis. We consider an active attacker who has full control over the com-

munication such as he can view, intercept and also modify messages as per his attack

goal. The following security goals have been achieved by the improved scheme.

Confidentiality: Shamir’s secret sharing technique acts as an encryption step

which converts the image to illegible noisy looking share images, where the cor-

responding x values act as the encryption key. An attacker can intercept the stego

images and retrieve the share images, but to reconstruct the original image from the

share images he requires the corresponding x values which are unknown to him.

Therefore, the attacker cannot obtain the original image.

Authentication: The improved scheme employs a Protection phase which gen-

erates a certificate, Certk, for each stego image. The Certk transmitted along with

the stego images allows the recipient to check for the authenticity of received stego

images. Since the share images are extracted from the stego images, which verifies

the authenticity of the received share images and the original image reconstructed

using the share images. Furthermore, the input to the hash function is the stego

image concatenated with the corresponding x value, known only to the dealer and

the respective participant, which prevents the generation of counterfeit hash values.

Therefore, the improved scheme provides authentication of the reconstructed med-

ical image.

Data Hiding: Patient records are hidden in the share images in the Sharing phase

wherein EPR characters are also input to the polynomial along with the medical pixel

values. The generated share images are random and do not provide any information

about the hidden data, which can only be retrieved only by authorized participants,

holding the respective x value.

Cheating detection and identification of the source: The improved scheme identi-

fies cheating from any of the participants and uniquely identifies the source of it. The

technique works on the basis of the two values, T and ̃T , calculated in the Sharing
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phase and Reconstruction phase. Using these two values the cheating detection and

identification occurs as follows:

Claim If ⌊ T− ̃T
p2(j−1)

⌋ (mod p) = 0 then the jth participant, with x value = xj, has provided
the correct share for reconstruction and he is an honest participant; else, he is a
cheater.

The proof can be explained based on the following theorem in [4].

Theorem If T =
∑n

i=1 ai ∗ p2(i−1) +
∑n−1

i=1 c ∗ p2i−1 where −(p − 1) ≤ ai ≤ (p − 1)
and 1 ≤ c ≤ (p − 1), then ⌊ T

p2(j−1)
⌋ (mod p) = aj(mod p), where p is a prime number

−p < ai < p and 1 ≤ c < p. The theorem is modified to produce the cheater detec-
tion and identification technique used in the proposed improved scheme. The value
ai is replaced by the hash of the share image and corresponding x value H(STi‖xi).
Now, ⌊ T− ̃T

p2(j−1)
⌋ (mod p) can be simplified as:

⌊
T − ̃T
p2(j−1)

⌋(mod p) = (H(STj‖xj) − H( ̄STj‖xj))(mod p)

The equality H(STj‖xj) − H( ̄STj‖xj) = 0 is satisfied, if and only if H(STj‖xj) =
H( ̄STj‖xj), in turn, means that STj = ̄STj.

In other words, the share image transmitted to the jth participant and the share image

provided by him for reconstruction of the image, STj and ̄STj are same, which proves

that the participant is honest. If they do not match, then the participant has provided

a wrong share for reconstruction and is a deceiver. The strengths of the improved

scheme are compared with the Sudoku scheme [5] and QR scheme [6], and results

are shown in Table 1.

Experimental Results. We implement the improved scheme using MATLAB

R2013a in an Intel i3 processor with 4GB RAM. The test image used was a 256

× 256 MR (Magnetic Resonance) image of brain having 8-bit pixel depth as shown

Table 1 Comparison with other image sharing schemes

Properties Proposed scheme Sudoku scheme [5] QR scheme [6]

Confidentiality Yes Yes Yes

Authentication Yes No No

Steganography Yes Yes No

Data hiding Yes No No

Cheating detection and

identification

Yes No No

Recovery of original

image

Yes Yes No
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Original Medical Image

Fig. 2 MRI image of brain

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig. 3 Share images generated after sharing phase. a Share image 1. b Share image 2. c Share

image 3. d Share image 4

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4 Stego images distributed to clinicians. a Stego image 1. b Stego image 2. c Stego image 3.

d Stego image 4

in Fig. 2. The EPR used was the text “disease” which is later converted to a set of

corresponding ASCII values for use in the polynomial.

The improved scheme is then applied to the test image and EPR. A (3, 4) threshold

secret sharing scheme is used to reconstruct the original medical image and associ-

ated EPR. The first step was to generate the xi values for each participant. Then

using the four generated xi values four share images were generated, one for each

participant, as shown in Fig. 3a–d. The stego images generated after the embedding

phase, wherein each share image is embedded in a different cover image as shown

in Fig. 4a–d. Each of the stego image is received by the respective clinician, which

then goes through the Verification phase, checking the integrity of the received stego

image. Once the Verification phase is successful, the Reconstruction phase is exe-
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Fig. 5 Reconstructed

medical image

Medical Image after reconstruction

Fig. 6 Tampered image.

a Tampered cover image 1.

b Reconstructed corrupted

image

(a) (b)
Cover Image after modification Medical Image after reconstruction

cuted by the TTP generating the medical image and EPR which is then distributed to

the respective clinicians through secure channels. The reconstructed medical image

is shown in Fig. 5.

If any of the stego images have been corrupted (accidentally or maliciously) then

it will be detected in the Verification phase as it uses a hash function for verification

which detects even a 1-bit change. The result of tampering of a cover image and the

resulting corruption in the medical image are shown in Fig. 6a, b. It is noted that the

reconstructed medical image has some distortions compared to the original image.

The Figures depict the case of a normal scenario when all the participants provide

honest shares and TTP, after checking for any cheating by any of the participants,

reconstruct the original medical image and EPR. If one of the participants provides

a false share, it can result in the reconstruction of a false medical image as shown in

Fig. 7. The improved scheme takes care of this using the cheating detection phase,

performed by the TTP before actual reconstruction.

Fig. 7 Medical image

reconstructed using a false

share
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5 Conclusion

We discussed about the secure image transfer aiming at protecting EPR while trans-

mitting them over an insecure public channel. We reviewed techniques on which

images can be shared among multiple participants over an insecure channel. We then

reviewed a scheme [7] on medical image protection using secret sharing scheme. We

found some weaknesses on the scheme [7], and proposed an improved scheme. In

addition to image confidentiality and authenticity, the improved scheme prevents any

malevolent clinician from providing a false share, and thus causing a wrong diagno-

sis, by detecting and identifying any cheating involved. The experimental results of

the improved scheme show that the scheme satisfies all the properties claimed in the

analysis section.
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The Role of Fractal Dimension, Lacunarity
and Multifractal Dimension for Texture
Analysis in SAR Image—A Comparison
Based Analysis

Triloki Pant

Abstract In present paper, a fractal approach to study the texture in SAR images
has been explored and the utility and problems of fractals for texture analysis are
discussed. Since satellite images are rich in texture, they have to be studied in details
for texture analysis. In present study, an ERS2 SAR image has been used for esti-
mation of fractal dimension, lacunarity and multifractal dimension where the texture
has been studied on the basis of these parameters and compared. A conclusion
regarding the applicability of these three parameters has been drawn in the study.

Keywords Fractal dimension ⋅ Image analysis ⋅ Lacunarity ⋅ Local fractal
dimension ⋅ Multifractal dimension ⋅ Texture

1 Introduction

Texture is a property of neighbourhood in digital images which can be defined as a
variation of pixel values at a scale smaller than the scale of interest [1–8]. In digital
images, texture is defined and studied with the help of a local window which is a
predefined neighbourhood of pixels. The peculiar thing about the texture is that it
varies with the neighbourhood and can disappear if the pixel neighbourhood
changes to certain extent. For example, in a window of 3 × 3, texture may be
defined which can vary if the window size is increased and the same texture may
not be called as texture if the window size is increased to say, 15 × 15. Similarly a
pixel pattern may define a texture in the window size 15 × 15, which may dis-
appear in a lower window size, say 5 × 5 and hence can’t be said to be a texture.
Thus, texture is a context dependent property of digital images which also changes
according to the measuring scale. The study of texture is important in image
analysis as it can define various image objects on the basis of their context and thus
becomes a topic of prime interest in numerous applications including computer
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vision. There are various types of textures defined as per the variation of image
pattern, e.g., homogeneous and heterogeneous [1, 3]. Thus, measurement of texture
is an important issue in image analysis because of context and scale dependency of
texture. As per the human perception, texture is called to be rough, highly rough,
smooth, very smooth and so on which becomes a fuzzy terminology and hence
difficult to measure. In order to measure the texture for analysis purpose and other
applications like computer vision, texture must be measured in terms of numeric
values. As a result, numerous measures to map the texture exist in practice and are
used in various applications, e.g., co-occurrence matrix, autocorrelation index, local
binary pattern, entropy value, fractal dimension [1–8].

Since context plays a major role in identification of objects and in the absence of
enough local information it is difficult to identify the objects accurately [9], it is
necessary to define the context or local neighbourhood appropriately. As a con-
sequence, it is necessary to define the context, for which the fractal features are to
be identified, i.e., the size of local window is to be defined properly. The exercise
regarding selection of local window has been done in [10]. In present study, the
local neighbourhood has been fixed as 5 × 5 pixels and the fractal features have
been estimated using this moving window. It is very important to define the
neighbourhood prior to estimation of fractal features because the fractal dimension
varies as the local window size changes [10].

2 Fractal Based Texture Study

Although, a number of texture measures are available for study, fractals are pre-
ferred in present study due to the fact that fractals can best model natural scenes
and natural objects [10–12]. As described by Pentland [11], natural scenes can
be modeled with the fractional Brownian motion (fBm) and thus the digital image
I(x, y) satisfies following pdf of an fBm

Pr
Iðx+Δx, yÞ− Iðx, yÞ

Δxk kH < z

 !
=FðzÞ ð1Þ

where H is the Hurst parameter, 0 < H < 1 and F(z) is the cumulative distribution
function. The two properties of a fractals, i.e., self-similarity and fractal dimension
are fundamental to any fractal object, however there exist other parameters to define
the fractals, e.g., self-affinity, lacunarity, multifractal dimension. Since the study is
based on fractal dimension, lacunarity and multifractal dimension, these measures
are discussed now.
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2.1 Fractal Dimension (D)

As per the Eq. (1), digital images are to be considered as fractal objects with some
value of fractal dimension defined as [1, 2, 10–13]

D=
log ðNrÞ
log ð1rÞ

ð2Þ

where r is the scale and Nr is the number of self-similar objects at scale r. The value
of fractal dimension is independent of scale, i.e., second property of fractals. It is
customary to note that the fractal dimension of digital images lies between 2.0 and
3.0 which represents the roughness of images in terms of numbers.

Theoretically these two facts are perfectly valid for digital images, however, the
scale independence has to be compromised for digital images due to digitization of
pixel values. Further, Eq. (1) is used to model natural objects with fractals which
follow a statistical self-similarity instead of strictly self-similarity and thus, natural
scenes will be considered to follow the properties of fractals. As a matter of fact, the
fractal dimension is independent of the scale, i.e., at various scales if fractal
dimension is measured, it would remain same, however for natural scenes it would
not follow this fact. Since fractal features are identified by the fractal dimension, the
major concern regarding estimation of fractal features would be estimation of fractal
dimension of the images. The study is not dealing with the scale because the images
are digitized at once and used for the study with no further modification in terms of
sampling or resizing. The only fact to be kept at hand is the fact that the fractal
dimension can be estimated either for the full image at once called global fractal
dimension or for the local context defined by the neighbourhood of pixels, called
local fractal dimension.

It has been reported in [10] that the local fractal dimension is of much impor-
tance in the study of texture as compared to the global fractal dimension. Since
texture is a property of neighbourhood and so the fractal dimension, it has been
proposed that fractal dimension can be used to map the texture in terms of numbers.
The fractal dimension of images ranges from 2.0 to 3.0 and thus image texture can
be mapped in a range between 2.0 and 3.0. The analogy of fractal dimension and
texture comes from the fact that for an equal distribution of pixels in a given
neighbourhood, the fractal dimension comes to be lower (near to 2.0) and the object
is said to be smooth in nature and equally the texture is also called a smooth texture.
On the other hand, for roughly distributed pixels in the neighbourhood, the fractal
dimension comes to be higher (near to 3.0) and the corresponding texture is also
called to be rough texture. Thus, fractal dimension is an appropriate measure of
texture which maps the texture in the range 2.0–3.0.

The issue of non-uniqueness of fractal dimension was resolved by introducing
the parameter lacunarity by Mandelbrot [2], which refers to the gaps occurring in
the fractal objects. The concept says that if the fractals with different geometry have
same value of fractal dimension, they can be identified with gaps among the
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constituent objects, i.e., the lacunarity of the fractals. This fact has been well
established in practice and utilized in present study to differentiate the fractals with
same fractal dimension. Thus, lacunarity comes to be a rescue to fractal dimension
in order to defy the problem of non-uniqueness. The idea here is that if the fractal
dimension of different objects is same, their lacunarity will vary otherwise these
objects are same. Thus, these two measures being complementary in nature are
sufficient to identify the objects uniquely.

2.2 Lacunarity

The additional measure of texture, based on fractal property is lacunarity (L), which
has been used in present study. Lacunarity is the measure that deals with the gaps in
fractal objects, by definition and it takes care of the distribution of pixels in the
image [1, 2, 14, 15]. If the pixels are distributed uniformly, the gaps between them
become uniform and these pixels in the neighbourhood can be considered as
similar. On the other hand, the pixels roughly distributed show different gaps and
can be considered as dissimilar. Thus, similar and dissimilar pixels can be identified
to form different clusters and this fact is used as an aid to the fractal dimension. The
pixels having a fixed range of D and uniform distribution, i.e., fixed L can be
grouped as one and this process can be repeated for a number of D ranges.

Lacunarity is defined as the ratio of the variance over the mean value and defined
for an N × M image having the pixel values I(n, m) by any of following [1]

L=

1
NM ∑

N

n=1
∑
M

m=1
Iðn,mÞ2

1
NM ∑

N

k=1
∑
M

l=1
Iðk, lÞ

� �2 − 1 ð3Þ

or

L=
1

NM
∑
N

n=1
∑
M

m=1

Iðn,mÞ
1

NM ∑
N

k=1
∑
M

l=1
Iðk, lÞ

− 1

���������

���������
ð4Þ

Both the above definitions are equivalent and hence any can be used for defining
the lacunarity. In our study, the first definition has been used. It is obvious from
the definition that the value of L will be 0 for uniform image, i.e., an image with all
the pixel values to be same. Further, higher value of L represents more inhomoge-
neous image, i.e., highly rough surface [1, 3]. The reason for using L as a measure for
labeling is the fact that lacunarity can be used to fill the gap created by fractals. Since
the fractal dimension can be same for two different objects and it becomes difficult
to differentiate them, however they may be differentiated on the basis of lacunarity.
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Non-uniqueness of fractal dimension has raised another issue in digital images
called multifractal analysis. Multifractal is a fractal object for which the value of
fractal dimension is different at different parts of the object which is contrary to the
property of fractals. This feature is desirable in real life objects such as digital
images where the mass is not uniformly distributed along the whole object and
hence the fractal dimension changes at different parts. The multifractal property can
be explained by considering a digital image, e.g., satellite image of agriculture land
for which the pixels are not all same, however the image object is same. In such
kind of object the pixels representing same object are varying in values and hence
not uniformly distributed throughout the image and thus lead to different value of
fractal dimension at different subimages. However, if the image has various objects
distributed among the space available in the image, they can be identified by using
local fractal features only, which include both fractal dimension and lacunarity.
Thus in present study the guideline that local fractal features can be used over
multifractal features when various objects are distributed in the image in place of
single object has been followed. In other words, when various types of texture is
present in the image instead of single or two types of textures, local fractal features
are preferred over multifractal features in order to reduce the calculation of features
and hence reduce the processing time.

2.3 Multifractal Dimension

A fractal has a basic property, called self-similarity which is defined for a fractal
object such that each part of the object is a reduced copy of the whole object [2,
16–19]. However, satellite images do not exactly follow self-similarity due to
discretization of image pixels and the self-similarity property changes at different
parts of the images. Such an object can better be modeled with the multifractals
instead of fractals [2, 19]. The multifractal property denotes the distribution of mass
within the whole object and satellite images follow the multifractal behavior. The
multifractal measures not only look into spatial relation but also into distribution of
points [19], i.e., the distribution of pixel values with respect to images. The mul-
tifractal behavior can be measured by the multifractal dimension denoted by Dq and
defined as [13, 18]

Dq =
1

q− 1
lim
r→ 0

logXðq, rÞ
log r

ðq≠ 1Þ

D1 = lim
r→ 0

∑
i
Pi logPi

log r

ð5Þ

where −∞≤ q≤∞ and Xðq, rÞ= ∑
i
Pq
i Pi is the normalized measure of ith box

and it can be defined for integer values of q, i.e., q = 0, 1, 2 etc. For a fractal object,
Dq is same for all values of q, i.e., D0 which is actually the fractal dimension.
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The multifractal behaviour depends on the factor q, for q = 0, the value of Dq, i.e.,
D0 represents the fractal dimension, for q = 1, Dq represents the information
measure or entropy, for q = 2, Dq represents correlation dimension [18, 19].
Similarly for higher values of q, Dq represents higher order correlations [18].

Multifractals are useful for image classification purpose due to the fact that for
different values of q, different values of Dq are obtained. The values of Dq can
identify the objects better and hence become the multifractal signature of the
objects. The concept of signature is similar to the fractal signature, where an image
object has a fractal signature representing its unique features. For various values of
q, i.e., q = 0, 1, 2, … different local multifractal images can be generated and each
multifractal image can be analyzed and classified. The classification results can be
enhanced using multifractals as compared to those of using fractal dimension alone
because fractal features alone are less efficient to identify various land types [13].

3 Methodology

The methodology follows to generate the texture maps of the SAR image by
applying a moving window approach. The size of moving window has been fixed to
be 5 × 5 and for this fixed size window texture maps estimating fractal dimension,
lacunarity and multifractal dimension (D0) are generated. Before performing the
texture analysis, the data used in the study has been discussed and subsequently the
methodology has been discussed.

3.1 Data Used

For the current study ERS-2 (European Remote sensing Satellite) SAR image
generated in C Band (5.3 GHz) and having the spatial resolution 12.5 m has been
used. The image lies between longitudes 77.807° E and 77.901° E and latitudes
29.890° N and 29.850° N and shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Data used (ERS2
SAR Image)
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3.2 Methodology Applied

Since local fractal dimension is the measure of texture, it is necessary to estimate
the value of local fractal dimension appropriately. The local fractal dimension is
defined for a predefined local window which is of odd size, e.g., 3 × 3, 5 × 5 etc.
The fact that fractal dimension is a property of context is supported by the fact that
local features give an identity to the objects due to their contextual information. The
objects which are presented in a familiar context are faster to recognize [9] and thus
it is obvious to estimate the local features accurately. In order to estimate the fractal
dimension in the local context, an odd sized square local window is selected and it
is moved over the image starting from the top-left corner in a row wise movement.
The process is similar to the masking of digital image with the difference that the
local window provides the value of fractal dimension instead of masked value.
Inside the local window, the value can be estimated by following any of the
available methods of fractal dimension estimation, e.g., Box counting method,
Triangular prism surface area method (TPSAM), Variogram method, 2D Variation
method and so on. In present study, TPSAM has been followed for estimation of the
fractal dimension due to the ease and familiarity of the method [10, 20–22]. Using
the same local window approach lacunarity and multifractal dimension are esti-
mated as per the Eq. (3) and (5) respectively.

4 Results and Discussions

The fractal map, lacunarity map and multifractal dimension map obtained from the
SAR image are given in Fig. 2, 3, and 4 respectively.

The fractal dimension of different land classes has been estimated and on the
basis of this value, the image is classified. The process has been repeated for both
lacunarity and multifractal dimension. In each case, 4 classes have been identified

Fig. 2 D Map with
w = 5 × 5
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using an unsupervised classification scheme and the classification accuracy is
estimated. The results of classification are listed in Table 1.

In present study it has been proposed that multifractal analysis can be done if the
fractal objects in the image are uniform whereas lacunarity estimation can be done
if different classes are mixed instead of uniform distribution of single class. The
data of Table 1 shows that lacunarity based classification of texture is better as
compared to the classification on the basis of fractal dimension and multifractal
dimension and verifies the proposal.

The issues associated with texture identification have been discussed now very
briefly. It is noteworthy to state at this juncture that both texture and fractal
dimension are not unique in nature, i.e., for two different objects the same texture can
be defined or obtained and equally two different objects may possess same value of

Fig. 3 L Map with
w = 5 × 5

Fig. 4 D0 Map with
w = 5 × 5

Table 1 Classification
accuracy of SAR image using
fractal measures

Texture measuring parameter Classification accuracy (%)

D 51.05
L 72.50
D0 65.34
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fractal dimension. Various examples of such fractals can be found in [2] and the fact
is also highlighted in [10]. The reasons are obvious as differently oriented pixels can
generate same pattern for which fractal dimension comes to be same.

The novelty of present study lies in the comparison of three fractal based texture
measures, especially for SAR images. The basis of comparison is classification
accuracy for 4 major classes in SAR image and it has been observed that lacunarity
is preferred over multifractal dimension when the image has more than one class.

5 Conclusions

The present study deals with fractal based texture analysis of SAR images which
are known to possess rich texture. The texture is studied in a fractal based approach
where fractal dimension, lacunarity and multifractal dimension are used as the
measures of texture. Since texture is a property of the context, a 5 × 5 pixel
window has been used to map the local texture content for each of these fractal
parameters. The fractal dimension represents the roughness and hence texture in the
range 2.0–3.0 whereas lacunarity is a measure of gaps between the fractal objects.
Multifractal dimension, on the other hand represents the dimension at different parts
of the image. The study shows that multifractal dimension is useful when the
texture is uniform as compared to fractal dimension which is preferred when the
texture is complex and possesses mixed textures.
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Efficient Storage and Processing of Video
Data for Moving Object Detection Using
Hadoop/MapReduce

Jyoti Parsola, Durgaprasad Gangodkar and Ankush Mittal

Abstract Technological advances and easy availability of low cost video camera
has further encouraged users for deploying network of surveillance systems. These
systems generate massive data. Thus, storage and processing of the huge video data
for application such as video forensics, post event investigation etc., has emerged as
a challenging problem to the research community. In this paper we propose a
powerful approach that makes use of Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
for efficient storage of video data and programming model called MapReduce for
data intensive computing. The proposed approach detects moving objects and
provides their coordinates which can be used for localizing post event investigation.
We have analyzed the storage and processing of video data of varying resolution
and size to assess the performance of proposed approach.

Keywords Motion detection ⋅ Hadoop distributed file system ⋅ MapReduce

1 Introduction

Video surveillance has emerged as an active area of research, due to the increasing
appeal for security and safety in public and private areas. Data is stored as evidence.
If any event is triggered data can be used for investigation or identification.
Reduction in the cost of cameras deployed for video surveillance makes it an
effective tool for monitoring system. Consequently data generated by such appli-
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cations is massive as, data keeps on growing in seconds, and therefore storing such
a huge data is a challenge. The second problem is, round the clock monitoring with
human supervision is cumbersome and tiring. Processing large data efficiently
becomes a complex problem as it consumes a lot of computation time. This calls for
a measure which can not only process the data efficiently but also provide means to
manage and store massive data.

Video processing task like motion detection and classification is an essential
aspect of video surveillance system. To accelerate the video processing task like
motion detection and resolving the storage problem, Hadoop MapReduce frame-
work has been utilized in this paper.

Remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the relevant work
done using Hadoop MapReduce. Section 2.1 introduces Hadoop framework and
describes how motion is detected from videos using HDFS and MapReduce.
Section 3 presents results performance evaluation and Sect. 4 discusses conclusions
and future work.

2 Related Work

Ground work of data processing task with MapReduce was established by [1].
Hadoop is best suited for processing text data. Computational time of applications
proposed by researchers like word count, sort etc. is reduced using MapReduce
cluster. Some researchers have exploited video data processing with Hadoop video
transcoding with MapReduce framework as discussed by [2]. Image processing
techniques are applied to process video utilizing MapReduce cluster as proposed
in [3]. [4] Presents an approach of parallel video processing and analysis using
MapReduce cluster. Parallel processing of distributed database is performed by [5].
It transforms a colored image into grayscale image and features are extracted in
parallel. The framework proposed in [6] demonstrates extensible processing videos
with MapReduce. A face tracking system was implemented on top of the frame-
work. A general cloud based platform is proposed in [7], which provides analytics
and storage of video data. A novel metadata extraction and correction system is
proposed in [8], to handle large amount of data produced due to surveillance
system, data is distributed with Hadoop. Hadoop MapReduce is used for processing
large resolution images and features are extracted in [9]. MapReduce framework
is used for application like image retrieval on the basis of content as discussed in
[10], with the purpose of combining an image analysis algorithm with text based
image search engine with downgrading their response time. An image filtering
technique using MapReduce programming model is proposed in [11] which
requires images to be streamed only once as compared to the other distributed file
system which requires a whole image or portion of image is streamed every time a
filter is applied.
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2.1 Hadoop Framework

Hadoop is an apache software framework used for distributed processing [12, 13,
14] and distributed storage of large dataset across cluster of nodes build on low cost
computers. It consists of two main components. One is distributed file system
named computer. It consists of two main components. One is distributed file system
named as Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), second is execution engine or
data processing framework MapReduce as shown in Fig. 1.

HDFS is designed to store huge files in a large number of clusters. It is a master
slave architecture where master contains a single name node and slave contains
multiple data node. NameNode contains metadata which manages the file system.
DataNode stores data. Input files or data are split into block (default size 64 MB)
and these are stored in data node. Data blocks are replicated (default value is 3) for
fault tolerance and fast access.

MapReduce is a structure for parallel distributed processing large volume of data
inspired by Google File System (GFS). It is master slave architecture, master runs
JobTracker and slave executes TaskTracker as shown in Fig. 1. Objective of Job-
Tracker is to divide jobs into task and decide where to run each task. It continuously
communicates with the TaskTracker. A TaskTracker executes tasks, monitors
execution of each task and continuously sends feedback to the JobTracker.
MapReduce computing model consist of three components.

Fig. 1 Hadoop architecture [13]
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• Map phase—Input data is split into data blocks and every block is processed
by each map tasks in a parallel manner. It takes input as a key value pair
as <k, v> and generates one or multiple <K′, V′> pair as intermediate output.

• Shuffle phase—map output is shuffled and grouped by the key in construction
for reduce phase.

• Reduce phase—it takes input as <K′, LIST V′> where LIST V′ is the list of all
V′ that are correlated with a key K′, an output is produced as a key-value pair.

2.2 Processing Video Files and Detecting Motion
with MapReduce

Video file comprises of sequence of frames (images) therefore to process videos,
individual frames are extracted. Hadoop works as its best for text files as discussed
in [10], hence reading images/frames with Hadoop is a challenging task. Further
size of a single image frame is relatively very small. Large set of video files result in
huge amount of frame/images which are small in size whereas Hadoop efficiently
reads files bigger in size and larger in number by distributing it to the various nodes.
Therefore, processing small size files is again a complex problem. To resolve these
problems extracted images are converted into sequence file. Sequence files are a
Hadoop specific archive file format similar to tar and zip. Sequence file merges the
file set using a key and a value pair where file name is used as the key and the file
content is used as value. The size of sequence files generated is half the size of the
original data. It occupies less memory space in HDFS thus making it storage
efficient. These files can be split and processed in parallel.

Motion detection is the fundamental task of computer vision application. It
segments region analogous to the moving object from the remaining frame estab-
lished on approaches like subtracting background with the foreground [15], optical
flow segmentation, segments moving regions by availing attributes of flow vector of
moving regions measured with time [16], frame differencing [17]. Frame differ-
encing is an efficient and easiest method for finding motion. Frame differencing,
subtracts two frames separated at an interval of frame to segment moving objects.

Block matching approach is one of the effective method of frame differencing. It
involves dividing the current frame and previous frame into blocks and block is
searched with corresponding blocks as well as the neighboring blocks based on
some criteria. Matching result provides a vector displaying movement of objects.
Many approaches have been proposed for matching criteria for blocks like Sum of
Absolute Difference (SAD), Sum of Squared difference (SSD), mean of absolute
difference etc. SAD is the effective and efficient method for matching blocks. We
followed approach proposed in [18] for finding motion detection in videos. As
discussed in [18] previous frame is divided into square block of size n × n pixels
called as motion block. Motion blocks are non-overlapping blocks and current
frame is divided into overlapping search window of size 2n × 2n pixels.
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Block matching strategy as shown in Fig. 2, every motion block is inspected into
respective search window using (1). In (1) and (2) I per (,) and I cur(,) indicates the
pixel intensity in the previous and current frame respectively. SAD (a, b) is the sum
of absolute difference at the pixel location a, b. [−q, q] is the search region in the
search window. MV refers to the motion vector at minimum value of SAD cal-
culated between frames separated by time interval t1 and t2. The size of motion
block is chosen for 16 × 16 and search window size is of 32 × 32 pixels.

SADða, bÞ= ∑
j=N − 1

i=0
∑

j=N − 1

i=0
Iperði, j, t1Þ− Icurði+ a, j+ b, t2Þ
�� �� ð1Þ

where (a, b) = {−q ≤ a, b ≤ q}

Motion vector ðMVÞ= ða, bÞjmin sad ða, bÞ ð2Þ

The task of calculating motion vector in the range between [−31, 32] into frames of
a video is computationally expensive so search is initialized when motion block is
on the same location of the reference frame i.e. block and search window is
overlapping in the center. If value of SAD is zero then there is no motion of block
and if blocks involve motion then block display the highest value of absolute
difference SADo is computed as.

SAD0 = ∑
j=N − !

i=0
∑

j=N − 1

i=0
Iref ði, j, t1Þ− Icurði, j, t2Þ
�� �� ð3Þ

where i, j refers to the pixel location in previous and current frame.
In addition a threshold is applied to SADo to reduce the computation time. It

decides to initialize the search or not as based on (4).

Search Decision =
1 If SADo < threshold
0 otherwise

�
ð4Þ

Motion Block

-q

[-q, +q] Search 
Window

Search Window

q

q-q

Motion vector

Search Window

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2 Motion detection view (a) motion block in previous frame (b) overlapping block in current
frame and (c) motion vector within search window [18]
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For every block moderate threshold can be fixed as portion of 256 × 15 = 3840
where, 256 is 16 × 16 block pixel value. Portion can vary from 0.4 to 0.1.

2.3 Reducing SAD Computation Time with Hadoop

Calculating sum of absolute difference for large number of videos is computa-
tionally expensive task. Apache Hadoop provides a framework to store as well as
compute up to terabyte of data efficiently. Processing flow of motion detection in
video is shown in Fig. 3. Frames are extracted from video for motion detection. In
order to reduce the unnecessary storage space in HDFS, frames with a certain time
interval are considered for motion detection as, consequent frames do not differ
much. Frames are converted into sequence file. In Sequence file image files are
merged in a key value pair where Key is the name of the frame and value is the
contents of the frame. Sequence or input file is split into blocks (default value of
each block is 64 MB).

Hadoop processes data in a batch processing manner and moreover rather than
sending the data to the computation it sends computation where data is residing.
This overcomes data transfer latency resulting into reduction in execution time.
Frames are passed to Mapper. We provide two alternate fifth frame to a single
Mapper which converts each frame into a overlapping 32 × 32 blocks. Interme-
diate output generated by Mapper is, Key with an integer value and Value contains
32 × 32 pixel blocks as well as the name of frame containing it. Value possessing
the same Key is moved to the single reducer. Each Reducer performs SAD cal-
culation on 32 × 32 blocks with the unique key value. The final output of Reducer

Fig. 3 MapReduce flow for motion detection
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is the collection of motion vectors. By processing all the image files reducer
accumulates results and stores in a text file with key as the frame number and Value
as list of motion vectors with respect to the frame.

3 Results Along with Performance Evaluation

The implementation of proposed framework is performed on Ubuntu 12.04 as
an operating system Hadoop version is 1.2.1. The processor of the device is Intel
core i5 1.70 GHz with 4 GB of memory. To check how file size and data size
affects the computation time in Hadoop MapReduce cluster, motion detection is
determined on grayscale video frames having pixel size 256 × 256 and 512 × 512.
In case of colored frames, firstly frames are converted into grayscale. Figures 4, 5,
6, 7 shows the motion detection obtained on different video sequences. Motion
vectors obtained are plotted with the help of JavaCV which is wrapper for OpenCV
library [19]. Results have been calculated on different dataset archives avail-
able publically. Performance Evaluation of Tracking and Surveillance (PETS) [20],
LITIV Datasets Ecole.Polytechnique Montreal [21] and OCTBVS Benchmark
Dataset collection, Ohio State University [22]. Context Aware Vision using Vision
Based Recognition [23].

Execution time for 256 × 256 and 512 × 512 pixel size video frames in
sequential and Hadoop MapReduce single node cluster is shown in Figs. 8 and 9
respectively. X axis is the data size of videos and y axis is processing time in
seconds. Processing time for small data set does not differ much whereas speed up
execution time is obtained for big data size. The comparison on processing of both
pixel size video frames in Fig. 10 clearly shows execution time decreases for higher
size of data as well as for big file size. Reduction in computation time in com-
parison to sequential using Hadoop MapReduce single node cluster is 34 % in case
of 256 × 256 pixel video frames and 40 % for 512 × 512 pixel video frames.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 LITIV Sequence4 [21]. a Actual frame. b Identified moving objects
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(a)              (b)

Fig. 5 PETS S1-T1 sequence [20]. a Actual frame and, b Identified moving objects

(b)(a)

Fig. 6 CAVIAR Walk [23]. a Actual frame. b Identified moving objects

(a) (b)

Fig. 7 OTCBVS. Sequence 4b [22]. a Actual frame. b Identified moving objects
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Fig. 8 Comparison of processing time for 256 × 256 images in sequential and MapReduce
cluster

Fig. 9 Comparison of processing time for 512 × 512 images in sequential and MapReduce
cluster

Fig. 10 Comparison of processing time for 256 × 256 and 512 × 512 pixel size video frame in
MapReduce single node cluster
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4 Conclusion and Future Work

An efficient approach has been implemented for finding motion detection in large
data size using Hadoop MapReduce. We have shown that the computational time is
reduced as pixel resolution of images is increased. We could not check it for higher
resolutions images as dataset available is small in size. Computation time can be
reduced further by increasing nodes in a cluster. Execution time in a cluster is also
affected by network latency, resolving this problem execution time can be more
optimized. MapReduce framework works best for application which require similar
job to be executed in different data size. The proposed framework can be utilized for
post event investigation application like theft detection, criminal activities, aban-
doned object detection, suspicious behavior detection etc.
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Performance Evaluation of Digital Color
Image Watermarking Using Column
Walsh Wavelet Transform

Hemant B. Kekre, Shachi Natu and Tanuja Sarode

Abstract This paper proposes a robust watermarking technique using wavelet
transform generated from well-known orthogonal transform Walsh. Watermark
embedding is done in middle frequency band of column wavelet transformed host
image. Performance of proposed technique is evaluated against image processing
attacks like compression, cropping, addition of run length noise with binary and
Gaussian distribution and image resizing. Comparison of performance of these
transforms is done on the basis of robustness to attacks using Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) as a metric of robustness. Column wavelet is found preferable over full
wavelet. Also column Walsh wavelet is preferable over column DCT wavelet for
robustness.

Keywords Watermarking ⋅ Walsh wavelet transform ⋅ Column wavelet ⋅ Run
length noise

1 Introduction

Growth of internet has led to transmission of data in digital form. Unauthorized
copies of these digital data can be created and it becomes necessary to prove
ownership of digital data to avoid copyright abuse. Digital watermarking is a
popular method which provides copyright protection. Visible and invisible water-
mark can be used to protect the copyright. Visible is usually not preferred as it
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spoils the beauty of digital host and also position of watermark gets disclosed. This
makes tampering of watermark easy. Popular domains for performing watermarking
in digital images are spatial domain where pixel values of image are altered to insert
watermark. Another is frequency domain in which image is transformed into fre-
quency domain and then frequency coefficients of image are altered to insert the
watermark. Depending on the application context of the watermarking, require-
ments of watermark differ. To identify the origin of contents, a single watermark
should be embedded at the source of distribution [1]. For access control, watermark
needs to be checked at every recipient. For this semi blind or blind watermarking
scheme is required [1]. Usually there is a trade-off between robustness and invis-
ibility of watermark which are the most desirable characteristics of good water-
marking mechanism. Robustness can be made high by hiding watermark into
perceptually significant regions of host. However this leads to reduced invisibility
of watermark. To achieve high invisibility of watermark, it can be embedded in
perceptually insignificant regions of host. Such regions are the desired candidates
for elimination or alteration during majority of geometric and signal processing
attacks. In this paper a frequency domain watermarking technique is proposed using
wavelet transforms generated from Walsh transform. Using suitable combination of
Walsh transform size, Walsh wavelet transform is generated. Column Walsh
wavelets transform is tried in the experimental work. Performance of column Walsh
wavelet is evaluated against various attacks such as compression, cropping, noise
addition and image resizing. Each of these attacks is performed using some vari-
ations in it. Organization of paper is as follows: Sect. 2 presents the related work in
the field of digital image watermarking. Section 3 explains the proposed method.
Discussion of Results and discussion for performance of proposed technique
against various attacks is given in Sect. 4. Comparison of column Walsh wavelet
with full Walsh wavelet and Column DCT wavelet is given in Sect. 5. Conclusion
of paper is presented in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

Deb, Al-Seraj, Hoque and Sarkar have proposed a wavelet and DCT based
watermarking technique [2] in which watermark is embedded as a bit stream in low
frequency DCT coefficients of HL frequency components. The technique is proved
to be robust for JPEG compression, contrast adjustment, cropping and noise attacks.
In [3], Lee et al. proposed a multiple digital watermarking scheme. It has two
phases, Grayscale watermark phase and binary watermark phase. In first phase,
grayscale watermark is embedded in original image by dividing it into blocks and
calculating average of each block. In second phase, binary watermark is embedded
by generating polarity matrices from original image and grayscale watermark.
Reverse procedure is followed to extract the watermarks. Wang et al. [4] proposed
DWT-SVD based watermarking scheme. Single level wavelet decomposition is
applied to image. SVD is applied to LL sub-band. Bit stream is generated from LL
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band and U, V matrices. Chaotic sequence is generated and then converted into
binary and this binary sequence is then hashed to generate a key. These secrete key
and initial value i, are registered in a third party intellectual property for copyright
protection. Song et al. [5], proposed a semi-fragile watermarking scheme based on
wavelets. Watermark is generated from 3rd level wavelet coefficients of LL fre-
quency band by condition judgment based on the mean value. Watermark is then
embedded into predetermined bit plane of LH2, HL2 and HH3 frequency bands. In
[6], pixelwise image watermarking has been proposed in spatial domain. Water-
mark is embedded by using Human Visual System characteristics to improve
robustness and imperceptibility. Watermark strength is modulated according to
local image characteristics. In [7], Keerthi et al. proposed wavelet domain water-
marking technique with varying embedding strength. With varying strength value,
better robustness and imperceptibility is observed than watermarking techniques
proposed by Barni in [6] and by Nafornita in [8]. Jiansheng et al. [9] proposed a
robust and invisible watermarking based on DCT and DWT in which host image is
subjected to three level wavelet transform and Discrete Cosine transformed
watermark is inserted into it. Singh, Rawat and Agrawal also proposed a water-
marking technique based on DCT and DWT in which scrambled watermark is
inserted into HH3 band of host image using Arnold transform [10]. Li, Yap and Lei
proposed a watermarking technique based on DCT and SVD in [11]. In this
technique, SVD is applied to cover image. First singular values are selected to form
macro block and DCT is applied on it. Particular relationship is imposed between
pairs of the DCT coefficients that are selected from SVD-DCT block pseudo ran-
domly and then watermark is hidden in high frequency band of the block. Kekre
et al. presented a DCT wavelet transform based watermarking technique [12, 13].
Watermark is compressed before embedding with acceptable loss of information
from image. Embedding compressed image also reduces the payload of information
embedded in host image and thus causes good imperceptibility of watermarked
image.

3 Proposed Method

In the proposed method, Walsh wavelet transform matrix is generated from Walsh
transform using algorithm of wavelet generation given by Kekre in [14]. Since our
experimental work consists of fifteen host images each of size 256 × 256 × 3
bytes and five watermarks of size 128 × 128 × 3 bytes, wavelet transform
matrices of size 256 × 256 and 128 × 128 are required. According to algorithm
of wavelet generation in [14], these matrices can be generated using different size
combinations of orthogonal transforms like (64, 4), (32, 8), (8, 32), (4, 64) and
(2,128). Similarly 128 × 128 size transform matrix can be generated using pairs
(64, 2), (32, 4), (16, 8), (8, 16), (4, 32) and (2, 64). Proposed watermark embedding
process is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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First, wavelet transform matrices of size 256 × 256 and 128 × 128 are gen-
erated using suitable combination of Walsh transform. Column wavelet transform
of host image and watermark image are obtained using wavelet transform matrix.
Middle frequency region of transformed host is chosen for embedding watermark.
For column transform, it is middle rows due to energy concentration taking place at
upper region of transformed image. Rows 108–171 of transformed host are chosen
as middle frequency region to embed the watermark. Wavelet transform coefficients
of watermark are normalized to bring them in a range [0, 1]. Energy gap between
middle frequency region of transformed host and normalized watermark is filled by
scaling up the normalized transform coefficients of watermark using suitable scaling
factor. From one host image to other this scaling factor varies. Scaled coefficients of
watermarks are replaced in middle frequency region of host. Inverse column
transform of host gives us the watermarked image. Another aspect of our experi-
mental work is to observe the performance of proposed method when the energy
gap between middle frequency region of host and watermark is zero and ±40 %.
Thus energy of watermark is maintained same as that of energy of middle frequency
region where it is embedded or it is 60 % of the energy of middle frequency region
or it is 140 % of the energy of middle frequency region. Figure 1 shows the flow of
embedding procedure. Watermark extraction process is reverse of embedding. To
extract the watermark, column Walsh wavelet transform of watermarked image is
obtained. Middle frequency band is extracted out of it. This middle frequency band
is scaled down using same scaling factor used in embedding process to scale up
followed by denormalization. This process results into extraction of transform
coefficients of watermark. Inverse column wavelet transform of these coefficients
gives us extracted watermark. Quality of extracted watermark is compared with that

Fig. 1 Watermark embedding process
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of embedded watermark by calculating Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between them.
Smaller the error value better is the robustness.

4 Results and Discussions

As mentioned earlier the best size combination for generation of column Walsh
wavelet is found to be (64, 4) to get 256 × 256 matrix and (32, 4) to generate
128 × 128 transform matrix.

4.1 Compression Attack

The most obvious attack that can be performed on images before transmitting them
over a network is compression as we always strive for optimal usage of available
bandwidth. In the proposed technique, compression of watermarked images is done
with three variations. First is using transformed based compression. In this type
various transforms like DCT, DST, Walsh, Haar (with compression ratio 1.142) and
DCT wavelet with compression ratio 1.954 is used. Second, using JPEG com-
pression with quality factor 100 and third using Vector Quantization obtained using
Kekre’s Fast Codebook Generation algorithm (KFCG) [15] with codebook size
256. Watermarked images after compression using DCT, JPEG and VQ with
watermark recovered from them are shown in Fig. 2. As a representative case of
results where the case of embedding watermarks with zero energy difference is
considered. Watermarked image Bird and recovered watermark austral are shown
for DCT compression, JPEG compression and VQ compression. Below water-
marked image MAE between original and watermarked image is mentioned while
below extracted watermark image MAE between embedded and extracted water-
mark is mentioned.

Table 1 summarizes Average of MAE values between embedded and extracted
watermark against various compression attack. These MAE values are summarized
over fifteen host and five watermarks separately embedded in them. As can be seen
from Table 1, proposed method shows excellent robustness against compression

0.862 3.897 1.642 46.637 4.214 38.895
DCT compression JPEG compression VQ compression

Fig. 2 Result images for compression attack
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using Walsh and Haar followed by compression using DCT and DST. Compara-
tively it gives poor robustness against JPEG, VQ and DCT wavelet compression.

4.2 Cropping Attack

Image cropping is done by removing image portion of size 16 × 16 and 32 × 32
at four corners and 32 × 32 at center. Figure 3 shows sample result images for
cropping.

Figure 3 shows that column Walsh wavelet shows excellent robustness against
cropping at corners and at center as cropping done in spatial domain does not cause
loss of watermark information in transform domain. That is transform coefficients
corresponding to cropped pixel values do not contain significant information about
watermark. Table 2 summarizes the performance of column Walsh wavelet against
cropping attack. From Table 2 it can be concluded that when number of cropped
pixels are same but their location is different, MAE between embedded and
extracted watermark is varying. MAE is less when cropping is done at center and
more for cropping at corners.

4.3 Noise Addition Attack

Two variations of noise addition attack are performed. In first type, binary dis-
tributed run length noise with discrete magnitude +1 or −1 noise is added and in
second type, Gaussian distributed run length noise with discrete magnitude between
−2 and +2 is added to watermarked images. Binary distributed run length noise is
increased in runlength from the range of 1–10 to 5–50 and then 10–100. Figure 4

Table 1 Average MAE values against compression attack

Compression
type

DCT DST Walsh Haar DCT
Wavelet

JPEG VQ

Average MAE 8.217 8.487 0 0 59.930 31.029 40.551

3.135 0.341 2.513 0.173
16x16 cropping at 

corners
32x32 cropping at 

center

Fig. 3 Result images for
cropping attack
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shows sample result image against noise addition attack which indicate strong
robustness.

Table 3 gives MAE values between embedded and extracted watermark aver-
aged over fifteen hosts and five watermarks. Values in bracket in each column
heading of table indicate run length of noise.

Table 3 shows that proposed method using column Walsh wavelet shows high
robustness against both the types of noises, especially Gaussian distributed run
length noise and smaller run length of binary distributed run length noise.

4.4 Resizing Attack

In resizing attack, watermarked image is first increased in size two times of its
original size and then reduced back to original size. This is done using bicubic
interpolation, grid interpolation [16] and various transforms like DCT, DST, DFT,
Hartley, and Real Fourier transform as proposed in [17]. Sample images for this
attack are shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 shows that proposed method using column Walsh wavelet is highly
robust against resizing using DCT. Comparatively it shows less robustness against
resizing using bicubic interpolation and grid interpolation. Table 4 shows sum-
marized MAE value between embedded and extracted watermark for resizing
attack.

Table 2 Average MAE values against cropping attack

Cropping type 16 × 16 at corners 32 × 32 at corners 32 × 32 at center

Average MAE 0.396 4.244 0.158

1 0 1 6.873 0.746 0.461
Binary Distributed 
run length 1-10

Binary Distributed 
run length 10-100

Gaussian distributed 
run length noise

Fig. 4 Result images for cropping attack

Table 3 Average MAE values against noise addition attack (BRLN = Binary Distributed Run
Length Noise, GRLN = Gaussian Distributed Run Length Noise)

Noise type BRLN (1–10) BRLN (5–50) BRLN (10–100) GRLN

Average MAE 0 10.543 10.453 0.721
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Table 4 shows that column Walsh wavelet yields highest robustness against
resizing using transforms. For resizing using bicubic and grid interpolation it is not
very good in robustness.

5 Comparison of Column Walsh Wavelet, Full Walsh
Wavelet and Column DCT Wavelet Against Various
Attacks

Performance of column Walsh wavelet when compared to full Walsh wavelet, it is
observed that column transform gives better robustness than majority of the attacks.
Also these results when compared to column DCT wavelet, column Walsh wavelet
proves to be better than column DCT wavelet. This comparison for each of the
attack is shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9.

From Fig. 6 statistical improvement in robustness is as follows. Column Walsh
wavelet is observed to be 100 % more robust than full Walsh wavelet against
compression using Walsh and Haar, 69 and 71 % more robust against DST and
DCT compression and 7 % better in robustness against JPEG compression. Column
Walsh wavelet is also observed to be 100 % more robust than column DCT wavelet
against compression using Walsh and Haar, 49 and 51 % better in robustness
against compression using DST and DCT and 19 % more robust against JPEG
compression respectively. Figure 7 shows performance comparison of column
Walsh wavelet with full Walsh wavelet and column DCT wavelet against cropping
attack.

As can be seen from Fig. 7, column Walsh wavelet shows significant
improvement in robustness by reducing the MAE values by 90–98 % for different
types of cropping attacks. For column DCT wavelet this improvement is 15 % for

Table 4 Average MAE values against resizing attack

Resizing Type Bicubic interpolation Grid interpolation DCT/DST/DFT/
RFT/Hartley

Average MAE 20.451 22.285 0

1.487 18.662 0.531 44.578 0 0
Resizing using 

Bicubic interpolation
Resizing using Grid 

interpolation
Resizing using DCT

Fig. 5 Result images for resizing attack
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Fig. 6 Comparison of
Column Walsh wavelet, full
Walsh wavelet and column
DCT wavelet against
compression attack

Fig. 7 Comparison of
Column Walsh wavelet, full
Walsh wavelet and column
DCT wavelet against
cropping attack

Fig. 8 Comparison of
Column Walsh wavelet, full
Walsh wavelet and column
DCT wavelet against noise
addition attack
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cropping 32 × 32 at center and 47 % for cropping 16 × 16 at corners. Figure 8
shows the comparison of MAE values for noise addition attack obtained when
column Walsh wavelet, full Walsh wavelet and column DCT wavelet is used to
embed the watermark.

Figure 8 shows that performance of column Walsh wavelet and column DCT
wavelet give 28–30 % better robustness than full Walsh wavelets transform against
noise addition attack. Figure 9 shows comparison of three transforms against
resizing using bicubic interpolation and grid interpolation. Since for resizing using
various transforms, MAE between embedded and extracted watermark is zero, they
are not shown in graph.

Column Walsh wavelet is 40 % more robust in resizing using bicubic interpo-
lation than full Walsh wavelet. Column Walsh wavelet is also more robust than
column DCT wavelet in both the types of resizing by 6 and 20 % respectively.

6 Conclusions

From various results presented in the paper it can be concluded that column Walsh
transform is more robust than full Walsh wavelet against many attacks like com-
pression in the range of 69–100 %, against cropping in the range of 90–98 %,
against noise addition from 28 to 30 % and against resizing attack by 40 %. Column
Walsh wavelet is also found more robust than column DCT wavelet for attacks like
compression by 19–51 %, against cropping by 15–47 %, cropping and against
resizing attack by 6–20 %.

Fig. 9 Comparison of
Column Walsh wavelet, full
Walsh wavelet and column
DCT wavelet against resizing
attack
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Structural (Shape) Feature Extraction
for Ear Biometric System

P. Ramesh Kumar and S.S. Dhenakaran

Abstract The Ear Biometrics is an emerging modern human identification system,
which is a passive biometrics system where the recognition of an individual is done
without the knowledge of the human subject. This kind of passive biometrics
system can help the image analyst to extract useful information feature for public
surveillance system. The proposed article extracts structure (shape) features such as
Area, Perimeter, Eccentricity, Elongation, Compactness, Horizontal Height, Ver-
tical Height, Major Axis, Minor Axis, Circularity and Rectangularity of the human
ear to construct an effective ear biometrics system.

Keywords Structural ⋅ Shape ⋅ Feature extraction ⋅ Surveillance

1 Introduction

The Biometrics is the process of identifying the authorization of an individual
human based on physical parts such as finger, palm, Iris etc., In general, the
biometric system can be divided based on active and passive involvement of the
subject into the system. The problem with the active biometrics system is subject
cooperation, not hygiene, lost feature. To overcome the issues in the active bio-
metrics system, the passive biometrics system is emerging where subject involve-
ment is not required. The surveillance officer gets the required biometric physical
image and extract the feature to authenticate the individual human.
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The Ear biometrics [1–7] is one type of passive biometric system where the Left
and Right ear image of a subject can be captured; the interesting unique features can
be extracted to verify the individual. The future of the ear biometrics can be coupled
with video surveillance system, where ear image can be easily cropped and com-
puted for verification.

The researches in automatic ear recognition [8] are emerging to validate human
in a public place to stop intruders. The stability of the ear is also constant; the local
features are more and more stable. The physical ear is a hearing sensor of the
human, so it cannot be hidden from a surveillance camera.

The structural features are based on the shape of the input ear image and this
information on the ear shape can be analyzed for understanding unique feature
present in each ear image in the verification process. The input image can be
processed for its structural related features and its stability.

2 Methodology

In this section, we Proposed a structural (shape) based feature extraction for ear
biometrics system to verify the authentication. Here, for experimentation, we take
input as RGB images from the AMI ear dataset [9]. Pre-processing the images, i.e.
convert the RGB image folder into the gay scale image folder and resize the images
into the fixed size then crop the images into a particular shape.

Extract the structure or shape features such as Area, Perimeter, Eccentricity,
Elongation, Compactness, Horizontal height, vertical height, major axis, minor
axis, circularity, rectangularity. Export these parameter features into the local fea-
ture database. In verification, take tests random sample image and extract the
features. Then verify these features with the local feature, whether the sample image
feature present in the database or not. Finally, using two methods false match rate
and the false mismatch rate, we check the performance of the system.

The structural (shape) feature extraction methods for ear biometric system
consists of the following phases

i. Enrollment
ii. Verification

The enrollment is the process of registering the individual’s ear image features
into the local database for future verification. The enrollment process consists of the
following stages

1. Ear image Acquisition
2. Preprocessing (resizing, Cropping)
3. Convert to Gray level Image
4. Structural (Shape) Feature Extraction
5. Create the Local Feature DB (Fig. 1)
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The verification process authenticates the individual ear image feature with a
collection of local feature database. The verification process consists of the fol-
lowing steps

1. Capture the probe Ear Image
2. Preprocessing (resizing, Cropping)
3. Convert to gray level image
4. Structural (Shape) features extraction
5. Compare with the Local Feature DB

Feature Extraction
To extract the features, i.e., area, perimeter, major axis, minor axis, eccentricity,
horizontal height, vertical height, rectangularity, circularity, compactness, elonga-
tion (Fig. 2).

(a) Area: Defined as, the total number of pixels in the image. It is calculated as,

Area = length find ðpixel)ð Þ.

(b) Perimeter: The distance around the boundary of the region.
The formula is,

Square 4S
Rectangle 2 ðl +w)
Triangle 1+ s2+ s3

Polygon adds length of all sides
Where, s = square, l = length, W=width

Fig. 1 Gray scale image of
the AMI Ear database [9]
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(c) Major axis: It is the longest diameter of the image. Major axis length is used
to find the X and Y directions in clockwise directions horizontally.
The Major axis length is calculated as,
Major axis = a + b, a and b are distanced from each focus to any point

(d) Minor axis: It is the shortest diameter of the image. Minor axis length is used
to find the X and Y directions in anti clock wise.
Minor axis length is calculated as,

Minor axis length = sqrtðða + bÞ∧ 2− f ∧ 2Þ

Where f is the distance between focus points
(e) Eccentricity: Eccentricity is the ratio of the length of the major axis to the

minor axis [10].
Eccentricity is calculated as,

Eccentricity = 2 * sqrtððMajor Axis Length 2̸Þ∧ 2− ðMinor Axis Length 2̸Þ∧ 2Þ M̸ajor Axis Length

(f) Horizontal height: It is used to calculate the height of the given image
horizontally.

Horizontal height =width

(g) Vertical height: It is used to calculate the height of the given image vertically.

Vertical height = height

Fig. 2 Cropped image of the
AMI Ear Database [9]
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(h) Rectangularity: Rectangularity represents how rectangular a shape is, i.e.
how much it fills bounding rectangle [10]

Rectangularity =AS A̸R,

where AS is the area of shape
AR is the minimum bounding rectangle

(i) Circularity: Circularity is defined as to find roundness of the objects

Circularity = ðperimeter ∧ 2Þ ð̸4*pi*areaÞ

(j) Compactness: Compactness is the property that generalizes the notion of a
subset of Euclidean space being closed and bounded.

Compactness = ðPerimeter ∧ 2Þ A̸rea

(k) Elongation: The process of increasing in length in which the image is longer
than what is being x-rayed.
Elongation is calculated as, T= 2πw,
where w = relative angular velocity

A Local feature, database created using the structure with the following features
Area, Perimeter, Eccentricity, Elongation, Compactness, Horizontal height, major
axis, minor axis, circularity, rectangularity, vertical height as shown in Table 1.

Performance evaluation defines the performance of the ear image features pre-
sent in the database or not. Here, Genuine accept rate is defined as, if we check the
true image features present in the database or not, if the result is true it is genuinely
accept rate, and if the result is false it is known as false reject rate.

The above Fig. 3 explains that we take hundred images of the performance
evaluation of the given database. After evaluating the performance with the data-
base, it shows the result like in 100 images 75 images accepted by the database
known as genuine accept rate and the remaining 25 images doesn’t accepted
and those are rejected with the database called as false reject rate shown in Fig. 3.
We take genuine accept rate in x-axis and false reject rate in the y-axis.

Here, we check whether the false images feature is present in the database or
not. The false images present in the database are known as false accept rate and the
false images not present in the database are known as false reject rate.

Fig. 4 explains that we take twenty images of the performance evaluation from
the database. After evaluating the performance with the database, it shows the result
like in 20 images, 15 images accepted by the database known as false accept rate
and the remaining 5 images doesn’t accepted those are rejected by the database
called as false reject rate. We take false accept rate in x-axis and false reject rate in
the y-axis.
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3 Conclusion

This article mainly focused on the shape to extract the features, which can be used
to recognize the unauthorized persons in security systems. The AMI ear database is
used for experimentation and the database consists of 200 images. The proposed
approach uses structural or shape properties of the ear image to extract the features,
which can be used to recognize the unauthorized persons in the security systems.
The features area, perimeter, major axis length, minor axis length, eccentricity,
horizontal height, vertical height, rectangularity, circularity, compactness and
elongation for the given database are verified to identify whether the unautho-
rized person is present in the database or not. The performance is measured by
using two techniques, false match rate and false non-match rate to generate graphs.

Fig. 3 True images feature
present in the database or not

Fig. 4 False images feature
present in the database or not
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DHAC Based Routing in Wireless Sensor
Network with Asymmetric Links

Laxita Vyas, C.P. Gupta and Md Arquam

Abstract In Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), various routing strategies have been
adopted to prolong the network lifetime. Clustering is the important technique in
comparison to all the other existing routing techniques. Proposed algorithm adopts
the hierarchical structure for cluster formation and selecting cluster head in dis-
tributed approach. In this paper, clustering of nodes is carried out by considering the
asymmetric communication links between nodes. Energy consumption in proposed
technique is reduced and hence lifetime of the network is improved. The Simulation
is carried out in MATLAB7.9 and the obtained result verifies that proposed
algorithm increased network as compared to the existing routing protocols.

Keywords Wireless sensor network ⋅ Clustering ⋅ Routing ⋅ Cluster head ⋅
Asymmetric links

1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Network is tiny low power transceivers, which gathers information
from surrounding or environments and sends the to the Base Station for processing.
WSN consists of large number of sensors or nodes that are widely distributed in a
network. WSN shows its significance in various application areas [1, 2]. To
improve the performance of wireless sensor network several constraints of WSN is
considered for research. The major constraints in WSN is energy utilization as due
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to small size nodes, the energy depletion is fast in WSN which require the com-
munication are done in organized way that reduce the energy depletion rate of the
sensors.

The asymmetric communication links [3] between the sensors is also the one of
the most important challenges in WSN. In asymmetric communication pattern, the
cost of transferring packets from node A to node B would not be equivalent of
transferring packets from node B to node A.

This research motivates a clustering algorithm that considers the asymmetric
parameters in communication while clustering and selecting the cluster head in a
distributed approach (by eliminating the need of global knowledge).

In this paper hierarchical structure is used for clustering of node while consid-
ering their asymmetric links. Fewer efforts have been taken place to consider
asymmetric links while creating clusters of the node. Most of the existing routing
protocol technique considers symmetric parameters such as euclidean distance
between two nodes in which the cost of moving from node A to B is same as cost of
moving from node B to A. In proposed algorithm communication cost will be a
function of Euclidean distance between nodes and their respective energy index [4],
which transforms the symmetric, cost into asymmetric, as energy level of each node
are different in network.

2 Related Work

Intensive research in wireless sensor has been carried out to organise communi-
cation that leads to development of many clustering algorithm. Each algorithm has
some pros and cons. In this course LEACH [5] is the first protocol, in which the
cluster head randomly selected among all the nodes in the network to balance the
energy consumption. Initially some probability value is assigned to every node and
the node with maximum probability would be selected as the cluster head for that
round. LEACH comprises two stages for cluster head selection, i.e., setup phase
and steady phase. In first phase, cluster organization takes place. In steady phase the
sensor node transmits data to cluster head. The issue with LEACH protocol is the
random selection of node to become cluster head that causes the quickly energy
consumption of the node.

LEACH-C [6] is an enhanced version of LEACH protocol. In LEACH-C, cluster
head selection done by considering the location information rather than randomly
selecting the cluster head. The LEACH-C requires the global knowledge and the
location of sink for selecting the cluster head, which make it entirely dependent on
the Base Station location.

PEGASIS [7] protocol is an improvement over the existing routing protocols in
which each node trans receive data to the close neighbors and rotates the role of
being leader or cluster head for transmitting data to the base station. The key idea of
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PEGASIS is to form a chain of node in which on cluster head gathering of data
would be done which send the data to the Base Station. If there are N number of
nodes in the network then the node i mod N would be selected as the cluster head
for the round i.

HEED [8] protocol considers the energy parameters for selecting the cluster head
among all the nodes in the network. Node with more residual energy would have
more of selecting the cluster head. HEED selects the leader or cluster head by
calculating the probability value of each node by:

CHprob =Cprob *Eresidual E̸initial

Node i would be selected as the cluster head if its probability value, i.e., CHprob

would be either less than or equal to 1.
EECH [9] is a distributed and randomized algorithm in which every sensor node

advertises itself as a CH with a probability p to the adjacent nodes within its
communication range. These CHs are called as volunteer CHs. All nodes receive
this advertisement either by direct communication or by forwarding within k hops
range of a CH. Any node that receives that advertisement and is not itself a CH
becomes the member of the closest cluster. Forced CHs are those node that are
neither CHs nor belong to any cluster directly communicates with sink. The limi-
tation of EECH is that it requires the global knowledge about the distances between
the cluster-heads and the base station.

RRCH [10] have fixed cluster and apply round robin method to select the node
to be cluster head within cluster. But without periodic re-clustering, RRCH cannot
handle cluster with bad quality that results in either too small or big size cluster.

V-LEACH [11] is an improvement over LEACH protocol in which vice-CH
selected when selected CH dies while communication. V-LEACH does not perform
well when the CH is not presented in the network for routing packets from sensor
nodes to sink.

CH Lung proposes a three protocol namely HAC, DHAC and H-DHAC. HAC
(Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering) [12] is a theoretically and mathematically
simple clustering model. It provides efficient clustering strategy by using the
clustering approach bottom-up rather than top down. In HAC the bottom-up
approach is follows in which nodes is associated and clusters are formed before
CHs selection. In this way, the bottom-up strategy can be a better way to deploy
self-organization, scalability and flexibility.

DHAC [12] provides more innovation plan to make cluster and maintain cluster
as compared to HAC. DHAC overcomes the HAC limitations of having global
knowledge as it require only 1-hop neighbour information. DHAC is the distributed
algorithm, which assumes all nodes in the network have same capabilities, pro-
cessing, communication and initial energy. DHAC consider only the symmetric
parameters, i.e., distance measures form one node to another for creating the cluster
and selecting the Cluster Head. H-DHAC [13] works on both qualitative data (such
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as RSSI) and quantitative data (such as location).H-DHAC designed to overcome
the limitation of GPS [14–17]. H-DHAC reduces the randomness while clustering.

All the above described routing protocols consider the symmetric parameters i.e.
either it take Euclidean distance, RSSI or residual energy for creating cluster. Little
work has been carried in taking more than one parameters simultaneously for
cluster formation. Various factors such as residual energy, Euclidean distance and
Received Signal Strength are involved in creating a cluster which makes proximity
between two nodes asymmetric. Here in this research we propose a protocol that
considers the asymmetric proximity between the nodes in which we combine two
parameters such as residual energy and Euclidean distance into single parameters
that identify the energy distance proximity between nodes.

3 Proposed Work

In this paper an algorithm is proposed for cluster formation and selecting the cluster
head among the generated cluster in distributed environments without requiring the
global knowledge and by considering the asymmetric links between nodes. The
following assumptions are made for an algorithm

• The sink is static.
• Each node has the information of their neighbouring node that is at its one-hop

distances.
• Each node has the equal initial energy.
• Processing capabilities of individual nodes vary as the energy level of each node

varies.

Optimal Number of Cluster
According to the energy model given by [5]:

The energy consumption during transmission of k-bit message over a distance d
using first order radio model is:

ETx =ETx− elecðmÞ+ETx− ampðm, dÞ= mEelec +mεfs d2, ðd< d0Þ
mEelec +mεamp d4, ðd≥ d0Þ

� �

• m is the number of bit transmitting on the distance d.
• Eelec is the energy dissipation per bit of transmitter circuitry.
• ε is the transmit amplifier dissipation per bit.
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The receiving cost is:

ERx =ERx− elecðmÞ−mEelec

ECH = L ⋅ Eelec
N
k
+LEDA

N
k
+Lεfs d2toBS

ENonCH = L ⋅Eelec + Lεfs d2toCH
ETotal = k*ECH + nENon−CH

ETotal = nLEelec + nLEDA + k ⋅ Lefsd2to BS∙+ nLEelec + nLefs d2toCH E½d2toCH �=
M2

2πk

nEelec + nEDA + kεfs d2toBS + nEelec + nεfs
M2

2πk
=0

Differentiating above eq. w.r.t k-

εfs d2toBS − nεfs
M2

2πk2
= 0

k=
ffiffiffi
n

p
Mffiffiffiffiffi

2π
p

d2toBS

According to [9]

dtoBS =0.3826 * a

Substituting value of dtoBS in above eq.-

k=
ffiffiffi
n

p
0.9587

Since there are on an average n * p cluster heads so value of k equal to n * p where
p is the probability of becoming CH-

k= n * p

p=
1ffiffiffi

n
p

* 0.9587

The proposed algorithm comprised of the following steps for communication in
WSN

I. Initialization: Node presented in a network identified their neighbouring
nodes that are suited at their one hop distances.

II. Each node starts computing its proximity value from another node that
respond to their Hello message by below formulae,
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CA,B= ð1 n̸A * nBÞ* ∑
x∈A, y∈B

proximityðx, yÞ

III. Cluster Head Selection
for  r =1 to rmax

for i= 1:N

if r = = 1

t(i)=random number generation from 0 to 1

else

t(i)= p*(Er/Ei)

end of  if else statement

end of for loop

[C,ind]=max(t)

Node i with index ind would be selected as cluster Head

End of for loop

Cluster Maintenance
The cluster Head selection has below illustrated 3 phases:-

1. The Cluster Head election: It contains of three phases mention following:

(a) Cluster Head Advertisement: All nodes in the cluster transmit advertisement
to all the sensor nodes with their probability of becoming cluster head.

(b) Joining Request to Cluster: Sensor Nodes, on hearing advertisement request,
added to the closest cluster head according to the maximum probability of
becoming CH. Along with the connection message, node position and
residual energy of the sensor nodes also transmitted to their cluster head.

(c) Cluster Head Acknowledgement:, An acknowledgement has been sent by
cluster head to the sensor node confirming that the sensor node is connected
to its cluster on receiving a cluster join request.

2. Steady State Phase: In this phase, data collected by the sensor nodes from their
surroundings environment and then transmitted to their respective cluster heads.
Cluster Head create the TDMA schedule to avoid collision among nodes.

3. Aggregation and Forwarding of Data: Local Cluster heads, after receiving data
from all their member nodes, collect the data and send the collected data to the
Base Station.
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4 Simulation and Result Analysis

To analysis the performance of proposed algorithm MATLAB 7.9 is used for
simulation. For simulation model, network of 100 stationary sensors and one sink is
used. The nodes are assumed to be randomly arranged within the field of square
area of (a * a) (Table 1).

Validating Optimal Number of Cluster
According to [14] silhouette coefficient, cophenetic and spearmen correlation
coefficient are used to validate the number of optimal cluster.

From the Tables 2 and 3 of silhouette coefficient, cophenetic correlation and
spearmen correlation coefficient we conclude that maximum coefficient value for all
model are obtained for average linkage therefore in this paper it is adopted that
average linkage method for updating the resemblance matrix (Figs. 1, 2 and 3).

Table 1 Simulation
parameters

Parameter Value

Node number 100
Sensing field range (0, 0)–(100, 100)
Channel bandwidth 1 Mbps
Threshold distance(d0) 87.7 m
Eelec 50 nJ/bit
εfs 10 pJ/bit/m2

εamp 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4

Einitial 0.5 J
Data packet size 2000 bytes
EDA 5 nJ/bit

Table 2 Silhouette
Coefficient Value at Different
Cluster at Different Linkage
Method

No of cluster Silhouette coefficient
Single Complete Average Ward

5 −0.20 0.30 0.32 0.38
10 −0.10 0.28 0.40 0.35
20 0.15 0.32 0.36 0.35

Table 3 Cophenetic And
Spearmen Correlation
Coefficient Value For
Different Linkage Method

Linkage Method Coefficient
Cophenetic Spearmen

Single 0.55 0.53
Complete 0.67 0.63
Average 0.69 0.67
Ward 0.65 0.65
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A comparison of proposed work performance to that of LEACH, LEACH-C and
PEGASIS shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The proposed algorithm provides improvements
of up to 60 % in lifetime. LEACH has the worst performance. It is due to those CHs
in LEACH send data to base station directly which costs large amount of energy
and thus the energy consumption is not uniform. LEACH-C give a better perfor-
mance than LEACH because it modified LEACH by using global information and
centralized clustering algorithm for cluster formation in order to realize uniform
distribution of cluster heads throughout the network. PEGASIS give better per-
formance than both the LEACH and LEACH-C as each node communicates only
with a close neighbour and takes turns transmitting to the base station, thus
reducing the amount of energy spent per round. The performance of our proposed
algorithm is the best. It divides the network into k clusters, which can guarantee the

Fig. 1 Graph showing
coefficient value for different
number of cluster for various
linkage methods

Fig. 2 Graph showing
different cophenetic
coefficient value at for
different linkage method
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Fig. 3 Graph showing
different spearmen coefficient
value at for different linkage
method

Fig. 4 Energy utilization for
different routing protocols

Fig. 5 Network lifetime of
different routing protocols
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CHs uniformly distribute in the whole network. CHs conduct data aggregation in
cluster and relay cluster heads are responsible for forwarding data between clusters
through a routing tree.

5 Conclusion

In this research we undertake more than one factor that affect the clustering of a
node where as in most of existing technique only one factor would be used. Pro-
posed protocol is able to handle asymmetrical proximity value between sensor
nodes, which is an important characteristic of a dynamic sensor networks. It selects
the cluster head by locally available information by eliminating the requisite of
sink’s global knowledge. Proposed protocol is more effective since it is designed to
exploit the application of sensor networks; producing high level information about
the environment the nodes are monitoring in an energy-efficient way.
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Automatization of AAOCC to Find Trust
Score of Websites
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Abstract Today World Wide Web has emerged as a second world. Everything we
can think of is now available on this digital world. In the real world there exists
many kinds of people. Some are good, some are bad, and some are trustworthy
while the rest are liars. Similarly, in the digital world, there exits many websites out
of which some are good while the rest are useless. So the big question is how can
one know which content on www is trustworthy as every information can be
changed with a few keystrokes. A lot of algorithms have been developed to identify
the trust rank of a website, but none of them are up to the mark. So through this
paper, we propose a simple mechanism by which we can test a website and
automatically calculate the trust score of the website on the basis of not a single
parameter but a cumulative combination of five parameters. Various test results
have been included in this paper which prove that the method proposed in this paper
is much better than the conventional methods which test websites manually.
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1 Introduction

On the World Wide Web there exist a variety of websites. Out of these a lot of
websites can be called web spam/spam websites. The purpose of these spam
websites is to spread viruses, Trojan, worm etc. Some of them are used to display
useless ads and information and increase the user visit count so that they can earn
more revenue.

The spam websites contain web pages with a lot of hidden common keywords
that a normal user searches for. Normally a search engine indexes these websites at
the top because they contain more percentage of matching keywords. Now when
the user clicks on these sites he/she is redirected to chain of bogus sites which
include pornographic materials, illegal contents, useless ads etc.

These websites are a threat to user’s privacy and security and waste a lot of user’s
time. So different algorithms like Trust Rank Algorithm, Page Rank Algorithm etc.
were developed to calculate trust rank of websites and to filter out good websites
from spam pages. These algorithms were later followed by different search engines
to optimize their search results and display pages with higher trust rank at the top.

But a major disadvantage of these algorithms is that they take a few thousands of
websites as seed and check their trust rank manually. The algorithm gives higher
trust rank to those websites who hyperlink to these good seed pages and the chain
continues. So if a spam page refers to these seed pages, then they get higher trust
rank. Hence a lot of false results occur.

Through this paper, we developed a technique to automate the calculation of trust
score. The method treats every website individually and calculate the trust rank on
the basis of five parameters. So even if a spam webpage refers to a good website it
does not mean they will get higher rank. Although this paper is inspired by previous
works yet it provides a simple and efficient technique to calculate trust score.

2 Related Works

There have been a lot of research in this field, but all proposed theoretical approaches
[1–3]. Practical implementation of trust rank had a lot of flaws. Through this paper,
we provide a better practical method to calculate trust score automatically [4–8].

Gyongyi et al. [9] proposed a technique to semi automatically separate good web
pages from spam web pages using a set of seed pages which have been evaluated
manually.

Chandratre and Kulkarni [10] proposed a web mining framework for e-commerce
websites and used trust rank algorithm and page rank algorithm for web structure
mining analysis.

Bianchini et al. [11] performed a detail analysis of page rank algorithm and
found out the fundamental properties that affect the stability and complexity of
computation of trust rank.
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Haveliwala [12] improved Page Rank by introducing a set of topic biased Page
Vectors which helped to obtain a more accurate result in case of search keywords
which are related to a particular context or topic.

3 Proposed Methodology

The traditional algorithms use seed pages and their connectivity to good seed pages
as a prime parameter. But the technique proposed in this paper follows a new set of
parameters known as AAOCC. Here AAOCC stands for

A-Accuracy
A-Authority
O-Objectivity
C-Currency
C-Coverage

To calculate the entropy of keyword i.e. occurrences of a particular term in a
website, we use the formula

W: Total word count in webpage
K: Total match of keyword in webpage
G = K/W
H = −1 * Log(G)

Hence Entropy of keyword=G*H ð1Þ

Using these parameters we calculate the total trust score. Each parameter con-
tributes evenly in the total score. On the basis of total score obtained we decide the
final ranking or indexing of web pages.

Accuracy

• Listing the author and institution that uploaded the webpage and find methods to
contact him or her.

• It also includes finding the purpose of writing the web content and checking
whether the author is qualified enough to write such content.

Authority

• Checking the domain of webpage and finding whether the webmaster is different
from the author or not.

Objectivity

• We check whether the website meets its goal/objective or not.
• We also find out extent of details up to which the topic is explained in the web

page.
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• If the website is used as cover page to display ads then it might contain biased
information about a certain group of people/company who are paying for the
ads. Such websites are given lower trust score in case of objectivity.

Currency

• It mainly converse the current status of web page.
• It includes information about recent update/creation date of web page.
• We also check the total number of active and dead links on a website. Also, we

find out how whether the site redirects to any misleading links or not.

Coverage

• We find out whether the site has enough text and multimedia content to properly
explain the topic.

• Also, we check if the site requires certain special software to view the
information.

• We determine the user-friendly elements present in the web page. User-friendly
sites get higher coverage score.

4 System Implementation

The algorithm used in the paper is

Step 1 Search string taken as input using html form
Step 2 stopwords were removed from the search string
Step 3 the keywords were searched in the database and resultset obtained
Step 4 loop start if resultset is not null
Step 5 the URL of websites was fetched
Step 6 total word count in body of websites calculated
Step 7 keyword was broken into individual terms
Step 8 loop start
Step 9 total match count for each term in website body calculated

Step 10 using the formula entropy was calculated
Step 11 loop end
Step 12 the URL and total entropy was put in an array
Step 13 loop end
Step 14 the array was sorted as per total entropy using bubble sort
Step 15 Loop start
Step 16 The URL of website to evaluate was obtained from array.
Step 17 CheckAuthority function was called with URL as parameter.
Step 18 CheckCurrency function was called with URL as parameter.
Step 19 Total trust score was calculated using the return values of

CheckAuthority function and CheckCurrency function
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Step 20 The title was displayed as hyperlink for the website.
Step 21 URL along with entropy and total trust score was displayed.
Step 22 Loop end

The steps for CheckAuthority function
Input Parameters: URL

Step 23 begin
Step 24 Domain “.gov” was searched in URL. If match found score 100 was

returned.
Step 25 Domain “.edu” was searched in url.If match found score 80 was

returned.
Step 26 Domain “.org” was searched in url.If match found score 60 was returned.
Step 27 Domain “.ac.” was searched in url.If match found score 40 was returned.
Step 28 Domain “.nic.” was searched in url.If match found score 30 was

returned.
Step 29 Domain “.com”was searched in url.If match found score 20 was returned.
Step 30 If no match found score 0 was returned.
Step 31 end

The steps for CheckCurrency function
Input Parameters: URL

Step 32: Using substr function the baseurl was extracted from the given URL.
Step 33 The httpheader for the URL was obtained using get_header function
Step 34 initialized total count = 1 and successcount = 0
Step 35 If httpstatus is 200 or 302
Step 36 URL printed along with last-modified information if present. success-

count incremented by 1.
Step 37 DOM Document Object was created and html data was loaded into it.
Step 38 search for ⟨a⟩ tags and store it in array
Step 39 Loop start
Step 40 Get attribute “href” value for each ⟨a⟩ tag
Step 41 If value not absolute
Step 42 Change its value to absolute
Step 43 If theURL follows https then exception thrown and loop control sent to top
Step 44 else the httpheader for the URL was obtained using get_header function
Step 45 totalcount incremented by 1.
Step 46 If httpstatus is 200 or 302
Step 47 URL printed along with last-modified information if present success-

count incremented by 1.
Step 48 Loop end
Step 49 Percentage of success was calculated and returned using the variables

Totalcount and successcount.
Step 50 Success percentage was summed with authority score and total trust

score was printed.
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5 Test Cases and Results

In the test results the entropy value is calculated using the entropy formula (1).
The total score has been calculated as summation of Authority score and Cur-

rency score using the CheckAuthority function and CheckCurrency function.
The results use entropy and AAOCC to decide whether a website is trusted or

not. The conventional methods use only PageRank to decide trust status of web-
pages (Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4).

Note:- OLD RANKING is as per http://www.seocompany.ca/pagerank/page-
rank-10-sites.php on 14th May 2015.

**AAOCC Score has been calculated as summation of Authority score and
Currency score using the CheckAuthority function and CheckCurrency function.

The top 6 urls in above table have almost same ranking in AAOCC as compared
to PageRank. The AAOCC method adopted in this paper is highly automated and
dynamic in nature as the scoring functions run in real-time whereas PageRank is
calculated manually.

Fig. 1 Calculation of entropy and trust score for keyword “search”
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Fig. 3 Calculation of entropy and trust score for keyword “b”

Fig. 2 Calculation of entropy and trust score for keyword “java”
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6 Conclusion

Since the number of spam and fake websites are increasing day by day. We need
website evaluation methods like AAOCC using which we can examine each website
individually and determine whether they can be trusted or not. The total trust score
calculated using AAOCC parameters can be used to optimize the search results of
search engines and index trusted websites at the top of search results. The ranking
and score will also help the users to get good and authentic information from World
Wide Web. It will save a lot of time as the user will get what he/she wants at the top
of search result with much higher accuracy and coverage to searched keyword.

7 Future Work

The parameter accuracy is a very broad topic and details vary from point of view of
different persons. Hence, further research in needed to generalize accuracy and
develop algorithm to calculate trust score.

The parameter coverage includes information about combination of text and
multimedia that are enough to explain the topic. The combination may vary person
to person and with different topics. So we need to have a parameterized algorithm
which can sufficiently estimate the final combination of text and multimedia.

The method is not efficient enough in case of websites which follow https
protocol. Effort is being made to extract information from https header.

Fig. 4 Comparison of PageRank and AAOCC rankings
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A Multi-level Weight Based Routing
Algorithm for Prolonging Network
Lifetime in Cluster Based Sensor Networks

Priyanka Pukhrambam, Sanghita Bhattacharjee
and Himanish Shekhar Das

Abstract Energy efficiency in routing is an important design issue in wireless
sensor networks where nodes are battery operated which may or may not be
rechargeable in many cases. Due to relaying high volume data packets, nodes closer
to the base station consume more energy than other nodes in the network. In this
paper, we propose a Multi-level Weight based Routing Algorithm (abbreviated
shortly as MWRA) for cluster based sensor networks with an aim to minimize
inter-cluster energy consumption and to balance the energy dissipation at nodes.
In MWRA, clusterheads are assigned levels based on the distance between the
clusterheads and the base station and then a 2-connected backbone network is
formed to find energy efficient next hop nodes. Moreover, a weight function based
routing technique is used based on which clusterhead chooses its relay node for
forwarding the packets. In MWRA, the network reconfiguration is performed
periodically to achieve balanced energy consumption among clusterheads. The
experimental results show that our algorithm significantly improves the network
lifetime and the energy efficiency of the network than the existing clustering
algorithm.
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1 Introduction

A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of a large number of tiny, resource
constraint and unattended sensor nodes capable of monitoring ambient conditions
such as weather, pressure, noise levels etc. Such nodes are typically empowered
with limited energy supply. When a node runs out its energy, it becomes
non-functional. Therefore, energy efficiency is an essential design criterion to keep
the node networked. Energy efficient routing protocols not only ensure high mes-
sage delivery and low energy consumption for data forwarding, but also balance the
entire network energy consumption, and thereby improve the network connectivity
significantly. Node clustering is one of the popular routing techniques for mini-
mizing the energy consumption of sensor nodes. In such approach, clusters are
organized by grouping the nodes, which increases scalability, robustness and
reduces network traffic. Each cluster is supervised by a leader known as clusterhead
(CH) and other ordinary nodes referred as cluster members. Moreover, CHs form a
virtual backbone for forwarding the data packets to the base station when cluster-
head and base station are not within the communication range of each other.
Nevertheless, this technique causes imbalanced energy dissipation among CHs and
as a result, CH nodes deplete their energy quickly and the network becomes par-
titioned. Although re-clustering improves energy balancing, repeated re-clustering
incurs network overhead and high delay. Several clustering schemes have been
developed in past couple of years to minimize the energy consumption at nodes.
However, proper attention has not been given to cluster based multihop routing
which plays a vital role in reliable data transmission.

In this paper, we present a Multi-level Weight based Routing Algorithm (shortly
abbreviated as MWRA) for cluster based sensor networks to prolong the network
lifetime. The proposed method is classified into three phases: level assignment,
backbone network formation and routing. In level assignment phase, clusterhead
nodes are assigned various levels depending on the distance between the cluster-
head and the base station. After level assignment, a 2-connected backbone network
is formed. Clusterheads utilize their topological information for constructing such
network. We develop a weight function based routing technique using both distance
and residual energy by which each clusterhead can choose its next hop node to
route the data packet. Furthermore, in MWRA, set of forwarding nodes are updated
periodically to balance the energy of over utilized nodes and to minimize the energy
consumption of the entire network. Simulation experiments demonstrate that the
proposed MWRA improves the lifetime of network significantly than the existing
clustering algorithm EMRA [1].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the related work. In Sect. 3,
system model is briefly described. The proposed Multi-level Weight based Routing
Algorithm (MWRA) is detailed in Sect. 4. Performance of the proposed algorithm
is evaluated and analyzed in Sect. 5. Finally, in Sect. 6, we conclude the paper.
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2 Related Work

Many clustering methods [2] have been addressed in the literature to improve the
energy efficiency of the network. [3–7] are single hop based clustering protocols for
wireless sensor networks where clusterhead directly communicates to the base sta-
tion. The benefit of this technique is that the nodes near to the base station are not
overburdened and have less delay. However, in these methods, the nodes away from
the base station suffer from excessive energy dissipation and thereby expire shortly.
Authors in [1, 8–12] proposed various multihop based clustering protocols where
clusterheads use multihop routing strategy for sending data packets. An energy aware
clustering protocol in WSNs has been designed in [9]. In this approach, each CH
selects the next hop clusterhead based on residual energy only. A three layer routing
protocol based on LEACH (TL-LEACH) has been designed in [10]. DWEHC [8]
uses multiple levels for minimizing intra-cluster energy consumption. Nevertheless,
in DWEHC, clusterheads transmit the data directly to the base station. Various
multilevel clustering algorithms have been addressed in [1, 11, 12]. In [1], the authors
proposed a distributed energy aware multilevel routing algorithm (EMRA) for cluster
based sensor networks. EMRA uses multiple paths for sending the packets to next
hop nodes. However, EMRA minimizes energy consumption at nodes, the compu-
tation of multiple paths and management of paths has high overhead.

3 System Model

We use undirected graphG = ðV ,EÞ to model wireless sensor network where V is set
of static sensor nodes and E denotes set of links. The base station (BS) is static and
placed outside thefield. Initial energy of all nodes is assumed to be same and it is given
by E0. The distance between two nodes u and v is denoted by duv, while the distance
from node u to BS is duBS. Nodes are location aware. However, the base station knows
information of all the nodes in the network. In addition to this, we assume that nodes
are organized into different clusters. Clusterhead selection and cluster formation are
done according to [6]. CHs collect the data packets from their respective clusters and
then send them to the BS in multihop routing. Furthermore, we consider that node’s
transmission can be adjusted to communicate with neighbor nodes.

Here, we use first order radio model [3] for calculating energy consumption in
communication. Both the free space (d2 path loss) and the multipath fading (d4 path
loss) channel models are used depending on the distance between the transmitter
and the receiver. Therefore, the energy required for transmitting a l-bit packet over
distance d is:

Etxðl, dÞ= lEelc + lEampd2, d< d0
lEelc + lEampd4, d≥ d0

�
ð1Þ
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where Eelc is energy per bit spent by the circuitry electronics, Eamp is the energy
dissipation for transmitter amplifier and d0 is threshold distance. In this energy
model, Eamp is written as εfs for free space model and to εmp for multipath model.
The energy spent for receiving a l-bit packet is:

ErxðlÞ= lEelc ð2Þ

4 Proposed Multi-level Weight Based Routing Algorithm

The proposed MWRA is divided into three phases: level assignment mechanism,
2-connected backbone network formation and finally routing. In first phase, the base
station assigns level to each sensor node in the network. In next phase, a 2-connected
backbone network is formed using CHs. In third phase, nodes forward their packets
to the lower level nodes based on the weight function as detailed subsequently.

4.1 Level Assignment Mechanism

In this phase, we assign level (L) to every node u in the network depending on its
distance from the base station. Initially, level of all the nodes is zero including the
base station i.e., L BSð Þ=0. Maximum number of levels is k and the network size is
given by N ×N. Algorithm 1 describes the level assignment mechanism in details.
For a given value of k, Algorithm 1 checks whether duBS lies between 0 and N/K or
not. If answer is yes, level of node u i.e., LðuÞ is assigned to L1. If duBS is between
((N/K) × j) and ((N/K) × (j + 1)), where ∀j=1 to k− 1ð Þ, then LðuÞ is set to Lj+1.

Algorithm 1: Level Assignment to Deployed Nodes
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4.2 2-Connected Backbone Network Formation

In this phase, the backbone network is formed with CHs in the network. Backbone
range (BR) is used to provide backbone connectivity. Backbone range is the range
between the connected CHs. Initially, BR is same for all the nodes u∈NCH and it is
equal to Rmax where Rmax is maximum transmission range of sensor nodes.

Here, the clusterheads in level L1 are directly connected to the BS. However,
other CHs except nodes in L1 utilize their levels and BR for selecting next hop CHs.
The process is as follows. Each CH, say u, broadcasts a ⟨Hello⟩ message (HM)
within the range of BR. If distance between two CHs u and v, duv, is less than BR,
then node v sends a ⟨Reply⟩ message which contains its level and ID. If LðvÞ is
lower than or equal to LðuÞ then a directed link ðeuvÞ is formed between them and
node v becomes the backbone neighbor ðBNuÞ of node u. If there is no reply from
any CH or number of backbone neighbor is less than 2, the backbone range BR is
increased by 1

2BR and the process continues. The details of backbone formation
method are summarized in Algorithm 2.

4.3 Weight Based Routing

In this phase, routing is performed where clusterhead in a level is only allowed to
transmit the packet to a next hop node in next lower level based on a weight
function W. Here, the weight function takes residual energy level and link distance
into account. For two CH nodes u and v, the weight for the directed link euv is
calculated as:

Wuv =
REv

E0

� �
1−

duv
dmax

� �
ð3Þ

where REv is residual energy level of CH node v and dmax is maximum distance
between nodes. Formula in (3) emphasizes that the CH with less residual energy is
less preferred than the CH with high residual energy in next hop selection process.

Algorithm 3 shows the weight based routing process. In this routing process, CH
node u sends its packet to one of its backbone neighbors ðBNuÞ. At first, node
u sends ⟨Hello⟩ message to the nodes in L uð Þ− j (where j = 1, 2, . . .) and waits for
⟨Reply⟩ message. Each node v∈BNu sends ⟨Reply⟩ message only if its energy REv

is greater than Maximum Threshold ðMAXTHÞ. On receiving ⟨Reply⟩ messages
from the backbone neighbor nodes, Wuv is calculated and the node with largest
value is chosen as next hop. If there is no ⟨Reply⟩ received, variable j is incre-
mented until the condition is satisfied ðj ≤ 2Þ. It is to be noted that, when the node
does not receive any ⟨Reply⟩ further, the node can send the packets directly to the
base station using its maximum power level.
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Algorithm 2: 2-Connected Backbone Network Formation

Algorithm 3: Weight based Routing
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4.4 Network Reconfiguration Stage

Network reconfiguration is important to achieve balanced energy consumption and
also to reduce the unnecessary networking overhead due to frequent re-clustering.
In this procedure, the average residual energy of CHs is compared with Maximum
Threshold ðMAXTHÞ as well as Minimum Threshold ðMINTHÞ value as shown in
Eq. (7). It has three possible cases. These are:

1. If the average residual energy of CHs is higher than MAXTH, same forwarder
set is used for data forwarding and Reclustering flag is set to 0.

2. If the average energy of CHs is between MAXTH and MINTH, then a new set of
forwarder nodes is chosen from the existing CHs and Reclustering flag
becomes −1.

3. If the average energy is less than MINTH, re-clustering process is invoked in
order to select a new set of CHs and Reclustering flag is set to 1.

MAXTH =
1
jV j∑

V
u=1 REu ð4Þ

MINTH = lEelc + lEampd4uBS ð5Þ

Eavg−CH =
1

jNCH j∑
NCH
u=1 REu ð6Þ

Reclustering=
0: Eavg−CH > MAXTH
− 1: MINTH < Eavg−CH ≤ MAXTH
1: Eavg−CH ≤ MINTH

8<
: ð7Þ

5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, the performance of our proposed MWRA is validated through
simulations and results are compared with EMRA [1]. Simulation experiments are
performed using C compiler and MATLAB. Network lifetime is considered as the
primary performance metric and it is defined in terms of number of alive nodes. The
second performance metric is average residual energy of the network. In this study,
100 nodes are randomly distributed in 100× 100 m2 square area and the base
station is placed outside the field. Other parameters used here are listed in Table 1.

1. Network lifetime (Number of alive nodes): Fig. 1 shows the number of alive
nodes as the round proceeds for MWRA and EMRA. The lifetime of both the
algorithms gradually decease as the round proceeds. It is clear from the figure
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Table 1 Simulation
Parameters

Parameter Value

Area size 100× 100 m2

Number of nodes 100
Transmission range 30 m
Initial energy level 1 J
εfs 10 pJ/bit/m2

εmp 0.0013 pJ/bit/m2

Eelc 50 nJ/bit
Size of packet 500 bits
Size of control packets 300 bits

Fig. 1 Number of alive
nodes versus number of
rounds

Fig. 2 Percentage of dead
nodes versus number of
rounds
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that our MWRA improves the network lifetime than EMRA. Compared to
EMRA, the lifetime under MWRA is increased by 25 % which proves that the
proposed method has better network efficiency as well as network coverage.
Figure 2 illustrates percentage of dead nodes for different routing algorithms. In
all cases, the proposed MWRA improves the network connectivity than EMRA.
In MWRA, 25 % dead nodes exist at 1050 rounds, while it is 900 rounds for
EMRA. On the other hand, 95 % nodes become dead nodes at 1900 rounds for
MWRA and 1600 rounds for EMRA.

2. Average residual energy: Fig. 3 displays average residual energy of the network
for different rounds. In MWRA, average residual energy is much higher than
EMRA. This implies that less amount of energy consumed for transmitting
packets under MWRA. Moreover, rotating the role of forwarder set minimizes
the energy consumption at nodes and thereby improves the energy efficiency of
the network significantly.

Fig. 3 Average residual
energy versus number of
rounds

Fig. 4 Number of alive
nodes versus number of
rounds for various levels
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3. Energy efficiency at various levels: Figs. 4 and 5 highlight the number of alive
nodes and average residual energy of the network for various levels in MWRA.
In this experiment, the number of alive nodes and average residual energy
gradually decreases as the number of levels increases. The reason behind this
phenomenon is that increase in number of levels reduces the possibility of
appearing next hop nodes in next level and as a result, nodes increase their
transmission power level to get their next hop.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a Multi-level Weight based Routing Algorithm
(MWRA) for minimizing energy consumption cost in cluster based sensor network.
The proposed method builds a 2-connected backbone network for selecting relay
nodes. An energy aware weight function has been developed for choosing next hop
node. Furthermore, MWRA uses network re-configuration to balance the energy
level of nodes. Extensive simulations have been performed to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed scheme. Simulation results reveal that the proposed
MWRA improves the energy efficiency of the network than the clustering algo-
rithm, EMRA.
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An Approach to Optimize Unnecessary
Energy Consumption During Dynamic
Routing in Wireless Sensor Networks

Narasimha Kamath and U.K. Anirudh

Abstract The paper proposes an approach to optimize unbalanced energy con-
sumption during dynamic routing in WSN (wireless sensor network). The concept
of intermediate nodes are generally used to route or transmit overloaded data. In a
normal scenario, when gathered data is not overloaded and are to be transmitted to
the required destination, presence of intermediate nodes might pose a communi-
cation delay causing the overall energy to reduce by the certain amount. We have
analyzed the given problem to ensure optimality and thus reduce the delay due to
intermediate nodes in WSN.

Keywords WSN ⋅ Unbalanced energy ⋅ Dynamic routing ⋅ Intermediate
nodes ⋅ Delay ⋅ Optimization

1 Introduction

The primary definition of routing is a path or a route that leads the sensed data or
information to the required destination. The two major types of routing include:

• Static Routing
• Dynamic Routing

Static routing uses a table that consists of connected nodes, shortest paths or routes
from the desired node to the destination node. Updating the route table is not
possible, due to which static routing is meant for small scale WSN having primitive
functionalities and are majorly used for small data transfer [1]. Whereas, dynamic
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routing provides several functionalities that support information updating and
inclusion of other factors to accomplish routing in a large scale WSN.

The major overheads in routing are mainly due to unbalanced energy con-
sumption or delay in the delivery of data packets due to inherent ambiguity in the
underlying WSN [2]. Security attacks in WSN is also a primary reason for routing
overheads but the paper focuses on optimizing the unbalanced energy consumption
during dynamic routing hence, security attacks in WSN is of least importance in the
proposed scheme [2]. The predefined routing scheme in WSN may or may not lead
to an unnecessary energy expense depending upon the type of data that is to be
carried towards the destination node.

Major hurdles in dynamic routing scheme occur when the aggregated data from
the CH (Cluster Head) is transmitted to the BS (Base Station) and the information is
overloaded. Data overloading is an indirect reason for unbalanced energy con-
sumption. Therefore, routing an overloaded data can be simplified by including the
intermediate nodes and assigning the overloaded data to them.

Another cause for unbalanced energy consumption is solely due to the presence
of duplicate nodes. A duplicate node contains dummy data that drains the overall
energy in WSN. Presence of duplicate nodes cannot be identified in the route table
and hence causes a severe damage. Once a network is formed, a message is flooded
to the connected nodes from the source node. When a reply message is received
along with the additional information like node ID, current energy level and the
battery life, a route table is formed to minimize further upgrading thus reducing the
count of duplicate nodes in WSN [3]. The data organization for dynamic routing
will be in the form of packets. Data packets encapsulating the original messages are
transmitted within the network for a given time slot to minimize network
congestion.

Designing a suitable approach for minimizing the unwanted energy expense
requires several networking parameters to be taken into account. The next section of
the paper describes the aspects of energy optimization along with a proposed
scheme to minimize routing overheads that leads to energy wastage in WSN
(Figs. 1 and 2).

Fig. 1 Routing in WSN
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2 Related Works

The main aim of the paper is to optimize the unbalanced energy consumption
during dynamic routing. The energy consumption becomes unbalanced depending
upon the intermediate node count and the density of the gathered data. Work
described in [4], provides some useful information regarding the routing protocol
that provides application specific service guarantees. This paper presents a new
cluster-based route optimization and load-balancing protocol, called ROL com-
bining several application requirements. The approach proposed in [4] automati-
cally selects the nodes to transfer the gathered data. Energy budget for data
communication is known before routing to reduce unbalanced energy consumption
(Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5).

The approach proposed in [5] proposes an algorithm to reduce uneven, energy
consumption in large scale wireless sensor network. By using greedy policy and
dynamic programming, a heuristic topology control algorithm with time complexity
o(n(m + log(n))) where n and m are the number of nodes and edges in the network.

Fig. 2 WSN nodes connected through symmetric links

Table 1 Tabular representation of connected nodes

Source nodes Destination nodes Intermediate nodes Delay parameter

1 3 4 α
4 7 5, 6 α + α = 2α

Table 2 Representation of connected nodes

Source nodes Destination nodes Intermediate nodes Delay parameter

1 3 – α
4 7 – α
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The proposed approach uses a mobile sink over a multi-hop communication path to
maximize the network life time.

The reasons for unbalanced energy consumption are mainly due to lack of
application of specific nature in WSN. [6] proposes a new application specific low
routing protocol named ASLPR to elect the optimal cluster heads. In this work, a
hybrid algorithm based on genetic algorithm and simulated annealing is applied to
ASLPR.

3 Proposed Approach

3.1 Network Model

In this paper, we consider a WSN having K sensor nodes dispersed in a given
region of a rectangular area L × W. We consider some of the basic assumptions of
the sensor nodes and the underlying network model.

Table 3 Representation of connected nodes

Source nodes Destination nodes Intermediate nodes Delay parameter

1 3 2 α
4 6 5 α
7 9 8 α + α′

Table 4 Tabular representation of connected nodes

Source nodes Destination nodes Intermediate nodes Delay parameter

1 3 – –

4 6 – –

7 9 8 α + α′

Table 5 Experimental
values

Parameters Values (J)

EDSP 3.8012
EOPT′ 2.5678
EOPT′′ 1.2334
β 3.2340
µ 7.0093
Δµ 3.6703
Eoverall 8.3480
EOPT(overall) 3.5190
Δβ 1.3480
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• The nodes are uniformly distributed within a cluster C with a density ∂.
• A BS is connected to the sensor nodes through symmetric links.
• Dynamic routing scheme is employed to transmit the data packets.
• Sensor nodes can recognize their geographical location and BS’s via informa-

tion exchange.
• Size of the data packets remains the same for the entire process.
• A unique ID is assigned to each sensor nodes operating with the initial energy

Ei.

If a d-bit message is transmitted via the transmitting nodes through dynamic
routing approach, the minimum amount of energy required to do so is given by:

Emin =Rc *Kcurrent * St ≤ Eoverall ð1Þ

The consumed energy of aggregating a message with d-bit is

EAðm, d) = d *EDA ð2Þ

where, EDA is the energy dissipated per bit to aggregate message signal.
If (ki, ki+1) and (kj, kj+1) are the sensor nodes represented in the coordinate form,

then the distance d is calculated as follows:

d=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðki − kjÞ2 + ðki+1 − kj+ 1Þ2

q
ð3Þ

The operating frequency f o of the sensor nodes is affected by the processor
frequency f. The performance of the sensor nodes is dependent on f o and the
variation in f o is solely due to changes in f.

Δfo = fo − f f̸o ð4Þ

Let Kcurrent = {k1, k2, k3…ki} be the set of nodes in the routing table T. The
energy expense due to routing overheads can be classified into two different
categories:

• Intracluster Routing Overheads
• Intercluster Routing Overheads

Consider a node K∈Kcurrent ∈T, ∃ a node k i with an initial energy Emin carrying
a d-bit information towards the destination node D with an operating frequency fo.
Consider EDSP as energy dissipated due to dynamic routing overheads and EOPT as
optimized energy that minimizes the unbalanced energy expense. Though the
energy expenditure due to dynamic routing overhead is considered to be minor,
preserving Eoverall becomes a major task to accomplish. The problem is considered
to be minor depending upon the sensor nodes included in the routing table. A very
small expense will also add up during the optimization process to maximize EDSP

which can later become a critical issue to resolve.
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The problem can be formulated as follows:

max ∑
i

k = 1
ðEOPTðoverallÞÞ≥ ∑

i

k = 1
ððEmin + EiÞ−EDSPÞ s.t Ei >Emin ð5Þ

The above optimization problem can be solved as two sub problems as follows.

a. Optimizing the overheads due to intracluster dynamic routing
b. Optimizing the overheads due to intercluster dynamic routing.

3.2 Intra-cluster Dynamic Routing

In order to optimize the overheads due to intracluster dynamic routing, we consider
a node separation approach to minimize the unbalanced energy expense.

Lemma 1 Consider a WSN represented using a graph G = (V, E) having ki. sensor
nodes. Say if node A is connected to node C via an intermediate node B within a
cluster C having a radius Rc and α being the delay parameter. Prove that
EOPT = ∑i

k=1 αi − αj where, i> j.

Proof If a WSN has ki sensor nodes, considering the assumption of symmetric
links between the nodes we can make an additional assumption of symmetric
cluster size to ensure that the delay parameter becomes equivalent depending upon
the intermediate nodes.

The major hurdle in dynamic routing is due to intermediate nodes k j. When data
packets are overloaded, we make use of intermediate nodes to accomplish dynamic
routing. In a generic scenario, intermediate nodes might add an additional delay to
data communication causing unbalanced energy consumption.

Consider a region having m symmetric clusters. The overall cluster radius can be
calculated as shown below.

Rc = r1 + r2 + r3 +⋯+ rm ≅ ∑
m

r=1
Rc ð6Þ

The tabular representation of the network is shown below.
By referring the table, we can infer that the delay parameter α can be represented

in a general form when a WSN has k nodes.

EDSP = ∑
i

k =1
αi = i * α ð7Þ

Delay can occur in many ways. In this paper, we consider the energy loss due to
unwanted intermediate nodes in WSN. The approach used to minimize the delay
parameter uses node separation technique. In this technique, instead of flooding the
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message from source node to the connected nodes, we send a connectivity message
directly to the destination node. Since WSN has a predefined network topology, we
can know the desired node with which a connection has to be formed. When the
data is not overloaded, the presence of intermediate nodes becomes unwanted and
hence we use this approach to separate the intermediate nodes.

Removing the intermediate nodes minimize the energy expense from i * α to α.
Thus, we can prove that if j unwanted intermediate nodes are separated from the
existing network, the overall delay αi becomes αi − αj. If j intermediate nodes
having a delay parameter αj, subtracted from k sensor nodes having a delay α i. the
optimized energy EOPT is given by:

EOPT′ = ∑
i

k = 1
αi − αj ≅ α provided, i > j ð8Þ

3.3 Inter-cluster Dynamic Routing

Intercluster routing is evident, when the destination lies outside the existing cluster.
When the sensor nodes within the cluster communicates with a node residing
outside the specified boundary, preserving the signal strength (ST) of the existing
network becomes a major task to accomplish. The major hurdle in intercluster
routing is to balance the delay parameter of the existing network and the remote
network.

Lemma 2 Consider a WSN W represented using a graph G = (V, E) and a remote
network W′ represented as G′ = (V′, E′). Say if node A of the existing network is
connected to the node C of the remote network W′ via an intermediate node B
residing in the existing network. If α is the delay parameter of W and α′ is the delay
parameter of W′, prove that EOPT ′ = ð∑i

k=1 αi − αjÞ+ ð∑i
k′ =1 α

′Þ and also prove
that the optimized energy due to intracluster routing is always greater than the
optimized energy due to intercluster routing.

Proof For an intercluster routing, we consider an existing network W connected to
the individual node of remote network W′. The intermediate node connecting the
remote node, resides in the existing network. The diagrammatic representation of
the above scenario is shown below.

By referring the above table, we can infer that the parameters α and α′ can be
represented in a general form as follows.

EDSP = ∑
i

k = 1
αi + ∑

i

k′ =1

α′i = i * α + i * α′ ð9Þ

Applying the node separation technique to the above network, we get:
By observing the table, we can conclude that the node connecting the existing

and the remote network (node no 8) is not separated using node separation
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technique. When node 8 is removed, connection between the networks is lost and
there is no room for intercluster routing. Hence, the delay due to node 8 must be
retained because when we choose one of the sensor nodes as an intermediate node
for intercluster routing, we place several criteria to select an intermediate node and
hence node separation technique in not applicable to node 8.

It is obvious that the optimized energy due to intercluster routing is lesser than
the optimized energy due to intracluster routing. Since the former methodology has
an additional node from the remote network connected to the existing network. We
also consider the delay in remote network causing EOPT′ >EOPT′′ .

If j nodes are separated from i sensor nodes and considering the delay due to the
remote network, the equation for EOPT′′ can be written as follows

EOPT′ = ð ∑
i

k = 1
αi − αjÞ+ ð ∑

i

k′ =1

α′Þ≅ α+ α′ ð10Þ

3.4 Problem Optimization

To optimize the formulated problem, consider the Eqs. (8) and (10). EOPT(overall) is
given by:

EOPT ðoverallÞ =EOPT′ +EOPT′′ ð11Þ

Thus,

EOPT ðoverallÞ = ∑
i

k = 1
αi − αj + ð ∑

i

k = 1
αi − αjÞ+ ð ∑

i

k′ =1

α′Þ ð12Þ

Simplifying Eq. (13), we get:

EOPT ðoverallÞ = ∑
i

k = 1
αi − αjð1+ ∑

i

k
0
=1

α
0 Þ ð13Þ

Since the remote network W′ consists of a single node, we can replace ∑i
k0 =1 α

0
by

α
0
and ∑i

k=1 αi − αj by α, we can re write Eq. (13) as follows.

EOPT ðoverallÞ = αð1+ α′Þ ð14Þ

EDSP becomes minimal after applying the node separation technique. So, the value
of EDSP is nearly equal to α + α′. The minimum energy (Emin) required to
accomplish dynamic routing is always greater than the individual node energy (Ei).
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If the value of Emin for the entire network is considered to be β and the value of Ei is
μ, we can substitute the values of Emin and Ei in Eq. (5).

α ð1+ α′Þ> ðβ+ μÞ− ðα+ α′Þ� � ð15Þ

The value of Emin and Ei can vary depending upon the sensor nodes included in the
routing table T. It is always known that the energy of WSN is never stable and can
change invariably depending upon the internal factors like processor frequency,
hardware components used, operating frequency and so forth.

If change in β is Δβ and change in μ is Δμ, we can infer that the changed value
Δβ< β and Δμ< μ . We are assuming the value of α to be consistent throughout the
process because, the changes in the optimized value lead to further optimization and
the process requires the initial value of β and µ which is practically not possible to
achieve. Once the delay parameter is minimized, we should try minimizing α′. But
in this paper, the existing network is connected to an individual node of the remote
network. Thus, α′ value is assumed to be negligible. We can rewrite Eq. (16) as
follows:

α> ððΔβ+ΔμÞ− αÞ ð16Þ

α ð̸ðΔβ+ΔμÞ− αÞ>1 ð17Þ

Equation (17) clearly notifies that the formulated problem holds well irrespective of
the networking parameters and the specified constraints. The value of Δβ and Δμ is
considered after the routing phase is completed and their values decide the per-
centage of optimality in the formulated equation. Hence, Δβ and Δμ are called the
deciding parameters of the formulated equation.

Thus, the energy expense or delay due to dynamic routing can be minimized if
the supporting network parameters are valid and functional. The proposed scheme
is applicable for a small scale WSN for time being and gives satisfactory results for
the input parameters if specified correctly.

4 Simulation and Graphical Representation

We conduct simulation based studies to evaluate the performance of the proposed
scheme. For this purpose, we have used ns2 simulator, to analyze the performance
and interpret the simulation results. Figure 3 depicts a snapshot of WSN simulation.

We have also compared the delay due to intracluster and intercluster routing.
A graph of time versus delay time depicts the overall lag caused due to the routing
overheads (Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7).
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Fig. 3 Applying node separation technique to WSN

Fig. 4 Intercluster routing in WSN

Fig. 5 Applying node separation technique to WSN
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Fig. 6 WSN simulation snapshot

Fig. 7 Graphical representation of the routing overheads
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Since the existing WSN is connected to an individual node of the remote net-
work, the delay due to intercluster routing is slightly higher than the delay due to
intracluster routing. If the existing network was connected to the entire remote
network, the delay gap would have been much larger causing linear raise in the
value of EDSP.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an approach to simplify the overheads due to
dynamic routing in WSN. Basically, the delay or unnecessary energy expense due
to dynamic routing is considered as a minor issue. In this paper, we have tried to
prove that the delay isn’t minor and have also described the criticality posed
especially in a large scale WSN having large number of functional sensor nodes.
Though the outcome does not severely affect the functionalities of a WSN, we have
to make sure that the energy dissipation are simplified using the existing solutions
to achieve better results.
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Game Theoretic Modeling of Gray Hole
Attacks in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks
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Abstract Wireless ad hoc networks rely on the cooperation of participating nodes

to undertake activities such as routing. Malicious nodes participating in the network

may refuse to forward packets and instead discard them to mount a denial-of-service

attack called a packet drop or blackhole attack. Blackhole attacks can however be

easily detected using common networking tools like trace route as all packets pass-

ing through the malicious node is dropped. A gray hole attack on the other hand

accomplishes denial of service by selectively dropping packets thus escaping detec-

tion. In this paper, a novel two player incomplete information extensive form game

is used to model the defender and the attacker both of whom are considered rational

agents in an effort to determine their optimal (equilibrium) strategies under different

values for the parameters true detection rate, false alarm rate, packet value, packets

forwarded per unit time, probability of the node being a gray hole, cost of exposure

of the attacker and cost of not using a node for the defender. The respective equilib-

rium strategies if followed guarantee maximum possible protection for the defender

and maximal possible damage potential for the attacker.
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1 Introduction

Wireless ad hoc networks (WANETs) are decentralized wireless networks that do not

rely on any pre-existing infrastructure. Instead, every node that is a part of the net-

work agrees to forward or relay packets thereby ensuring the collective functioning

of the network. For a selfish node however, the forwarding of packets not meant origi-

nally for it results in the wastage of precious bandwidth. A malicious node therefore,

may choose to drop packets instead of relaying them to mount a denial of service

attack called the packet drop attack.

A packet drop attack where the node drops all packets being relayed through it is

called a blackhole attack [2]. Blackhole attacks however can be easily detected using

common networking tools such as trace route. Moreover, once the node is compro-

mised or revealed to be malicious, other nodes begin to remove the compromised

node from their forwarding table and eventually no traffic flows through the com-

promised node [20].

More sophisticated packet drop attacks have therefore emerged called gray hole

attacks where the malicious node tries to drop packets selectively at a rate that can

be misconstrued to be due to loss or congestion in the network thereby proving much

harder to detect [1].

In this paper, gray hole attacks in WANETs are modeled as an extensive form

incomplete information two player game. Earlier approaches for modeling gray hole

attacks are either not applicable broadly to WANETs or use weaker game models.

Incomplete Information is a stronger notion that considers that every node knows

its own type (malicious or non-malicious) but does not know the type of the other

nodes. This interim equilibrium analysis therefore proves stronger than the earlier

approaches which are discussed in more detail in the Sect. 2.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work

in this area while elucidating the research gap which our solution addresses. Section 3

is used for defining the game and Sect. 4 provides the equilibrium analysis for the

game defined. Section 5 provides experimental results and discussions regarding the

same. Section 6 summarizes the contents of the paper while Sect. 7 concludes with

pointers to future work.

2 Related Work

The lack of a centralized architecture in WANETs exposes them to various secu-

rity vulnerabilities most of which have been studied since the advent of WANETs.

Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks [4] which WANETs are susceptible to have been

surveyed by various authors at different time periods. Wu et al. [16] presented a sur-

vey of attacks on mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) and possible countermeasures.

Routing security attacks such as wormhole and sinkhole attacks have been discussed

extensively.
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Existing solutions to identify and tackle gray holes in the network often involve

sweeping changes to the underlying routing protocol or demand additional imple-

mentation at the network level. Karlof et al. [7] first described a multi-path based

prevention mechanism against gray hole attacks. Yu and Xiao [19] used a multi-hop

acknowledgement scheme at intermediate nodes that reports abnormal packet losses

to both the base station and the source node. They also provided an improvement

to this multi-hop acknowledgment scheme called CHEMAS [17]. CHEMAS uses

checkpoint nodes which are responsible for generating acknowledgements. Loss of

acknowledgements indicate a suspect node. Kaplantzis et al. [6] proposed a support

vector machine based approach for gray hole node detection in wireless sensor net-

works.

Methods tackling decentralized, infrastructure-less nature of MANETs emerged

later. Kanthe et al. [5] proposed an algorithm for detecting gray hole nodes based

on sequence number comparison between sent and received packets. The sequence

number difference is essentially compared with the expected forwarding rate in the

network. A significant drop in the same is used to flag malicious nodes. Xiaopeng

and Wei [18] use a proof based method that uses an audit node to determine the

current congestion rate, the uses that as the basis to judge other nodes. The Trace

Gray algorithm [15] uses a timer to identify gray holes. A packet not returning to its

home context before the timeout indicates the presence of a malicious node. All of

these methods have significant overhead on nodes that are already selfish in terms

of resource utilization. This shortcoming is therefore addressed by our game theo-

retic approach that aims to give every node an optimal strategy to pursue in order to

maximize defense and minimize the damage potential without additional overhead

at the network level.

Game Theory has been extensively applied to security and privacy scenarios. As

networks start to play an increasingly important role in modern society, security sce-

narios which involve the direct participation of network agents have emerged. These

agents often act on self behalf and can be cooperative, selfish, malicious or any com-

bination of these. Consequently, decision making approaches in general and game

theory in particular lend well to security scenarios [12]. Liao et al. [9] provide a clas-

sification of attacks on WANETs that can be tackled by game theoretic approaches.

Game theoretic approaches have been used already to tackle gray hole attacks.

Mahmoud et al. [11] proposed a stimulation and punishment mechanism to evict

irrational packet droppers from the network. This in the game theoretic sense can

be considered akin to payoff. Reddy et al. [13] use a zero-sum game approach cou-

pled with selective acknowledgements to model the detection of malicious nodes

[8]. Shila et al. [14] use a non-cooperative Markov game for detection of malicious

nodes in wireless mesh networks. All of these approaches lack the stronger notion

of incomplete information which considers that every node knows only its own type

(malicious or non-malicious) and not the type of any of the other nodes.

Our approach therefore aims to provide an optimal strategy for every node without

additional network level overhead while considering the stronger incomplete infor-

mation notion.
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3 Game Definition

The two players in the game are

N = {1: The forwarder (Malicious with probability 𝜇), 2: The sender}

The type set for both players can be given by

𝜃1 = 𝜃2 = {0: Malicious, 1: Non-Malicious}

The type of player 2 is 1 Non-malicious. This is common information i.e. every

node is aware of it. The type of player 1 however, is private to the player without any

deterministic way of revealing the same. The probability distribution on the type

of player 1 is known. He can be malicious with probability 𝜇 and therefore non-

malicious with probability 1 − 𝜇. This game model has been inspired by the intrusion

detection system presented by Liu et al. [10]

The strategy set for each player is given below

S1 = {1: Drop, 2: Forward}

S2 = {1: Do Not Use, 2: Use}

Player 1 can choose to either drop or forward the packer that he receives. Player

2 can choose to whether to use the node that Player 1 represents.

Figure 1 describes the sequential play of the game. The utility values for each

strategy profile is given by the leaf nodes.

Table 1 provides a summary of all the parameters and their meaning. If a sender

does not use a particular node, he will pay some cost due to the absence of that node.

This cost represents the overhead incurred because of removal of that node from the

forwarding table as well as establishing a new route by initiating rerouting. This cost

Fig. 1 Extensive form game
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Table 1 Summary of

parameters
𝛼 True detection rate

𝛽 False alarm rate

𝜈 Value of a packet

𝜇 Probability of a node being malicious

cE Cost of exposure

cN Cost incurred in the next game

cDU Cost of not using a node

Ii Information set for player i
𝛩i Type set for player i
N The set of players

Si The strategy set for player i

is given by cDU . Therefore, if the sender chooses to avoid a particular node, the payoff

he receives by doing so is given as (−𝛽cDU + 𝛼𝜈) where 𝛼 is the true detection rate

and 𝛽 is the false alarm rate [12]. The values of 𝛼 and 𝛽 are inherent properties of the

node. 𝜈 is the value of the data packet. Therefore, if the forwarder drops the packet,

the sender receives a payoff of (−𝜈).
Non-malicious nodes may also drop packets because of congestion in the network.

If a node is malicious and it is not used by the sender, then it receives (−cE) payoff

which is the cost of exposure for that malicious node. When a malicious node is

used and it drops the packet, it receives a payoff of (𝜈 − cN) where cN is the cost the

malicious node pays in the next round. cN captures history in the repeated play of

the game. If a node has dropped packets maliciously in the past, it risks detection in

the future. That risk is quantified by cN . The sender keeps track of packets dropped

by every node it is connected with and updates the value of 𝛼 and 𝛽 accordingly.

This will result in an equilibrium not in favor of the malicious node thus proving

successful in thwarting the gray hole attack. Assumptions regarding the parameters

and their value is given below.

cN , cE < 𝜈

𝜈 > 0
𝛼, 𝛽 ∈ [0, 1]

4 Interim Equilibrium Analysis

The extensive form game is useful for providing an intuitive explanation of the game.

For the purpose of analysis however, the game is converted into a Bayesian normal

form game. It is assumed that Player 1 is malicious and only he knows his type. We

can therefore calculate ex-interim utility values for both the players. Table 2 shows

the ex-interim utility value for each player.
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Table 2 Expected utility value matrix for normal form game

1, 2 Use Do not use

Drop 𝜈 − cN , 1 − 2𝜇𝜈 −cE,−𝛽cDU + 𝛼𝜈

Forward cN , 0 −cE,−𝛽cDU + 𝛼𝜈

4.1 Dominant Strategies

It is clear from Table 2 that for Player 1, if Drop has to be the dominant strategy then

𝜈 − cN ≥ cN ⟹ 𝜈 ≥ 2 ∗ cN
For Player 2, if Use has to be the dominant strategy then

1 − 2𝜇𝜈 ≥ −𝛽cDU + 𝛼𝜈 and 0 ≥ −𝛽cDU + 𝛼𝜈

⟹ 𝜈 ≤
𝛽cDU
𝛼

and 𝜈 ≤
1 + 𝛽cDU
2𝜇 + 𝛼

4.2 Nash Equilibrium Analysis

The strategy (Drop, Use) becomes a Nash equilibrium for the game if

𝜈 ≥ 2cN and 𝜈 ≤
1 + 𝛽cDU
2𝜇 + 𝛼

The strategy (Forward, Use) becomes a Nash equilibrium for the game if

𝜈 ≤ 2cN and 𝜈 ≤
1 + 𝛽cDU
2𝜇 + 𝛼

The strategy (Drop, Do Not Use) becomes a Nash equilibrium for the game if

𝜈 ≥
1 + 𝛽cDU
2𝜇 + 𝛼

The strategy (Forward, Do Not Use) becomes a Nash equilibrium for the game if

𝜈 ≥
𝛽cDU
𝛼

5 Experimental Results and Discussions

The game that has been analyzed mathematically in the previous section is played

exactly once. In the real life scenario however, the sender and the forwarder repeat-

edly play this game. In the repeated play of the extensive form game, current game

play is affected by every player’s actions in previous plays of the game. Consequently,

some parameter values are carried over or updated to capture this. In our game model,

𝛼 and cN are such parameters.
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5.1 𝜶 Value Determination

As defined previously, 𝛼 is the True Detection Rate. The value of 𝛼 however is

dynamic and changes after each game play. 𝛼 therefore, represents the current

assumption that the sender has about the malicious nature of the forwarder. The

updates to the value of 𝛼 are done according the following equations.

𝛼i =

{
fi(𝛼i−1), if the packet is dropped by the forwarder.

fd(𝛼i−1), if the packet is relayed by the forwarder.

If the packet is dropped, then the value of 𝛼 is incremented by the function fi. If the

packet is forwarded, the value of 𝛼 is decremented by the function fd. The updated

value of 𝛼 is then used in the next round of game play. Since the value of 𝛼 ∈ [0, 1],
the functions should be such that the increment and decrement does not produce an

𝛼 outside this range. The functions fi and fd can thus be selected in the following

ways.

∙ Additive Increase, Additive Decrease (AIAD)

fi(𝛼i−1) = 𝛼i−1 + IF
fd(𝛼i−1) = 𝛼i−1 − DF
Here IF and DF are the linear increase and decrease factors respectively.

∙ Multiplicative Increase, Multiplicative Decrease (MIMD)

fi(𝛼i−1) = IF ∗ 𝛼i−1
fd(𝛼i−1) = 𝛼i−1∕DF
Here IF and DF are the multiplicative increase and decrease factors respectively.

∙ Multiplicative Increase, Additive Decrease (MIAD)

fi(𝛼i−1) = IF ∗ 𝛼i−1
fd(𝛼i−1) = 𝛼i−1 − DF
Here IF is the multiplicative increase and DF is the linear decrease factor.

The strongest possible assumption is made in this case i.e. the scheme chosen for

increment and decrement by the sender is known to every other player as well. Chiu

et al. [3] in their seminal paper proved that AIAD and MIMD do not converge. AIMD

they proved, is the best choice for TCP congestion avoidance. AIMD in their case

corresponds to MIAD in our case because the factor 𝛼 is detrimental when increased

and beneficial when decreased. MIAD is therefore, the best choice for increment-

decrement schemes. This fact is experimentally verified as shown below.

The graph of utility of every player at their Nash equilibrium against the total

number of games played considering the following values of each parameter is shown

in Fig. 2a, b, c.

𝜈 = 1.5, cE = 1, cDU = 2, 𝜇 = 0.5, 𝛽 = 0.5, 𝛼 = 0.01

For AIAD, IF = 0.02 and DF = 0.01

For MIAD, IF = 1.5 and DF = 0.01

For MIMD, IF = 1.5 and DF = 1.2
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Fig. 2 Graph of utility versus game number for forwarder and sender. a AIAD strategy, b MIMD

strategy, c MIAD strategy

The utility value of the forwarder (malicious) node reaches peak value when the

packet is dropped. Number of packet drops can therefore be identified as the number

of peaks in the forwarders graph. As can be seen, MIAD produces the least number of

packet drops over repeated plays of the game. It is therefore experimentally verified

that the 𝛼 value update should follow the MIAD strategy.

5.2 cN Value Determination

The value of cN represents the benefit that the malicious node receives from forward-

ing the packet and faking normal behavior. The benefit is based on the change in 𝛼 at

the sender node. If the value of 𝜈 is greater than (1 + 𝛽 ∗ cDU)∕(2 ∗ 𝜇 + 𝛼) computed

using the updated alpha value, then cN = cE. This is because, the best response for the

sender becomes not sending a packet through the forwarder and hence the forwarder

is exposed. In all other cases, cN = 0.

6 Summary

This paper presents a game theoretic approach to the thwarting of gray hole attacks

in WANETs. Unlike other approaches, there is no additional network level overhead

as every node has only to follow the suggested strategies to counter the attack. An
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extensive form game model is used for the game definition and interim equilibrium

analysis is done after converting it into a Bayesian normal form game. Repeated play

of the game is simulated using the parameters 𝛼 and cN . 𝛼 values in the repeated play

of the game are updated using the MIAD strategy which is experimentally verified to

be the best. The sender thus succeeds in thwarting the gray hole attack if he follows

the suggested strategy under each condition.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

The game theoretic approach described in this paper succeeds in thwarting the gray

hole attack under empirically defined parameter values. This approach is widely

applicable to WANETs, uses the stronger two-player incomplete information exten-

sive form game notion and induces no additional network level overhead. It is there-

fore superior to related work in the area. In subsequent work, we would like to inform

parameter values over subsequent plays of the game by learning over past network

metrics such as congestion and packet drop rate.
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Chi-Square Based Mobile Radio
Propagation Model Analysis
and Validation

Lavanya Vadda, G. Sasibhushana Rao and L. Ganesh

Abstract In urban and semi-urban areas, the ever increasing population is creating
high raised structures and increasing tele-density. It is becoming difficult for the
mobile network providers to offer quality service to the mobile user. One of the
main reasons causing degradation in signal quality is multipath propagation.
Because of this, the Received Signal Strength (RSS) may be either reduced or
completely attenuated at the receiver. So modelling and characterisation of the
channel is necessary. If there is no line-of-sight signal component from transmitting
station to the receiver, then the envelop of the received signal can be statistically
described by Rayleigh distribution. In this paper, real time mobile RSS in terms of
power (in dBm) is recorded, analysed and its quality is tested using theoretical
Rayleigh distribution and also validated using Chi-square fitness-of good test.

Keywords Multipath ⋅ Received signal strength ⋅ Rayleigh distribution ⋅
Chi-square goodness of fit test

1 Introduction

The radio signal travelling through the channel (communication path) can propa-
gate in all possible paths and it can be affected by reflection, refraction, Doppler
spread etc. The number of available propagation paths of the signal increases the
complexity of the channel [1, 2].

A mobile signal travels from a transmitting station to the mobile station over a
number of reflective paths and is known as multipath propagation in wireless
communication system. The deviation of received signal strength due to variations
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in channel is called as fading, and multipath fading indicates changes in the
received signal’s characteristics because of multipath propagation. The error rate of
the received data increases because of multipath fading [3].

In wireless communication, two types of fading may predominantly affect the
mobile users. They are large scale fading and small scale fading. The fading
rapidity changes according to the changes in distance between the transmitting
station and receiving station.

In a multipath environment, the variations of a signal can be analysed by
Rayleigh or Racian distribution [4]. When the Line Of Sight (LOS) between the
transmitting and the receiving stations is blocked, then the signal variations are
statistically analysed by Rayleigh distribution [5]. The Rayleigh probability dis-
tribution function is given by Eq. (1).

f ðxÞ = x
σ2 expð− x2

2σ2Þ for x≥ 0
= 0 otherwise

ð1Þ

where x is a voltage and σ is scale parameter.
The main intention of this paper is to characterize the real time mobile phone

signal data and then validating the recorded data with the theoretical Rayleigh
distribution using Chi-Square goodness of fit test.

2 Analysis of Mobile Radio Propagating Signal

The following steps are followed during the analysis of data:

1. The mobile radio propagating signal data is recorded under homogeneous
multipath conditions for a period of 1 h 25 min and the same is analysed. The
recorded data illustrates the signal variation at certain time intervals in multipath
environment as shown in Fig. 1.

2. Received power is transformed from dBm to dB and then to model the voltage, a
load resistance, R, of 50 Ω is considered. Voltage values for the recorded data
are calculated by using the following equation

v=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2RP

p
ð2Þ

Recorded data is complex to analyse and is normalized by considering one of its
parameters. The expression for the Probability Distribution Function (PDF), as a
function of the mode is considered. Here for Rayleigh distribution, the mode is
predicted from mean using the equality σ

p
π 2̸ = 1.25σ.

Thus Fig. 2 shows the recorded data of voltage which is normalized with its
predicted modal value σ = 1.
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3. Comparison of recorded mobile data PDF with theoretical Rayleigh PDF: The
theoretical Rayleigh PDF and PDF for the observed data is plotted using Eq. (1)
and shown in Fig. 3. The match between the observed and theoretical values is
reasonably good. Figure 4 shows the histogram plot between the theoretical and
observed data using the following equation

ZX2

X1

f ðxÞdx = exp −
X2
2

2σ2

� �
− exp −

X2
1

2σ2

� �
ð3Þ

where X1 and X2 are the bin limits.

4. The bin frequencies and centers are provided by the histogram of the measured
data. These frequencies are converted into probabilities by dividing them by the
total number of samples.

5. Validation of the recorded mobile data with the theoretical Rayleigh distribution
using Chi-square goodness of fit test.
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3 Validation of Observed Values with True Values Using
Chi-Square Test

From the visual comparison, it is evident that measured data follows theoretical
PDF. But by using Chi-square goodness of fit test, we can quantify how good the fit
is, between the theoretical and observed data [6].

To determine goodness of fit between the theoretical (expected values) and the
observed values in one or more cases, chi-square test is used. The term ‘Chi-
square’ is used because the Greek letter χ is used to define this distribution. The
elements on which this distribution is based are squared, so that the symbol χ2 is
used to denote the distribution [6].

In the Chi-square test, the difference between the values observed experimentally
and the values that would be expected are measured. Then, this measure has to be
compared with critical values which are tabulated for significance level and
degree of freedom of the Chi-square test. Generally this significance level is set to
1 % or 5 %. A significance level of 5 % means that it is the point at which there is
95 % confidence that the difference is NOT due to chance alone.

Degree of freedom is denoted by ‘υ’. For any χ2 distribution, a number of
independent free choices can be made in allocating values to the expected fre-
quencies. The degrees of freedom are defined as M − 1, the total number in the
group minus one restriction. The critical χ2 value can be read directly from the
table. A critical value is the value corresponding to a degree of freedom for a
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given significance level. First is to determine degrees of freedom and locate the
value in the appropriate column. Then, locate the critical value for corresponding
degrees of freedom and significance level. To read the chi-square table, we need
degree of freedom as well as the significance level of the test.

The steps in using the chi-square test may be summarized as follows:

I. The sample space Sx, is partitioned into a union of Y disjoint bins.
II. In ‘n’ repetitions of the experiment, the expected number of outcomes that fall

in the Yth interval is given by EY = nbY where the probability that a outcome
is in the Yth interval is indicated by bY.

III. Chi-square measure and is denoted by χ2, it is the weighted difference between
the observed number of outcomes, OY, and the expected number, EM that fall
in the Yth interval

χ2 = ∑
Y

n=1

On −Enð Þ2
En

. ð3Þ

IV. If χ2 ≥ tα, then the fit is good otherwise the hypothesis is rejected. Where tα is
the critical value for significance level α and for degree of freedom.

The test is performed by splitting the recoded data into intervals or bins of equal
length. The results for the theoretical and obtained for 30 bins are tabulated in
Table 1, and in Table 2, the critical values for different degrees of freedom and
significant levels are tabulated.

Table 1 Chi-square measure table for 30-bins

Bin
Min.

Bin
Max.

Measured
freq (O)

Theo-freq (E) (O-E)2/E Bin
Min.

Bin
Max.

Measured
freq (O)

Theo-freq (E) (O-E)2/E

0 0.26 3442.0 3333.3 3.54 1.18 1.23 3470.0 3333.3 5.60

0.26 0.37 3364.0 3333.3 0.28 1.23 1.29 3397.0 3333.3 1.22

0.37 0.46 3353.0 3333.3 0.12 1.29 1.35 3285.0 3333.3 0.70

0.46 0.53 3496.0 3333.3 7.94 1.35 1.42 3261.0 3333.3 1.57

0.53 0.63 3311.0 3333.3 0.15 1.42 1.48 3308.0 3333.3 0.19

0.63 0.67 3372.0 3333.3 0.45 1.48 1.55 3288.0 3333.3 0.62

0.67 0.73 3325.0 3333.3 0.02 1.55 1.63 3356.0 3333.3 0.15

0.73 0.79 3370.0 3333.3 0.40 1.63 1.71 3263.0 3333.3 1.48

0.79 0.84 3307.0 3333.3 0.21 1.71 1.79 3351.0 3333.3 0.09

0.84 0.90 3313.0 3333.3 0.12 1.79 1.89 3316.0 3333.3 0.09

0.90 0.96 3245.0 3333.3 2.34 1.89 2.01 3365.0 3333.3 0.30

0.96 1.01 3224.0 3333.3 3.59 2.01 2.15 3264.0 3333.3 1.44

1.01 1.07 3313.0 3333.3 0.12 2.15 2.33 3329.0 3333.3 0.01

1.07 1.12 3296.0 3333.3 0.42 2.33 2.61 3351.0 3333.3 0.09

1.12 1.18 3311.0 3333.3 0.15 2.61 99.0 3354.0 3333.3 0.13

χ2 = 33.5432
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Here the degree of freedom is the number of bins minus number of parameters
(mean, mode) extracted from the data i.e., Y − m − 1.

The obtained χ2 value from Eq. (3) should always be less than the tabulated
critical value. The percentage of fitness is determined by the significance level. The
χ2 value after calculation is 33.57 and this value is compared with the critical value
for different degrees of freedom and significance levels. For degree of freedom
‘υ’ = 28 and for 1 % significance the critical value is 48.28 and for 5 % signifi-
cance it is 42.34. In both the cases, threshold value exceeds the obtained value and
hence, the test is passed.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, the PDF of recorded real-time data is compared with the theoretical
Rayleigh distribution function and is validated with the Chi-square goodness of fit
test. Fading pattern for real-time mobile phone data is characterised for a typical
urban environment. Chi-Square goodness of fit test is used to validate the per-
centage of fitness between the theoretical and measured mobile phone data. The
obtained goodness of fit parameter is compared with the predefined critical value
with certain threshold level (α), i.e. corresponding to particular degrees of freedom.
Finally it can be concluded that the recorded mobile phone data follows the Ray-
leigh distribution.
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Collision Theory Based Sentiment
Detection of Twitter Using Discourse
Relations

Anuta Mukherjee and Saswati Mukherjee

Abstract Social networking sites such as Twitter are contributing to a large
increase in the growth of data today, and are a rich source for sentiment detection or
mining. This research employs collision theory to achieve a query based sentiment
detection of Twitter data with discourse analysis. Hadoop has been exploited for
speed. Our experiments show effective results.

Keywords Hadoop ⋅ Sentiment analysis ⋅ Collision theory ⋅ Discourse
relations

1 Introduction

Twitter is a micro-blogging website that allows users to post short messages, called
tweets. The popularity of this website and its continuous use en mass ensures that
any information garnered from this site is directly coming from the users. While
research on Twitter data is attractive, researchers are faced with the challenge of Big
Data.

Perhaps the largest use of Twitter data is found in opinion mining or sentiment
detection [1]. The availability of opinions of millions of users can be exploited for
online applications to provide quick replies to all possible queries spanning all
domains using online data. However for this we need a domain independent sen-
timent detection method suitable for online applications.
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In this paper, we propose a fast, online, domain independent Twitter sentiment
detection using Hadoop [2], Apache’s MapReduce framework, as an end-to-end
solution. We follow a lexicon-based approach, and apply a modified version of
collision theory [3] combined with discourse analysis [4] to re-assign polarity values
to the sentiment-bearing terms in the proposed sentiment analysis mechanism. We
propose to use a weighted approach, exploiting retweet feature of Twitter data.

In this paper our contributions are (1) Use of Hadoop as a filter to preprocess
Twitter data for domain independent Twitter sentiment analysis, (2) Inclusion of
discourse analysis in modified collision theory and (3) Use of retweet feature for
sentiment analysis.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents a short related work.
Section 3 presents a comprehensive view of the proposed mechanism. The valida-
tion of the proposed method is presented in Sect. 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

In lexicon based Twitter sentiment analysis, the polarity of a sentence is the
summation of the polarity values of every sentiment bearing individual word in the
text [5]. The central requirement of this approach is a dictionary of terms indicating
the polarity. A pioneering lexicon based sentiment detection from tweets has been
proposed by Taboada et al. [1].

Unfortunately, most of the sentiment analysis techniques for micro blogs do not
scale well for big data. To this end some researchers combined machine learning and
lexicon based analysis for Twitter data [6, 7] while other researchers applied big data
based solutions like Hadoop for the purpose of Twitter sentiment analysis [8].

Use of Hadoop for sentiment analysis has the inherent need of a cluster having a
reasonably large number of nodes and this restricts the use of such mechanisms for
online applications. In the proposed method Hadoop is applied with this constraint
in mind.

3 Proposed Work

In this research, we propose a two-phase approach; the Preprocessing phase and the
Analysis phase. A query is given from which sentiment is to be extracted. We
expand noun terms of the query to obtain the feature terms (FT) and use these for
Hadoop based extraction of relevant tweets in the Preprocessing phase. In this
phase, we use only the Map function of Hadoop to ensure reduced number of
nodes, reduced processing time and enhanced speed. This allows a domain inde-
pendent sentiment analysis using any dump of Twitter data. In the Analysis phase,
actual sentiment analysis of each tweet is carried out using the proposed
lexicon-based discourse oriented collision theory. This too has been implemented in
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a Hadoop cluster to improve speed and accommodate large Twitter data. In the
proposed method two important items, viz., the polarity term (PT) and the discourse
terms (DT) are used.

In lexicon-based sentiment detection, the sentiment orientation of a tweet must
be calculated by aggregating the semantic orientation of terms or phrases, mainly
adjectives and adverbs, called the polarity terms (PT). In the proposed method Bing
Liu sentiment lexicon containing around 6800 PT terms is used [9]. We obtain the
initial semantic orientation (SO) values of all PT terms in the extracted tweets
ValuePT, modifying it with the distance factor between PT and any FT terms that
are found in the sentence as shown in Eq. (1).

ValuePT =P ValPT +
P ValPT

2* Dis tan ce feature−PTj jð Þ ð1Þ

where P_ValPT is the signed value of polarity term PT in the Bing Liu list and
Distance|featurei − PT| is the number of terms between the nearest ith FT ‘feature’
found in the sentence of the tweet and the polarity term PT.

We propose a modified collision theory [3] approach to detect sentiment of
tweets using transition of PT terms. We traverse a tweet from left to right looking
for the presence of all PT terms and after the first one, each encounter of a PT term
is designated as a collision. Each collision requires an adjustment of the SO value of
the second PT term using one of the two types of transitions. The first transition is
called the Positive-Follow transition as shown in (2) below. In this transition an
occurrence of a positive PT term influences the polarity of the next PT term in the
absence of any influencing intermediate DT term.

ValuePT =ValuePT +

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P ValPTPr evj jp

Dis tan ce feature−PTj j ð2Þ

The second transition called the Negative-Follow transition is shown in Eq. (3).
In this transition an occurrence of a negative PT term influences the polarity of the
following PT term in the absence of any influencing intermediate DT term.

ValuePT =ValuePT −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P ValPTPr evj jð Þp

Dis tan ce feature−PTj j ð3Þ

In a tweet, there may be multiple transitions and each of these transitions affect the
SO value of the appropriate PT term.

Discourse relations have been harnessed in [4] using certain semantic operators
found in the text. Table 1 below shows various discourse relations and the corre-
sponding semantic operators identified to be important.

We further claim that in a sentence of a tweet, the influence of the Discourse
Terms or DT terms on the PT terms have to be defined with respect to the strength
of the polarity value of the PT term in question and hence an appropriate transition
has to be defined for this purpose. In the proposed work, we have incorporated all
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the semantic operators of Table 1 in the transitions of collision theory based
sentiment analysis. This gives our collision based sentiment detection model an
improved accuracy. To this end, we define our third transition called the PT_Pre-
vious transition as shown in Eq. (4). If during traversal from left to right, a DT
belonging to Conj_prev is encountered, this transition is used to calculate the value
of the current PT term.

ValuePTPr ev =ValuePTPr ev +
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ValuePTð Þ

p
ð4Þ

The fourth transition, expressed in Eq. (5), is called the DT_Previous transition.
If during traversal from left to right, a DT belonging to Modals or Conditionals is
encountered, this transition is used to calculate the value of the current PT term.

ValuePT =
1
2
ValuePT ð5Þ

For negation, we’ve flipped the value of the PT term.
The sentiment value for each of the tweets is the summation of the calculated

polarity values of all the PT-s present in the tweet. A tweet has a field labeled
‘retweet’ that indicates how many times a tweet was resent by users. This makes
certain tweets more important than other and hence we propose to use this feature to
decide the weightage of a certain tweet in the overall sentiment detection of a
certain topic. We finally apply the retweet-based weighting for each of the tweet
sentiment values and obtain the overall sentiment for the given query.

The final overall value of the query is the summation of the sentiment values of
all the tweets extracted by the preprocessing system.

4 Experimental Section

To test the efficacy of Hadoop to run as a filter to Twitter data and to implement
sentiment analysis, we have used a YARN version 2.4.1. To compare the perfor-
mance of Hadoop-based sentiment analysis, we have run our experiments on a

Table 1 Discourse relations and semantic operators

Relations Semantic operators

Conj_Fol But, however, yet, still, nevertheless, otherwise nonetheless
Conj_Prev Till, until, despite, in spite, though, although
Conj_Infer Therefore, furthermore, consequently, thus, as a result, eventually, hence
Modal Might, could, can, would, may, should, ought to, need not, must
Conditional If
Negation Not, neither, never, no, nor
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normal Java platform in a single node Hadoop cluster and in a 4-node Hadoop
cluster. In the 4-node cluster, one node is used as a Resource Manager and three
nodes are used as Node Managers.

We have used two data sets to check the efficiency and accuracy of our
approach. The first data set constitutes of tweets downloaded using Twitter API. We
obtained 3000 tweets related to five keywords, viz., Cricket, Narendra Modi,
Earthquake, Facebook and Instagram. Tweets from each group were manually
classified as positive, negative, neutral or uncertain towards the specific set of
expanded keywords. After removing duplicate and uncertain tweets from each
group, we obtained five test sets of tweets. This data set contains 930 positive
tweets, 468 negative tweets and 1,212 neutral tweets.

We used Sanders data set [10] as our second data set. There are 5513 tweets for
four different categories, Apple, Google, Microsoft and Twitter.

4.1 Evaluation

We have a three-part evaluation: the first part is Map-only Hadoop as a filter, the
second part is the sentiment analysis with respect to a query and the third part is the
efficacy of running the sentiment analysis in standard Hadoop cluster environment.

To evaluate the Hadoop as a filter, we manually created different queries that are
appropriate to each keyword for each of the two data set. The queries are POS tagged
individually to identify nouns and are then semantically expanded using WordNet to
obtain sets of expanded feature terms or FT. We then ran each data set using only the
Map function in Hadoop to obtain separate groups of tweets. For data set 1, we
compared the per group tweets extracted by Hadoop with the ones obtained using
Twitter API for each keyword. Similarly, for the second data set, the extracted
groups are compared with the four different groups of tweets provided in [10].

Here, Hadoop is used as a two-class classifier. Since recall is widely used for
evaluating the performance of unstructured as well as semi-structured document
categorization, we have adopted recall here for comparing the performance of
Hadoop as a filter. The result is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Recall of Hadoop
filter
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In the above figure, the worst recall values are for Facebook and Apple at 67.9
and 68.1 respectively, indicating that there were at least 67.9 % of correct tweets
obtained among all the tweets extracted by Hadoop for the specific keyword.

The second part of our evaluation is for the sentiment analysis. We used the
tweets extracted in the first part of evaluation in the second part. To compare
performance of our analysis system, the accuracy of the proposed algorithm
(Discourse_Collision) is compared with three algorithms, viz., Collision Theory [3],
lexicon based Discourse Analysis [4] and SentiStrength [1] as shown in Fig. 2.

As seen above, our proposed method gives vastly better results than both the
Collision theory and the Discourse Analysis methods and outperforms SentiS-
trength for many keywords in both the data sets.

We test the third part of our system, the efficacy of Hadoop, by running Dis-
course_Collision experiments in three different setups, viz., non-Hadoop environ-
ment, single-node Hadoop environment and a 4-node Hadoop cluster environment.
We used the two data sets from earlier experiments and created three sets of data
with 1000 tweets, 2000 tweets and 5000 tweets. Proposed sentiment analysis is run
in the three setups for the all the sizes of data and the time spent is observed, as
shown in Fig. 3.

The result reinforces the need of using Hadoop cluster for sentiment analysis of
Twitter data.

Fig. 2 Comparison of
accuracy
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5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a collision theory based discourse analysis mechanism for
sentiment analysis of Twitter data using Hadoop. We have compared the result with
three existing related methods that show the efficacy of the proposed method. While
there are a multitude of research using machine learning methods, lexicon based
mechanism brings in advantages to Twitter sentiment analysis that are important to
the research and cannot be ignored. This research explores and includes such a
method, namely collision theory in Twitter sentiment analysis. As future work, we
would like to explore the possibilities of combining machine learning methods with
the proposed collision based discourse analysis to improve the results further.
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Malicious Account Detection Based on Short
URLs in Twitter

Rasula Venkatesh, Jitendra Kumar Rout and S.K. Jena

Abstract The popularity of Social Networks during the last several years have

attracted attention of cyber-criminals for spreading of spam and malicious contents.

In order to send spam messages to lured users, spammers creating fake profiles, lead-

ing to fraud and/or malware campaigns. Sometimes to send malicious messages,

cyber-criminals use stolen accounts of legitimate users. Nowadays they are creating

short URLs by the short URL service provider and post it on friend’s board. Lured

users unknowingly clicking on these links, are redirected to malicious websites. To

control such type of activities over Twitter we have calculated a trust score for each

user. Based on the trust score, one can decide whether a user is trustable or not. With

usage of trust score, we have achieved accuracy of 92.6 % and F-measure of 81 %

with our proposed approach.

Keywords Short URLs ⋅ Cyber crime ⋅ Spam messages ⋅ Trust score

1 Introduction

Social networking is a platform which provides to build a social relationship among

people using the Internet. Over recent years, social networks are largest and fastest

growing networks. Out of hundreds of online social networks present today, only few

like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn etc. are the most popular based on the number of

active users. In these networks the users are sharing their personal information. These

sites can be used by the government to get opinion of public quickly. On Twitter users

are communicating through tweets. Twitter is playing a crucial role for connecting
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people, and people can discuss on a particular topic like earthquake in Nepal. In

Twitter, the user can send a massage maximum up to 140 characters only. Twitter

allows only unidirectional relationship among the users. User can add tags to the

tweets (i.e. #tags) which provides combination of all the related information.

Twitter has a concept of following. Suppose, if a user A follows a user B signifies

that all tweet posted by B would be posted on timeline of A. But user B cannot see the

tweets posted by the user A. By this we can specify that whose tweets the user having

an interest to see. These user could be friends, co-workers, celebrities, researchers

etc. Twitter acting as news social media for spreading the breaking information over

the globe. Twitter has trending topics on the left side of the user timeline. Trending

topics contain top 10 hot topics to discuss. In order post a tweet related to trending

topic user must include # followed by topic name. With millions of tweets generated

per day, there is also an increasing concerns about the trustworthiness of information

disseminated throughout the social networks and the privacy breaching threats of

participant’s private information.

Few years ago, the users are limited to viewing of information on the websites.

Now online social networks are providing a platform for the users to actively par-

ticipate over the websites. At the same time there are cyber-criminals attacks like

stealing credentials, fake messages etc. Cybercrimes are serious threat for Internet

users. Twitter is the one of social network attracted by the most of the malicious

users. They are providing malicious links and fake information for advertising pur-

pose or get the money from the lure users. Twitter having limitation that we can on

send 140 characters, the user can not send whole URL in a tweet. There are some

of the URL shortening service provider (goo.gl, bit.ly, t.co) present for shortening

the long URL to short URL. Spammers are masquerading the actual URLs, i.e. user

doesn’t know the actual link behind the short URL.

In this work, we have focused on “trust score” of a user. In social network (like

Twitter) user can participate in several social activities. How much trustable a person

is in social networks? Based on the trust score, the user can decide tweets posted by

the particular user is trustable or not. If the user is having higher trust score [6], the

information posted by user is legitimate content. Lesser the trust score, the informa-

tion posted by him is more vulnerable, i.e. containing malicious information. The

trust score is numerical score with in the range of 0 to 1. For calculating trust we are

considered many parameters like user activities, social connection, user profiles etc.

In the past, several machine learning algorithms have been employed to extract and

classify social network users, still most of them failed to accurately classify mali-

cious users.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 some existing work

on malicious account detection are discussed Sect. 3 deals with methodology for the

data collection Sects. 4 and 5 describes the proposed algorithm and machine learn-

ing classification techniques respectively. Results and analysis discussed in Sect. 6.

Section 7, concludes this paper and suggests future scope.
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2 Related Work

In the recent years a lot of work done related to developing feature models for detect-

ing suspiciousness. Lee et al. [8], have proposed a method for detection of suspicious

URLs, these are redirecting chain of URLs. Caverlee et al. [7], have discussed pro-

file based features for classification of Twitter users into malicious or legitimate.

Pasquale et al. [3], have suggested classification of the malicious and fraudulent

behavior by the global and local reputation of user. In addition to the spam detection

[2, 4] in social network, rumors identification attain a much attraction. And rumors

trust score [1, 6] is unverifiable because it definitely false [9]. Short URLs are used

to reduce the size. Clicking on short URLs, so it is redirecting on to the long URLs.

There is ambiguity with the short URLs [5].

In heterogeneous graph representation as shown in Fig. 1 there are three types

of vertices, corresponds to three major entities in online social networks e.g., users,

tweets, and hashtag topics.

Directed edges connecting vertices in the graph as shown in Fig. 1 represent dif-

ferent types of social activities. First, an edge from user ui to user uj means that ui
relates to uj in the network (e.g., ui is following uj in Twitter). Second, an edge from

user ui to tweet tj indicates that ui is the author of tj (e.g., ui posts a tweet tj in Twitter).

Third, an edge from tweet ti to topic hj represents that hj is one of the topics covered

in ti (e.g., hj is a hashtag topic in a tweet ti). In addition, there are two more types

of directed edges in the graph. One edge starts from tweet ti and points to another

tweet tj. This represents that tj is a retweet of ti. Another type of edges connects a

tweet ti and a user uj. This specifically captures the mention function in Twitter.

Fig. 1 Heterogeneous

social graph
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3 Data Collection

For our experimental dataset, the first step for our analysis is to gather data by crawl-

ing Twitter. We have used a Twitter API to collect the data. We can collect only the

information that are in the public domain. If a user is keeping his data secret cannot

be accessed (i.e. does not allowing other to access his personal information). Ini-

tially we have collected the user profile information. We received a dataset of 4,230

user’s information and collected 380 suspicious profile data. By using the user pro-

file names tweets are collected. Here, the tweets contains a hashtags. So we have

collected hashtags from all the tweets. And further we have collected tweets which

are related to hashtags. From each hashtag tweets the short URLs are extracted. The

details of the data collection process is shown in Fig. 2.

Twitter quickly reacts to detected malicious profile, as well as deletes any mali-

cious tweet found in order to get the Social Network clean from fraud. So if we want

to get this malicious data for our analysis we should be quicker than Twitter and

gather as much data as possible before it is deleted.

As shown in Fig. 3 each extracted short URLs from hashtag tweets, is queried

to google safe browsing API to find whether the short URLs are malicious or not.

Google safe browsing maintain a black listed URLs. When the request is sent, it

searches against blacklisted URLs. If query returns “false” then the requested URL

is malicious. If it returns “true” then the URL is legitimate. We are assigning trust

score to “hashtags” based on number of legitimate URLs i.e.

Trust score of hashtag =
#Number of legitimateURLs

#Total number of URLs
(1)

If the hashtag having the high trust score, then the information related to that is

more trustable. If the trust score value is low all the information related to that is

malicious. If the trust score is 0.5 then it is not decided (i.e. it may be either mali-

cious/legitimate).

Fig. 2 Data collection
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Fig. 3 Short URLs labeling

4 Proposed Algorithm

Data: a heterogeneous graph representation G (V, E), a trust threshold 𝜃;

Result: a set of malicious activities Mal;

Initialize a trustworthiness score of 0.5 to each node in G;1
Initialize a trust score to each T in G based on the formula given in Eq. 12
repeat3

∀ v ∀ u Trust score(u)=

∑

x∈Bu

Trustscore(x)∕Nu
4
until all nodes are visited in U;5
repeat6

∀ v Trust score(v)=

∑

x∈Bv

Trustscore(x)∕Nv
7
until all nodes are visited in V;8
Repeat step 6 to 8 until reaching a stable status; each vertex v is calculated a9
trust score T(v);

initialize Mal to be ∅;10
for every v ∈ V do11

if (T(v)≤ 𝜃 ) then12
let Mal = Mal ∪ v;13

return Mal;14
Where

T, U, V is collection of topic node, tweets and user nodes

Nu,Nv is the out degree of the node U, V

Bu,Bv is the set of nodes pointed by node U, V

T(v) is trust score of node v.

𝜃 is threshold value for trust score

The most important step in the above algorithm is the calculating trust score

for the user node in heterogeneous social graph. Trust score is calculated based on

the PageRank algorithm. Initially Mal is empty and it store the information about

the nodes which are less than. Here we are classifying based on the trust score. If the

user having score less than the threshold value are classified as malicious.
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4.1 Feature Selection

In this approach, we propose a new feature i.e. trust score for detecting malicious

user. The following are feature used in our classification

∙ User ID: ID of a user assigned by Twitter

∙ Followers Count: Number of user following him

∙ Friends Count: To the number of user the user is following

∙ Status Count: Total number tweets posted

∙ User location: Geographic location of the user

∙ Has URL: Some users having URL in profile data

∙ Spam URLs: number of spam URLs present in tweets

∙ Duplicate URLs: Ratio of total URL and number of unique URLs

∙ Trust score: It is extracted from all the user information

Trust score is more important feature it is calculated based on tweets, hashtags etc.

5 Machine Learning Classification

Now, we describe the way of classification of malicious users. Initially, the dataset is

divided into training dataset (80 %), testing dataset (20 %). In order to assess the most

efficient mechanism to detect malicious accounts, we inspected various machine

learning algorithms. For this classification, we have used the most popular Weka

software package. In this most of the classification algorithms are implemented.

Weka is open source collection of machine learning classifiers for data mining. The

following classifiers are evaluated for our dataset.

5.1 Evaluation Metrics

Accuracy (A) and F-measure are the metrics which are used for the evaluation of the

classifier performance. If evaluation metrics having higher value, then the classifier

is best suitable for data set. The evaluation metrics described effectively by confusion

matrix as shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Confusion matrix
Malicious Legitimate

Malicious TP FN

Legitimate FP TN
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6 Results

The objective of current study is identifying aberrant behavior of users in Twitter.

We have analyzed user suspiciousness based on the trust score. If the calculated trust

score is greater than the threshold value 𝜃 then the user is legitimate user. We are

taken a threshold value as 0.5. If the user score is less than 0.5 then the user no more

trustable as shown in Fig. 4. Here we treat the obtained trust score as a feature along

with the all obtained user profile features like followers count, following count, status

count etc. In the above Table 2, it shows that decision tree works better compared

with the other classifiers, Fig. 5 also describes that the accuracy of decision tree is

better than the other two classifiers. In our dataset, decision tree correctly classifies

75 % malicious users. 25 % malicious users are misclassified as legitimate.

Fig. 4 Classification of users

Table 2 Comparison of classifiers

Evalution metric Decision tree (%) Naive bayes (%) Random forest (%)

Accuracy 92.6 89.9 90.4

F-measure (Malicious) 81.0 64.4 76.3

F-measure (Legitimate) 95.5 93.4 94.0

True positive rate 88.2 80.9 79.0

False positive rate 93.6 90.1 93.0

Positive predictive rate 74.9 53.5 73.7

Negative predictive rate 97.3 97.1 94.8
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Fig. 5 Efficiency versus no of features in training data set

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have developed an algorithm for calculating trust score of each user

in heterogeneous social graph for Twitter. The trust score is a special feature that can

be used to detect malicious activities in Twitter with high accuracy. Our classifier

attains an improved F-measure of 81 % and with an accuracy of 92.6 %. In this work,

we have successfully detected malicious users. For calculating trust score we have

considered only short URLs of trending topics. Based on the backward propagation,

we assign trust score to tweets if trending topics present in that tweet and followed

by the users. Future work deals with calculation of trust score by considering the

short URLs present in the tweet.
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Distance, Energy and Link Quality Based
Routing Protocol for Internet of Things

Kirshna Kumar, Sushil Kumar and Omprakash Kaiwartya

Abstract In future communication networks with IoT, each of the things will be
able to communicate with other things ubiquitously throughout the time clock.
Multipath distortion, noise and interference create problems for low power com-
munication devices. These smart devices contain limited amount of battery, energy
and processing power. In this context this dissertation proposes Distance, Energy
and Link quality based Routing protocol (DELR) to enhance routing success
probability and to minimize route setup delay. Finally, the performance of the
proposed algorithm is evaluated with respect to the protocol: REL considering the
metric such as routing success probability and route setup delay in the various
rounds. The results demonstrate that the performance of proposed algorithm is
better than the compared algorithm: REL in terms of routing success probability
and route setup delay on the simulated network in IoT applications.

Keywords Internet of things ⋅ Route setup delay ⋅ Routing success probability ⋅
Energy efficiency ⋅ Link quality
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1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) is the process of creating, accumulating and communi-
cating information among smart devices with or without human intervention.
Things or Objects with communication capabilities and embedded intelligence are
known as Smart Devices [1]. In Internet communication occurs between users,
while in IoT communication occurs between devices automatically [2]. This paper
proposes Distance, Energy and Link quality based Routing protocol (DELR) for
IoT to enhance routing success probability and to minimize route setup delay. It
considers link quality and energy efficiency. The performance of the proposed
algorithm is evaluated with respect to the protocol: REL. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. In Sect. 2, related literatures are reviewed. In Sect. 3, DELR
is presented. In Sect. 4, experimental results are discussed. Finally, Sect. 5 con-
cludes the work presented in this article with future research direction in the area.

2 Related Work

Routing algorithms provide the forwarding methods on the basis of location of the
current forwarding node, its neighbors, and the packet destination. Greedy routing
can be based on progress, distance and direction. In the progress based scheme [3],
the next forwarding node is selected based on the progress. Distance based [3]
greedy routing scheme is based on the distance. Direction based greedy routing is
based on direction. It considers the deviation (angle between current, next hop and
destination node) from the line connecting active sender and destination
[3]. GEDIR [4] is a position based greedy forwarding algorithm.

Energy-efficient probabilistic routing (EEPR) algorithm [5], which controls the
transmission of the routing request packets stochastically in order to increase the
network lifetime and decrease the packet loss under the flooding algorithm.
In EEPR algorithm the routing setup delay is slightly increased and the routing
success probability is slightly decreased. Routing protocol based on Energy and
Link quality (REL) [6] can be used to optimize route selection mechanism by using
link quality estimation, energy evaluation and providing load balancing mecha-
nisms. REL algorithm provides less routing success probability and routing set up
delay is also increased.
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3 DELR

3.1 Enhanced Range Directional Routing (ER-DIR)

ER-DIR algorithm provides different possible routes as output and that output is
used as input in RELD algorithm to find optimum path from source to destination.

3.2 Distance Calculation

Distance between two nodes with coordinates a1, b1ð Þ and a2, b2ð Þ is calculated
using Eq. 1

Distance=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ða2 − a1Þ2 + ðb2 − b1Þ2

q
; ð1Þ

Distance of one route is calculated by adding distance between all intermediate
nodes from source node to destination node. One value of distance is selected as
threshold value that is called Distance threshold ðDthÞ, which is selected with
respect to straight distance (d) from source node to destination node to increase
routing success probability.
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3.3 Link Quality Evaluation

Link quality is measured in terms of either Link Quality Indicator (LQI) or Receiver
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). Optimal threshold value LQIthð Þ is selected to
provide optimal packet delivery ratio (PDR). Link is divided into good links and
weak links on the basis of LQIth value, if it is lesser than LQI value and more than
LQI value respectively. Finding path sender sends Route Request (RREQ) message
and receiver node sends Route Reply (RREP) message. Both messages contain LQI
information of link and this information is updated at every hope. If it is weak link
then updated if required. On the basis of average LQI value of present destination,
routes are evaluation.

3.4 Energy Evaluation

The consumption of energy by each node is required in balanced way. For energy
evaluation one threshold value, Energy threshold Eth

� �
is selected. In starting phase

of execution in the network, percentage of residual energy has to be stored by every
node and, the present energy level Et is compared with previous energy level
E t− 1ð Þ, after each t time units by each node. An energy event of discharge is
indicated if Eth is less than the difference between Et and E t− 1ð Þ which is called
(IndexRADV ). Difference of energy consumption in the nodes is dependent on the
Energy threshold Eth

� �
value (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Selection of neighbor nodes based on angle
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3.5 Optimum Path Algorithm

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

The tool used to simulate our work is Matlab 2009b.
Figure 2 shows PDR for various values of Dth which changes from 4 to 20 m.

PDR is higher than desired 80 %. According to our results, the most appropriate
values for Dth is 12 m for better PDR. Figure 3 shows the result of route setup
delay. Route setup delay is described as the time difference between the time when
a source node forwards the RREQ packets and the time when destination node
receives the first RREQ packet. It is directly proportional to collision. The route
setup delay under the DELR algorithm has approximately 1.106ms lesser than that
under the typical REL protocol (Table 1).

Figure 4 shows routing success probability of DELR algorithm is 93.233 %
which is approximately 2.5 % higher than that of the typical REL protocol.
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Fig. 3 Route setup delay

Table 1 Simulation
parameters

Parameters Values

Area 200 m × 200 m
Number of nodes 100
Simulation time 60 min
Base station location (60, 60)
Initial energy 17565 J (2 AA batteries)

Eth 2

LQIth 200

Dth 12 m
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

The design of this protocol and its analysis theoretically prove that DELR protocol
minimizes route setup delay and enhances routing success probability of the net-
work. In particular, using DELR protocol routing success probability is enhanced
from 90.735 to 93.233 % and route setup delay is reduced from 4.715 to 3.609 ms
as compared to REL. Algorithm considered in this paper, works well in static
environment. In future Adaptability in a dynamic network environment will be also
explored.
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Effect and Suppression of Noise
in 2D PC/OOC Scheme for Optical
CDMA Systems

Manisha Bharti, Ajay K. Sharma and Manoj Kumar

Abstract The performance of 2D wavelength/time optical code division multiple
access (OCDMA) system is adversely affected by the presence of noise at its
physical layer. It is present in the form of Multiple Access Interference (MAI) and
beat noise in OCDMA systems and degrades its performance. In this paper an
attempt has been made to determine as well as to mitigate the effect of noise using
either Optical Hard Limiter (OHL) or Coherent detection technique for a system
employing prime sequence permutations over time spreading optical orthogonal
codes (OOCs). Investigations reveal that performance of system is severely affected
by noise and it can be improved by using coherent detection as well as hard limiter.
Specifically for this PC/OOC coding technique, it has been reported in the results
that coherent detection for reducing the noise outperforms the use of optical hard
limiter.

Keywords Optical code-division multiple access (OCDMA) ⋅ Multiple access
interference (MAI) ⋅ Optical hard limiter (OHL) ⋅ PC/OOC

1 Introduction

Optical code division multiple access (OCDMA) system is based on the principle of
electrical CDMA. The significant distinction between the two lies in the frequency
and channel used [1]. In both the techniques, unique codes are mapped to the
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identities of users using the principle of spread spectrum. OCDMA system was
initially proposed for the implementation of ultrafast asynchronous broadcast LANs
[1, 2]. It continues to receive attention due to its ability for enhance information
security, simplified network control and improved spectral efficiency [2]. However,
noise, on the other hand, is the ever present nuisance in any OCDMA system
affecting its performance at physical layer. It restricts the maximum number of users
due to the presence of multiple access interference (MAI) and beat noise. MAI
results when many users simultaneously share the same transmission bandwidth
and interfere with each other [3]. It is a serious issue to be addressed specially in
asynchronous OCDMA systems. This is caused due to the non-ideal orthogonal
property of the optical codes [4]. Due to random time offsets between the signals,
the interference comes into existence that makes it impossible to design the code
waveforms to be completely orthogonal [5]. Secondly, beat noise is caused by the
interaction among electrical fields belonging to signal, spontaneous emission and
local laser oscillator [6]. At the receiver side, photo detector generates a pho-
tocurrent along with several side components. These side components are due to the
beating action of noise electric field with other optical noise components leading to
the formation of beat noise [7].

Several methods have been proposed by researchers to improve the OCDMA
system’s performance in presence of noise. Both MAI and beat noise can be
reduced to a great extent by using optical hard limiter (OHL) and heterodyne
coherent detection receiver. OHL is a non linear device that is capable of limiting
the received optical power to a fixed level when it is higher than or equal to the
threshold [8]. According to Dang et al. [9], at a particular wavelength, only those
pulses whose maximum power are longer or equal to the threshold power can pass
through the OHL. Another method to combat with beat noise and MAI is hetero-
dyne detection. Pham et al. [10], proposed the use of heterodyne receiver for optical
systems to improve their performance. Heterodyne detection is a type of coherent
detection technique that consists of a local oscillator (LO), whose frequency differ
from the received signal carrier frequency. The frequency of local oscillator is
coherently mixed with the received signal.

The purpose of this manuscript is to analyze the impact of beat noise and MAI
on PC/OOC codes and to apply optical hard limiter (OHL) as well as heterodyne
detection to combat with these effects. The results are reported on the basis of
probability of error. The paper is organized in the following manner. Section 1,
introduces the basic concepts of OCDMA and noise types that affect the perfor-
mance of system along with the methods to combat with these effects. Section 2
describes the performance analysis of PC/OOC codes with and without the presence
of noise and it also includes the enhancement in performance using OHL and
coherent detection at receiver. Finally, Sect. 3 concludes the paper.
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2 Performance Analysis of PC/OOCs

This family of codes support multiple wavelength hopping for a given time
spreading code by using prime sequences for wavelength hopping and (n, w, 1, 1)
optical code for time spreading. This is represented as (m × n, w, λa = 1, λc = 1).
The time slot may contain none or one pulse of the appropriate wavelength in this
code [8]. This wavelength is decided with the help of permutations of wavelengths
that are done by prime sequences over non-zero time slots of the pre decided time
spreading orthogonal code. The code weight w of optical orthogonal codes can be
as high as p (prime number) providing a total group Фgroup = p, of prime sequences
to generate the new matrices [10, 11]. The value of auto correlation and cross
correlation functions of the PC/OOC codes is 1 to minimize the effect of multiple
access interference MAI. The cardinality of optical orthogonal codes is described
by [11]:

∅ooc ≤
Nooc − 1
w w− 1ð Þ , ð1Þ

Here Nooc ≥wðw− 1Þ∅ooc + 1 denotes the length of code and w denotes the weight
of code. The cardinality of PC/OOC is described by [10]:

∅pc o̸oc =∅ooc*P2 ð2Þ

Let q0 and qi be the probability of having one hit among the code set from group 0
and group i (for i = 1, 2, …, p-1), respectively. Then we have from [11]:

q0 =
w2ð∅ooc − 1Þ

2Nooc ∅oocP2 − 1ð Þ ð3Þ

qi =
w2ð∅oocp − 1Þ+ ðw− 1Þ2

2Nooc ∅oocP3 − 1ð Þ , ð4Þ

Taking Th and K as the decision threshold and number of users in the system
respectively, the probability of error for PC/OOC is given by [6]:

Pe ≤
1
2
∑
Th

i=0
− 1ð Þi w

i

� �
1−

qi
w

h ik− 1
ð5Þ

In general, for the optimum performance of the system the value of decision
threshold is taken to be equal to the weight of code. The generic equation used for
MAI is obtained as [12]:
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Pe =
1
2

∑
K − 1

i= Th

K − 1
i

� �
qið1− qÞK − 1− i ð6Þ

Here, K is the number of simultaneous users, Th is pre-determined threshold of the
receiver the threshold (= code weight). The equation for q (average probability) is
defined separately for each case. Similarly the generic equation for error probability
in the presence of Beat Noise is obtained from [13] and is given as:

Pe = ∑
K − 1

i=1

K − 1
i

� �
1
2

Q SNR0ð Þ+Q SNR1ð Þf gqi 1− qð ÞK − 1− i ð7Þ

SNR0 =
psPdD− jPcffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2PcPc

j
2

� �
1
ps

s ; SNR1 =
psPd + jPc − psPdDffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2jPdPc+ 2PcPc

j
2

� �
1
ps

s ð8Þ

Here, ps is the available wavelengths (= w), Pd and Pc are optical powers of data
and interferer pulses respectively, D is the threshold (= 1/2). In Eq. (7) it is
assumed that out of K simultaneous users, i users out of possible K-1 are trans-
mitting “1” (binomial distribution with probability ½) and at the time of thresh-
olding, j pulses among i are deposited to form the autocorrelation peak. The
equation for error probability of PC/OOC under MAI condition is obtained by
substituting the value of qPC in Eq. (6).

In Fig. 1, the error probability for m = 7, 11 and 13 have been individually
calculated using Eq. (7). In the case of m = 7, the wavelength–hopping sequence

Fig. 1 Error probability of the PC/OOCs under MAI condition versus the number of simultaneous
users for various m
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has been generated over GF (7) and for time spreading (25, 3, 1, 1) OOC has been
used. Similar procedure is used for m = 11 and 13. From the above figure, the
effect of m on the error probability in the presence of MAI can be easily seen. The
error probability decreases as the value of m is increased from 7 to 13. One may
expect MAI to increase the error probability as m is increased, however, due to the
code properties of (n, w, 1, 1) OOC, the code weight w increases by a very small
value (from 3 to 6 as m is varied from 7 to 13) as compared to the increase in code
length n (which increases from 25 to 121 as m is varied from 7 to 13). The larger
code length along with a smaller code weight ensures lesser number of interfering
terms. Hence, MAI decreases with the increasing value of m in this case.

Similarly the equation for PC/OOC in the presence of Beat Noise has been
deduced by substituting the value of qPC in Eq. (7). In Fig. 2, the error probability
of PC/OOC is shown in the presence of Beat Noise. This is compared with the
respective error probabilities when Beat Noise is absent. For all values of m, the
error probability increases when Beat Noise is present. The higher the value of m,
greater is the Beat Noise. From the above figure, when the code weight, w, is
increased marginally from 3 to 6, difference in the error probabilities between the
presence and absence of Beat Noise increases considerably. This is because; more
beating components are produced in the receiver for heavier code weights.

For analyzing the effect of using hard limiter the hard limiting error probability
(HEP) for PC/OOC as given by following equation:

Fig. 2 Error probability of the PC/OOCs (with and without Beat Noise) versus the number of
simultaneous users for various m
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Pe ≤
1
2
∑
Th

i=0
ð− 1Þi w

i

� �
1−

qPCi
w

� �K − 1

ð9Þ

where K denotes the number of simultaneous users and qpc is obtained by (3).
From Fig. 3, the effect of OHL is readily seen. For all values of m, the use of

OHL improves the performance considerably. The performance also improves with
the increase in code length, code weight and number of available wavelengths. The
performance for m = 13 is the best as seen from the figure. The generic equation for
error probability when Coherent Detection is employed in the receiver is obtained
from [11] and given as:

Pe = ∑
K − 1

i=1

K − 1
i

� �
1
2

Q SNR0ð Þ+Q SNR1ð Þf gqi 1− qð ÞK − 1− i ð10Þ

where K is the number of simultaneous users, q is the average hit probability
defined separately for each code. SNR0 and SNR1 can be obtained from equation as
given below [11].

SNRb =
ib − iDð Þ2
i2nb

ð11Þ
ib, where b may be bit “0” or bit “1” is the sum of data and MAI currents and is
given as [12]. The equation for PC/OOC for Coherent Detection has been given by:

Fig. 3 HEP of the PC/OOCs versus the number of simultaneous users for OHL
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Pe = ∑
K − 1

i=1

K − 1
i

� �
1
2

Q SNR0ð Þ+Q SNR1ð Þf gqiPC 1− qPCð ÞK − 1− i ð12Þ

Figure 4 shows the performance of Coherent Detector as compared to Optical Hard
Limiter for PC/OOC. The curves for MAI and Beat Noise is also plotted. It is seen
that OHL is capable of reducing both MAI and Beat Noise. The performance due to
Coherent Detector, however far exceeds that of OHL.

3 Conclusion

In this paper, we have examined the effect of MAI and Beat Noise for PC/OOC 2D
optical codes for different number of available wavelengths for OCDMA system.
The various investigations reveal that effect of MAI and beat noise is more at higher
number of wavelengths and where the code weight is larger. An attempt has also
been made to improve the system performance by using OHL and coherent
detection at the receiver. The results obtained provide significant conclusions. First,
both OHL and Coherent Detection successfully reduce MAI and Beat Noise, with
Coherent Detection outperforming OHL.

Fig. 4 Error probability of the PC/OOCs versus the number of simultaneous users for m = 11 for
Coherent Detection
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On-the-Fly Segment Density (OFSD)
in Adaptive Beaconing System
(ABS) Based Connectivity-Aware Geocast
Routing (CAGR) in VANETs

Durga Prasada Dora, Sushil Kumar and Puspanjali Mallik

Abstract Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) is a Critical Communication
Infrastructure (CII), a part of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) that enable the
system to minimize vehicular accident by reducing the traffic congestion. The
embedment of connectivity analysis in designing of geocast routing is the
in-separable phase in VANETs for fulfillment of the said objective. High mobility,
link disconnection and uneven distribution of vehicular nodes makes analysis of
connectivity in VANETs imperative. This paper proposes On-the-Fly Segment
Density (OFSD) in Adaptive Beaconing System (ABS) based Connectivity-Aware
Geocast Routing (CAGR) protocol which enhances the data delivery ratio by
guaranteeing assured connectivity. Simulation result shows that the proposed
scheme works better when the no of nodes is higher, as compared to greedy routing.

Keywords Connectivity-aware geocast routing ⋅ OFSD ⋅ ABS ⋅ VANETs

1 Introduction

VANETs, a subclass of Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) is vehicular traffic
networks used for communication and cooperation between vehicular nodes for
safety message dissemination that minimizes vehicular congestion as well as
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accident and makes the transportation smoother [1, 2]. Efficient coordination and
communication between vehicular nodes is done in VANETs to disseminate critical
information such as road accidents, traffic jams, multimedia services and other
e-commerce application [3, 4].

This paper proposes On-the-Fly Segment Density (OFSD) in Adaptive Bea-
coning System (ABS) based Connectivity-Aware Geocast Routing (CAGR) pro-
tocol. In the following sections, the subsequent divisions of this paper are
presented. Section 2 reviews the relevant literatures and related work regarding
connectivity-aware geocasting. Section 3 introduces the proposed routing scheme
and its different phases. Section 4 provides information regarding simulation and
analysis of results. Section 5 concludes this paper and gives potions for future
work.

2 Related Work

Shortest path based traffic aware routing (STAR) [5] considers effect of traffic light
on connectivity in designing of routing protocols. It assumes high density on green
light segment. A connectivity-aware intersection-based routing in VANETs (CAIR)
[6] chooses intersected connected routes having higher connectivity and lower
transmission delay based on the fly real time traffic density collection scheme.
Connectivity-aware routing (CAR) [7] uses adoptive beaconing mechanism where
beaconing interval is related to the node density of the neighbors and network load
due to generation of beacon packets reduced significantly. In [8], Adaptive Traffic
Beacon (ATB incorporates two parameters such as message utility and channel
quality and shown that adoptive beaconing enhances the penetration rate by
broadening dissemination of message than flooding based approaches.

3 Connectivity-Aware Geocast Routing (CAGR)

Dis-connectivity, as shown in the Fig. 1, can be arise in VANETs due to three
different circumstances such as directional changes of vehicular nodes, variation in
vehicular speed and degradation of link quality due to interference and shadow
fading.

3.1 On-the-Fly Segment Density (OFSD) in Adaptive
Beaconing System (ABS)

In the proposed on-the-fly-node density (OFSD) approach, the source or the relay
node attaches extra information such as node density (number of neighbor nodes
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around the sender) as well as segment density (number of nods present in path
segment of the network) in the beaconed packet during beaconing. Proposed
OFSD-ABS algorithm describes as follows. Node N stores the IP address infor-
mation Ip of its neighbors from beaconed information BI and stores in its IP address
table TIP and calculates node density Nd. When critical information is disseminated
by the sender, it attaches Nd with it and send. In this way, when the data packets
reaches to the receiver through routers by multi hopping, each router does the same
thing and segment density Sd is available.

3.2 Impact of Traffic Signal on OFSD in ABS

When the traffic signal is Red, all the vehicles in the network segments starts
accumulating and joined in a small area near traffic post. For that reason it is
unnecessary to search the whole segment length SL to find Sd. The proposed
algorithm TIM-OFSD-ABS searches only one-third of SL. Similarly, in case of
Yellow traffic signal the nodes scattered relatively in larger area and search is done
in one half of SL. Green traffic signal helps the accumulated vehicular nodes to
move and the nodes scattered in whole path segment and for that reason search
in SL.

Fig. 1 Connectivity-aware geocasting in vehicular adhoc networks
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4 Simulation Results and Performance Analysis

Network Simulator NS-2 is used in Linux environment to evaluate the performance
of our proposed protocol. A 2 × 3 double lane road with eight junction points is
used as our proposed simulation area. The range of vehicles such as minimum range
100 and maximum range 500 are taken. The average speed of vehicular nodes is
considered between the range 50–80 km/h. Transmission range is taken as 300 m
and packer size is 512 bytes. CBR is the traffic type used in urban scenario. MAC
protocol 802.11 DCF is used for our prosed vehicular network set up.

Figure 2 shows that the proposed scheme, OFSD-ABS based CAGR has greater
successfully delivered data packets rate, when segment length is greater as com-
pared to greedy routing. It shows that in our proposed scheme the rate of delivery
ratio increases very fast as compared to greedy forwarding. Figure 3 shows that
delay decreases very rapidly as compared to greedy forwarding when the no of
nodes increases. In Fig. 4, the proposed scheme shows rapidly decreasing routing
overheads, when the no of nodes increases the curve initially decreases very
rapidly, but as the no of nodes increases, the rate of decrement is steady. In Fig. 5,
the average hop count can be clearly gauged. As the no of nodes increases in greedy
forwarding, it fluctuates very rapidly. But, in the proposed scheme, initially the rate
of fluctuation is quite higher and as the no of nodes increases, the curve increase
steadily.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, On-the-Fly Segment Density (OFSD) in Adaptive Beaconing System
(ABS) based Connectivity-Aware Geocast Routing (CAGR) protocol is proposed to
ensure connectivity during dissemination of critical information. The performance
of the proposed scheme has been evaluated in terms of packet delay, average hop
count, packet delivery ratio, routing overload and results compared with greedy
forwarding. The performance analysis shows that the proposed scheme worked well
in urban vehicular environment. In future, authors will explore the comparative
study of the proposed scheme with some existing geocast routing approaches in the
literature and develop mathematical models for result validation.
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Investigation and Analysis of Energy
Efficiency in Distributed Antenna System:
Technology Towards Green
Communications

Seetaiah Kilaru, S. Padmaja and K. Venugopal Reddy

Abstract Distributed Antenna Systems has the potential to get higher Spectral and
Energy efficiencies. This paper focused on implementation of DAS system in
moderate and low load modes. It compares DAS with CAS and proved that Energy
efficiency is excellent in DAS. We considered different load scenarios and inves-
tigated power consumption parameter and proposed a novel DAS implementation
to reduce the overall power consumption per day. The results revealed that the
proposed system efficiency is far ahead than CAS. We achieved 27 % energy
savings too with the guarantee of high speed and capacity.

Keywords Distributed antenna structure ⋅ Energy efficiency ⋅ Spectral
efficiency

1 Introduction

From the past decade, the cellular subscribers are increasing in a rapid way.
Subscribers are using both voice and data services. Hence, the operators are
increasing the number of Base stations (BS’s) which leads to higher consumption of
energy and carbon footprint of cellular networks. Investigation and improvisation of
energy efficiency became challenging task for researchers with respect to reducing
the operational cost and also to reduce the global carbon emissions. BS’s alone are
consuming much of the energy [4] (approximately 55–60 %) and hence there is a
need to introduce green cellular network at base station. From [18], Internet
Communication technology (ICT) is consuming more than 3 % of the world
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electricity consumption. A considerable research happened till now to address this
problem by introducing the green cellular network. We can achieve this in two
ways. As a first approach, we should introduce smart hardware system which can
save power and as a second approach, we should create an intelligent mechanism to
handle cellular traffic.

Wireless network efficiency can be decided by two factors, they are spectral
efficiency (SE) and energy Efficiency (EE). In [10], the authors found that the
considerable SE is achieved in 2015 when compared to 2010. The LTE and LTE-A
technologies are playing vital role to increase the SE. Traditional cellular archi-
tecture follows the principle of Centralized Antenna System (CAS). In this system,
there is a maximum possibility of wastage of power and poor network coverage. To
avoid this, if we tried to increase the transmitting power, cell edges experience
severe interference. To overcome the disadvantage of CAS, research is centered
towards Distributed Antenna System (DAS). With this technology, we can increase
the spectral efficiency throughout the region without deploying the extensive base
stations.

In DAS architecture, central base station accommodates number of antennas and
micro cell type antennas are spread over the regions which are also called as Radio
Remote Units (RRU). These RRU’s are under the controlled of BS but have their
processor, Up/downlink converter, low noise amplifier and other required compo-
nents [19]. BS and RRU’s are connected with each other with the help of optical
fiber [5]. This distribution of RRU’s will reduce the distance between User
Equipment (UE) and nearest serving point. Hence, the transmitter power is reduced
which in turn reduces the interference. DAS will help to provide Uniform Coverage
[11], to increase the capacity and will increase the SE [15, 16]. This technology will
also reduce path loss [6]. In [12, 14], they proved that DAS causes low power
consumption than CAS.

Multiple Input and Multiple Output is also one of the promising technology to
improve SE [17]. The recent research work is focusing on application of MIMO in
DAS [1, 8, 15, 20]. The EE of MIMO is not good than SISO in CAS, especially at
smaller distances. This paper will explain the possibility of EE in MIMO and DAS.
In cellular network, Power Amplifiers (PA) will consume most of the energy and
hence if we reduce the number of antennas, power consumption will also reduce.
We should make PA switch off randomly based on existed traffic load conditions. In
[3], they proposed EE and SE of MIMO in CAS, in [10], they compared both CAS
with DAS and concluded that DAS has good power efficiency. In [13], they
investigated optimum location identification and required number of RRU’s to
achieve EE and SE. In [8], they proposed a method to increase EE of DAS. In [2, 7,
19], the contributions concluded that the performance of DAS was remarkable
when compared to CAS.

DAS is the combination of central base station with several RRU’s. We should
consider the out-of-cell interference where RRU’s are distributed over a region.
This factor influence Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR). To the best of
my knowledge, the researches on the implementations of DAS under critical issues
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like path loss, shadowing and fading are not addressed properly. This paper focused
to address this problem using LTE-A standard simulator.

2 System Model

2.1 Downlink Model

The following Fig. 1 represents the DAS with I cells and each cell contains one BS.
Each BS has central transmit antenna Mc, i (i = 1, 2,…,I) and Ri RRU’s, each RRU
is equipped with Mr, i antennas. The number of served users in cell is Ki and each
user has Nk, i received antennas (each user k∈ f1, 2, ..,Kig). The I/O relation on kth
user in cell i is given by

yk, i =Hk, ixk, i +Hk, i ∑
Ki

u=1, u≠ k
xu, i + ∑

I

j=1, j≠ i
H j

k, iXj + nk, i

where, yk, i is the received signal and Hk, i is the channel matrix between user k and
all transmit antennas of cell j.

xk, i is the scheduled and pre-coded vector and is given as fk, isk, i. Here, we used
proportional fair scheduler and the users are selected based on greedy algorithm.
Here, sk, i is the symbol vector and fk, i the pre-coded vector. If pk, i is the power
vector [8], we can define pre-coded matrix as

Fi = Ĥ
H
k, iðĤ

H
k, iĤk, iÞ− 1diagðpk.iÞ

1
2

where, Fi is the sum of all pre-coded vectors. Here, to achieve high gain Multi
User MIMO is used. In [21], authors recommended Zero-Forcing (ZF) [9] to get
high gain. RRU’s are spread throughout the cell and hence channel matrix could be
decoded as explained in [8].

Fig. 1 DAS with 19 cells
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The pass loss between antenna n in cell j and user k in cell I is given as

Ln, jk, i =maxð70, 128.1 + 37.6 log10ð
dn, jk, i

1000m
ÞÞ

where dn, jk, i is the distance between antenna n in cell j and user k in cell i.

3 Methodology

For simulation purpose, we defined following parameters. They are (Table 1).
To reduce daily power consumption, we are considering two sleep modes; they

are low-load side and moderate load side. The number of activated antennas will
experience 3 loads (high, moderate and low). We have to find the optimal number
of activated antennas to increase EE and power consumption. Antenna switch off
decision can be determined from 2 considerations. The first one is handling high
data rates with respect to load and secondly, number of antennas ready for switched
off to obtain decrease in power consumption. Here, detailed discussions about these
2 considerations are explained in 2 steps.

Step 1 EE is achieved only when system throughput L is maximized [1] and
transmit power should be reduced and L is maximum only when there are

Table 1 Simulation
parameters

Parameter Value/measurement

Carrier frequency 2.6 GHz
Number of UE in high load 36
Number of UE in low load 6
Cell radius 500 m
Channel model Flat relay fading
Bandwidth 15 kHz
Maximum power 45 dBm
Noise spectral density −164 dBm/Hz
Number of simulations positions 20
Number of UE in moderate load 18
CSI feedback Moderate–perfect
UE speed 3 km/h
Standard deviation 4 dB
Receiver antenna combiner MMSE
Number of UE 1
Transmission strategy Zero-forcing
User scheduler Greedy algorithm
Number of base stations 19
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more activated antennas [6, 18]. In [5, 19], they suggested less distance
between UE and BS. By increasing number of RRU’s, we can reduce
transmitted power [20]. By increasing number of antennas throughout the
cell; we can achieve EE and is shown in following Fig. 2.

Step 2 For power saving one should use optimal number of antennas. In [11], they
suggested to reduce number of active antenna to achieve EE. We calcu-
lated total power consumption as defined by [11] and set an EE degra-
dation based on cell load. Power transmission is minimized by reducing
number of active antennas. EE can be achieved by increasing number of
active antennas. Achieving these two efficiencies are impossible with
similar environment. Hence, trade-off is required between EE and power
saving.

4 Results

The following Fig. 3 represents EE for various load factors and with different
antenna configurations.

These results explained the dependency of EE on both load constraints and
antenna configurations. DAS with more number of antennas increased energy
efficiency of the system. The load 2-6/1 configuration is the high load scenario with
excellent EE. The EE of 2-6/1 is 56 % more when compared to 8-0/0.

With respect to energy saving, the following analysis computes daily power
consumption.

1. During regular operation, i.e. without switch off process, let us consider 2
antennas are at BS and 6 antennas are distributed, therefore

Fig. 2 EE with 8 and 4
antennas configuration
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Power consumed per day= number of antennas activeð Þ ⋅ power per each antennað Þ ⋅ 24
= 126817 × 24

= 30.44 KW d̸ay

2. By proposed DAS scheme, in moderate load hours, only half of the antennas
are activated for 5 h (I in centre and 3 RRU at edges) and during low load
scenario, only one antenna at centre and one RRU is used, then

The resultant power consumed per day= 12 126817ð Þ+5 743ð Þ+7 441.75ð Þ
=22.03 KW d̸ay

Hence, we observed that the proposed system reduced 8 KW/day when com-
pared to existing system.

5 Conclusion

This paper focuses on EE of DAS network and performance of proposed system is
analyzed. It also proved that, the distribution of antennas over region will increase
the efficiency. Results showed that the dependency of load over DAS will con-
siderably affect the performance of the system. We studied the tradeoff between EE
and power saving and then we proposed DAS configuration in moderate and low
load configurations. From the calculations, we achieved 8 KW/day power saving
which is 26 % saving for proposed configuration when compared to traditional
configuration.

Fig. 3 EE with different
loads and antenna
configurations
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A Novel Trust Based Access Control Model
for Cloud Environment

Pratap Kumar Behera and Pabitra Mohan Khilar

Abstract Cloud computing is a service oriented technology which offers the ser-

vices (IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS) as a utility over the Internet. Since cloud computing

is one of the most popular form of Internet application, the resources and services

in cloud environment is more vulnerable to security threats and attacks. In order

to protect the cloud environment from malicious users, we proposed a novel trust

based access control model. The proposed model authorize the user based on user

trust value before entering to cloud environment. The user must be trusted before

accessing the resources and the resources must be trusted before providing the ser-

vices to the user. In this paper, we evaluate the trust value of both user and cloud

resources. The user trust value is evaluated based on the user behaviour parame-

ter and the resource trust value is evaluated based on the Service Level Agreement

(SLA) parameter. If the trust value of both users and cloud resources are more than

their threshold value then they are considered as trusted. We implement the pro-

posed model using java and oracle as database server. The implementation result

shows the trust value of different type of users and CSP and compare with the QoS

model. The proposed model performs better than QoS model in terms of Rate of

Successful Transaction (RST).
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1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a distributed computing paradigm which provides the services

to the users on pay-per use basis [1]. The main aim of designing the cloud computing

system is to provide a scalable, on-demand services to the end users in a cost effective

manner. Users do not need to be worry about the installation of high cost applica-

tion on their system. In addition to this, the users do not maintain their own physical

infrastructure for high performance computing and can obtain the required services

on-demand from cloud server [2]. The services provided by the CSP is called cloud

services and these services are infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a ser-

vice (PaaS), software as a service (SaaS). However, all of the above services can be

deployed in four different cloud computing models. The four deployment models are

private, public, hybrid and community cloud [3].

Since users outsourced their data and computation to the cloud servers, they may

lose the physical control over their data and computation. Loss of physical control

means the users are unable to resist the certain type of threats and attacks. In order to

secure the users data and computation in cloud environment, the CSP should protect

the cloud server from various threats and attacks. Before the users outsourced their

data and computation, they must trust completely on the cloud service provider and

the cloud service provider must trust on the users before providing the services to

the users. So both the users and CSP must be trusted among themselves before their

interaction. The user trust on the CSP based upon the security parameter and the

quality of service. The CSP trust on the user based on the user behaviour parameter.

If the user behaviour is malicious then the user is not considered as a trusted user.

Before we establish the trusted user and trusted CSP, first we must evaluate the

trust value of both user and cloud resources. There are various parameter to be con-

sidered before we evaluate the trust value of user and cloud resources. From users

perspective, we should consider those parameters which involves to identify the

trusted users in order to achieve all security goals. The main security goals for cloud

computing are: Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, and Accountability.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describe the existing work

on various access control mechanism and trust based models for cloud environment.

Section 3 describe the problem statement of our research work. Section 4 describe

the proposed trust based model, algorithm for authorization, trust management mod-

ule and trust evaluation strategy. Simulation results are presented in Sect. 5. Finally,

Sect. 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Cloud computing is one of the most popular form of internet application, which

faces a lot of security threat and attacks. There are several vulnerabilities present in

the cloud environment by which the attacker and malicious user can get a chance to
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introduce the attacks. Since the cloud computing provide the on demand and scal-

able service hence, the environment is highly dynamic. Therefore, the traditional

security mechanism cannot satisfy the security requirements of cloud computing.

One of the most fundamental and important key technique that can meet the security

requirements in cloud environment is the access control technology [4].

Access control technology is one of the fundamental security requirements of

cloud computing in order to protect cloud resources from unauthorized access and

legal users malicious activity. An access control mechanism is a set of methods and

policies which grants or deny the access right to the user [5]. The main goal of access

control mechanism is to restrict the users from performing any unauthorized activity

to protect the information. There are wide variety of models, methods and policies

proposed for designing the access control system. Each access control system has its

own attributes, methods, and functions based on set of policies.

We review all existing access control models that can be applied for specific

environment and also cloud environment to achieve the users security requirement.

Mandatory access control model (MAC) [6] is an access control policy in which a

subject or request initiator can perform some sort of operation on a particular object

or resource. When a subject or user attempts to access an object or resources an

authorization rule is enforced to determine whether the access can take place by

examining the security attributes. Discretionary access control model (DAC) [7] is

an access control policy which determines the owner of an object. The owner decides

who is allowed to access the service based on users identities. But the above two mod-

els are traditional models and can only applied in specific environment like operating

system, data base management system. Since, cloud computing is highly dynamic

and openness in nature the above model is not effective for achieving the users secu-

rity requirements.

Some researchers analyze the dynamic requirements for cloud environment and

introduce the Role based access control model (RBAC) [8] to the cloud environment.

RBAC is an access control policy determined by the systems rather than by the owner

itself. RBAC model can only applied within a closed network and it is based on

identification. It only checks the user identity and roles assigned to users and based

on this role it checks user is authorized or not. However, RBAC model fails to check

the malicious activity done by the authorized users. To protect the legal user from

doing malicious activities, trust mechanism concept is arised which evaluates the

user trust value in order to authorize the user.

Grandison and Sloman [9] have surveyed several existing trust models and they

explained the trust as the firm belief in the capability of an entity to act consistently,

securely and reliably within a specified context. They also claim that the trust is

composed of several attributes such as reliability, truthfulness, dependability, secu-

rity parameter, timeliness, Quality of Service (QoS) and accountability in the context

of an environment. User trust based access control model (UTBAC) [10] evaluates

the trust value based on the user behaviour information in order to authorize the user.

Guoyuan et al. [10] proposed a mutual trust based access control (MTBAC) model

in which the user and cloud service node both trust to each other before their inter-

action. Paul Manuel [11] proposed a trust model for cloud computing environment
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based on the quality of service. In this model, the trust value is evaluated for cloud

resources based on quality of service parameter. But only the user can get to know

whether the CSP is trusted or not, but there is no point to check the user performs

any malicious activities or not. Because, if the user performs any malicious activity

then the resources in CSP may be affected so that the performance of the CSP is

degraded and less trusted.

In this paper, we proposed a novel trust based access control model which autho-

rize all the users based on their trust value, before entering to the cloud environment

for accessing the resources. The proposed model evaluates the trust value of both

users and cloud resources. In this paper, we evaluate the trust value of user based

upon the user behaviour parameter and the cloud resource trust value based upon

SLA parameter.

3 Problem Description

The main aim is to evaluate the user trust value and cloud resource trust value based

upon user behaviour parameter and SLA parameter respectively. Let us consider Ui
where i = 1, 2,… n as n number of cloud users and Rj where j = 1, 2,…m as m set of

cloud resources present. We have to identify trusted users TUk ⊆ Ui and the trusted

resources TRl ⊆ Rj based on the user behaviour parameter and the quality of service

respectively. TUk and TRl are set of trusted users and cloud resources respectively.

4 Proposed Model

We proposed a novel trust based access control model in which the user request is

passed through various sub modules to complete the authorization process. Figure 1

shows the proposed model is deployed and running inside cloud service provider

(CSP).

4.1 Authorization Process

Before accessing to any resources from the cloud provider, first the user submit the

QoS requirements such as security, cost, computing power and networking speed to

the cloud provider. The user and cloud provider may negotiate among themselves

about the cost and quality of service for final agreement. This agreement is called as

service level agreement (SLA). The following algorithm describes about the process

of user authorization in order to access the resources.
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Fig. 1 Authorization model

Algorithm: The following algorithm describes about the process of user authoriza-

tion in order to access the resource.

step-1: Policy enforcement point (PEP) accepts the user request and sends it to pol-

icy decision point (PDP).

step-2: PDP first checks all the user credentials and if it is correct then send it to

policy information point (PIP).

step-3: PIP send the request to trust management module (TMM) for obtaining user

trust value.

step-4: After getting required information from TMM, PIP send it to the PDP.

step-5: PDP consults with the policy administrative point (PAP) by sending all infro-

mation coming from PIP and PEP.

step-6: Finally, PAP checks and compares all the collected information of user with

domain security policy and resource database. If the user trust value is more than the

user trust threshold value then the user is allowed to access otherwise rejected.

step-7: if user is allowed, then PAP identify the resources based on users request

type, select the most trusted resource out of all available resource and send it to the

PDP.

step-8: PDP sends resource ID to the PEP and if rejected then send deny message.

step-9: PEP forward it to the user with allow or deny message.

step-10: Finally user can able to access its service and executes their jobs or processes.
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Fig. 2 Architecture of trust management module

4.2 Trust Management Module

This module is always running inside the CSP to monitor the user behaviour and the

quality of service provided by the resources. Figure 2 shows the TMM is composed

of several sub-modules which is involved for the evaluation of trust value for the user

and the cloud resources.

4.3 Trust Evaluation Parameter

Trust evaluation parameter is considered for evaluation of trust values of the users

and cloud resources. It consists of user behaviour parameter and SLA parameter.

User behaviour parameter: User behaviour parameter is used to evaluate the

trust value of the user. The different user behaviour parameters are discussed as fol-

lows:

Bogus Request Rate (BRR): Bogus requests are dummy requests or huge amount

of nonsensical request send to the cloud server for consuming the cloud resources

intentionally for denial of service attack. Dummy request is used for introducing DOS

attack by performing bandwidth starvation. So, this parameter is mainly used for

achieving the availability of the cloud computing. Let Rk is the number of nonsensical

or dummy requests and Ra is the total number of requests made by a user in a unit

time interval.

BRR =
Rk

Ra
(1)
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Resource Affected Rate (RAR): This parameter is used to achieve the reliability

of cloud computing. Resource affected rate is the percentage of resources affected

out of the resources the user is accessing in a unit time interval. Resources may be

any hardware or software resources such as system files, CPU registers, memory

location, etc.

Let RAk is the amount of resources affected and Rb is total number of accessible

resources in a unit time interval.

RAR =
RAk

Rb
(2)

Unauthorized Opearatin Rate (UAR): Unauthorized operation is the illegal operation

performed by the user for the purpose of stealing or modifying the data or compu-

tation by introducing some attacks. Illegal operation may be modify the content of

system files, change the address of program memory etc.

Let UAk is the number of unauthorized operation performed and Rc is total operation

in a unit time interval.

UAR =
UAk

Rc
(3)

SLA parameter: SLA parameter is used to evaluate the trust value for cloud

resources. If the CSP is unable to meet the requirements of any user according to

the service level agreement (SLA), then the CSP would be less trusted. The parame-

ter which is involved for evaluation of trust value for cloud resources is explained

below:

Turnaround Efficiency (TE): Turnaround time is the exact time between the submis-

sion of a job by a user and delivery of the completed job to the user. It is promised by

the cloud service provider to the user during the service level agreement. This actual

turnaround time is normally different from the estimated turnaround time. Turn-

around efficiency of a resource Rk (TE) is the average of turnaround efficiency over

all the jobs submitted during the period T. Let TATact is the actual turnaround time

and TATest is the estimated turnaround time promised by the cloud service provider.

TE for a job by resource (Rk) =

TATest

TATact
(4)

Turnaround efficiency of a resource Rk (TE) is the average of the turnaround effi-

ciency over all the jobs submitted during the time period T.

ATE(Rk) =
∑n

i=1 TEi

n
(5)

Resource Availability (RAV): Availability is the degree to which the system must be

functional or operational when it is accessible. If the resources are affected by the

attackers or the malicious users which consumes the resources intentionally, then the
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resources are unavailable and unable to process by the users request. Let us assume

that R1,R2,… ,Rk are the cloud resources. For each k = 1, 2,… ,m. Let Nk denotes

the number of jobs submitted to cloud resource Rk over a time period T . Out of Nk
jobs submitted to Rk, let Ak denotes the number of jobs accepted by the resource Rk
over a time period T .

RAV(Rk) =
Ak

Nk
(6)

Rate of Successful Transaction (RST): RST is defined as the total number of jobs

executed successfully by the resource Rk. It is also called as the success rate. RST of

a cloud resource is a measure of successful completion of accepted jobs by the cloud

resource [12]. Out of Ak jobs accepted by resource Rk, let Ck denotes the number of

jobs completed successfully by the resource Rk over the period T .

RST(Rk) =
Ck

Ak
(7)

Correctness of result (COR): Correctness of result is used to define the data integrity

in cloud computing. Data may be modified or corrupted during the poor network

latency or any hardware and software failure. Data precision loss might happen due

to obsolete computing resources.

Let Dk is the number of jobs which preserved the data integrity or correctness of

output of the Ck jobs.

COR(Rk) =
Dk

Ck
(8)

4.4 Trust Evaluation Strategy

We evaluate the trust value of the users and cloud resources after finishing their inter-

action in a unit time interval. There may be several interaction in this time interval.

First we evaluate the trust value in current time window and evaluate the average trust

value by using previous average trust value and current time window trust values.

Let tn and tn−1 be the time interval for the current time window and previous time

window respectively. The formulas for evaluating the user trust (UT) and average

user trust (AUT) value are shown below:

UT = 1 − (W1 ∗ UAR + W2 ∗ BRR + W3 ∗ RAR) (9)

AUT = 𝛼 ∗ (UT)tn + (1 − 𝛼) ∗ (AUT)tn−1 (10)

where UT and AUT are the user trust value and average user trust value respectively.

W1,W2,W3 are the weight parameters of UAR,BRR and RAR respectively.
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The formula for evaluating cloud resource trust (CT) value and average cloud

resource trust value (ACT) are shown below:

CT = Q1 ∗ TE + Q2 ∗ RAV + Q3 ∗ RST + Q4 ∗ COR (11)

ACT = 𝛼 ∗ (CT)tn + (1 − 𝛼) ∗ (ACT)tn−1 (12)

where CT and ACT are the resource trust value and average resource trust value

respectively. Where Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 are the weight parameters of TE,RAV ,RST
and COR respectively. 𝛼 and 1 – 𝛼 are the weight values for tn and tn−1 time intervals.

5 Simulation Experiment and Results

We implement the proposed model by using Java and Oracle as the database server.

We assume the probability values for different weight parameters. According to the

priority of the security requirement in our experiment, we consider the probability

values of weight parameter for W1,W2,W3 as 0.5, 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. Similarly

we assume the probability value of weight parameter for Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4 as 0.1, 0.2,

0.2 and 0.5 respectively. We show the trust value of different type of users and CSP

such as good and malicious in Fig. 3a, b respectively. We compare our proposed

model with the QoS model in terms of RST of cloud resources which is shown in

Fig. 4a.
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Fig. 3 Trust value of users and CSP. a Trust value of user. b Trust value of CSP
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Fig. 4 Comparison of two

model
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a trust based access control model which authorize the

user and protects the cloud resources from the malicious activities. It considers both

user behaviour parameter and SLA parameter in order to evaluate the trust value of

the users and cloud resources respectively. We evaluate the trust value of all the users

in a unit time interval and identify the users according to their trust values. The users

whose trust value is more than their threshold value is allow to access the required

service. We evaluate the trust value of different CSP such as good and malicious

CSP. The trust value in good CSP is always more than the malicious CSP. Finally,

we compute the rate of successful transaction of the cloud resources of our proposed

model and compare with the existing QoS model. The proposed model has more

RST values than QoS model.

In future, we can extend this model and adding some new module, parameter to

implement in multi domain cloud environment.
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Live News Streams Extraction
for Visualization of Stock Market Trends

Vaishali Ingle and Sachin Deshmukh

Abstract The live news data is vital role in the movement of stock prices. The real
time unstructured data is generated through electronic and online news sources.
Text mining is used for preprocessing of news stories from web sources. The
visualization of stock trends can be correlated with actual market prices. The
proposed analysis on current news stories helps to predict stock trends. Other
techniques like tagging of stock related terms can be added for improvement in
results. Stock market trends can be captured with help of this technique.

Keywords Text mining ⋅ Stock market ⋅ News streams ⋅ Word cloud

1 Introduction

The unprocessed documents are input to text mining [1] system to generate various
types of output such as patterns, connections and trends. There is increasing growth
in raw data by means of social media, blogs and images. The sources [2] of
unstructured and semi structured data include the world wide web, online news and
forums, chats, digital repositories, email and blogs. If the information is not having
proper structure [3], it is called “Unstructured”. For example, even a company
meeting email file has many elements embedded in it for example date and time, the
message, links, author etc. To search and analyze with database query is easier than
finding answers within unstructured data.

There is a strong yet complex relation between the market trades [4] and the
finance news. Breaking news at every instant can change the response towards a
company. The traders and investors have regular access to the online news and it
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can change their decision for investing in a specific company. As the number of
web sources for online news is growing, it is a tedious job for investors to filter out
the required news from total news available. In this paper, real time news from
news sources like Google News available in the web domain is collected to predict
the stock market trends. In this we also have calculated significant correlation
between the relevant news and the original stock price found at Stock Exchange.

In this paper Sect. 2 overviews literature of various machine learning techniques
used for stock market predictions along with textual representations. Section 3
describes the data preparation. Section 4 investigate result as well as discuss their
inference. Section 5 highlights conclusion and furthermore concise on future
directions for the research.

2 Literature Review

Named Entities, Bag of Words and [5] Noun Phrases are various forms of Text
illustration. As a result of this analysis, Artificial Neural Network [6] approach is a
better technique in correlating the structure of [7] stock values and its dependent
factors more exactly than many other statistical techniques.

Stop-words like ‘at’, ‘by’ are removed from the text data for formation of Bag of
Words [5]. Textual illustration is created by the left over text. Nouns are recognized
with lexicon [3]. Later syntactic rules on adjacent parts of speech are applied to get
Noun Phrases. Semantic lexical hierarchy on Noun Phrases presents Named Enti-
ties. Out of these three Named Entities provide a more abstract illustration. Past data
for selected time period is input to the majority of the machine learning algorithms.
The stock market movements are determined by carrying out regression analysis.
Afterwards Stock prices are classified as up, down and neutral. Table 1 shows
examples of classification with machine learning techniques.

It was found that the genetic algorithm and evolution strategies have performed
almost evenly. Genetic algorithm [8] consistently outperformed regression model,
backpropagation algorithm in predicting the stock market values.

Table 1 Classification of previous algorithmic research

Algorithm Classification Source material Examples

Naive
Bayesian

positive, negative, up, down,
neutral

News articles Thomas and Sycara,
2002

SVM rise, drop, neutral News articles Fung 2002
Genetic
algorithm

positive, negative Chat room
postings

Lavrenko 2001
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3 Data Preparation

There are stages for data preparation as shown in Fig. 1. At stage one we collect
online news streams, then for second stage apply basic text mining transformations
for data cleaning purpose and third stage find correlation between terms and finally
visualization with word cloud.

3.1 Data Aggregation

Google News, Yahoo finance selects current news from about 25000 publishers
worldwide which are registered. In this work online news from sources such as
Yahoo Finance, Google News and Google Finance etc. are collected. We aggre-
gated all the news [9] in a text corpus. Following table shows list of currently
implemented websources (Table 2).

Fig. 1 Data preparation
stages

Table 2 Summary of web sources [9] with maximum number of items per feed

Source name Items URL Auth Format

GoogleBlogSearchSource 100 http://www.google.com/
blogsearch

– RSS

GoogleFinanceSource 20 http://www.google.com/finance – RSS
GoogleNewsSource 100 http://news.google.com – RSS
NYTimesSource 100 http://api.nytimes.com x JSON
ReuterNewsSource 20 http://www.reuters.com/tools/rss – ATOM
YahooFinanceSource 20 http://finance.yahoo.com – RSS
YahooInplaySource 100+ http://finance.yahoo.com/

marketupdate/inplay
− HTML

YahooNewsSource 20 http://news.search.yahoo.com/rss – RSS
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3.2 Pre-processing of Data

Plain text is preprocessed by use of transformations like [10] Standard English stop
words removal, numbers and punctuation elimination, stemming.

Further word frequency of total words in given corpus is calculated to change the
count by the significance of that word. TF-IDF weights [11] computation is used for
counting of word score. We can determine whether word is present or absent in a
document with these positive scores.

4 Experimental Findings

A word cloud is a diagram drawn using text mining method. It emphasizes the most
frequent words in provided textual data. Each word height indicates frequency of
word in whole document. Word cloud is one of the most powerful visualization
tools. They are easy to share as well as understand. Usually tables are not that
impactful and attractive as word cloud.

The above word cloud clearly shows that “tata”, “infosys”, “sun” and “icici” are
the current market gainers. The results are correlated with the live stock market
data. Our method found to have approximately 80 % accuracy. The stock market

Fig. 2 Word cloud related
stock news streams

Fig. 3 Bar chart of extracted
data
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trends can be predictable; it is closely associated with real stock price progress
(Figs. 2 and 3).

The prediction algorithm [12] can be associated to a model to predict stock
trends as Up, No change and Down. The data can be stored in relational databases
[13] to find out the business intelligence [14] out of it.

5 Conclusion and Future Directions

At initial stage extracted results and stock market trends are matching. The stock
news data collected weekly is found useful in our technique but we need to improve
data collection and analysis methods. Further research points towards use of
dimension reduction techniques for feature extraction and Hidden Markov Models
can be used for prediction of future trends.
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Categorization of Cloud Workload Types
with Clustering

Piotr Orzechowski, Jerzy Proficz, Henryk Krawczyk
and Julian Szymański

Abstract The paper presents a new classification schema of IaaS cloud workloads

types, based on the functional characteristics. We show the results of an experiment

of automatic categorization performed with different benchmarks that represent par-

ticular workload types. Monitoring of resource utilization allowed us to construct

workload models that can be processed with machine learning algorithms. The direct

connection between the functional classes and the resource utilization was shown,

using unsupervised categorization approach based on moving average for finding a

class number, and k-means algorithm for clustering.

Keywords Workload categorization ⋅ IaaS ⋅Cloud computing ⋅Clustering ⋅Cloud

load prediction

1 Introduction

Growing expenses of purchase and maintenance of IT infrastructure cause organi-

zations and companies to seek cheaper ways of handling their services. Recently, a

very popular way is to deploy services on rented infrastructure, for example using

the cloud computing model named Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [1].
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Popularity of IaaS in cloud computing is currently growing very fast. Compound

Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) for 2010–2015 is equal to 26.2 % [2] and would be

42.91 % [3] in 2015–2019, which shows the speed of growth for this market. IaaS

grows all over the world. At the moment, the cloud computing market is domi-

nated by big companies, such as: Amazon EC2, Google Cloud, Microsoft Cloud,

or Rackspace, but there is also a group of smaller providers.

In Poland, the growth of cloud computing market is forecasted to increase from

$63 million in 2012 to $223.5 million at the end of 2017 [4]. This data shows the

importance of the cloud computing market, and the IaaS model specifically. On

the Polish market we can also find local IaaS providers, such as: Home Cloud, and

Oktawave.

In the IaaS model, the providers offer their clients the possibility to rent server

machines, either with predefined hardware parameters (ready to use flavors), or with

the parameters customized to meet individual requirements. During the process of

hardware configuration, the infrastructure providers give the clients the possibility

to deploy some applications. The number of available applications depends on the

infrastructure provider and varies from several (Oktawave) to hundreds (Amazon).

The combination of prepared flavors, the possibility to define custom flavor, and

hundreds of applications ready to be deployed, give the cloud’s clients a whole set

of ready-to-use environments in which they can start their own services.

The problem arises when a client has to choose which flavor is appropriate for

him. Usually the client has some application usage forecast, e.g. the expected num-

ber of requests per second for a web application, or the size of data stored in a caching

application like Redis, but frequently the user does not have any specific knowledge

about the actual resource utilization of these applications. It is therefore more suit-

able to recommend him or her which resources will be necessary for performing a

particular tasks in the cloud environment. To do this in an automatic way, catego-

rization of workload types and modeling of their resource utilization is required. The

thesis of this research is that construction of a representation of workloads based on

monitoring of their resource utilization (cloud measured parameters) will allow us to

perform automatic workload categorization which will agree with a manually created

categorization. Workload identification is an important feature for cloud monitoring.

It can be applied e.g. for load prediction in which a model of a particular workload

allows us to allocate the required resources and optimize their utilization.

On the other hand, users want to declare resource requirements themselves, and in

most cases the declared requirements are overestimated. This causes many servers

in a cloud to be significantly underutilized. The currently accepted solution is to

dynamically migrate virtual machines between physical servers, but it is difficult to

precisely predict the resource utilization and choose an appropriate server to run a

virtual machine. In such a case, the knowledge of workload type and the possibility to

estimate workload’s resource utilization could help decrease the number of working

servers and, in consequence, reduce power consumption.

The next section provides the summary of related works, then we present our

proposition of the workload classification based on the functional characteristics.

Section 4 presents the experimental verification of the proposed categorization based
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on observing workloads’ resource utilization. The last section draws the conclusions

and presents possible future works.

2 Related Works

The problem of analyzing resource utilization of different kinds of workloads in

cloud computing has been already discussed in literature [5–7]. In most cases authors

focused on proper workload allocation or changes in resource utilization during the

workload’s life cycle.

In [8] authors present a classification method named FBWC model (Feedback-

Based Workload Classification) and a classification algorithm TSRSVM (Training

Set Refresh Support Vector Machine). Research was based on 22 metrics from 16

synthetic benchmarks monitored during execution and five predefined classes: CPU-

Intensive, Memory-Intensive, I/O-Intensive, Network-Intensive, Compound.

Rao et al. [9] describe the distributed iBalloon framework, which is able to fore-

cast resource utilization generated by a 2-layers web application. The framework uses

an algorithm utilizing a reinforcement learning method, and it employs four metrics

as the input parameters: CPU and memory utilization, number of I/O operations and

the used swap space. The authors claim iBalloon provides results close to the optimal

ones (minimizing the server response time), and show their solution’s superiority to

the other methods, such as Adaptive Proportional Integral (PI) or Auto-Regressive-

Moving-Average (ARMA).

Another framework designed for automatic configuration of VMs is VCONF [10].

The authors present the results of experiments for three types of workloads:

e-commerce (TPC-E), online transaction processing (TPC-C) and an application

server (SPECweb). The tests were performed for various hardware configurations

and for different parameters of the workloads, e.g. different number of users. The

framework is based on the measurements of three parameters: CPU utilization time,

load of virtual CPUs and amount of used RAM memory. The algorithm is based on

an artificial neural network and Markov chains. Its use for dynamic VMs reconfigu-

ration led to an increase in the cloud performance.

Zhang and Figueiredo [11] presents a classifier based on PCA, which was used

for optimizing resource utilization (reported gain of about 20 %) while maintaining

comparable application performance. The above results were achieved by mixing dif-

ferent types of workloads on the same nodes, in a way which allowed the workloads

to use their specific resources exclusively. Four types of the workloads were distin-

guished: CPU-intensive, I/O-intensive, memory-intensive and idle. For the learning

purposes, the following parameters were used: CPU System/User, Network Bytes

In/Out, Disk IO IN/OUT, Swap IN/OUT, which were collected using 14 different

benchmarks.

In [12] the authors present an analysis of workload characteristics measured in the

Google cloud. The goal of the paper was to propose a workload classification based
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on the resource utilization. The analysis input was related to workload execution

time, CPU and memory utilization.

The classification related to the software functionality was analyzed in [13]. In the

research, benchmarks representing different application types, such as: application

server, database, file server, etc., have been used. In the experiments, the following

parameters were monitored: CPU and memory utilization, and I/O latency, related

to the storage access. Two solutions were proposed for workload modeling: a neural

network and a support vector machine. Both were tested against regression models,

and provided more accurate results.

The paper [14] presents a new method for VM migration in a cloud. For the

method analysis the authors proposed a following classification of the workloads

(VMs): idle, OLTP, file server, science, application server. Using of these proposed

classes showed that the migration requirements depend on the functionality realized

in the migrated VM.

The related works presented either functional or automatic classifications of the

workload, without any hybrid approach. We argue that merging of both of these

methods provides better classification results. Moreover, we postulate using more

than a few monitoring parameters, extending the standard set of CPU, memory, I/O

and network utilization with more detailed measurements related to the hardware

and system characteristics (e.g. cache references or memory bus utilization).

3 The Workload Categorization

In our research we propose a novel approach for computing cloud workload classifi-

cation. We start with the functional approach, based on the state of the art in this field,

with additional proof of using the results of unsupervised classification [15] based

on the k-means clustering algorithm. The analysis of the measurements performed

during execution of different benchmarks in an HPC cluster environment allows us

to create groups of the most similar workloads. The whole procedure is presented in

Fig. 1.

Based on the related works, as well as the review of the typical applications hosted

by the cloud providers, we performed the functional analysis of the workloads. As a

result, we proposed the following functional classification of tasks that are performed

within our cloud:

1. Science,

2. Big Data,

3. OLTP,

4. Caching,

5. Streaming,

6. Webserving.
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Fig. 1 Scenario of our experiment

To test the cloud load with applications of a particular type we use benchmarks

that allow us to emulate the given workload. Details of the benchmarks used in the

experiments have been shown in the Table 1.

The next step was preparing an appropriate laboratory, where the chosen bench-

marks were deployed and configured. The experiments were performed in an HPC

cluster environment: Galera+ supercomputer located at the Academic Computer

Center of Gdansk University of Technology in Poland. They used six compute nodes,

each equipped with 2 Intel Xeon L5640 processors (2.27 GHz, 12 MB cache) and

16 GB RAM memory interconnected by Gbit Etherenet.

For the experiments, the KVM virtualization environment was used with Linux

Ubuntu Server v12.04 as host and v14.04 as guest operating systems. Only one guest

VM was executed on each host node at any given time, thus all the node resources

were available for the tested workloads, including 12 virtual CPUs (cores) and 12 GB

RAM. The measurements were performed on the host OS, with our own tool based

on the PAPI library,
1

registering 115 metrics of resource utilization related to various

hardware and OS parameters, such as: processor load, L2 cache misses, used network

1
http://icl.cs.utk.edu/papi/.

http://icl.cs.utk.edu/papi/
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Table 1 Set of the workloads emulators (benchmarks)

No. Workload type Benchmark name No. of configurations

1 OLTP OLTPBench [oltpbench] [16] 36

CloudSuite—data serving [cloudsuite] [17]

2 Science HPCG [hpcg] [18] 9

HPCC [hpcc] [19] 9

3 Streaming Cloudsuite—streaming [cloudsuite] [17] 27

4 Web serving Cloudsuite—web serving [cloudsuite] [17] 7

WP Mark Twenty Twelve [wpmark] [20]

5 Caching Cloudsuite—caching [cloudsuite] [17] 27

Memtier [memtier] [21] 27

6 Big data PUMA Map Reduce [puma] [22] 9

bandwidth or even CPU temperature. The full list of the observable metrics can be

found in [23]. The measurements were performed every five seconds and were stored

in a NoSQL database (MongoDB).

4 Experiments and Results

Every measured workload was installed on a separate VM, and for some of them

additional VMs with client software were prepared, e.g. for Webserving. Depending

on the specificity of a workload class, there could be different parameters affecting

its behavior, e.g. number of concurrent users for Webserving, types of queries for

OLTP, length and bitrate of the streams for Streaming. Thus, apart from the work-

loads themselves, specific configurations of the parameters were defined. Table 1

presents the total numbers of such configurations used for every workload type.

For each of the configurations, dedicated tests were prepared and performed,

whose results were further analyzed. During the experiments, over 136.000 samples

were collected, each including measurements of the 115 hardware metrics. Further-

more, for each of the tested configurations, statistics were calculated, which included

the average, minimum, maximum and standard deviation of every metric. For visu-

alization, we used multidimensional scaling (MDS) [24], which allowed us to map

the 115-dimensional feature space into a 2D chart, keeping the minimal distortion

of the distances between the points.

Figure 2 presents the results of the experiments projected into the 2D space with

targeted workload classes marked with particular colors. It should be noted that the

functional classes are concentrated in separate groups. It suggests that in the orig-

inal, higher dimensional space, the workloads also create separable groups, related

to the proposed categorization. For the verification of the above assumption we
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Fig. 2 Visualization of the data in 2D space, reduced with MDS

performed automatic clustering, using combination of two methods: moving aver-

age and k-means algorithms [25]. The former was used to determine the number of

groups within the input data and the latter enabled partition of the workloads into

the groups. The results of the analysis, mapped into 2D space (using MDS), are pre-

sented in Fig. 3.

The obtained results prove that the proposed functional classes have different

characteristics related to hardware resource utilization. The automatically formed

groups of workload types are consistent in 94 % of the cases, evaluated in 10-fold

cross validation. However there is a number of workloads with characteristics sig-

nificantly deviated from the others but belonging to the same class, what leads to

misclassification. We argue that for more complex cases other approach for catego-

rization, based on supervised learning, will be necessary. Detailed information on

misclassification between particular workload types has been shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3 Results of automatic workloads categorization with k-means, presented in 2D projected

with MDS

The results of the performed experiments and their analysis proved that the pro-

posed functional classification is consistent with the classification based on the

resource utilization measurements. However we assume that some cases of the work-

loads could have been omitted and that additional method customization may be

necessary. For example, the OLTP workloads seem to be partitioned into subclasses,

and it may even be necessary to introduce completely new classes. To improve the

results, additional workload-based resource utilization measurements or end user

application supervised categorization [26] can be performed.
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Fig. 4 Miss classifications within particular workload types

5 Conclusions and Future Works

In the paper we propose a categorization of workloads types used in our experiments

and we perform their automatic functional categorization. Based on 105 resource

utilization measurements we construct the parameter space, in which we performed

k-means clustering. Some of the parameters may be redundant, thus in future we

plan to perform a deeper analysis based on feature selection methods [27]. For the

most of the cases the constructed groups of workload types are consistent with their

functional assignment, which indicates that the proposed approach can be used for

identification of workloads implemented in end user applications.

In the future, we plan to use categorization of workloads for cloud load predic-

tion, where the allocation of particular resources for a given workload type can be

optimized according to monitoring of the cloud resources utilization. Other future

research area is related to performing the tests using real cloud environment includ-

ing workloads, and integrating the proposed solution into some cloud management

software (e.g. OpenStack) Additionally we plan to provide the method of performing

both automatic workload categorization and prediction for a heterogeneous environ-

ment [28] where particular cloud servers can vary in available resource quantities

and types.
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Development of a General Search Based
Path Follower in Real Time Environment

B.B.V.L. Deepak, G. Raviteja, Upasana Behera and Ravi Prakash

Abstract The path planning problem of an Unmanned Ground Vehicle in a
predefined structured environment is dealt in this paper. Here the environment chosen
as the roadmap of NIT Rourkela obtained from Google maps as reference. An
Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) is developed and programmed so as to move
autonomously from an indicated source location to the defined destination in the given
map following the most optimal path. An algorithm based on linear search is
implemented to the autonomous robot to generate shortest paths in the environment.
The developed algorithm is verified with the simulations as well as in experimental
environments.

Keywords Unmanned ground vehicle ⋅ NITRmap ⋅ Path planning ⋅ MATLAB
simulation

1 Introduction

In automated environments, Unmanned Ground vehicles (UGV) or mobile robots
are used for several applications like transportation of materials, tour for elderly or
disabled etc. from one specified location to destination following the optimal path
[1]. UGV navigation environment includes perception, localization and map
building, cognition and path planning and motion control. Accurate path planning
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enables autonomous mobile robots to follow or track an optimal collision free path
from start position to the goal position without colliding obstacles in its workspace
[2, 3]. An ideal path planner must be able to handle uncertainties in the sensed
world model, to minimize the impact of objects on the robot and to find the
optimum path in minimum time especially if the path is to be followed regularly.

The objective of this paper is to provide an approach for designing a path
planning methodology for UGV in a complex environment with multiple branching
paths to be chosen from, in order to reach the destination.

2 Related Work

A fundamental approach for formulating and solving the path planning problem is
the configuration space (c-space) approach [4]. The central idea of this approach is
the representation of the robot as a single point. There are numerous types of
algorithms to search and manipulate the data structure used to store maps space
environment zone/work. Examples of these algorithms is a graph search algorithm
consisting of best first search algorithm traversing a graph using a priority queue to
find shortest collision free path shorter collisions [4]. There are several artificial
intelligence based approaches such as artificial immune system [5], Particle swarm
optimization [6, 7], Fuzzy logics [8] etc. to solve robot motion planning problem.

But the above mentioned techniques are not applicable line follower robots. In
this study a new approach has been introduced to solve motion control of a path
follower in known environments.

3 Algorithm

There are several algorithms have been developed in the past [9, 10]. The algorithm
that is proposed in this paper is similar to the binary search algorithm used to find a
number in data structures. This algorithm uses both global path planner as known
environment is used and the coordinate values are available, and local path planner
since the path follows only the black coloured road provided.

Initially the environment in which the path has to be planned is verified and
studied thoroughly with the source and goal positions in the environment. Different
branches and paths at every connecting node are to be identified. The path starts and
continues in the direction of goal until it reaches a node and a decision has to be
made. When there are multiple branching paths to be chosen at a particular node
then the destination point coordinates are checked and the corresponding path
which leads to destination is chosen.

At this point choosing the branching path at a node uses the technique similar to
that of the potential field approach. The path that leads to the goal position has
attractive effect and among such paths the shortest one is chosen. For example
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consider the environment shown in Fig. 1. With the source located at node A and
goal is located at node E.

Now the choice has to be made at B whether to go towards F or C. Considering
the branch from C to E there is a curve and has more length, so it will be better to
choose the path along the F branch. After reaching F it will choose the branch
towards E the goal position but does not continue towards G. When the environ-
ment is being analyzed the curve lengths are identified and hence helps in choosing
the path in case of multiple choices as explained earlier.

4 Experimental Analysis

To validate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, a known environment is
considered as shown in Fig. 2. This environment is obtained from google maps,
which represents the roadmap of National Institute of Technology, Rourkela. This
roadmap contains the locations of various departments and other important places
in the campus. The problem statement of the current research work is to decide the

Fig. 1 General environment with multiple possible paths

Fig. 2 NIT Rourkela road
map
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direction of the path by choosing the optimal of the available paths between the
given departmental locations.

The roadmap is saved as an image file and then imported in MATLAB 2012b.
For the various departments, corresponding coordinates are specified. First the map
is studied and the location of the different departments are noted and verified. The
path planning is done according to the process described in the flow chart as
depicted in Fig. 3.

For simulation purpose the Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) or the differential
mobile robot considered here is represented as (robot x, robot y). Similarly all the

Fig. 3 Flow chart of the proposed algorithm
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departments and other prominent locations on the map are represented by the x and
y coordinates.

The source and goal positions can be defined by

Case 1: entering the locations with the keyboard during program execution.
Case 2: choosing the desired positions on the roadmap by using mouse.

Once the source and the goal positions are attained, their respective position with
one another are checked and the direction of the motion is determined. Here the
whole map is checked and verified globally. If the source coordinate value is less
than the goal position coordinate values, then the UGV moves in the forward
direction towards left to right. Otherwise the UGV moves from right to left. Once
the source and destination positions are given on the map, the UGV will move
towards its goal position. If there are branching paths along the way, then the robot
decides its direction motion according to the shortest path traversal criteria. The
most important factor to be considered here is that always the shortest path is
chosen for deciding the direction of motion of the robot towards the goal.

When the vehicle is moving in the given path it will travel only along the road
dedicated for its travel. It means that, the UGV always follows the black line
indication on the road.

5 Results and Discussions

As described in the previous section, case 1 the source and goal position are entered
with the mouse as shown in Fig. 4 and the simulation result containing the path for
the corresponding positions is shown in Fig. 5. In this case it can be seen that goal
coordinate value is higher than source position and hence the robot moves forward
from left to right.

Here the source is at mechanical (ME) department with coordinates x = 805 and
y = 303. And the destination is ceramic (CER) department with coordinates

Fig. 4 Source and goal
positions
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x = 1074 and y = 127. Time taken for the simulation to take place is 4.95 s.
Similarly as described in case 2 the source and goal positions can be entered
manually using keyboard during execution as shown in Fig. 6. The path obtained
for the specified locations in Fig. 6. is shown in Fig. 7

For checking the output in case 2 the source position is at ID department with
coordinates x = 1264 and y = 292 and the goal position is at BBA with coordi-
nates x = 459 and y = 171. To check the validity of the proposed algorithm in the
real time environment, a differential drive robot has been considered as shown in
Fig. 8. The motion analysis has been performed as per the equations obtained from
past research work [11–13]. The motion equation of the developed robot is rep-
resented in Eq. (1).

ξİ =
x ̇
y ̇
ψ ̇

8<
:

9=
;=

1
2s

s*cosψ
s*sinψ
− 1

s*cosψ
s*sinψ

1

2
4

3
5* vRt

vLt

� �
ð1Þ

Fig. 5 Path for the positions
indicated in case 1

Fig. 6 Command window
showing source and goal
positions
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6 Conclusion

The simulation results for various choices of source and goal gives satisfactory
results following the optimal path in each and every case. In the simulation process
a time delay of 0.03 s is used to travel from one point to the adjacent point.
Accordingly the vehicle is assumed to move at a speed of 33.33 units/second. We
have the time taken for the robot to reach the destination in different scenarios. This
can be related to estimate the time taken for UGV to reach the destination.
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SDN Architecture on Fog Devices
for Realtime Traffic Management: A Case
Study

Kshira Sagar Sahoo and Bibhudatta Sahoo

Abstract Software Defined Network has become one of the most important tech-

nology to manage the large scale networks. The separation of the control plane from

the data plane in networking devices is the main idea of SDN. Currently, Open Flow

is the popular SDN standard, which has a set of functionalities. In the emerging

cloud scenario smart devices plays an important role. But they are facing latency

and intermittent connectivity. For this fog devices are placing in-between cloud and

smart devices. Fog computing is currently applying on connected vehicles, sensor

network etc. This article looks into the vehicular network area as a case study where

SDN architecture can apply on fog devices for enhancement of the performance and

betterment of traffic management and QoS on distribution of real time data.

Keywords Fog computing ⋅ SDN ⋅ Vehicular network ⋅ Openflow ⋅ DSRC

1 Introduction

Today’s data is tremendously dispersed and delivered continuously, in large volumes

and to a large number of users with different devices. Fog devices provide data, stor-

age, computation and application services to the end-users at a distributed level.

Thus, the idea of fog computing is to distribute all data and place it nearer to the

user, which will remove network delays and jitter associated with data transfer [1–3].

When many users are simultaneously streaming the same content in a given cell in a

cellular network, each user gets his own video stream and consumes his own portion

of the cellular capacity. This unicast model and video’s intensive bandwidth demands

can cause frequent network congestion. Again, the initial establishment of cellular
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connection takes several seconds and the end-to-end latency is comparatively high

[4]. DSRC (Dedicated Short Range Communication), also called 802.11P [5] is an

alternate to cellular network, a short range communication services that supports in

V2V environment [6]. Software Defined Network (SDN) is an emerging paradigm

that makes the behavior of the network devices (such as routers/switches) program-

mable and allows them to be controlled by a central element, thus offering advanced

customizability of network control and forwarding behaviors [7].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work

on content distribution. Section 3 discussed on proposed algorithm. Section 4 result

analysis followed by future work and conclusion in Sect. 5.

2 Preliminaries

For large amount of content distribution, V2V model is the wiser option than V2I

model. In the first SDN concept of vehicular networks and centralized control over

V2V [8], RSU can serve as fog devices. By leveraging the control plane in SDN, the

system can effectively collect and maintain individual vehicle states in a logically

centralized way also control and optimize V2V/V2I multi-hop routing/switching.

Basically, in this paper, we formulate the characteristics of the system is like this:

Transmission of content can be done in two phases. In the first phase of the content

server to RSUs and in the second phase Content will transfer from RSUs to vehicles.

In Fig. 1, the core switches and aggregation switches will only route the content to

the edge switches and edge switches are responsible to forward the content to RSUs.

Then after control flooding is accomplished. RSUs will record all subscribers of a

particular content service request. Each time the updates (a part of the content) will

be broadcast to the subscribers. The more subscribers, the better efficiency can be

achieved. Because of the intrinsic nature of the wireless communication, in a close

environment the vehicles may suffer in transmission collision. Only one mode is

active at a time i.e. V2V or I2V, for the above reason [9].

Fig. 1 DSRC and cellular

link for content distribution

along with SDN logic
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2.1 Intelligent Capabilities in SDN

There are two types of entities in the SDN/OpenFlow network switches and con-

trollers. The controller directs the switches to forward the flows. We are adding the

third one, i.e. a analyzing server, to store the application information and perform

traffic patterns analysis and prediction and classify the pattern which could improve

the intelligence in SDN. To identify flows and detect applications, used Machine

Learning (ML) techniques, which are based on statistical features. ML algorithms

apply on true data set to train a classifier to classify flows, e.g. Support Vector

Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes, neural networks etc. [10]. These techniques assume

that the application typically sends data in some sort of pattern; these patterns can be

used as a means of identification which would allow the connection to be classified

by traffic class. Both supervised and unsupervised learning technique for the Internet

traffic classification problem can be used. The unsupervised clustering technique use

an Exception Maximization (EM) algorithm which classifies unlabeled training data

into groups based on similarity [11].

3 Related Work

In [12] shows the CDS (Content Distribution Scheduling) is a NP-hard problem.

CDS is a novel approach where each vehicle notify the current neighboring list to the

RSU, then RSU select the sender and receiver vehicles and communicate either by

using V2V or I2V channel. In this paper, we have used Type Based Content Distrib-

ution (TBCD) method [4] along with add more intelligent capabilities in SDN while

forwarding the packets. The goal of our paper is to provide a content distribution

model in a vehicular environment, which will provide high scalability, communica-

tion reliability under limited bandwidth using SDN paradigm.

4 System Model and Problem Analysis

For a clear understanding we discuss the notation used in the Table 1. The total num-

ber of data items D requested by a subscriber is denoted by {d1, d2,… , dn}. The set

of RSU in a city is denoted by RSU = {RSU1,RSU2,… ,RSUn}. The set of vehicles

V(t) = {V1,V2,… ,VV (t)}, where VV (t) is the total number of vehicles at time t. The

total number of vehicles can be grouped into either V2V or V2I mode; these two sets

are denoted by VI(t) and VV (t) respectvely. One vehicle has to be stay in one mode at

a time; i.e. VI(t) ∩ VV (t) = ∅ and VI(t) ∪ VV (t) = V(t). Each vehicle is having a set of

request i.e. RQVi(t) = {RQ1
i ,RQ

2
i ,… ,RQn

i } where n is the total number of request

send by the vehicle Vi at time t. Set of services again may be divided into satisfied
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Table 1 Notations used in

the algorithm
Notation Description

D = {d1, d2, ..n} Set of data items

RSUn Road Side Unit

SWCi Core Switches

VI(t) Set of vehicles in I2V mode

VV (t) set of vehicles in V2V mode

RQVi(t) set of request submitted by Vi

Rqji jth request of i

SQRVi Set of satisfied request of Vi

URQVi set of unsatisfied request of Vi

NVi Set of neighbor of Vi

DSRCi ith DSRC region1

request and unsatisfied request or pending request, they are denoted as SRQVi and

URQVi. So SRQVi ∩ URQVi = ∅ and SRQ ∪ URQ = QVi(t). Any vehicle Vi has a set

of neighbor vehicles in V2V mode, they denoted by NVi(t). VRSU is the set of vehicles

in the RSU region. To facilitate the above scenario the following set of conditions

has to satisfy.

{Vi|Vi ∈ VRSU ∧ Vi ∈ VI(t) ∧ dI(t) ∈ URQVi(t)} (1)

It tells that Vi must be in RSU region Vi is in I2V mode and dI(t) has not yet been

serviced. In V2V mode the set of vehicles SV(t) = {SV1, SV2,… , SVn} are the des-

ignated sender vehicles. Set of data items to be transmitted by the set of vehicles is

denoted by D(SV(t)) = {d(SV1), d(SV2),… , d(SVn)}. Because of broadcast of pack-

ets, multiple data items may reach to the receiver, which may cause collision. Given

a set of sender vehicles SV(t), for any Vc in the V2V mode, SVa and SVb are the

neighbors. So both must be in SV(t) i.e. SVa, SVb ∈ SV(t). The data collision might

be occur in the following situation.

{Vc|Vc ∈ Vvt ∧ Vc ∈ NSVa(t) ∧ Vc ∈ NSVb(t)} (2)

Keeping in eye the dynamic nature of the traffic and heavy demand of the data ser-

vices, it is required to enhance QoS via cooperative data exchange. So one of the

objective is maximization of vehicle that either I2V or V2V mode during commu-

nication and simultaneously minimization of the packet transmission from server to

the vehicle through RSUs.
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5 Proposed Algorithm

When a vehicle sends a request to the server, the SDN agents keep track of vehicles’

information in the cache. Then the server begins to push the content to the designated

RSUs through switches. All these initial actions carried out between RSU and SDN

agent is described in the Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Initial action

VRSU(t) ← 𝜙

for each Vi ∈ V(t) do
if RSU receives the updates periodically from Vi then

VRSU(t) ← VRSU(t) ∪ Vi
end if

end for
for each Vj ∈ VRSU(t) do

for each qmvj ∈ RQVj(t) do
Push the content request to the server

end for
end for

Core switches send the data packet to the other switches whereas edge switches

determine the updated copies and send the packets to the RSUs according to the

current location of the vehicle. If the vehicle is in the DSRC region of an RSU, then

it receive immediately, otherwise wait for update come from other vehicles in V2V

mode. When a vehicle received a new update, it waits for a time interval Ws. It can

be represented by

ws = 1∕ds (3)

where ds is the distance from RSU. If the vehicle receives the same content during

this period it will prohibits from rebroadcast. Otherwise the vehicle rebroadcast the

packets to the others after Ws interval. The next action among RSU, vehicles and

V2V are described in the Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Content transmission from Switch to RSU and RSU to vehicle

for doSQRVi(t) ⊂ RQVi
if SWi ∈ SWc then

SWk ← SQRVi(t) (where SWk ∉ SWc)

else
RSUi ← SQRVi(t) (where SWk ∈ SWe)

end if
if VRSUi ∈ DSRCi then

VRSUi ← SQRVi(t)
else

wait for V2V mode

end if
end for
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Fig. 2 Number of packets transmissions

6 Simulation Result

With a limited functionalities we have simulated this architecture using the NS3 sim-

ulator. The traffic characteristics are simulated based on Greenshield’s model. This

model is widely used in simulating macroscopic traffic scenario [13]. Using SDN

technology in the said algorithms the total number of packet transmission from con-

tent server to the subscriber reduced drastically. Since the real time information is

flowing from the content server, then would go to core switches and then to edge

switches, to a RSU and finally reaches to the subscriber. So the packet is forwarded

once in each hop. The graph obtained from the simulation shows that the packet is

forwarded once for each hub, so the total number of packets transmitted is nearly

equal in each time for content transmission which is depicted in Fig. 2. On the con-

trary, each subscriber, in the on-demand unicast method will retransmit once from

the server. So the total number of packet transmission grows linearly with the number

of subscribers increases.

7 Conclusion
For our work we have used Type-Based Content Distribution (TBCD) method [4],

along with we have theoretically added ML classifier to classify the flow to sup-

port large scale real time content distribution in vehicular net-works. Theoretically,

we have modeled ML classifier in our approach which our future research work. In

future we will focus on the content delivery based on both ML classifier and DPI

classifier. To extend this work, we will investigate the innovative approach to cap-

ture, aggregate, and analyses the fine grained real-time traffic to enhance the QoS in

SDN architecture. Also current RSU model does not support multi hop V2V trans-

mission, which is one of our future work.
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Maximizing Network Lifetime of Wireless
Sensor Networks: An Energy Harvesting
Approach

Srikanth Jannu and Prasanta K. Jana

Abstract Energy preservation is very crucial in wireless sensor networks as they
are operated in hostile and non-accessible areas. The use of renewable energy
sources is an alternative technique for extending lifetime of a sensor network where
the battery-driven sensor nodes run out of battery power faster. In this paper, we
study and solve the problem of extending network lifetime by introduce
energy-harvesting (EH) sensor nodes and propose a clustering algorithm to extend
the network lifetime. In the proposed algorithm, we present an efficient scheme for
cluster head selection by considering the locations of EH sensor nodes and all of
these EH sensor nodes serve as relay nodes to the cluster heads. Simulation results
and their theoretical analysis show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the
existing algorithm.

Keywords Wireless sensor networks ⋅ Clustering ⋅ EH nodes ⋅ Network
lifetime ⋅ Residual energy

1 Introduction

Recently energy harvesting (EH) of the sensor nodes [1–3] has drawn enormous
attention for extending lifetime of the network. In this technique, EH sensor node
harvests energy from the natural power sources such as solar, piezoelectric and
thermal. Then, it converts that energy into electrical energy which is stored in
devices such as super-capacitors to achieve almost infinite lifetime [1]. However,
the deployment of large scale WSN composed of only EH sensors remains
impractical due to high costs and low achievable duty cycles [4, 5]. Therefore,
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deploying sensor nodes along with their certain percentage as EH nodes will be a
cost effective system for prolonging life of WSNs [4–6]. However, using some EH
nodes and clustering sensor nodes would be cost effective system for improving
lifetime of the network.

In this paper, we study an effective combination of energy harvesting and
clustering to create a cost effective system and propose an algorithm for maximizing
network lifetime. Given the set of sensor nodes along with the set of EH nodes, the
proposed algorithm selects CHs from the normal sensor nodes based on their
residual energy and the distance from the EH nodes. Then, every sensor node is
assigned to its nearest CH for the sake of cluster formation. Every CH collects the
sensed data from its member sensor nodes and aggregates them. Then, the CH is
assigned to its nearest EH node and that EH node forwards the data to the sink.
Therefore, the CH consumes less energy by forwarding to the nearest EH node
rather than sending it directly to the sink. As a result, the lifetime of the network
increases significantly.

Several clustering algorithms have been developed in [7, 8]. In [9], the authors
have proposed a cost-based energy balanced clustering and routing algorithm
(CEBCRA). However, the algorithm does not consider connectivity among CHs.
Voigt et al. proposed s-LEACH [10], where the authors extend LEACH protocol as
solar aware. However, the authors have assumed that every sensor node of the
network is solar powered which is very expensive. In [4], the authors have proposed
an advanced-sLEACH protocol in which the authors select a EH node as the CH.
However, the rate of charging is very sensitive to the environment [11]. It may not
be practical to choose EH node as CH in most of the cases. Zhang et al. proposed
clustering algorithms [12] to maximize the lifetime of the network. But, the algo-
rithm selects fixed number of CHs in the network. The proposed method takes care
of effective CHs selection based on sparsely deployed EH nodes and all EH nodes
act as relay nodes for the CHs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 shows system models.
Section 3 describes the proposed clustering algorithm. In Sect. 4, simulation results
are presented for verifying the performances of the proposed algorithm. Finally,
Sect. 5 concludes the paper and presents several directions for future research.

2 System Models

2.1 Network Model

We assume a WSN which consists of sensor nodes and certain percentage of sensor
nodes called EH nodes deployed randomly. Once deployment is completed they are
assumed to be stationary. As a wireless network, the nodes do not have global
information of the network. However, we consider that the nodes have the infor-
mation of residual energy and the distance of its neighbor sensor nodes as in radio
model [13]. Initially, each sensor node collects the local data and sends it to its
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corresponding CH. Next, the CH aggregates the received local data and sends the
aggregated data to the sink via an intermediate EH node. We use some termi-
nologies which are useful to present the algorithm as follows:

(1) dist(Si, Sj) is the Euclidean distance from the sensor Si to Sj.
(2) Neighbour(Si) is the set of all sensor nodes which are within the communi-

cation range of Si.
(3) disttobor(Si) is the set of distances from all borders of the target area.
(4) disttocen(Si) is the distance from the sensor node Si to the centre of the target

area.

2.2 Harvesting Model

Solar radiation is an upper bound which depends on the environment and is
determined by the maximum energy output of the solar collector Esol. In this paper,
we use an astronomical model to estimate the solar radiation which depends on the
parameters such as the angle between the sunlight and the solar panel. If the angle
of sunlight from the normal to the solar panel is θ then the effective sunlight can be
proportional to Cosθ [14] which is used to estimate the solar radiation for a time
period. The daily peak solar hours (PSH) can be given as follows:

PSH =
Ztsunset

tsunrise

Cosθ dt ð1Þ

Now, the solar energy is converted into the electric energy by the solar collector.
Solar collector consists of a solar panel and a regulator. The solar panel converts
photons into electric energy and the regulator regulates the output power of the
solar panel Psolar and that energy is transferred to the storage. The solar energy of
the solar collector Esol is determined as follows

Esol =PCH ×Psolar ð2Þ

In general Psolar is set to 1 kW per m2 [14].

3 Proposed Algorithm

We define some terminologies which are useful to present the algorithm as follows.

Definition 1 (Threshold Distance) Threshold distance is a minimum permissible
distance between two CHs which is used to distribute CHs evenly in the target area
and it is denoted as Threshold_distance.
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Definition 2 (Threshold Energy) Threshold energy is a minimum allowable
residual energy of a sensor node which is required to become the CH for at least one
transmission.

The foremost idea of our proposed algorithm is to choose k potential CHs from
the total number of sensor nodes and it is as follows.

In this method, we use a weight function W(Si) to select CHs from normal sensor
nodes by considering intra cluster distance and the residual energy of sensor node Si
ð∀i, 1≤ i≤ nÞ. The CH consumes more energy than its member sensor nodes. For
that reason, we build the weight function by considering the following two factors.

(1) A sensor node needs to hold adequate energy to become a CH. Therefore, the
chance of choosing a sensor node as a CH is high when its residual energy is
more. In other words,

WðSiÞ∝EresiðSiÞ ð3Þ

(2) The selected CH has to run for a longer time than its member sensor nodes i.e.,
the average distance from any EH node EHj of the sensor node has to be
minimum than that of any of its neighbour sensor nodes. It means

WðSiÞ∝ distðSi,EHjÞ
NeighbourðSiÞ ð4Þ

where, Neighbour(Si) and Eresi(Si) denotes the number of neighbour and
residual energy of sensor node Si as described in Sect. 2. To maximize the
weight function we combined condition 1 and condition 2 as follows

WðSiÞ∝EresiðSiÞ× NeighbourðSiÞ
distðSi,EHjÞ

i.e.,WðSiÞ=K ×EresiðSiÞ× NeighbourðSiÞ
distðSi,EHjÞ

where, K is a proportionality constant. Without loss of generality, we assume
that K = l. Therefore,

WðSiÞ=EresiðSiÞ× NeighbourðSiÞ
distðSi,EHjÞ ð5Þ

Moreover, the next CH will be selected as follows: the new CH distance from
the existing CH must be greater than threshold distance. If the distance between
new CH and existing CH is less than the threshold distance then the CH which is
near to the border of the target area or to the centre of the target area will be
discarded. If the threshold distance is maintained between new CH and existing CH,
then new CH exists. Similarly, we choose k number of CHs in the target area. This
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procedure assures the even distribution of the CHs in the target area. After selecting
k number of CHs, the remaining normal sensor nodes are assigned to their nearest
CH and form clusters. Finally, every CH is assigned to its nearest EH node.

Note that the number of EH nodes and the number of CHs are taken equal. Here,
the CHs take responsibility of collecting the sensed data from their member sensor
nodes, aggregate them and send those data to their assigned EH nodes. Then, these
EH nodes forward the aggregated data to the sink. Therefore, the residual energy of
the CHs is preserved as EH nodes are responsible of data forwarding to the sink.
The detailed CH selection algorithm is presented in Fig. 1.

4 Simulation Results

The proposed algorithm was experimented through simulation run using MATLAB
(version 7.5) and C programming language on Intel Core i7-2600 processor. For the
experiments, we considered a 200 × 200 square meter area in which 100–400

Input: Set of n nodes (S), k (number of CHs), Threshold_distance
Output: k number of CHs store in array CH
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Step 1. Sort n sensor nodes in descending order based on their 

weight function W(Si) using equation (4.4) and  store them 
 in the array S. 

Step 2. CH1 = S1;  i = 2
Step 3.   while (i k) 

for j = 1 to i and j i
if (dist(Si,Sj) < Threshold_distance) 

if (disttobor(Si) < disttocen(Sj)) 
CHi-1 = Sj 

 remove Si from the array S and Si = Si+1

 else 
CHi-1 = Si 

    remove Sj from the array S and Sj = Sj+1

end if 
else

 CHi = Sj

                     end if 
              end for

i++; 
 end while 

Step 3. Stop.

Algorithm 1: CH selection

Fig. 1 CH selection algorithm
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sensor nodes are randomly deployed. Sink was assumed to be located at (100, 200)
of the target area. Each sensor node was assumed to have an initial energy of 0.5
Joules. In the simulation run, the packet length be taken as 1000 bits, control bag
length be 100 bits and the threshold distance is taken as 60 m. Here, we assumed
the network lifetime as the number of rounds until 50 % of total sensor nodes die.

We present the simulation results by considering two scenarios of WSNs,
WSN#1 and WSN#2 in which 8 % EH nodes are deployed and without any
deployment of EH nodes in the target area respectively. At first, to show the
significance of EH nodes, we ran our algorithm for WSN#1 and WSN#2. Then we
compare the results of the proposed algorithm in terms of network lifetime and
residual energy of the network. We also run an existing algorithm [12] for the sake
of comparison.

4.1 Impact of EH Nodes on Lifetime and Residual Energy

We ran our proposed algorithm for scenario WSN#1 and scenario WSN#2. Table 1
shows the results of the proposed algorithm in terms of the network lifetime. Here,
we observe that the results of WSN#1 are better than the WSN#2. This is due to the
fact that in WSN#1, the EH nodes work as relay nodes for the CHs in the network
where as in WSN#2, the CHs communicate the sink directly. As a result, the CHs of
WSN#2 deplete energy faster than the CHs of WSN#1 because of long haul
problem.

We also compare the results of WSN#1 and WSN#2 in terms of residual energy
of the network. Table 2 presents the results in terms of residual energy of the
network. Here, we observe that the results of WSN#1 are better than the WSN#2.

4.2 Comparison of the Network Lifetime and Residual
Energy

We now show the comparison of the proposed method with the existing algorithm
[12] in terms of the network lifetime for target area by varying sensor nodes from
100 to 400 as shown in Fig. 2.

Here, we compare the results of WSN#1 with the existing algorithm as WSN#1
is energy harvested network. It is obvious to note that the proposed method per-
forms better. The rationale behind is that the existing algorithm selects single CH

Table 1 Network lifetime in
terms of rounds

Sensor nodes 100 200 300 400

WSN#1 996 1185 1345 1411
WSN#2 664 733 773 866
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irrespective of the node density of the network. As a result, the CH dies faster due
to over burden on that CH. Figure 3 shows the proposed algorithm performs better
than the existing algorithm in terms of residual energy.

Table 2 Comparison of
residual energy

Sensor nodes 100 200 300 400

WSN#1 13.358 26.934 42.988 54.377
WSN#2 12.37 25.217 34.939 48.965
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented an energy efficient clustering algorithm. We have
shown that the combination of energy efficient clustering and effective use of EH
sensor nodes in the target area increase the network lifetime significantly. To show
the result more realistic, we have used a basic astronomical prediction model for
charging the EH sensor nodes. Our simulation results show that the superiority of
the proposed algorithm in terms network lifetime and residual energy of the net-
work over the existing method. For future work, we plan to integrate energy effi-
cient routing protocol using EH sensor nodes to enhance the performance in terms
of several performance metrics.
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Hybrid Network Intrusion Detection
Systems: A Decade’s Perspective

Asish Kumar Dalai and Sanjay Kumar Jena

Abstract With the increasing deployment of network systems, network attacks are

increasing in intensity as well as complexity. Along with these increasing network

attacks, many network intrusion detection techniques have been proposed which

are broadly classified as being signature-based, classification-based, or anomaly-

based. A deployable network intrusion detection system (NIDS) should be capable

of detecting of known and unknown attacks in near real time with very low false

positive rate. Supervised approaches for intrusion detection provides good detection

accuracy for known attacks, but they can not detect unknown attacks. Some of the

existing NIDS emphasize on unknown attack detection by using unsupervised anom-

aly detection techniques, but they can not distinguish network data as accurately as

supervised approaches. Moreover they do not consider some other important issues

like real time detection or minimization of false alarm. To overcome these prob-

lems, in the recent years many hybrid NIDS have been proposed which are basically

aimed at detecting both known and unknown attacks with high accuracy of detec-

tion. In this literature review on hybrid network intrusion detection systems, we will

discuss a few of the notable hybrid NIDS proposed in the recent years and will try

to provide a comparative study on them.

Keywords Intrusion detection system ⋅ NIDS ⋅ Network security

1 Introduction

Network attacks are mainly of two types: the first category of network attacks, mis-

use the network resources such as network based DoS, probing, flooding, etc. In the

second type attack, attackers exploits the vulnerabilities in the protocol. Network
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defense systems, whether they are signature based or anomaly based, can be classi-

fied according to the attackers misuse type. The model to detect misuse of network

resources uses the flow level information to make decisions and detect the attacks.

To detect the exploitation of protocol vulnerabilities, the model uses information

collected from the protocol headers. There is also one other type of network defense

systems that detects applications vulnerabilities misuses by analyzing the informa-

tion collected from the payloads. The well known open source system of this type is

SNORT.

All these network intrusion detection systems use either signature based, classifi-

cation based or anomaly based approaches for detecting intrusions. Signature based

and classification based techniques are supervised, whereas anomaly detection tech-

nique is unsupervised intrusion detection techniques. Supervised intrusion detection

techniques produce very high detection accuracy for known attacks, but they are not

capable of detecting unknown attacks. On the other hand, unsupervised intrusion

detection techniques are capable of detecting unknown attacks, but they can not cat-

egorize network data as accurately as supervised techniques for known attacks. So

there is always a trade-off between detection accuracy and unknown attack detection

when we employ either supervised or unsupervised approaches for network intrusion

detection. In the recent years, a new type of intrusion detection approach known as

hybrid intrusion detection systems has been proposed in the literature which com-

bines more than one supervised and unsupervised interdependent intrusion detec-

tion approaches to increase the accuracy of detection as well as to detect unknown

attacks. In this paper we will discuss some of the hybrid network intrusion detection

approaches proposed in the recent years and will provide a comparative study on

them.

1.1 Intrusions and Its Types

Intrusions are a set of actions particularly aimed to compromise the common security

goals of the system like confidentiality, integrity, and availability. The attacks or

intrusion to the system are mainly categorized into the following types:

∙ Denial of Service (DoS) A DoS attack is the class of attack that attempts to block

access to the certain resource by legitimate users. Typically, the attack targets

the particular network services, such as e-mail, web services or the temporary

unavailability of all network connectivity and services. Common forms of denial

of service attacks are TCP SYN flooding, buffer overflow, smurf, teardrop, ping

of death, etc.

∙ User to Root Attacks (U2R) This is a type of attack where the attacker gains access

to the normal user account on the victim system. The unauthorized access may be

gained by social engineering, dictionary attack, sniffing passwords. The attacker

gains the privileges of a super user of the system by exploiting the vulnerabilities.
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∙ Remote to Local(R2L) R2L is a type of attack where the attacker sends packets to a

remote machine over the network without having any account on the machine and

then gains access (either as a root or as a user) to the machine and does malicious

activities. The most common form of remote exploits is buffer overflow and other

input modification attacks.

∙ Probe This type of attack scan the networks to identify valid network addresses

and to collect information about the individual host (the e.g. operating system

used and the services running on the host etc.). Some common probing attacks

include Nmap (network mapper, a tool for scanning and enumeration), port sweep

(scanning the ports to determine which services are running on the host), IPsweep

(scanning the network hosts for services on ports of interest), etc.

2 Intrusion Detection Systems

An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a system that alerts the user about the intru-

sion by using either signature based or anomaly based method, or a combination

of these techniques. IDSs are classified as Host-Based (HIDS) or Network-Based

(NIDS) in the context of their place of deployment. Host-based systems guard a sin-

gle host by monitoring its traffic while network-based systems obtain data by moni-

toring the traffic on the network.

Network intrusion detection system involves detecting intrusions in the whole

network. Network intrusion detection systems are installed in the network where it

can monitor the incoming and outgoing traffic of all devices on the network. Host

Intrusion Detection Systems are placed on individual devices on the network. An

HIDS analyzes the inbound and outbound traffic from the device and alert the user

or administrator about the suspicious activity. Another approach for detection con-

siders both the normal and anomalous patterns for training a system and then perform

classification on the test data. Such a system combines the advantages of both the

misuse-based and anomaly-based technique. In the design of an NIDS, the goal is to

achieve the higher accuracy while analyzing the complete network traffic. Therefore,

there is a need to design a hybrid intrusion detection model to meet this objective.

The hybrid classifier usually combines several machine learning techniques, so that

the overall system performance can be improved significantly. More specifically, a

hybrid approach includes two different functional components. The first one inputs

the raw traffic and produces the result and then the second one will then take the

intermediate results as the input and takes the final decision.

2.1 Signature Based Detection Techniques

The Well-known signature-based detection techniques such as USTAT, SNORT and

NetStat are limited in the way that they cannot detect unknown attacks. Also, when
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a new attack is detected, it takes significant amount of time to update its signature

database. This technique also produces number of false positive alerts.

2.2 Classification Based Detection Techniques

Classification-based detection techniques have both normal and abnormal data sets,

and uses data mining techniques to train the system. This creates an accurate clas-

sification model than simple signature-based approaches. They are thus extremely

useful in detecting known attacks where the attack signature is available with the

IDS. However, they are still not capable to detect the zero day attacks.

2.3 Anomaly-Based Detection Techniques

Anomaly-based detection techniques develops a model of normal behavior, and then

classify the abnormal which have statistically significant deviations from the normal.

The advantage of these approach is their capability to detect zero day attacks. How-

ever, there is a potential chance of having a high false alarms when the model for

generating the normal behaviors is not so accurate. Supervised learning approaches

for anomaly detection, train the model with a known set of normal data and then use

a testset to determine whether the data is normal or not. Unsupervised techniques

are based on statistical approaches, outlier detection schemes, clustering, and state

machines to detect the anomalous behavior without using any training data.

2.4 Hybrid Detection Techniques

In the recent years, researchers have tried to cascade the techniques mentioned above

for network intrusion detection to enhance the performance of NIDS, which use

hybrid classifiers to distinguish network data. To remove the unrepresentative train-

ing examples from each class, the hybrid classifiers uses clustering-based approach.

Then, the results from the clustering are used as the training examples for the classi-

fiers. Therefore, the first kind of hybrid classifiers can be based on either supervised

or unsupervised learning methods. Finally, hybrid classifiers can also be based on

the combination of the two different techniques in which the first one focus at opti-

mizing the learning performance of the second model used for the attack prediction.

Clustering is the process of a grouping the objects into clusters so that the objects in

the same cluster similar to each other than to the objects in other clusters.
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3 Existing Approaches for Hybrid Network Intrusion
Detection Systems

Tsai and Lin [1] proposed a novel method based on the idea of the Triangle Area

based Nearest Neighbors (TANN) by combining supervised and unsupervised learn-

ing methods for attack detection. They have used the k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN)

classifier to measure the similarity of attacks. Chen et al. [2] have applied Sup-

port Vector Machine (SVM) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for prediction

of attacks based on frequency-based encoding methods. The goal of using SVM and

ANN for attack detection is to develop a generalization capability from the limited

set of training data. Two different encoding schemes: frequency-based and tf × idf
scheme have been used to detect the intrusions. Herrero et al. [3] has proposed

a novel hybrid artificial intelligent system for intrusion detection, called MObile-

VIsualization Hybrid IDS (MOVIH-IDS). The hybrid model is based on a multia-

gent system that incorporates an unsupervised technique for effective detection of

intrusions. It facilitates the detection of intrusions in dynamic networks, in a more

flexible and adaptable manner. Ozyer et al. [4] have proposed an iterative rule learn-

ing method using a fuzzy rule-based genetic classifier. The approach consists of

two steps: first, fuzzy association rule mining is used to generate a large number

of rules, and then rule evaluation criteria are used to reduce the fuzzy rule search

space. The candidate rules obtained after pre-processing are used in the genetic fuzzy

classifier to generate class specific rules. Then for each class, the boosting genetic

algorithm is employed to find its fuzzy rules meant to classify the data each time

a fuzzy rule is extracted and incorporated in the model. Peddabachigari et al. [5]

proposed two hybrid approaches for designing the IDS. SVM and Decision Trees

(DT) are combined as a hierarchical hybrid intelligent system and an ensemble tech-

nique combining the standard classifiers. The motivation for using the hybrid tech-

nique is to improve the accuracy of the system in comparison to individual meth-

ods. The data set is first passed through the decision tree, and the information of

the node is generated. The hybrid approach combines the results from the all indi-

vidual systems resulting in better accuracy. Panda et al. [6] proposed a method to

use multiple classifiers to make intelligent decisions. In this method, the data filter-

ing is done after supervised classification or unsupervised clustering method to the

training set. They have investigated the combination of DT, PCA, SPegasos (Sto-

chastic variant of Piramol estimated sub-gradient solver in SVM), END, Random

Forest and Grading for their method. Then the final classifier is used on the filtered

data to get the final decision. Zhang et al. [7] proposed a hybrid intrusion detection

system by combining the advantages of all different kinds of IDS. The have consid-

ered the accuracy and speed of data processing. The method combines the misuse

detection technique and anomaly based technique. Gomez et al. [8] proposed a novel

anomaly pre-processor that extends the functionality of the Snort IDS, resulting a

hybrid detection system. This method, named H-Snort models the network traffic
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at a high level, and then it stores the information to model the normal behavior of

the system, it allows to configure it and adjust the sensitivity of the system to pre-

vent the false alarms. Jawhar and Mehrotra [9] have presented an intrusion detection

model based on hybrid fuzzy logic and artificial neural network. Fuzzy clustering is

used to remove the overlap between normal and abnormal behavior, which in turn

reduces the false alarms. Aydın et al. [10] have proposed the hybrid IDS by combin-

ing Packet Header Anomaly Detection (PHAD) and Network Trafc Anomaly Detec-

tion (NETAD). The have used Snort for misuse-based IDS and PHAD and NETAD

as anomaly-based IDS. Hwang et al. [11] proposed a novel experimental hybrid IDS

that combines the advantages of the low false-positive rate of the signature-based

system and the unknown attack detection ability of anomaly based system. By mining

anomalous traffic, they build the IDS that detects anomalies better than the SNORT

or Bro systems. A weighted signature generation scheme is developed to integrate

anomaly based technique with SNORT by generating signatures from anomaly based

method. Chung et al. [12] have proposed an intelligent dynamic swarm based rough

set (IDS-RS) based hybrid intrusion detection system. It uses simplified swarm opti-

mization for intrusion data classification. Elbasiony et al. [13] proposed a model that

depends on data mining classification and the clustering techniques. Random forest

classification algorithm and weighted k-means clustering algorithm are used to for

both misuse detection and anomaly detection. Kim et al. [14] proposed a new hybrid

intrusion detection method that hierarchically integrates a misuse detection model

and an anomaly detection. C4.5 decision tree algorithm is used for misuse detection,

and then multiple one-class SVM models are designed for the decomposed subsets.

Luo et al. [15] proposed a Four-Angle-Star based Visualized Feature Generation

approach (FASVFG) with generalization accuracy of 94.3

4 General Comparison of the Existing Hybrid NIDSs

In the subsection, we will try to compare the existing hybrid network intrusion detec-

tion systems based on the issues related to NIDS as discussed above. While some of

these approaches concentrate on only some particular issues, some other approaches

takes some different issues into account. So finding out a general comparison among

all these approaches is a difficult task. Most of these approaches have their own pros

and cons, while they stand out in some particular issues, at the same time they are

ignorant of some other important issues of an NIDS performance. A general compar-

ison of the existing hybrid network intrusion detection approaches has been shown

in Table 1. The comparison has been based upon the key issues related to an NIDS

performance discussed in previous subsections.
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5 Conclusion

From the general comparison of the existing hybrid network intrusion detection sys-

tems, it has been observed that most of them performs very well in terms of detection

accuracy and false alarm for already known attack and normal classes of traffic. But

most of them are not capable of detecting unknown attacks, which is of prime impor-

tance with evolving network scenario. Also for those who are capable of detecting

unknown attacks have low detection accuracy for unknown attacks. Time required

for traffic categorization is a very important aspect of NIDSs. A NIDS can be scaled

up to real networks only if it can detect attacks in real time.
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